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AGREEMENT1 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF UKRAINE AND
THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

WHEREAS the General Assembly of the United Nations has
established the United Nations Development Programme (hereinafter called
the UNDP) to support and supplement the national efforts of recipient
countries at solving the most important problems of their economic
development and to promote social progress and better standards of life; and

WHEREAS the Government of Ukraine (hereinafter called the
Government) wishes to request assistance from the UNDP for the benefit of
its people;

NOW THEREFORE the Government and the UNDP (hereinafter
called the Parties) have entered into this Agreement in a spirit of friendly
co - operation.

Article I

SCOPE OF THIS AGREEMENT

1. This Agreement embodies the basic conditions under which the UNDP
and its Executive Agencies shall assist the Government in carrying out its
development projects, and under which such UNDP - assisted projects shall
be executed. It shall apply to all such UNDP assistance and to such Project
Documents or othc.: instruments (hereinafter called Project Documents) as
the Parties may conclude to define the particulars of such assistance and the
respective responsibilities, of the Parties and the Executing Agency
hereunder in more detail in regard to such projects.

2. Assistance shall be provided by the UNDP under this Agreement only
in response to requests submitted by the Government and approved by the
UNDP. Such assistance shall be made available to the Government, or to
such entity as the Government may designate, and shall be furnished and
received in accordance with the relevant and applicable resolutions and
decisions of the competent UNDP organs, and subject to the availability of
the necessary funds to the UNDP.

I Came into force on 18 June 1993 by signature, in accordance with article XIII (2).

Vol. 1845, 1-31452
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Article II

FORMS OF ASSISTANCE

I. Assistance which may be made available by the UNDP to the
Government under this Agreement may consist of:

(a) The services of advisory experts and consultants, including
consultant firms or organizations, selected by and reponsible to, the UNDP
or the Executing Agency concerned;

(b) The services of operational experts selected by the Executing
Agency, to perform Functions of an operational, executive or administrative
character as civil servants of the Government or as employees of such
entities as the Government may designate under Article I, paragraph 2,
hereof;

(c) The services of members of the United Nations Volunteers
(hereinafter called volunteers);

(d) Equipment and supplies not readily available in Ukraine
(hereinafter called the country);

(e) Seminars, training programmes, demonstration projects, expert
working groups and related activities;

(f) Scholarships and fellowships, or similar arrangements under
which candidates nominated by the Government and approved by the
Executing Agency concerned may study or receive training; and

(g) Any other form of assistance which may be agreed upon by the
Government and the UNDP.

2. Requests for assistance shall be presented by the Government to the
UNDP through the UNDP resident representative in the country (referred to
in paragraph 4. (a) of this Article, and in the form and in accordance with
procedures established by the UNDP for such requests. The Government
shall provide the UNDP with all appropriate facilities and relevant
information to appraise the request, including an expression of its intent
with respect to the follow-up of investment- oriented projects.

3. Assistance may be provided by the UNDP to the Government either
directly, with such external assistance as it may deem appropriate, or.
through an Executing Agency, which shall have primary responsibility for
carrying out UNDP assistance to the project and which shall have the status
of an independent contractor for this purpose. Where assistance is provided
by the UNDP directly to the Government, all references in this Agreement to

Vol. 1845, 1-31452
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an Executing Agency shall be construed to refer to the UNDP, unless clearly
inappropriate from the context.

4. (a) The UNDP may maintain a permanent mission headed by a
resident representative, in the country to represent the UNDP therein and be
the principal channel of communication with the Government on all
Programme matters. The resident representative shall have full responsibility
and ultimate authority on behalf of the UNDP Administrator, for the UNDP
programme in all its aspects in the country, and shall be team leader in
regard to such representatives of other United Nations organizations as may
be posted in the country, taking into account their professional competence
and their relations with appropriate organs of the Government. The resident
representative shall maintain liaison on behalf of the Programme with the
appropriate organs of the Government, including the Government's co-
ordinating agency for external assistance, and shall inform the Government
of the policies, criteria and procedures of the UNDP and other. relevant
programmes of the United Nations. He shall assist the Government, as may
be required, in the preparation of UNDP country programme and project
requests, as well as proposals for country programme or project changes,
assure proper co - ordination of all assistance rendered by. the UNDP
through various Executing Agencies or its own consultants, assist the
Government, as may be required, in co - ordinating
UNDP activities with national, bilateral and multilateral programmes within
the country, and carry out such other functions as may be entrusted to him
by the Administrator or by an Executing Agency.

(b) The UNDP mission in the country shall have such other staff as
the UNDP may deem appropriate to its proper functioning. The UNDP shall
notify the Government from time to time of the names of the members, and
of the families of the members, of the mission, and of changes in the status
of such persons.

Article III

EXECUTION OF PROJECTS

1. The Government shall remain responsible for its UNDP-assisted
development projects and the realization of their objectives as described in
the relevant Project Documents, and shall carry out such parts of such
projects as may be stipulated in the provisions of this Agreement and such
Project Documents. The UNDP undertakes to complement and supplement
the Government's participation in such projects through assistance to the
Government in pursuance of this Agreement and the Work Plans forming
part of such Project Documents, and through assistance to the Government
in fulfilling its intent with respect to investment follow-up. The
Government shall inform UNDP of the Government Co-operating Agency

Vol 1845, 1-31452
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directly responsible for the Government's participation in each UNDP-
assisted project. Without prejudice to the Government's overall responsibility
for its projects, the Parties may agree that an Executing Agency shall assume
primary responsibility for execution of a project in consultation and
agreement with the Co-operating Agency, and any arrangements to this
effect shall be stipulated in the project Work Plan forming part of the
Project Document together with arrangements, if any, for transfer of such
responsibility, in the course of project execution, to the Government or to an
entity designated by the Government.

2. Compliance by the Government with any prior obligations agreed to
be necessary or appropriate for UNDP assistance to a particular project shall
be a condition of performance by the UNDP and the Executing Agency of
their responsibilities with respect to that project. Should provision of such
assistance be commenced before such prior obligations have been met, it
may be terminated or suspended without notice and at the discretion of the
UNDP.

3. Any agreement between the Government and an Executing Agency
concerning the execution of a UNDP-assisted project or between the
Government and an operational expert shall be subject to the provisions of
this Agreement.

4. The Co-operating Agency shall as appropriate and in consultation
with the Executing Agency assign a full -time Director for each project who
shall perform such functions as are assigned to him by the Co-operating
Agency. The Executing Agency shall as appropriate and in consultation
with the Government appoint a Chief Technical Adviser or Project Co-
ordinator responsible to the Executing Agency to oversee the Executing
Agency's participation in the project at the project, level. He shall supervise
and co -ordinate activities of experts and other Executing Agency personnel
and be responsible for the on-the-job training of national Government
counterparts. He shall be responsible for the management and efficient
utilization of all UNDP-financed inputs, including equipment provided to
the project.

5. In the performance of their duties, advisory experts, consultants and
volunteers shall act in close consultation with the Government and with
persons or bodies designated by the Government, and shall comply with
such instructions from the Government as may be appropriate to the nature
of their duties and the assistance to be given and as may be mutually agreed
upon between the UNDP and the Executing Agency concerned and the
Government. Operational experts shall be solely responsible to, and be
under the exclusive direction of, the Government or the entity to which they
are assigned, but shall not be required to perform any functions
incompatible with their international status or with the purposes of the
UNDP or of the Executing Agency. The Government undertakes that the
commencing date of each operational expert in its service shall coincide
with the effective date of his contract with the Executing Agency concerned.

Vol. 1845. 1-31452
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6. Recipients of fellowships shall be selected by the Executing Agency.
Such fellowships shall be administered in accordance with the fellowship
policies and practices of the Executing Agency.

7. Technical and other equipment, materials, supplies and other property
financed or provided by the UNDP shall belong to the UNDP unless and
until such time as ownership thereof is transferred, on terms and conditions
mutually agreed upon between the Government and the UNDP, to the
Government or to an entity nominated by it.

8. Patent rights, copyright rights, and other similar rights to any
discoveries or work resulting from direct UNDP assistance under this
Agreement shall belong to the UNDP. Unless otherwise agreed by the
Parties in each case, however, the Government shall have the right to use
any such discoveries or work within the country free of royalty or any charge
of similar nature.

Article IV

INFORMATION CONCERNING PROJECTS

1. The Government shall furnish the UNDP with such relevant reports,
maps, accounts, records, statements, documents and other information as it
may request concerning any UNDP-assisted project, its execution or its
continued feasibility and soundness, gr concerning the compliance by the
Government with its responsibilities under tis Agreement or Project
document.

2. The UNDP undertakes that the Government shall be kept currently
informed of the progress of its assistance activities under this Agreement.
Either party shall have the right, at any time, to observe the progress of
operations on UNDP-assisted projects.

3. The Government shall, subsequent to the completion of a UNDP-
assisted project, make available to the UNDP at its request information as to
benefits derived from and activities undertaken to further the purposes of
that project, including information necessary or appropriate to its evaluation
or to evaluation of UNDP assistance, and shall consult with and permit
observation by the UNDP for this purpose.

4. Any information or material which the Government is required to
provide to the UNDP under this Article shall be made available by the
Government to an Executing Agency at the request of the Executing Agency
concerned.

Vol. 1845. 1-31452
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5. The Parties shall consult each other regarding the publication, as
appropriate, of any information relating to any UNDP-assisted project or to
benefits derived therefrom. However, any information relating to any
investment- oriented project may be released by the UNDP to potential
investors, unless and until the Government has requested the UNDP in
writing to restrict the release of information relating to such project.

Article V

PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBUTION OF GOVERNMENT
IN EXECUTION OF PROJECT

I. In fulfillment of the Government's responsibility to participate and
co-operate in the execution of the projects assisted by the UNDP under
this Agreement, it shall contribute the following in kind to the extent
detailed in relevant Project Documents:

(a) Local counterpart professional and other services, Including
national counterparts to operational experts;

(b) Land, buildings, and training and other facilities available or
produced within the country; and

(c) Equipment, materials and supplies available or produced within
the country.

2. Whenever the provision of equipment forms part of UNDP assistance
to the Government, the latter shall meet charges relating to customs
clearance of such equipment, its transportation from the port of entry to the
project site together with any incidental handling or storage and related
expenses, its insurance after delivery to the project site, and its installation
and maintenance.

3. The Government shall also meet the salaries of trainees and recipients
of fellowships during the period of their fellowships.

4. If so provided in the Project Document, the Government shall pay, or
arrange to have paid, to the UNDP or an Executing Agency the sums
required, to the extent specified in the Project Budget of the Project
Document, for the provision of any of the items enumerated in paragraph I
of this Article, whereupon the Executing Agency shall obtain the necessary
items and account annually to the UNDP for any expenditures out of
payments made under this provision.

5. Moneys payable to the UNDP under the preceding paragraph shall be
paid to an account designated for this purpose by the Secretary-General of

Vol. 1845, 1-31452
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the United Nations and shall be administered in accordance with the
applicable financial regulations of the UNDP.

6. The cost of items constituting the Government's contribution to the
project and any sums payable by the Government in pursuance of this
Article, as detailed in Project Budgets, shall be considered as estimates
based on the best information available at the time of preparation of such
Project Budgets. Such sums shall be subject to adjustment whenever
necessary to reflect the actual cost of any such items purchased thereafter.

7. The Government shall as appropriate display suitable signs at each
project identifying it as one assisted by the UNDP and the Executing
Agency.

Article VI

ASSESSED PROGRAMME COSTS
AND OTHER ITEMS PAYABLE IN LOCAL CURRENCY

1. In addition to the contribution referred to in Article V above, the
Government shall assist the UNDP in providing it with assistance by paying
or arranging to pay for the following local costs or facilities, in the amounts
specified in the relevant Project Document or otherwise determined by the
UNDP in pursuance of relevant decisions of its governing bodies:

(a) The local living costs of advisory experts and consultants
assigned to projects in the country;

(b) Local administrative and clerical services, including necessary
local secretarial help, interpreter -translators, and related assistance;

(c) Transportation of personnel within the country; and

(d) Postage and telecommunications for official purposes.

2. The Government shall also pay each operational expert directly the
salary, allowances and other related emoluments which Would be payable to
one of its nationals if appointed to the post involved. It shall grant an
operational expert the same annual and sick leave as the Executing Agency
concerned grants its own officials, and shall make any arrangement
necessary to permit him to take home leave to which he is entitled under the
terms of his service with the Executing Agency concerned. Should his
service with the Government be terminated by it under circumstances which
give rise to an obligation on the part of an Executing Agency to pay him an
indemnity under its contract with him, the Government shall contribute to
the cost thereof the amount of separation indemnity which would be payable

Vol. 1845. 1-31452
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to a national civil servant or comparable employee of like rank whose
service is terminated in the same circumstances.

3. The Government undertakes to furnish in kind the following local
services and facilities:

(a) The necessary office space and other premises;

(b) Such medical facilities and services for international personnel
as may be available to national civil servants;

(c) Simple but adequately furnished accommodation to volunteers;
and

(d) Assistance in finding suitable housing accommodation for
international personnel, and the provision of such housing to operational
experts under the same conditions as to national civil servants of comparable
rank.

4. The Government shall also contribute towards the expenses of
maintaining the UNDP mission in the country by paying annually to the
UNDP a lumpsum mutually agreed between the Parties to cover the
following expenditures:

(a) An appropriate office with equipment and supplies, adequate to
serve as local headquarters for the UNDP in the country;

(b) Appropriate local secretarial and clerical help, interpreters,
translators and related assistance;

(c) Transportation of the resident representative and his staff for

official purposes within the country;

(d) Postage and telecommunications for official purposes; and

(e) Subsistence for the resident representative and his staff while in
official travel status within the country.

5. The Government shall have the option of providing in kind the
facilities referred to in paragraph 4 above, with the exception of items (b)
and (e).

6. Moneys payable under the provisions of this Article, other than under
paragraph 2, shall be paid by the Government and administered by the
UNDP in accordance with Article V, paragraph 5.

Vol. 1845, 1-31452
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Article VII

RELATION TO ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER SOURCES

In the event that assistance towards the execution of a project is
obtained by either Party from other sources, the Parties shall consult each
other and the Executing Agency with a view to effective co - ordination and
utilization of assistance received by the Government from all sources. The
obligations of the Government hereunder shall riot be modified by any
arrangements it may enter into with other entities co-operating with it in
the execution of project.

Article VIII

USE OF ASSISTANCE

The Government shall exert its best efforts to make the most effective
use of the assistance provided by the UNDP and shall use such assistance for
the purpose for which it is intended. Without restricting the generality of
the foregoing, the Government shall take such steps to this end as are
specified in the Project Document.

Article IX

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES

1. The Government shall apply to the United Nations and its organs,
including the UNDP and U.N. subsidiary organs acting as UNDP Executing
Agencies, their property, funds and assets, and to their officials, including
the resident representative and other members of the UNDP mission in the
country, the provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations.'

2. The Government shall apply to each Specialized Agency acting as ani
Executing Agency, its property, funds and assets, and to its officials, the
provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the

I United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1, p. 15, and vol. 90, p. 327 (corrigendum to vol. 1, p. 18).
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Specialized Agencies,' including any Annex to the Convention applicable to
such Specialized Agency. In cace the International Atomic Energy Agency
(the IAEA) acts as an Executing Agency, the Government shall apply to its
property, funds and assets, and to its officials and experts, the Agreement on
the Privileges and Immunities of the IAEA.2

3. Members of the UNDP mission in the country shall be granted such
additional privileges and immunities as may be necessary for the effective
exercise by the mission of its functions.

4. (a) Except as the Parties may otherwise agree in Project Documents
relating to specific projects, the Government shall grant all persons, other
than Government nationals employed locally, performing services on behalf
of the UNDP, a Specialized Agency or the IAEA who are not covered by
paragraphs I and 2 above the same privileges and immunities as officials of
the United Nations, the Specialized Agency concerned or the IAEA under
Sections 18, 19 or 18 respectively of the Conventions on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations or of the Specialized Agencies, or of the
Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the IAEA.

(b) For purposes of the instrument on privileges and immunities
referred to in the preceding parts of this Article:

(1) All papers and documents relating to a project in the
possession or under the control of the persons referred to in
sub-paragraph 4(a) above shall be deemed to be documents
belonging to the United Nations, the Specialized Agency
concerned, or the IAEA, as the case may be; and

(2) Equipment, materials and supplies brought into or purchased or
leased by those persons within the country for purposes of a
project shall be deemed to be property of the United Nations,
the Specialized Agency concerned, or the IAEA, as the case
may be.

5. The expression "persons performing services" as used in Articles IX, X
and XIII of this Agreement includes operational experts, volunteers,
consultants, and juridical as well as natural persons and their employees. It
includes governmental or non - governmental organizations or firms which
UNDP may retain, whetler as an Executing Agency or otherwise, to execute
or to assist in the execution of UNDP assistance to a project, and their
employees. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit the
privileges, immunities or facilities conferred upon such organizations or
firms or their employees in any other instrument.

I United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 33, p. 261. For the final and revised texts of annexes published subsequently,
see vol. 71, p. 318; vol. 79, p. 326; vol. 117, p. 386; vol. 275, p. 298; vol. 314, p. 308; vol. 323, p. 364; vol. 327, p. 326;
vol. 371, p. 266; vol. 423, p. 284; vol. 559, p. 348; vol. 645, p. 340; vol. 1057, p. 320 and vol. 1060, p. 337.

2 Ibid., vol. 374, p. 147.
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Article X

FACILITIES FOR EXECUTION OF UNDP ASSISTANCE

1. The Government shall take any measures which may be necessary to
exempt the UNDP, its Executing Agencies, their experts and other persons
performing services on their behalf from regulations or other legal provisions
which may interfere with operations under this Agreement, and shall grant
them such other facilities as may be necessary for the speedy and efficient
execution of UNDP assistance. It shall, in particular, grant them the
following rights and facilities:

(a) prompt clearance of experts and other persons performing
services on behalf of the UNDP or an Executing Agency;

(b) prompt issuance without cost of necessary visas, licenses or

permits;

(c) access to the site of work and all necessary rights of way;

(d) free movement within or to or from the country, to the extent
necessary for proper execution of UNDP assistance;

(e) the most favourable legal rate of exchange;

(f) any permits necessary for the importation of equipment,
materials and supplies, and for their subsequent exportation;

(g) Any permits necessary for importation of property belonging to
and intended for the personal use or consumption of officials of the UNDP,
its Executing Agencies, or other persons performing services on their behalf,
and for the subsequent exportation of such property; and

(h) Prompt rcleasp from customs of the items mentioned in sub-
paragraphs (f) and (g) above.

2. Assistance under this Agreement being provided for the benefit of the
Government and people of Ukraine, the Government shall bear all risks of
operations arising under this Agreement. It shall be responsible for dealing
with claims which may be brought by third parties against the UNDP or an
Executing Agency, their officials or other persons performing services on
their behalf, and shall hold them harmless in respect of claims or liabilities
arising from operations under this Agreement. The toregoing provision shall
not apply where the Parties and the Executing Agency are agreed that a
claim or liability arises from the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of the
above - mentioned individuals.
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Article XI

SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION OF ASSISTANCE

1. The UNDP may by written notice to the Government and to the
Executing Agency concerned suspend its assistance to any project if in the
judgement of the UNDP any circumstance arises which interferes with or
threatens to interfere with the successful completion of the project or the
accomplishment of its purposes. The UNDP may, in the same or a
subsequent written notice, indicate the conditions under which it is prepared
to resume its assistance to the project. Any such suspension shall continue
until such time as such conditions are accepted by the Government and as
the UNDP shall give written notice to the Government and the Executing
Agency that it is prepared to resume its assistance.

2. If any situation referred to in paragraph I of this Article shall continue
for a period of fourteen days after notice thereof and of suspension shall
have been given by the UNDP to the Government and the Executing
Agency, then at any time thereafter during the continuance thereof, the
UNDP may by written notice to the Government and the Executinc' Agency
terminate its assistance to the Project.

3. The provisions of this Article shall be without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies the UNDP may have in the circumstances, whether under
general principles of law or otherwise.

Article XII

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

1. Any dispute between UNDP and the Government arising out of or
relating to this Agreement which is not settled by negotiation or other
agreed mode of settlement shall be submitted to arbitration at the request of
either Party. Each Party shall appoint one arbitrator, and the two arbitrators
so appointed shall appoint a third, who shall be the chairman. If within
thirty days of the request for arbitration either Party has not appointed an
arbitrator or if within fifteen days of the appointment of two arbitrators the
third arbitrator has not been appointed, either Party may request the
President of the International Court of Justice to appoint an arbitrator. The
procedure of the arbitration shall be fixed by the arbitrators, and the
expenses of the arbitration shall be borne by the Parties as assessed by the
arbitrators. The arbitral award shall contain a statement of the reasons on
which it is based and shall be accepted by the Parties as the final
adjudication of the dispute.
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2. Any dispute between the Government and an operational'expert arising
out of or relating to the conditions of his service with the Government may
be referred to the Executing Agency providing the operational expert by
either the Government or the operational expert involved, and the Executing
Agency concerned shall use its good offices to assist them in arriving at a
settlement. If the dispute cannot be settled in accordance with the
preceding sentence or by other agreed mode of settlement, the matter shall
at the request of either Party be submitted to arbitration following the same
provisions as are laid down in paragraph 1 of this Article, except that the
arbitrator not appointed by either Party or by the arbitrators of the Parties
shall be appointed by the Secretary- General of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration.

Article XIII

GENERAL PROVISIONS

I. This Agreement is an integral part of and supplementary to the
Agreement between the United Nations and the Government of Ukraine
relating to the Establishment of a United Nations Interim Office in Ukraine.
Insofar as any provision of this Agreement and any provision of the latter
Agreement relate to the same subject matter, the two provisions shall,
whenever possible, be construed as complementary so that both provisions
shall be applicable and neither shall narrow the effect of the other.

2. This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature. It shall continue
in force until terminated under paragraph 3 below. Upon the entry into
force of this Agreement, it shall supersede existing Agreements concerning
the provision of assistance to the Government out of UNDP resources and
concerning the UNDP office in the country, and it shall apply to all
assivtance provided to the Government and to the UNDP office established
in the country under the provisions of the Agreements now superseded.

3. This Agreement may be modified by written agreement between the
Parties hereto. Any relevant matter for which no provision is made in this
Agreement shall be settled by the Parties in keeping with the relevant
resolutions and decisions of the appropriate organs of the United Nations.
Each Party shall give full and sympathetic consideration to any proposal
advanced by the other Party under this paragraph.

4. This Agreement may be terminated by either Party by written notice
to the other and shall terminate sixty days after receipt of such notice.

5. The obligations assumed by the Parties under Articles IV (concerning
project information) and VIII (concerning the use of assistance) hereof shall
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survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. The obligations
assumed by the Government under Articles IX (concerning privileges and
immunities), X (concerning facilities for project execution) and XII
(concerning settlement of disputes) hereof shall survive the expiration or
termination of this Agreement to the extent necessary to permit orderly
withdrawal of personnel, funds and property of the UNDP and of any
Executing Agency, or of any persons performing services on their behalf
under this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly appointed
representatives of the Government of Ukraine and of the United Nations
Development Programme, respectively, have on behalf of the Parties signed
the present Agreement in the Ukrainian and English languages in two
copies at Kiev this eighteenth day of June 1993.

For the Government
of Ukraine:

For the United Nations
Development Programme:

(j!

NNN4wi,

I Anatoliy Zlenko.
2 Boutros-Boutros Ghali.
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[UKRAINIAN TEXT - TEXTE UKRAINIEN]

YFOaA MIX YPAIQOM YKPAIHI4 I IPOFPAMOIO PO3BI4TKY
OPFAHI3AIIII OB'CJHAHHIX HA[I1I

peDV'qH nO v mar , uo FeHepa~xbHa AcaM~neg OpraHi3aitil

06C eHaHHX Hariu 3acHyBana nporpauy PO3BHTRY OpraHi3aI[if
0D'CHaHHX HaIxin (Aani ;riPo01) 3 MeTOD IiATPHMCHX i flOnoBHeHHS

HagixOHaJmbH]x 3YCHT, MO AOR7aAab CS Kpa!HaMz-o~epxyBaqamH

AonouorH nPH Bza imeHH i Hai6 i4-bm CYTTCBHX nPowrem Ix
eHOHOMinHoro PO3BHEry, a TaHOX 3 MeTO CfIPEE1HHR IX cOIaiaJbHOMy

nporpecy Ta niABHmeHH PiBHS xHTTS, a Tamoz

oeDV4H no vBarw, mo YPRA Y paIHH (jAani gYpS) 6axac

3BepHyTHCb Ao flPOOH 3a AOflOMOrOD Ha XOPRCTb CBOro HapoJy,

YpRA i 1IPOOH (Aa-ii CTOPOHIS) y JYCi jpyxHboro
CU iBpOiTHHITBa yxianax Im YrojxY.

CraTTR I
Ceen nil uie! Yronx

1. UR Yrona MiCTHTb OCHOBHj YMOBH, BilI/OBiAHO JO RKEX
rlPOOH Ta 1! BIaxOHaBq YCTaHOBm HaJtBaTHMYTb YPSRIY Aonomory y

BHKOHaHH1 goro npoeXTiB P03BHTKY i B1InOB iAHO AO RIE(X

npOeKTH, mo BRKOHYBTbC1 3a AonoMoroi0 flPooH, OYZJ.Y-b
BTiJIlDBaTHCb. lOOeHHR 1gief Yroau nOUPlDDTbCg Ha BCD Aonomory
3 60y nPOOH i Ha BCD npoeRTHy AoKyMeHTaIgiv 4H iHmi [OKYMeHTH

(Uiai fpoeKTHa AoyMeHTaqin), mui CTOPOHH MOXYTb PO3POOrTH
J1I Hagli nTW A eTaHbHoro BH3HameHHR KOHXpeTHMC YMOB TaHO!
flonoMorH, a TaHIOX BlnOBiWHEC OOB'R3KiB CTOPiH i BEEKOHaBnO!

YCTaHOBH Bi3.HOCHO Ta XEX IpoeHTiB.

?. BinnoBiHO AO Itie! Yro.M Aonomora IIPOH Ha aCTbCSI 3me
y B iJnoB iAb Ha npoxaHHR, 1io UOjaDrrbCs YP$1AOM Ta CXBaJnDDTbCR

IPOOH. Taxa Aonomora Ha a6TbCS YDpRy aO0 Tax ii DPEHIAHH ifl
OCO6i, sRy Moxe IpH3Haq34TH YPsRA. Ti HaJaHHR i oAepxaHm
perynUrrbcs BiIIIOBiAHHMH AiDtIqHM pe3omiDiRME Ta PimeHHsM1
KOMIeTeHTHEDC OpraHiB IIPOOH i 3a2IeTL BiA HaRBHOCTi y IIPOOH
HeoxiHcx 0OHj iB.
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(DoDM1! nooMOTW

1. fonoMora, 1KY flPOOH Moze HaJaB3aTH YPDy 2' iAfIOBi to Ao

ic ! YrOZLE, moze BKimtqaTH:

a) nOCixy2H eiCnePTiB-pa HHKiB Ta KOHCynbTaHTiB, Y TOMY
tlHC71i tPipM MH opraHi3aiti2, RKi npA3HaqazTbCR YEPOOH qz
BilI/oBiflHO0 BEROHaBqov YCTaHOBOI) i HeCyTb
B iANIOBiAanbH 1CTb nepeA HHMN;

o) noc~iyrH TeXHi4HHX excrcepTiB, Rxi npx3Haq)DTbC
BH3OHaBqOD YCTaHOBOD J11R BEXOHaHHRl onepaTHBHEX,

YnPaBliHCbKHX 4H aJAMiHiCTpaTIBHHX 0yHXItig RX Aep~aBHi
CIYX0OBIgi YPRsy ao0 CniiBpOtiTHHKH VIOH1H4HEX OCib, RXiHX

YPRA Moe nIPH3HaqHTH 3riJO 3 nYHHTOM 2 CTaTTi I Ixic!
YroJAR;

B) nocnjH JOOpOBOjrbIxiB 0praHi3aki! 00 'cAaHHX HaIia
(Aani - QOP0OBOnBIXIi );

r) OojIa U taHHR i MaTepiaiH, Rxi BaIxO OTPHMaTH B YKDa!Hi
('anli - glKpallHla) ;

A) npOBe eHHR CemiHapiB, peaJqiaagiD nporpaM nIUArOTOBKH
Ka~1piB, nOxa3OBHX npOeKTIB, CTBOPeHHR pOOOqEX rpyT

excnePTiB Ta iHni nOi0Hi 3aXOAH;

e) HBaaHHR CTmxeH in aoo no0ti6Hi 3aXOJA, B pDmX RIEcx
KaHJmEaTH, nH3HaeHi YPRJA0M i 3aTBep~zeHi BiI)OBiAJHOD
BEEOHaBqoIK YCTaHOBOD, MOKYTb HaBqaTHCb aoo OTPHmyBaTH
npooec inlHy n ijOTOBXY;

X) 0YZb-a1(y iHMY OOPMY AonoMOrH, npo RKY MOZYTb
AOMOBHTHCb YDPR 1 NPOOH.

2. RpoXaHHR niPO Ha~aHHR AOnoMorm nO amTbCR YPRAOM Ha

aApecy nPOOH qepe3 npeCTaBHHxKa-pe3xH.eHTa NPOOH y IniA xpaIHi

(3a3HaqeHoro y nYHKTi 4(a) Ilief CTaTT1) 3a Ha3IeXHOD OOPmOD1 i
B IJfOB iAHO AO npoi/e riypH, Rxa BCTaHOBjIeHa IIPOOH AlRi TaxHxn
fpoxaHb. YPRjA Hajae rIP00H BCi HeoOxiAH1 3aCOOH Ta Bi~UIOB1JiHy
iHOOPMagIiM 2AnR pO3rnRqy npOXaHHR, BExnmqaDqE BHxKna noro HaMiPY
QOO nomanbmo! POOOTH HaA npoeKTaME, RE i nOTpeOyrb
BiJnOBiAIHX KaniTanOBKaeHb.
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3. IPOOH Maze HaaBaTH oromory aOo Oe3nocepeAHbo YpD.y,

BE(OpHCTOBYDHq npH UbOMY TaKY 3OBHimHM AoOMOry, iKa Moze
BBa aTHCb A01inbHOD, ao qepe3 BRHOHaB4Y YCTaHOBY. Ha RKY
n0Knl2IaSTbC 0CHOBHa BiflfOBij8AaBHiCTb 3a peanji3aiiD AonloMorH,
IQo Ha~c-CTbCR nP00H AnR 3AiRCHeHHR npoeXTy, 1 Rxig AnR ib1oro

HaAaSTbCR CTaTYC He3anezHoro niPRAHmxa. Y THX Bnna/icax, KO1K
onoMora HafaCTbCg YpR y Oe3nocepeAHbO IIPOOH, BCi nOCHnaHHR B
gin YroAi Ha BHKOHaB4y YCTaHOBY nOBHHHi T2IyMarHTncb IRK TaKi,
MO CTOCYKThCR IIPOO:I, 3a BKHRTHOM BHrIaJuKIB, HOnK 3 ROHTeKCTY

B=nnac 1Hme.

4. a) HPOOH moze MaTH Y xpalHi 1i0CTiRHe npeZCTaBHmIrBo Ha
moni 3 npeACTaBHHHOM-pe3HJeHTOM AunSI Toro, ajo6 npeACTaBnIRTH

IIPOOH Ha MiCIti 1 BH1(OHYBaTH 0yHiXXif rOnOBHoro xaHany 3B'R3KY 3
Ypsi OM 3 ycix cnpaD nporpamx. flpeAcTaBHK-pe3RAeHT Hece BDD
Di2UIOBiJa3ThHiCTb i Mac Oe33aCTepexHi nOBHOBaZeHHI BiA IMeni

AMMiHiCTpaToPa YPOOH rpH BTinieHHi BCix acIneRTiB lipOrpaMm IPOOH

y _ pa!Hi i xepye POOOTOD rpYnH TaREx npeACTaBHH iB iHMKX

opraHi3ag ii CHCTemH 002, R i MozyTb nIpaA4 BaT B HpafHi,

spax0ByDqn Ix npooecinHy KoMneTeHIi3 . i IX BiAHOCHK 3
2 i nOB iAHVDM opraHaM YPRA. rIPeACTaBHKI -pe3HfeHT n iATpKH 4
GB' R30K BIA IMeHi nparpaME 3 B ijIIoBI)H m opraHamm YPRY,

xlCImDq DtIH YPRl0By YCTaHOBy no KoOpAHHaIii 3OBHiWHbO I AonoMorH,

Ta iHOpMJY YPRsz 3 aTaHb 3aranTbHOI nIO;liTHlE, KpETepi!B i
npogeAYP nPOOH Ta iHMCX Bi no0B iHKX nporpam OpraHi3au il
06 'eHaHHX HagiR. Y Pa3i HeoxiHOCT Bil AorxoMaarac YpRY y
ni1rOTOBDi nporpam IIPOOH no gin xpalHi i 3 SIROK QO3AO
ripoeXTiB, a TaI(OZ y nIrOTOBItI rxponO3Iig IUOlO 3MiH y nporpaml
y gin 1paIHi i 3MiH y npoeXTi, 3aoe~neqye HaYIeHy KOOPALKHIiD
BCix BHAiB ONOMorKH, MO HaaeTbCR rI O0H mepe3 OyJJb-Rxi
SHROHaBqi YCTaBOBH ao0 qepes BIIaCHHX HOHCyJnbTaHTiB, OrloMarae

YpR/y, y pa3i HeoxiAHOCTi, B y3roAzeHHi AiSlnbHOCTi IIPOOH 3
AepzaBHzmK, 3B0CTOPOHHiMH Ta OaraTOCTOPOXHimH prpamamax, Rxi

sKK0HyDTbhR y xpalH1, a Taoz BxOHYe iHMi YHKIi1, Rci MOzyTb
OYTH nonafleHi Ha HbOrO AJAMiHiCTpaTOPOM mH BHKOHaBqo)

YCT8.HOBo).

6) fipeACTaBHHrr0 IIPooH y cpaIHi Moze YTpmdYBaTE Ta1{r
arraT nepcOHaJIy, R HKR IPOOH BBaxac Heo~x iHHM AI HanexHoro

BEKOHaHHR CBO IX TyHlI i. IPOOH rnep iOA H0 nlOB i0MJIeI YPR .Y

pi3Bma CniDpO1THHKJlB npeACTaBHHW=Ba Ta qlneHIB IX CiMea, a

TaX0 npo 3MiHH Y CTaTyCi Ta8HX OCiO.
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3nijRCHeHH nDoneTiB

1. YpRA 3aJIHmaCTbCql Bi1JIOBi~anIHMd 3a CB0! nIpOORTH

po3BHTKy, no sKHX IIPOOH Ha~ac Aono0Ory, Ta sa peani3ai 1iD

3aBAaHb, to BHxnaAeHi y Bi .IfOBiHiR nIpoeKTHig AOKyeHTaIi!, i

BHKOHYC bMIIOHeHTH npoeXTiB. R i MOXYTb OyTH 3a3HaqeHi y

nof0xeHH51X Aie! YroA Ta B rpoeRTHig AOKymeHTa8i!. IIPOOH

3000B'R3yeTbC r iATPHy BaTH Ta AOnOBHVBaTM ylaCTb YPRAY Y

31AIcHeHHi TaxX npOeKTiB. AonomaravigH Yp5zy BinOBiAHO Ao

gie! YrOZLH Ta pooqxx 11aHiB, Ri CTaHOBnRTb MaCTHHY TICa!

npoeKTHOI AOKMeHTaIX1!, a TaKO AOnoMaravnH YPR1 .y BEKOHaHHi

HHM HaMipiB Moo nora1TE 3saxOhiB niCfl.l KaniTaAoBxJafleHb y

poeXT. YP51 lH0popmsy nPOOH npo AePZABHy YCTaHOBY, Rxa

cn BpO ITHHta no npOeOTY Ta Ha Rxy no0naeHO npaRMy

BiJ/nOBiAarbHiCTb 3a Y"aCTb YDpQAY y KOXHouMY npoeKTi, a1O OTpHMYC

onoMory IPOOH. Be3 mi(o n A21R 3araIbHo! Bi IOBiAanbHOCTi YP1RY
3a Roro ipoeXTH, CTOPOHH M0zyTb AOCarTH AOMOB3eHOCTi WOJAO

nOKaeHHR Ha TY NE iHMY BHKOHaB.Iy YCTaHOBY BirIOBhaJIbHOCTi
3a BIPEOHaHH5R OHK1eTHOrO nipoeXTy n iCnR KOHCyJrbTaIXIR 3

yCTaHOBOV, MO cniBnpagrpe, Ta nPH HaRBHOCTi 1! 3rofa. By hb-RKe

TaKe Ox AeIHH1 BinqOBiabHOCTi Ha YCTaHOBY OOyMOBMWCTbCR y

nnaHI pean i3aiXiI npOeXTy, RK2 CTaHOBHTb qaCTHHy rpOeKTHOf

2AoxYmeHTaIgi! Pa3OM i3 3axo~amH, 51KUqo 1e nepeAlha~eHO, ARR15

nepe2taqi TaR(O" B l11 OB1i ,aJHOCTi y xoF.0 I MKzHr HH I IfPrl TY

YpRAfOB1li MH OpHAI1Hia OCO0 , npE3HaqeHlf YpRAoM.

*. 0OepzaHH5R YP51AOM B3RTRX Ha ceoe paHime 30OOB'R3aHb.
AM1. 3a 3ro ou, C HeOOXi1H4HI aO0 AOtiRflbHa4H A37R oepHHR

1onomorH UPOOH BinOB=O A0 xOHxpeTHOrO npoeXy, 6 YMOBOD
BEIOHaHHR IPOOH Ta BEKOHaBqOD YCTaHO0OD CBO IX 300OB '53aHb no

TaMOMy npoeXTy. RRio onoimora noIH ajia Hann aTHCb Ao MOMeHTY

BEKoHaHH1 TaKXX 300OB 'R3aHb, BOHa, Ha PO3Cy1 IIPOOH, Moze 6yTm

nIPIHHeHa qR npH3y1rHHeHa 0e3 nonepeAHzoro nIOBi40MfeHHR.

3. Ey Ib-Rxa yroa mi Yp5110M i BH1OHaBqOD YCTaHOBOD lQOO

lpoeXTy, no RKOMY Ha~1aGTbC1 Aonomora IIPOOH, ao0 MIX YPRA1OM Ta

TeXHiqHHM eKcnePTOM ni/OPRhKOBYCTbCR no10XeHHRM IXiC! YroAX.

4. YCTaHOBa, M0 cniBnpaupc y paiiax 31i2CHeHHR npoeKTiB

BIDIIOBiAHHM XIHOM i 3a y3POzeHHRM 3 BHXOHaBqox2 yCTaHOBO[

nflH3HaH4c arTaTHoro JHpeXTopa KOXHorO 3 nipoeKTiB, R5KHR BHOHYC

OyHKzi!:, noKxa.eHi Ha Hboro yCTaHOBOD, w0 cn.1PaZna Y PaMIax
3z-Iz --F-E .. .CEa3q; ycTaaoBa BiU,7l02BthHEM EiEFOM i 3a
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7 ='-.aRcooL 3a aarzg 3a yqacTm B<oHaBwoi YCTaHOBH y
pean13al:i npoeXTy Ha piBHi noro P03PO6xeHHR. BiH 3 IRCHme
HarnRA Ta KOOPAHHY6 A-,-. iCTb excInePTIB Ta iHmlmc
CnIiBp0 iTHHKiB BXHKOHaBIO! YCTaHOBH i BilnOBZIae 3a ni IrOTOBKy
Ha KICIi AeP'E£ABHHX CniBpO0iTHHIKiB, npK3HaeHHX YPRAOM. BiH
Hece B i/fOB i±a.bH iCTb 3a xep iBHUTBO i eVeKTHBHe BHXODKCTaHHR
BoiX BxnaAeHb, uO IDiHaHCY~rT bC. rIPOOH, BExl]0magqH YCTaTYBaHH5I,
nOCTaBjIeHe 3r iHO 3 npoexTom.

b. UPH BIOHaHHi CBOIX OOOB'R3KiB excnePTE-PaAHHjHI,
KOHCYf/bTaHTH i 06P0OB02TbI i TiCHO B32aeMO iDTb 3 YPRAOM i
ocooa MR'( opraHaMH, nPR3HaqeHMe H YPRJAOM, i A(OTPRMYIDTbCR TaKEX
iHCTPYKIiR YDRJAY, Rxi MOZyTb 0yTH CU iBCTaBnieHi 3 xapaKTepom Ix
OOOB'R3KiB MH AoomorH, 1O MaG HaYaBaTHCb, I IpO Rxi MOXyTh
A0MOBKTHCb IIPOOH, B irOB /IAHa BKOHaBMa YCTaHOBa i YPSly.
TeXHIMHi excnCePTH HeCyTb BIXInOBi (a3ThHiCTb TinbhKH nepeA YPRSOM
MH DPH IHOD OCOOOD, npn RK i2 BOHR np- DTb, i
ni n10pSqnOByDTbCR BKHHMMHO YPRAY MR Taxia KPHAHMHig oCoo1, aze
He 3060B'R3aHi BHXOHYBaTH 6YJAB-SIi 0yHXICil, HecyMiCHi 3 IX
M 1HaDo mHM CTaTYCOM MH 3 I inIRMX IIPOOH a0o BmcOHaBMO 1
YCTaHOBH. YPSI 3O6OB 'R3YGTbCS( 3aee3nequTH AnR KOXHOo
TeXHitmHoro excnepTa TaKY AaTY no'aTKy BKKOHaHHR CBOiX
0OB'53KiB, IRa cnliBnaJae 3 A(iRCHOK) AaTO) KOHTPaICTy,
yxnajIeHoro MiZ HEM i BiIIOBiJAHOD BRKOHaBMOD YCTaHOBO0.

6. CTxrIeHAi aTH BiAOXHPaTbCR BlxOHaB4ox2 YCTaHOBOD. Taxci
CTHIeHA ii Halag)TbCg B i IOB i(HO A0 non iTHKH I paKTRKH HEaJHHR
CTHueHA i, Rxa iCHyC Y ,lE. H YCTaHOBi.

.• TeXH iMHe Ta iHme o0]iafHaHHR, MaTep ialHs, 3aIIaCH i
MaCTHHH Ta iHme MaAHo, aRO OiHaHCyCTbCA '( HaRlaTbCl IIP00H, C
BnaCHiCTK IPOOH, RHMO iHie He y3roAxeHo, ax Ao nepe~ami Ix y
BmaCHiCTb YPRIJY 'H MRpH3HameHi HEM DEPH1INHin 0006i Ha yMoBax,
B3aEMHo y3FO(zeHMX YPRAOM I IIPOOH.

8. naTeHTHi npaBa, aBTOPCb~i npaBa Ta iHMi aajIoritHi

nDEBa Ha Oyb-RKi BiARPHKTTR MR POOOTy, Rmi BEHEKJIH B
pe3ylrbTaTi oe3nocepeAIHbol AonOMorm, a1O Ha~aCTbCR UPOOH 3ri/HO

3 U ICD Yroov, HaneXaTb rIP00H. Pa3oM 3 TEM, SIHMO iHEne He
noro.xeHO CTOPOHaKdn y KOzHOMy oxpeMomy BxIaRKy, YPRA Mac npaBO
K0PHCTYBaTHCb Oyb -RKHM TaKUEN Bi lPHTTRMZ MH POOOTaMH B
mezax KPaIHH, He cnlamyoH nOJaTKY H oyfb-Rxoro BinnoBi1Horo
30py.
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CTaTTR IV

IHODMniji mono nooeKTi 

1. YPRAi Hajae IIP00H Taxi BiUInOBiHi OnOBii, xaPTH,
oyxranTepcbx i Bi OMOCTi, 3anHCH, 3aRBH, AOxyMeHTH Ta iHmy

1HPOpMaXiI9, snIy BOHa MOze 3anrraTE, B1iJ.HOCHO Oyjb-RKoro
npoeKTy, IRO Cy6CRAYCTbCR IIPOOH, ipo 0o peani3aniv MR ripo
AorO nerpcneXTHBHiCTb Ta peHTaOenbHiCTb, a6o B iAHOCHO BExOHaHHR
YpsiOM 3000B' R3ab, *IOKfIafleHHX Ha HbOO tixc YrooID ao
npoeKTHOD 4oxyMeHTaItieI.

Z. [IP00H 30OB 'sR3YCTbCR nOCTiiHO iHPOPMyBaTH YDRAf npo
CBO 3aXOA.M 3 Ha~JaHHR AOIXOMOFH. MO BKBrDTbCR 3riAHO 3 AiCe

Yro00. KoxHa 3 CTOP1H Mac npaBo B 6yAb-RxxH Miac 3AifCHOBaTE

HariRA 3a CTaHOM peani3agir! poeXTiB. uzO Cy6CELUyuTCR IIPOOH.

3. Ilicnn 3aBepmeHHR npoeXTy, no RxOMy HanaJanacb Aonomora
UPOOH, YP D Hanac IPOH, Ha i! !nDOXaHHR, iH0OpMaxio npo
IOPRCTb BlA )IorO ripOeXTY i npo 3aXOAH moAO no~anbmoro goro

BKJ(ODHCTlHHR 3a nPK3HaqeHH9M, BXJIDMaJDtR iH0OpMaIilO, gRa e

HeooxiAH3OiD MR AOI i3TbHOD nIR lora OIXIHKR aOo AflR oIX iHKH
JAoOMOrH rIPOOH, a TaKOX noroxyc i HazaC tO3B iJ IIPOOH

3Ai2CHVBaTR Bi JIOBiAHWK HarnJ-qA 3 ltiCD MeTOD.

4. ByAb-aKa iH0PMatiRi MR MaTepianl , Rxi YpRAj M8e HAaTH
IHPOOH BiJIfOBIAJIO AO Uic I CTaTTi, HaaIaDTbC YPSIAOM Y
po3non.xeHHR BHXOHaBMOlT YCTaHOBH Ha nipoiaHHR S BiZIoB iAHO!
BHXOHaBn.a0 YCTaHOBH.

b. CTOPOHn npOBORTb ,BOCTOPOHHi KOHCynbTaII! Bi2UHOCHO
nyO iKYBaHHRl, y Hanexznx Brina ax, OyB-SIKO! IHoopMaA ir npo
UpoeKT, I1O CYOCKAYOTbCR DIPOOH, aOO KOPHCTi. RKa BiA HbOrO
OAeDpYCTbCR. OAHaH Oylb-RKa iHPOpMpaiiR npo OyJJb-HHE2 npoeXT,
RxK nepeAoamae noAanbmi BKnafeHHR, MOze OYTH HaSaHa flPOOH y
po3nOp$AxeHHa nOTeHI~iAHEX BKHJaJAHHiB TIJnIbHH Y TOMY BHlaA .Y,
KOnx YPRA He 3BepHyBSCR Ao rIPOOH 3 nHCbMOBHM rpOXaHHRM oOMexaTH
H2AHHR iH0OpMaijil CTOCOBHO TaXoro npoeXTy. i AO MOMeHTY

noAaqi Taxoro InPOXaHHR.

CTaTT V
YtI CTh YDRITVg B DeaJ~iaanIi! flDOeKTV4 i fOorO B~eCOK B He!

1. Ha BHXOHaHHR CBorO 3ooB'R3aHH;l opaTH y'laCTb Ta

CniBnp a3BaTH y peani3axi! npoeTiB, 9O Cy0CH UVITbCR flP00H
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3riAHo 3 ixieD Yroxo,. YPRA HaJ~ac nepeniqeHi HHx4e 3aco0H, Rxi
fleTanbHO BH3HaqeHi B npoeXTHila JoxyMeHTaii! :

a) nocnyrH MiCueBHX Koner-DaxiBIILB Ta iHmi noCiyrfH,

BKIvqa DqHl nOCiyrn AePDaBHHX yCTaHOB TeXHiqHHM eKcnepTaM;

6) 3emeflbHi AinRHIH, OY~iBJ3i, KxafpOBy ti .POTOBXY Ta iHmi
3aC0OH, IKi c B HaRIBHOCTi a00 BHpO6JISIRrbcR B KpalIH, a

B) oo naAHaHHR, MaTepianH i IlpeXMeTH flOCTaqaHHRl, RK i 6 B
HaRBHOCTi MH BHPO JIRgrrbCR B HpalHi.

Z. B yc ix BmInajaX, KOnIH HaaHHR 0OfiaHaHHa e MaCTHHHID
AonoMorH riPooH YP4AY, OCTaHHig BiA KO3OBYC MHTHi BTPaTH, RHi

CTRrYDTbCR npH BBe3eHH i TaXoro OOnaJHaHHR, BHT paTH no
nepeBeS3eHHD 2oro 3 nOPTy npHPEYTTR AO MiCICR BHOHaHHR P06iT, a
TaHOZ OY b-Ri HenepeAOaqeHi BxHpaTH ao BHTpaTH 110 AorIFIAY Ta

30epexeHHD, BHTpaTH iio 2oro CTPaXYBfHHD nIiCn1R AOCTaB3H B MiCI~e

P03TaMYBaHHR pDeKTY i no foro BCTa.HOBMieHHD i YTPHMaHH13.

3. YPRA TKaxo BHIfnay rpomoBe yTpHMaHHR CTaHCTaM Ta
CTMIeH.iaTaM BIpOJOBX TepMiHy IX HaBqaHHR.

4. B pa3i RixO Taxe nepeA6aneHo y nIpoeRTHig AoyMeHTafli1.
YPRA BHflVIYqYC MR CIIPHERe 3AiRCHeHHO BHxImaTH flPO0H aoo

BHIKOHaBlif YCTaHOBi HeoOxiAHxX CyM y PO3MiPi, 3a3HameHOMY Y

npoeKTHOMY D.KIeTi, RKH]R MICTHTbCR B npoeXTHift AOKyMeHTaiiI,
3a Ha.aHHR Oyuj-Rxoro 3 3acooiB, nepeliqeHMx B IYHKTI 1 IXiS!
CTaTTi, IiCAIR Moro BHxOHaBta YCTaHOBa npHAr.a6 3a3HaqeHi 3acoOH
i jop iMHO HaACHRac 3B iT AO IIPOOH npo Oy~b -RH i BHTpaTH,

3p00neHi Bi 0OBi.HO A0 i~boro rYHKTY.

b. rpomi, ujo niunlraim BHInnaTi IIPO0H 3rI)HO 3 nonepeA~iM
nyHKTOM, BHOCRTbCR Ha nPH3HaqeHH9 AnfR xUoro reHepanbHII

CempeTapeM OpraHi3agif! 0' HaHX Haixifl paxYHOH, i
HOPECTYBaHHR HHMH 3 i2CHETbCSR BiUIOBiUAHO AO AiKi)MX OiHaHCOBHX

npaBnluI IIPO0H.

Ii. BaPTiCTb 3aCo0iB, 110 CTaHOBIIATb BHeCOK Ypa" y npoeXT,

i OyAb-Rxi CyMx, ilO fliLjIRIaRKTb BmlnaTi YPRAOM 3riAHO 3 IxieK
CTaTTeD i RKi AeTanhHO BH3HaneHi B npoeHTHHX OWzeTaX,
po3rnRAaxTbCR RH po3PaXyHHl, xqo rPYHTYlDTbCR Ha HaflTOMHii
iH00pMaIil , RKa cx HRaBHOD Ha MOMeHT nIiJrOTOBKH npoeHTHHX

OIKAxeTiB. Ta i CyME3 i iinraIrb KOPHrYBaHH0 Y BHnaIAIaX, KOIH 6
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HeoxiAHiCTb BiA0OPa3HTH 0aKTH'qHY BapTiCTb OyA-RHoro 3 Tamax

3aco~iB, npuAaHHX ni3Hime.

'. YPRA BCTaHOBnIme y MiCi~i P03TamyBaHHR KxOHOFO rIpOeKTY
BiJ3.fOBiALHi nIo3HameHH riPO Te, igo Ien rpoeXT 3JAiaCHKMTbCR 3a

AonoMorov IIPOOH i BEHoHaBMO! yCTaHOBH.

ODieHTOBHi BPTDaTH rio riornaMi

Ta iHmi CTRTTi BErnaTo

mo nignsiraIm' OrIIaTi B MicueniR BaJix3Ti

1. Ha Ao1oBHeHHR AO BEce3a3HaqeHoro B CTaTTi V BHeCKy

YpRAj CnpHRC HaElaHHO oomor1 H UPOOH, BHrxnamyiD H mH 3aoe31emyuqDH

cinnaTy HHzqe3a3HaqeHHX MicqeBax BHTpaT 4H rIOCJIrY B CyMaX,
BH3HaqeHKX y BiJr~nOBiAH iR rIpoeKTHi2 A0KyMeHTaI il RIH IHMEM
3aCoOM, BH3HaqeHM IIPOOH 3riAHO 3 Bi/IOBiAH0mK pimeHHRMa 1!
KepiBHMX opraHiB:

a) MwicixeBi BHTPaTE Ha nIpOinmHHR eKcriepTiB-pa)IHKB i
KOHCYInLTaHT iB, rpKKoMaH xpOBaHHX AO 3A iRCHeHH1 rIDOeRT iB
y Kpa!Hi;

0) lOCflyrH MicixeBoro ariHiCTpaTEBHoro i KOHTOPCbKOFO

nePCOHany, Bxlu'qaxtil Heoox iAIH nOCjfyrK MicIxeBoro
ceKpeTapcbIoro nepCOHaJIy, YCHi i IIHCbMOBi nepeKnaA Ta

alanor iqHY AonoMory;

B) foC/lyrH aBTOTPaHCrIOPTY;

r) nourToBi nOCrFN-H Ta nOCnWfH B 'R53Ky y C3InYZOOBBX
cnpaBax.

Z. YPsRA BHnV3YS TaKOX Oe3nocepeAHbo KOXHOMY TeXHiMHOMY

excnePTy OKnaA, HaAOaBKH Ta iH M 
i B iJ/OB iAjH i BRHarOOAH, 1O

CnnanyTbcR rpOMaARHRHY xpaIHR, nIpH3HameHOMY Ha Taxy nocaxY.

BIH rapaHTye TeXHiqHOMy excnepTy Taxy x piMHY BinIYCTKY i

BiI/YCTKY 3a XBOPOOOD, RKY Bi noBiAHa BHOHaBqa yCTaHoBa HAAA.

CBOM cniBPO61THEKaM, i BC IRHKO CIIpHRe Ha4aHHD fLOMY BiIIYCTKH

AnR no!3AKx Ha oaTbKXIBUIKHY, Ha RKY BiH Mae npaBO 3riALHO 3

YMOBOD CBOC! C7YXKH y BiWnOBiAJHIRi BHXKOHaBMig yCT3HOBi. RKUIO Z

YpRJA npHXIHHSI CJIyXOY TeXH iMHOrO eKcntepTa 3a OOCTaBHH, K I

3000B 'R3yKrb BXKOHaBqY YCTaHOBy BIn1aTHTE flomy KOMneHCaIi3D 3a

YMOBaMH yxnaxeoro 3 HEM KOHTPaKTY, YPRA Oepe y'aCTb y B~nIaTI
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BiZ.O BiAHO! KoMIIeHCaI il B TOMY 06CR3 i, RKHR 3BHqanHO

BmInaqYCTbCR HB iflbHHM CflyXooBIRM AaHOl KPa!HH a0o
CH iBPOO iTHHKy emBiBa]IeHTHoro paHry, cnyxea Rxoro npMIKHRCTbCs
3a TaEICX caMEx OOCTaBHH.

3. YpRA 300OB'R3YCTbCR 3aoe3neHTi'zH 0aTHOH0 TaKi 3aCOOH
Ta f'OC)IyrH:

a) HeooxiAHi KOHTOPCbIi Ta iHmi npHMireHHR;

6) Taxe MeAHqHe i ni~aPHRHe 0OCIIWrOBYBaHH5I AJIR
MixHapoAHoro nePcoHany, Rxe Ha~aCTbR ZePXaBHHM ID!B±JIHHM
CJFyxoBIARM;

B) nP0CTe ane Bih10B iAIxm MHHOM OOCTaBneHe lHpHMimeHHR
f00pOB0OFbI0M, i

r) AOnOMOry B IomWy- npHIaTHHX xHTJIOBHX nPHMiQeHb IR

MiKHapoJHoro nePCoHany i HaJaHHR Taxoro KHTfla TeXHiqHHM
eKcnePTaM Ha THX CaMHx YMOBaX, Ha RHEX BOHO HanaeTCR
HaIX iOHanbHMd EuKB ij tHIm CflyXO0Bq M, RKi 3a2MB.Dnb

fop iBHIBaJbHy nocaY.

4. YPR, TaxoX Hece naCTEHY BHTpaT no YTPHMaHHIu nepcoHany
HPOOH y RPalHi MnRiXOM ujOpiHHX BI13IaT IPOOR B3aeMHO y3roAZeHOI
MiX CTODOHaMH naymwabHoI CYMH Ha YORPHTTR TaxHX BHTPaT:

a) niHpaTHe KOHTOPCbe nIIPHMieHHR 3 OJIJW3HHa M i
RaHIeIeiRpCbREM npHJIEaJ1RM, M O C nPH'HRTMIEBHM 7fIR P03MiajeHHR
B HOMY MicI~eBoI MTaO-KBaPTHPH IlPOOH yxpalHi;

0) BDifJIoBiAHa AonoMora MiCiceBoro cexpeTaPcbKorO Ta

KaHIXeLIRpcbxoro nePCOHalY, nepexnaat iB YCHOrO i
nHCbMOBOrO TeKCTiB T011O;

B) 3a0e3neneHHR TpaHCIoPTOM npeCTaBHEua-pe3HAeHTa i aoro
nePCOHaYiy AAlR BHIcOHaHHRi O(ViI2iaHIf OOOB'R3i iB y Mexax
xpa!HH;

r) HoirroBi nocnYrH Ta nOCWYrH 3B '51Hy Ang cnyxoOBorO
BHKOPHCTaHHR, i

A) rpomoBe YTP HMaHHR npeACTaBHHKa-pe3EfleHTa i noro
nePcOHaTrY Ha qac TepMiHy o0ixiflHEX Bi=pR KeHb B Me-aX

Kpa! HH.
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b. YDf mae npBo mafa. -H Be3aIameHi B nYHKT i 4
noCJUyrz HaTYOD, 3a BKHRITKOM fi IYHKTiB (0) Ta (A).

6. rpomi, u(i niJnRraT-b BlannaTi 3r iAo 3 nHOXeHHlMH

IUi8! CTaTTi, KXiM BKa3aHBX y IIYHKTi 2, BzIInaqyxrrbcR YPRIOM Ta

BMCOPHCTOBYDrbCgl IIPOOH B inoBiLHO Ao nIYHKTY b CTaTTi V.

CTaTTg Vi I
nonoMora 3 iHmx nxeoen

B pa3i, RKO O Aonomora Ha BKKOHaHHl npoeHTy HaAaeTbCR

OyI.b-RMiA CTOpoHi 3 iHmnX Axepen, CTOpOHH ICOHCYYThTYIVTbCR Mi r

C000D i 3 BHXOHaBMOD YCTaH0BOD 3 MeTOm eoeKTHBHO! KOODLHHai!i

i BEK0PHCTaHH;1 AoloMorH, [O OTPEHMYCTBCR YDpOM 3 yCix xepen.
3000B'R3aHHR YPRAY, K i BEIMIHBaDTb 3 Xtie! CTaTTi. He

nlAn;RraDlTb 3MIHi H1IRKUil YrOAaMH, RKi BiH Maze YK;Ia88TH 3

iHaHMEH KPHM'HHMH OCoamH, a0 CniBDnpaEDTb 3 HWM y pean1I3aIi!

IIDoeXTY.

CTATTR Villt

bHXpDKCTaHHa- nonoMorX

YPRA AOKXIaAaE BC ix MOK3IHBHX 3YCK1b AO TorO, U1O0
3aoeanetzrH HaO inm eqeXTzBHe BHXOPXCTaHHI onoMorz, vio
HaaSGTbC;l IPOOH, i BEIO0HCTOBYC Tay AonioMory 3a 1!

flpH3Ha eHH8M. He oOMezymDmi 3aFrbH OT -  BxKKBAe HKX HHxqe
foozeHb, YPRA BzHBac 3 Iie MeTOD BiIfOBiAHEX 3aXOZiB, Rxi
BH3HaqeHi y npoeKTHiR AoKyMeHTaIiI.

CTATTA IX
nnBinTel Ta iMVHiTeTH

1. YpRzT 3aCTOC0BYC y BiAHomeHHi AO opraHiaixit 00'eA aHHX
HaZIR Ta 11 opraHiB, BKJ7IDmamqH rIPOH Ta AonoMiXHi oDraHE, Mo

BHCTYlaKrTb Ri BHKOHaBI i YCTaHOBH, AO Ix MaliHa, 00H iB Ta

aRTMniB, a TaKoX y BiAHomeHHi AO i1 CniBpOOiTHmCKiB, BYIU4a]DqR

npeACTaBHzKa-pe3HAJeHTa Ta iHWxx CUiBpOOiTHHiB IIDnACTaBHMTBa
IPO0H B xpa!Hi, nOJIOxeHHa KOHBeHji! ipo rpuBine! Ta iMyHiTeTH

00'WHaHHx HaIifl.
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Z. YPRI. 3aCTOCOBYC y BiAHOmeHHi A0 0yJ1b-RHK0Y

Cnegiani3aBaHO! yCTaHOBH, ma AiC SIX BoHaBtza yCTaHOBa, AO I I
Marma, D0HAaiD Ta aXTKBJiB, a TaXO y BiAlH0meHHi AO 11

CfiBp0OiTH2XiB, on1oxeHHR KOHBeHz~i! np0 nPHBine! Ta iMyHiTeTH

Cneiianii30BaHEx YCTaHOB, BKhIVxa]D IH OyJb-iKxH 3 AOaTRiB AO
KOHBeH~i! , Ma Mae BiAHomeHHR lAO AaHO! Cneixiaji30BaH0

YCTaHOBH. Y BHrIa XaX, KOJIH M izHapA e aBeHTCTBO 3 aTOMHO
eHepri! (MAFATE) BHCTynae RiX BHHOHaBqa YCTaHOBa, YPRi.2,

3aCTOCOBYe AO lorO MaaHa, (POHAIB Ta aHTHBiB, a TaO y
BiAHomeHH:L AO florO CiBpO0iTHHXiB Ta excnePTiB nolIOzeHHsi YrOAH
npo nEB J Ie! Ta iMYHiTeTH MArATE.

3. CniBPOOiTHxaM I peACTaBH1ITBa IP00H B KpaTHi HaJIaTbCR

TaKi AOAaTKOBi npHBine! Ta iMYHiTeTH, R5 i MOYTh OYTH

HeO0XiAHHMH Afir elpeKTHBHOra BHKOHaHHR IpeACTaBHEIITBOM CBO IX
IyHKI ig.

4. a) IHIxa CTOPOHH He y3roaHxn iHe y npOeRTH iR

AOKYMeHTaiI BiAHOCHO KOHKpeTHEDC npOeXTiB, YPRA HaAac BCiM
0c0oam t 3a BHHTKOM AePiaBHOr0 nePCOHaJny, HaAHRTOrO YPRAOM, 10
3HaXOAHTbC Ha CnIyX0i IPOOH, 6yjAb-RKOI Cnefianli3OBaHOa

YCTaHOBH 00H qH MArATE, Ha RIHX He nOWHpDD~rrbCR llOJIaeHHR.
B KKIaAeHi y UYHXTaX 1 1 Z, HaBeAeHKX Bmie, Tax npH-Ifnef Ta

iMYHiTeTH, R$U(MH HOPHCTYDTbCg CniBPaOiTHH1H OpraHi3uail
00 eAHaHax aIaia, BiAn0BiAH0l Cne1Xia 1i3OBaHO YCTaH0BH aOa
MArATE, 3riAHO 3 Po3AilfabM 18 119 XOHBeH1Xi npa np .ineT Ta
ilyHiTeTH 00 'ocA-aHHx Haflg q PO3ADi)Y 18 KOHBeHIil npo

npHBiJne! Ta iMYHiTeTH Cnei~ianiCOBaHx yCTaHOB, 4H BiAnOBiAHO
Ao YroA npa npHine! Ta iMyHiTeTH MArATE;

o) 3 MeTOD 3aCTOCYBaHHR noo0X0eHb npBODHX AOKyMeHTiB, 190

CTOCYIDTBCR npHBineT3! i 1MYHiTeTiB, 3ra~aHHX y nonepeAHix

pO3Ainax Itiel CTaTTi,

(1) Bc i nonoeHHl i AOxyMeHTH, npEteTHi AO OyAb-RxOrO
EIpoeXTy, R51( 3HaXOjARTBCR y pO3noap zeHHi aoo fliA XOHTPOfleM

0ciO, BH~e3a3HameHKX y nyHKTi 4(a), po3rnasAavTbcR 3anexHo BiA
OOCTaBHH sm AOKyMeHTH, m0 HayieLaTb opraH i3aliT 0 -'CAHaHRX
HarXila, BiAnOBiAHifi CneiXiani3oBaHif yCTaHOBi 00H a~o MArATE;

(z) OonaAiHaHHR, MaTepji8a Ta 3aflaCHi MaCTHHH, RK i

BBe3eHi, 3a ylInleHi qx ODeHA0BaHi TaXHX4H 0Ca0aMH y mexax xpaYHH

Ana noTpeO npaery , p03rnAaDTBcR 3aiexxO BiA OOCTaBRH RX

MaR l0 OpraH i3aI~if 00 'eAHaHx HauiA B ijAOB iAHOI

Cnegiani3oBaHOT YCTaHOBH 00H ao MArATE.
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b. BHpa3 4goco6u, Rci HROHYDTb CIW6OBi O6OB'R31(!, IR0

MiCT2rbCR B CTaTTRX IX, X i XiI rxie! YroH, foHPDMTbCR Ha

TexHiqHHxX excnePTiB, 00POB02bIiB, KOHCY/nbTaHTiB, a TaKOX Ha

DPHAHXHHX i oi3HHHiX OCi5 Ta IX CjiyI0oBxiB. BiH noMWHPTbCq Ha

YPRAOBi i HeYPRAoBi opraHi3atiY a60o O iPMH, 3 RKm IPOOH

CniBupaiLe RK BmAHOHaBqa YCTaHOBa ao0 y iHWOMy CTaTYCi, 3 MeTOK)

3A1aCHeHHR miH CUpHRHH 3AiaCHeHHD npoeXTY, mO CyOCHA CTbCR

IPOOH, a Taxo Ha IX CniiBPO~iTHHIiB. Hi O B gig Yro~i He

nOBHHHO T2IYMa4HTHCb Rm OOMezeHHa nfliB ne ! B, IMYH iTeT iB Ta

ninmr, HaAaHRX TaHM opraHi3aixsM qH qIpMaM ao IX

Cn 1BPO6iTHHKcaMH 1HmHmH nIpaBOBHMR JAOKyMeHTaMH.

CTATTS I
n ij1brH. mo HaanTTzrb

nDM HanaMH lrOMOrH IIP00-

1. YDRA BzHBac BCiX 3aXOIB, RXi MOYTb 6yTH HeoOxiAHM

AnXR 3BinbHeHHR UPOOH, It BHXOHaBMHX YCTaHOB, excrCePTIB Ta

0Ci6, Rmi 3HaX0ATBCS B HHX Ha cnFyxoi, BiA 3aCTOCYBaHHR AO HMC

npaBRan Ta iHWHX HOpM2THBHX nofozeHb, Rxi MoyTzh nepeKozaTz

IX AiLI3bH0CTi, 140 3AIELCH32TbCg 3rilHO 3 IxieD Yro oD, i HajaC

IM Ta!i iHmi ni rBrx, Rmi MoyTb OYTH HeoOXIAH JI) mnHuoro

Ta eoeKTHBHoro BKOPgHCTaHHR AonoMorH IIPOOH. 3o0PeMa, B iH

rapaHTye !IM Taxi npa~a 1 nimbrH:

a) -usv(y nepeBipcy HanemHOiTi eKcrePTiB Ta iHmoro
nepCOHaJY, MO BEXOHYC 060B 'R3H qx nepcOaj II rPOOH ao

BHcOHaBgO! yCTaHOBz;

6) HeragHe Oe3KoWTOBHe OOpneHHR HeOxixHXx Bi3,

nhlteH3ifl i A03BOfIB;

B) AOCTyn Ao MiCIXR BHKOHaHHR P00iT Ta BCi HeoOxiAHi

nOBHOBazeHHR;

r) BihrbHe nepeCYBaHHR B MexaX KpaIHH, BHI3A Ta B'I3A y
Kpa!Hy, Rco ge HeOOx4IAHO Agi HaJiexHoro BROpHCTaHHR

AOnoMorH IPOOH;

A) OOMiH BajKDTH 3a CnpEWI2/IH[BHM oiEiiIHHM KYpCOM;

e) 0yA- mi A03BOYIH, Heo xiJHi AI BBe3eHHR O51raAHaHHSl.

MaTepianJiB Ta nrpeAMeTiB IOCTaq 4HR, Ta Annf !X noanTbmoro

BHBe3eHHR :
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Z) OYJb-sIi O3BOIH, He0oxiJJ.i J nn BBe3eHHR ManHa, Rxie

Hane]EHTb Cn iBP06 iTHXHaM IIPOOH, Rora BRHOHaJ3tX YCTaHOB

a60 iH~MM OCOOaM, uQO 3HaXOJ.RTbCR Ha TX cnyx0 i , Rxe

flpm3HaqeHe AvIR IX OCOONCTOro BHOPHCTaHHR qrH BEHTxy, a

TaIOZ JIn roajimoro BHBeeHHi TOaicrO MasHa;

3 ) HeraaHe 3BibHeHHR BiA MHTHOro HarlRSY Bpmte3a3Hat4eHBc

y nyHXTaX (e) i (z) npeuMeTiB.

2. oCxinIbxH 3r iAHo 3 1iCjW YrOAOK Aonomora HaaCTbCR Ha

KOPHCTb YPRjIY i HapoJy YKpa!HH, YPRA Oepe Ha ce~e Becb DB3KH

Biz onepauila, 3Ii2CHeHHX 3riAHO 3 ieD YroAoD. Bil oepe Ha
ce~e BiInOBi~aJIHiCTb 3a n030BH, i0 MOXyTh Oymx no~aHi TpeTiME

CTOPOHaMH nPOTH IPOOH qH BHCOHaBo! YCTaHOBHI, IX

Cn iBDOo iTHH iB Ta iHmHX OC iO, RK i 3HaXOARTbCR B HEX Ha CfJXyz i,

Ta 3BizbHRe IX Bij n03OBiB a6o bJiI~iOBiAJaYbHOCTi, 190 BHHmaC

BHaCJiAOK BHHOHaHHR 3060B'R3aHb, nepeA6aqeHx xi±ev YroAol.
BHeHaBeJeHe noIOXeHHR He nomHDDCTbCR Ha Ti B3amnaK. KOXIH

CTOPOHH i BEROHaBta YCTaHOBa nIOraOE3IHCb, UiO flO3OBx aO

B iAIIlOB iJ~aJrbH iCTb BHHHKJIH BHaCfl iJAOK rpyco I HeJa;IOCT i NE

HaBMHCHOI npOTHnPaBHO! Ai! 3raIaHHx BEae ocia.

HrIwDRHeHHn a5o DH3Vr-nHeHHR noroMOrM

1. HPOOH Moze mnRXOM rHcbMoBoro nOBiRO.MfeHHR YPRAY i

B 1.D.IOB iAHO! BHHOHaBqO ! YCTaHOBu npxIHHITH CBOD UOMOry, Rxia

H~aBaTbCR AnnS 6y~b-siora npoeKTY9 smaWo, Ha ZAYM1Y IIpooH,

BHHHX IH OOCTaBHHH, flo nepeMwoZaDTb MH MOXYTb nepemxoArTH
ycrIigHif peani3agi! rpOeXTY Ta OCRrHeHHxD 2oro MeTR. I]OOH

Moze B TOMY w aO B HaCTYnIHOMy rHCbMOBOMy naOBiAOMIeHHI BKa3DTH

YMOBH, Ha RKHX BOHa rOTOBa B iAOBHTH HaIaHHR noamora 0O
npOeXTy. By~ib-axe Taxe nIp3yUHeHHR TPKBaC AOTH, AOKH

BCTaHOBneHi CTDOXE i YMOBE He Oy1yTb np flRTI YpRsOM, a TaK w

JOTE, fOXH IIPOOH He UOBiAOMRTb YPRAJ i EHIOHaBqY YCTaHOBy npo

CBOK rOTOBHiCTm B ij)HOBHTH Ha aHHR AorloMOFH.

Z. RX[RO OyJb-RK a O6CTaB3-a, aO 3ra jaHa B nIy-Ti 1 Iiel
CTaTTi, npOAOBIYCTbCR rpOTRrOM 14 AHiB iJcR nOBiAOMneHHR ipo

He! Ta n iCIR noB iAOMJIeHHR, HaAicJIaHOrO 1F00H YpRSAOBi i
BIKOHaBM i2 YCTaHOBi, TO B 6yb-R[KHf qac nIC3IR iboro, BnpOAOBX

TpHBaJIOCTi UiC I 0CTaBHHH, flPOOH Moze npzIHIHETa HaaHHR

Aonomorle mOAO rpoeI(Ty WJIXOM UaCbMOBOrO nOBiJioM$1eHHi Ha ajipecy

YPR Y i BHiOHaBRO0! YCT HOBH.
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3. IIOnOzeHHR IZiC! CTaTTi He 3arlepenyuqrb HiRKHX iwmux npaa
MH 3acoeiB Bfl)HBy, Rlx moze CXOPHCTaTHCb fIPOOH PHD BXa3aHzX

OCTaBHHaX - 3a 3aranbHOIpXAHRTHMX HODma4hH tH Ha Oyb-RxiE

iHmi niACTaBi.

c~raTTRt X 1
PO3 R R3aHHR- CfLODiR

1. By~Lb-RKM Cnlip Mix UPOOH i YpRjOM, nOB' R3aHHR 3

BHKoHaHHRM HHMH CBOX 000B '13KIB nepeA utCV YrOZov, gKHH He
MoEe OYTH P03B R3aHHf[ WIRXOM neperoBoPiB aoo iHHMl.
nOroF0eHHMH wn7xamx pD3B ' R3aHHR ChOpiB, nepeARCTbCR Ha

ap~oTpaxHHR PO3rnl Ha npOXaHH 0y~b-RKO! 3 CTOPiH. KoxHa 3

CTOPlH npHaHaqac oAHoro ap6iTpa, a rIpMsHaneHl TaKHM 40HHOM
apOlITPH npH3Hata4DTb '2peTboro aPoITpa, RiKH ronoBye B XOAi
p03rRRixAy. RKMO nPOTRrOM TPH=S1TH AHiB fliClin nO~aHHR rpoxaHHR

npo ap6iTpaxHHl Po3rnRA 6yIkb-Rxa CTOpOHa He rnpx3HaqHT

apO iTpa, aO RK0 O OM poTnrom nRTHaASTli A1HiB nicnai 1HPHaeHHR
apoiTpiB TpeTbOrO apo iTpa He Oy~e lpH3Ha~eHO, KOzHa 3 CTOPiH
MOze npocKTH ronoBy MixHapO)Horo cyny nipz3HaurrT apo iTpa.

lpoie~nypa apO iTpaxHoro po3rAIRAY BCTaHOBIlDSTbCR apo iTDaM , a
BHTpaTH 3 apOiTPazy floKxlaJaxBrbcn Ha CTOpOHE I . BX3HaIqarTbCR
apoiTpaK. BuCHOBOx apOiTpaxHoro po3rnlY BH3ID'lac B ceOe
BHKJIA nPIqMHH , Ha RKKX B iH rpyHTyeTLCR, i npEMaemTcR
CTOPOHaMH RK KiHifeBe EBpimeHHs CnOpY.

Z. By~b-RKR Cnip Mix YPRAOM i TeXHitiHm eKcfePTOM, [a
BHHHU 3 IIpEBoy YMOB Roro CJIYXOH B YPRA1 aO0 CTOCYCTBC1 IX,

moze OyTH nepenaHM2 Ha po3rnRA BIKOHaE4O YCTaHOBM, SIa HaAana
AaHorO TeXHiHorO eKcnepTa, YP0AOM aOO 3aI~ixaBneHHM TeXHiMHWM
eKcnePTOM, a DiJnOBiAHa BECOHaE4a YCTaHOEa Ha~ac HeOXiAwi
nocnyrM AflR pDO3B 'R3aHHR cnopy. HxImo chip He Moze CyTH

P03B 'H3aHHn Bi OBiJAHO AO 3a3HaqeHOi npoieiyPH 'H iHWM
mnXOM, norozeHIHM 3aixiKaBnIeHxH CTOPOHaMR, TO Ha npoxaHHR

6y/b-RKO! 3 CTOPlH cuip nepezaeTbCR Ha ap0iTpaXHHR Po3rnRA
BIrInOBiAHO Ao noioneHb, siKi BHxK naeHi B nIYHKTI 1 liC! CTaTTi,
3a BHHRTHOM Toro, m0 aPeiTp, He npH3HaneHHR 0YB-RKOV 3 CTOPiH
aOo apO iTpabm CTOp iH, npH3HaqaCTbCR reHepabHEm cexpeTapem

HOCTiEHO! IIanaTH TpeTefcbxor0 CyJiy.
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CTATTIR X111
3aranbHi nonozeHHR

i. 1W Yrona C HeBiA'CMHOD MaCTRHOID i AOYIOBHeHHRM Yron
MIx 0praHi3axiciE 06'cAHaHHX Ha1 ifl i YpRAoM YKpa!HR MOAO
3aCHyBaHHg TssMnacoBoro BinnlneHHR 00H B Yxpa!Hi. OCK2iJnhH
Oy~b-Rie nrnOeHHR xxie! YrOAH i 6yn1b-RKe nonIoxeHHR

BHae3a3HaqeHO! YronH CTOCYKDTbCR oAHoro i Toro X nETaHHR, TO

I1 ABa nOnoeHHR nO MOZJIHBOCTi TJiymaqHmyTbCR SR TaIi, KRO

AofnoBHUDTb ojiHe ojH0jorO TaKHM 4HHOM, uqo oOHBa UO0IOXeHHR MOYTb
OyTH 3aCTOCOBaHi i xoHe 3 HEX He oMezyBaTHme Aild iHmorO.

Z. UR Yrona HaCyBac MHHHOCTi 3 AaTH I n U i UIHCaHHR i
3anymmaCTbCR MRHHO2 ax Ao IT nXDHIHHeHH 31" iAHO 3

HHxieHaBeleHWH1 nonoeHHHb nYHKTY 3. 3 HaBpaHHRM RKHHOCTi

XICI3 Yro00D BCl AIDMi YroJx npo HajaHHR YPRnOBi AOnoMorX 3a

paxyHoK pecypCiB IIP00H 1 MO CTOCYDrrCR npeXCTaBHHITBa IIPOOH B
KaIHi, BTpaaI3Tb c iry. igi 1ixi Yroz rlOWIPOl3TbCR TaxOx Ha
BC 1 BHJ JonoMOrH, WO HcJna-TbCR YPROBi i HaAjXO 1WTb AO
CTBOpeHorO B KpafHi nIpeACTaBHHITDa IPOOH 3r1iAHo 3 YronaMH, io

BTPatalDTb CUrAY TaXRM 'lEHOM.

3. o 11ic! YroAH MOKYTb OYTH BHeceHi 3MiHH ago JIOnoBHeHHR
3a 0p0PMAeHOu nHCbMOBO 3roAo CTOPiH 11icl YrOAH. BeCi uTaHHm,

8K1 He nepeAOaqeHl 11W YroAoD, BHpi3y1DTbCR CTOPOHaMH 3riAHO 3
Bi AOBIHHMH pe30R3IDI1iRMH i nOCTaHOBaMH BiAIOBiAHHX opraHiB

opraHi3agil! 00 'eIJcaHm Hagiia Ta 4HHHHM 3axOHOAaBCTBOM Ycpa!HH.
KoxHa 3 CTOp1H nOBHiCTD i 3 PO3YMiHHRM po3rnRinac flpO[O13E11i,

BKCYHYTi iHMOD CTOPOHOD s3riAHo 3 ItHM nYHKTOM.

4. UR Yro1a MOze OyTH npHnHHOHa 6ylb-HKOD 13 CTOpiH
mnRXOM nHCbMOBo1rO noB iAOMJIeHHR iHm01 CTOPOHH i BTPaqae
tHHHiCTb mepe3 m iCTAeCiT nAHiB nicnsl cnepxaHHR Ta1xoro
nOB inOMJIeHHRl.

b. 3000B 'R3aHHR, B3STi Ha ceae CTOPOHaM riAHO 3

CTaTTRMH IV (CTOCOBHO iHOOPMaIilI npo npoeRTH) i VIII (CTOCOBHO

BHKOPHCTaHHR AnoMorH) Ixic! YroA, 3aJ1MaX)DTbCR lq([HH II iCyiL

3axIHmeHH Ail 116! YroA. 3000B'R3aHH51, B3STi Ha cese YpsioM

3r1AHO 3 CTaTTRMK IX ( Moo npHBinieIB Ta iMYHiTeTiB). x (woO
rIJlbr, RKi HeoxiAHi AJIR peani3ag! DpoeHTY) i XII (npo

P03B'R3aHS CnOPiB) 118! YroAH, numaDTbCst XHHHM nicnR Toro,
RK CTPOK Al! 1xie6 YrOAHs 3axiHIIEBCi, qIE AiR) 111! YrOZLK

nPHnHHeHO, B O0CR3 i, HeoOxIAHoMy Ang 3fnlaHOBaHOFo BiAxJ KaHHR
neDcoHaiiy. BnarymeHHR 0OHniB i maima MO HaJIeZaTb UPOOH i
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BHIHOHaBtiR yCTaHOBi, aOo ocooaM, Rm1 TpaiiDVTb B IX CHCTeMi

3riAHo 3 giceo YroAov.

Ha noCBiAqeHHt Ixboro HHzxteniJInHcaHi Bi~nOBi.HRM qHHOM

rlpH3HaMeHi nPeACTaBHHHE YPsRtY Yxpa!HH i rnporpamx po3aB3xTy

OpraHl3a.I1! O0O'cHaHPX H-Iia BiA iMeHi CTOPiH ni ZIHCanH =
Yroiy Ha yxpaIHCbKift i aHlrniacbmia MOBaX y ABOX nPHKMiPdHHKaX Y

MICTI KHCBi ; UIU3 P.

3 a YpsA YKpaIHH:

J vo
3-a [porpaMy PO3BHTKY

Oprai3auil 06'CaLHaHHx Hauifi:
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[TRADUCTION - TRANSLATION]

ACCORD' ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT DE L'UKRAINE ET LE
PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LE DEVELOP-
PEMENT

Consid6rant que l'Assembl~e g6n6rale des Nations Unies a 6tabli le Programme
des Nations Unies pour le d6veloppement (ci-apr~s d6nomm6 le PNUD) afin d'ap-
puyer et de compldter les efforts que les pays b6n6ficiaires d6ploient sur le plan
national pour r6soudre les probl~mes les plus importants de leur d6veloppement
6conomique, de favoriser le progres social et d'instaurer de meilleures conditions de
vie; et

Consid6rant que le Gouvernement de l'Ukraine (ci-apr~s d6nomm6 le Gou-
vernement) souhaite demander l'assistance du PNUD dans l'int6r& de son peuple;

Le Gouvernement et le PNUD (ci-apr~s d6nomm6s les Parties) ont conclu le
pr6sent Accord dans un esprit d'amicale coop6ration.

Article premier

CHAMP D'APPLICATION DE L'ACcORD

1. Le pr6sent Accord 6nonce les conditions de base dans lesquelles le PNUD
et ses agents d'ex6cution aideront le Gouvernement A mener A bien ses projets de
d6veloppement, et dans lesquelles lesdits projets bdn6ficiant de l'assistance du
PNUD seront ex6cut6s. L'Accord vise l'ensemble de I'assistance que le PNUD
fournit A ce titre, ainsi que les descriptifs de projets et autres instruments (ci-apris
d6nomm6s les descriptifs de projets) que les Parties pourront mettre au point d'un
commun accord pour ddfinir plus pr6cisdment les modalit6s de cette assistance et les
responsabilit6s incombant respectivement aux Parties et A l'agent d'exdcution au
regard desdits projets dans le cadre du pr6sent Accord.

2. Le PNUD fournira une assistance au titre du pr6sent Accord exclusivement
sur la base de demandes pr6sent6es par le Gouvernement et approuv6es par le
PNUD. Cette assistance sera mise A la disposition du Gouvernement ou de toute
entitd 6ventuellement d6sign6e par lui, elle sera r6gie, tant pour ce qui est de sa
fourniture que de son utilisation, par les resolutions et d6cisions pertinentes des
organes comp6tents du PNUD, et elle s'entend sous r6serve que ce demier dispose
des fonds n6cessaires.

Article II

FORMES DE L'ASSISTANCE

1. L'assistance 6ventuellement apport6e au Gouvernement par le PNUD en
vertu du pr6sent Accord pourra notamment prendre les formes suivantes:

I Entrd en vigueur le 18juin 1993 par la signature, conform~ment au paragraphe 2 de l'article XIII.
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a) Services d'experts-conseils et de consultants - firmes et organismes de
consultants compris - ddsignds par le PNUD ou par l'agent d'ex~cution et respon-
sables devant eux;

b) Services d'experts opdrationnels choisis par l'agent d'ex6cution pour exer-
cer des fonctions d'ex6cution, de direction ou d'administration en tant que fonc-
tionnaires du Gouvernement ou employ6s des entit6s 6ventuellement d6sign6es par
celui-ci conform6ment au paragraphe 2 de l'article premier;

c) Services de Volontaires des Nations Unies (ci-apr~s d6nomm6s les volon-
taires);

d) Mat6riel et fournitures difficiles A se procurer en Ukraine (ci-apr~s d6nom-
m6e le pays);

e) S6minaires, programmes de formation, projets de d6monstration, groupes de
travail d'experts et activit6s connexes;

f) Bourses d'6tudes et de perfectionnement ou arrangements similaires per-
mettant A des candidats d~sign6s par le Gouvernement et agr66s par 1'agent d'ex6cu-
tion d'dtudier ou de recevoir une formation professionnelle; et

g) Toute autre forme d'assistance dont le Gouvernement et le PNUD pourront
convenir.

2. Le Gouvernement pr6sentera ses demandes d'assistance au PNUD par
l'interm6diaire du repr6sentant r6sident du PNUD dans le pays (voir alin6a a du
paragraphe 4 ci-apris) sous la forme et suivant les proc~dures d6finies par le PNUD.
11 fournira au PNUD toutes les facilit6s et toutes les informations voulues pour
l'6valuation des demandes, en lui indiquant notamment ses intentions quant au suivi
des projets d'investissements.

3. Le PNUD pourra fournir son assistance au Gouvernement soit directement
avec les concours ext6rieurs qu'il jugera appropri6s, soit par l'interm~diaire d'un
agent d'ex&cution qui sera principalement responsable de la mise en ceuvre de l'as-
sistance du PNUD pour le projet et aura, A cette fin, le statut d'entrepreneur ind6-
pendant. Lorsque le PNUD fournira directement une assistance au Gouvernement,
l'expression « agent d'ex6cution , telle qu'elle est utilis6e dans le pr6sent Accord,
s'entendra du PNUD, A moins que le contexte ne s'y oppose manifestement.

4. a) Le PNUD pourra 6tablir dans le pays une mission permanente, dirig6e
par un repr6sentant r6sident, pour le representer sur place et servir de principal
agent de liaison avec le Gouvernement pour toutes les questions relatives au Pro-
gramme. Le repr6sentant r6sident sera responsable au nom de l'Administrateur du
PNUD, pleinement et en dernier ressort, de tous les aspects du programme du
PNUD dans le pays et assumera les fonctions de chef d'6quipe A l'6gard des repr6-
sentants d'autres organismes des Nations Unies en poste dans le pays, compte tenu
de leurs qualifications professionnelles et de leurs relations avec les organes com-
p6tents du Gouvernement. Le repr6sentant resident assurera au nom du Programme
la liaison avec les organes gouvernementaux int~ress6s, y compris l'organisme gou-
vernemental charg6 de coordonner l'assistance ext6rieure, et il informera le Gou-
vernement des principes, crit~res et proc6dures du PNUD et des autres programmes
pertinents des Nations Unies. I1 aidera le Gouvernement, le cas 6ch6ant, h 6tablir les
demandes de programmes et de projets A rdaliser dans le pays ainsi que les proposi-
tions de modification desdits programmes ou projets; il assurera comme il convient
la coordination de l'ensemble de l'assistance que le PNUD fournira par l'inter-
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mddiaire de divers agents d'ex6cution ou de ses propres consultants; il aidera le
Gouvernement, le cas 6ch6ant, A coordonner les activit6s du PNUD avec les pro-
grammes nationaux, bilat6raux et multilat6raux r6alis6s dans le pays et il remplira,
en consultation avec le Gouvernement, toutes les autres fonctions que l'Adminis-
trateur ou un agent d'ex6cution pourront lui confier.

b) La mission du PNUD dans le pays sera dotde du personnel additionnel que
le PNUD jugera utile pour en assurer le bon fonctionnement. Le PNUD fera con-
naitre au Gouvernement, de temps A autre, les noms des membres du personnel
de la mission et des membres de leur famille, ainsi que toute modification de leur
situation.

Article III

EXItCUTION DES PROJETS

1. Le Gouvemement demeurera responsable de ceux de ses projets de d6ve-
loppement qui b6n6ficient de l'assistance du PNUD et de la r6alisation de leurs
objectifs tels qu'ils seront d6crits dans les descriptifs de projets, et il ex6cutera les
parties de ces projets qui seront sp6cifi6es dans le pr6sent Accord et dans lesdits
descriptifs. Le PNUD s'engage a appuyer et compl6ter la participation du Gou-
vernement A ces projets en lui fournissant une assistance conform6ment au pr6sent
Accord et aux plans de travail contenus dans les descriptifs de projets et en l'aidant
A r6aliser ses intentions quant A la suite donner aux investissements. Le Gouverne-
ment indiquera au PNUD quel est l'organisme coop6rateur du Gouvernement direc-
tement responsable de la participation du Gouvernement dans chacun des projets
b6n6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD. Sans pr6judice de la responsabilit6 g6n6rale
du Gouvernement A l'6gard de ses projets, les Parties pourront convenir qu'un agent
d'ex6cution sera responsable au premier chef de l'ex6cution d'un projet, en consul-
tation et en accord avec l'organisme coop6rateur, tous les arrangements A cet effet
6tant stipul6s dans le plan de travail contenu dans le descriptif du projet, ainsi que
tous les arrangements pr6vus, le cas 6ch6ant, pour d6l6guer cette responsabilit6, au
cours de l'ex6cution du projet, au Gouvernement ou A une entit6 d6sign6e par lui.

2. Le PNUD et l'agent d'ex6cution ne seront tenus de s'acquitter des res-
ponsabilit6s qui leur incombent dans le cadre d'un projet donn6 qu'A condition que
le Gouvernement ait lui-meme rempli toutes les obligations pr6alables jug6es d'un
commun accord n6cessaires ou utiles pour l'assistance du PNUD audit projet. Si
cette assistance commence A &re fournie avant que le Gouvernement ait rempli ces
obligations pr6alables, elle pourra tre arrt6e ou suspendue sans pr6avis au Gou-
vernement et A la discrdtion du PNUD.

3. Tout accord conclu entre le Gouvernement et un agent d'ex6cution au sujet
de l'ex6cution d'un projet b6n6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD ou entre le Gou-
vernement et un expert op6rationnel sera subordonn6 aux dispositions du pr6sent
Accord.

4. L'organisme coop6rateur affectera A chaque projet, selon qu'il conviendra
et en consultation avec l'agent d'ex6cution, un directeur A plein temps qui s'acquit-
tera des tdches que lui confiera l'organisme coop6rateur. L'agent d'ex6cution d6si-
gnera, selon qu'il conviendra et en consultation avec le Gouvernement, un conseiller
technique principal ou un coordonnateur de projet qui supervisera sur place la par-
ticipation de l'agent d'ex6cution audit projet et sera responsable devant lui. Cette
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personne supervisera et coordonnera les activit6s des experts et des autres membres
du personnel de i'agent d'ex6cution et sera responsable de la formation en cours
d'emploi du personnel national de contrepartie. Elle sera responsable de la gestion
et de l'utilisation efficace de tous les 616ments financ6s par le PNUD, y compris du
matdriel fourni au titre du projet.

5. Dans 1'exercice de leurs fonctions, les experts-conseils, les consultants et
les volontaires agiront en consultation 6troite avec le Gouvernement et avec les
personnes ou organismes d6sign6s par celui-ci, et ils se conformeront aux directives
du Gouvernement qui pourront 6tre applicables, eu 6gard A la nature de leurs fonc-
tions et de l'assistance A fournir et dont le PNUD, l'agent d'ex6cution et le Gouver-
nement pourront convenir d'un commun accord. Les experts op6rationnels seront
uniquement responsables devant le Gouvernement ou l'entitd A laquelle ils seront
affect6s et ils en rel~veront exclusivement, mais ils ne seront pas tenus d'exercer des
fonctions incompatibles avec leur statut international ou avec les buts du PNUD ou
de l'agent d'ex6cution. Le Gouvernement s'engage A faire concider la date d'entrde
en fonctions de chaque expert op6rationnel avec la date d'entr6e en vigueur de son
contrat avec l'agent d'ex6cution.

6. L'agent d'exdcution s6lectionnera les boursiers. L'administration des
bourses s'effectuera conform6ment aux principes et pratiques de l'agent d'ex6cu-
tion dans ce domaine.

7. Le PNUD restera propri6taire du mat6riel technique et autre, ainsi que des
approvisionnements, fournitures et autres biens financ6s ou fournis par lui, A moins
qu'ils ne soient c6d6s au Gouvernement ou A une entit6 d6signde par celui-ci, selon
des modalit6s et A des conditions fix6es d'un commun accord par le Gouvernement
et le PNUD.

8. Le PNUD restera propridtaire des brevets, droits d'auteur, droits de repro-
duction et autres droits de m~me nature sur les d6couvertes ou travaux r6sultant de
l'assistance directe qu'il fournira au titre du pr6sent Accord. A moins que les Parties
n'en d6cident autrement dans chaque cas, le Gouvernement pourra toutefois utiliser
ces d6couvertes ou ces travaux dans le pays sans avoir A payer de redevances ou
autres droits analogues.

Article IV

RENSEIGNEMENTS RELATIFS AUX PROJETS

1. Le Gouvernement fournira au PNUD tous les rapports, cartes, comptes,
livres, 6tats, documents et autres renseignements pertinents que ce dernier pourra
lui demander concernant tout projet b6n6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD ou son
ex6cution, ou montrant qu'il demeure r6alisable et judicieux ou que le Gouverne-
ment s'acquitte des responsabilit6s qui lui incombent en vertu du pr6sent Accord ou
des descriptifs de projets.

2. Le PNUD s'engage A faire en sorte que le Gouvernement soit tenu au cou-
rant des progr~s de ses activit6s d'assistance en vertu du pr6sent Accord. Chacune
des Parties aura le droit, A tout moment, d'observer l'6tat d'avancement des op6ra-
tions entreprises dans le cadre des projets b6n6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD.

3. Apr~s 1'ach~vement d'un projet b6n6ficiant de 'aide du PNUD, le Gou-
vernement fournira au PNUD, sur sa demande, des renseignements sur les avan-
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tages qui en r~sultent et sur les activitds entreprises pour atteindre les objectifs du
projet, notamment les renseignements n~cessaires ou utiles pour 6valuer le projet ou
I'assistance du PNUD et, A cette fin, il consultera le PNUD et l'autorisera A observer
la situation.

4. Tout renseignement ou document que le Gouvernement est tenu de fournir
au PNUD en vertu du prdsent article sera 6galement communiqu6 A l'agent d'exdcu-
tion si celui-ci en fait la demande.

5. Les Parties se consulteront au sujet de la publication, selon qu'il convien-
dra, des renseignements relatifs aux projets brn6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD ou
aux avantages qui en rdsultent. Toutefois, s'il s'agit de projets orientds vers l'inves-
tissement, le PNUD pourra communiquer les renseignements y relatifs A des inves-
tisseurs 6ventuels, A moins que le Gouvernement ne lui demande, par 6crit, de limiter
la publication de renseignements sur lesdits projets.

Article V

PARTICIPATION ET CONTRIBUTION DU GOUVERNEMENT

A L'EX12CUTION DES PROJETS

1. Pour s'acquitter de ses responsabilitds en ce qui concerne sa participation
et sa contribution A l'exdcution des projets brnrficiant de l'assistance du PNUD en
vertu du present Accord, le Gouvernement fournira i titre de contribution en nature,
et dans la mesure oii cela sera sprcifi6 en ddtail dans les descriptifs de projets per-
tinents :

a) Les services de sprcialistes locaux et autre personnel de contrepartie,
notamment les homologues nationaux des experts opdrationnels;

b) Les terrains, les bqtiments, les moyens de formation et autres installations
et services qui existent dans le pays ou qui y sont produits;

c) Le materiel, les approvisionnements et les fournitures qui existent dans le
pays ou qui y sont produits.

2. Chaque fois que l'assistance du PNUD prdvoit la fourniture de materiel au
Gouvernement, ce dernier prendra A sa charge les frais de drdouanement de ce
materiel, les frais de transport du port d'entrre jusqu'au lieu d'exdcution du projet,
les ddpenses imprrvues de manipulation ou d'entreposage et autres drpenses con-
nexes ainsi que les frais d'assurance apr~s livraison sur le lieu d'exrcution du projet
et les frais d'installation et d'entretien.

3. Le Gouvernement prendra 6galement A sa charge la rrmunrration des sta-
giaires et des boursiers pendant la durde de leur bourse.

4. Le Gouvernement versera ou fera verser au PNUD ou A un agent d'exrcu-
tion, si des dispositions en ce sens figurent dans le descriptif du projet et dans la
mesure fixde dans le budget du projet contenu dans ledit descriptif, les sommes
requises pour couvrir le coot de Fun quelconque des biens et services 6numdrds au
paragraphe 1 du prdsent article; l'agent d'exdcution se procurera alors les biens et
services ndcessaires et rendra compte chaque annre au PNUD de toutes ddpenses
couvertes par prrl~vement sur les sommes versres en application de la prrsente
disposition.
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5. Les sommes payables au PNUD en vertu du paragraphe prdc6dent seront
d6pos6es a un compte qui sera d6sign6 A cet effet par le Secr6taire g6n6ral de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies et g6r6 conform6ment aux dispositions pertinentes du
r~glement financier du PNUD.

6. Le coot des biens et services qui constituent la contribution du Gouverne-
ment aux projets et toute somme payable par lui en vertu du pr6sent article, tels
qu'ils sont indiqu6s en d6tail dans les budgets des projets, seront consid6r6s comme
des estimations fond6es sur les renseignements les plus conformes A la rdalit6 dont
on disposera lors de l'6tablissement desdits budgets. Ces montants feront l'objet
d'ajustements chaque fois que cela s'av6rera n6cessaire, compte tenu du coot effec-
tif des biens et services achet6s par la suite.

7. Le Gouvernement disposera, selon qu'il conviendra, sur les lieux d'ex6cu-
tion de chaque projet, des 6criteaux appropries indiquant qu'il s'agit d'un projet
b6n6ficiant de l'assistance du PNUD et de l'agent d'ex6cution.

Article VI

CONTRIBUTION STATUTAIRE AUX DIPENSES DU PROGRAMME
ET AUTRES FRAIS PAYABLES EN MONNAIE LOCALE

1. Outre la contribution vis6e A l'article V ci-dessus, le Gouvernement aidera
le PNUD i lui fournir son assistance en payant ou en faisant payer les d6penses
locales et les services ci-apris, jusqu'A concurrence des montants indiqu6s dans le
descriptif du projet ou fix6s par ailleurs par le PNUD conform6ment aux d6cisions
pertinentes de ses organes directeurs :

a) Les frais locaux de subsistance des experts-conseils et des consultants
affect6s aux projets dans le pays;

b) Les services de personnel administratif et de personnel de bureau local, y
compris le personnel de secr6tariat, les interpr~tes-traducteurs et autres auxiliaires
analogues dont les services seront n6cessaires;

c) Le transport du personnel A l'int6rieur du pays; et

d) Les services postaux et de t6l6communications n6cessaires A des fins offi-
cielles.

2. Le Gouvernement versera aussi directement A chaque expert op6rationnel
le traitement, les indemnit6s et autres 616ments de r6mun6ration que recevrait l'un
de ses ressortissants s'il 6tait nomm6 au meme poste. I1 lui accordera les mames
cong6s annuels et cong6s de maladie que ceux accord6s par l'agent d'ex6cution A
son propre personnel et il prendra les dispositions n6cessaires pour qu'il puisse
prendre le cong6 dans les foyers auquel il a droit en vertu du contrat qu'il a pass6
avec l'agent d'ex6cution int6ress6. Si le Gouvernement prend l'initiative de mettre
fin A l'engagement de l'expert dans des circonstances telles que l'agent d'ex6cution
soit tenu de lui verser une indemnit6 en vertu du contrat qu'il a pass6 avec lui, le
Gouvernement versera, A titre de contribution au r~glement de cette indemnit6, une
somme 6gale au montant de l'indemnit6 de licenciement qu'il devrait verser A un de
ses fonctionnaires ou autres personnes employ6es par lui A titre analogue auxquels
l'int6ress6 est assimil6 quant au rang, s'il mettait fin A leurs services dans les memes
circonstances.
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3. Le Gouvernement s'engage A fournir, A titre de contribution en nature, les
installations et services locaux suivants :

a) Les bureaux et autres locaux n6cessaires;

b) Des facilitds et services mddicaux pour le personnel international compara-
bles A ceux dont disposent les fonctionnaires nationaux;

c) Des logements simples mais ad6quatement meubl6s pour le personnel inter-
national et la fourniture de logements appropri6s aux experts op6rationnels, dans
des conditions semblables A celles dont b6n6ficient les fonctionnaires nationaux
auxquels les int6ress6s sont assimilds quant au rang.

4. Le Gouvernement contribuera 6galement aux d6penses d'entretien de la
mission du PNUD dans le pays en versant tous les ans au PNUD une somme globale
dont le montant sera fix6 d'un commun accord par les Parties, afin de couvrir les
frais correspondant aux postes de d6penses ci-apr~s :

a) Bureaux appropri6s, y compris le mat6riel et les fournitures, pour le siege
local du PNUD dans le pays;

b) Personnel local appropri6: secr6taires et commis, interpr~tes, traducteurs et
autres auxiliaires;

c) Moyens de transport pour le repr6sentant r6sident et ses collaborateurs
lorsque ceux-ci, dans l'exercice de leurs fonctions, se d6placeront A l'int6rieur du
pays;

d) Services postaux et de t lcommunications n6cessaires A des fins officielles;
et

e) Indemnit6 de subsistance du repr6sentant rdsident et de ses collaborateurs
lorsque ceux-ci, dans l'exercice de leurs fonctions, se d6placeront A l'int6rieur du
pays.

5. Le Gouvernement aura la facult6 de foumir en nature les installations et
services mentionnds au paragraphe 4 ci-dessus, A l'exception de ceux vis6s aux
alin6as b et e.

6. Les sommes payables en vertu des dispositions du prdsent article, A
l'exception du paragraphe 2, seront vers6es par le Gouvernement et g6rdes par le
PNUD conform6ment au paragraphe 5 de l'article V.

Article VII

RAPPORT ENTRE L'ASSISTANCE DU PNUD ET L'ASSISTANCE
PROVENANT D'AUTRES SOURCES

Au cas oa l'une d'elles obtiendrait, en vue de l'ex6cution d'un projet, une assis-
tance provenant d'autres sources, les Parties se consulteront entre elles et consul-
teront l'agent d'ex6cution afin d'assurer une coordination et une utilisation efficaces
de l'ensemble de l'assistance revue par le Gouvernement. Les arrangements qui
pourraient 8tre conclus avec d'autres entit6s pretant leur concours au Gouverne-
ment pour l'ex6cution d'un projet ne modifieront pas les obligations qui incombent
audit gouvernement en vertu du pr6sent Accord.
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Article VIII

UTILISATION DE L'ASSISTANCE FOURNIE

Le Gouvernement ne m6nagera aucun effort pour tirer le meilleur parti possible
de l'assistance du PNUD, qu'il devra utiliser aux fins pr6vues. Sans limiter la port6e
g6n6rale de ce qui pr6c~de, le Gouvernement prendra A cette fin les mesures indi-
qu6es dans le descriptif du projet.

Article IX

PRIVILEGES ET IMMUNITIS

1. Le Gouvernement appliquera A 1'Organisation des Nations Unies et A ses
organes, y compris le PNUD et les organes subsidiaires de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies faisant fonction d'agents d'ex6cution de projets du PNUD ainsi qu'A
leurs biens, fonds et avoirs et A leurs fonctionnaires, y compris le repr6sentant r6si-
dent et les autres membres de la mission du PNUD dans le pays, les dispositions de
la Convention sur les privileges et immunit6s des Nations Unies'.

2. Le Gouvemement appliquera A toute institution sp6cialis6e faisant fonction
d'agent d'ex6cution, ainsi qu'A ses biens, fonds et avoirs et A ses fonctionnaires, les
dispositions de la Convention sur les privileges et immunit6s des institutions sp6cia-
lis6es 2, y compris celles de toute annexe A la Convention applicable A ladite institu-
tion sp6cialis6e. Si l'Agence internationale de l'6nergie atomique (ALEA) fait fonc-
tion d'agent d'ex6cution, le Gouvernement appliquera A ses fonds, biens et avoirs,
ainsi qu'A ses fonctionnaires et experts, les dispositions de l'Accord relatif aux
privileges et immunit6s de I'AIEA3.

3. Les membres de la mission du PNUD dans le pays b6n6ficieront de tous les
autres privilges et immunit6s qui pourront tre n6cessaires pour permettre A la
mission de remplir efficacement ses fonctions.

4. a) A moins que les Parties n'en d6cident autrement dans les descriptifs de
projets relatifs A des projets particuliers, le Gouvernement accordera A toutes les
personnes, autres que les ressortissants du pays employ6s sur le plan local, fournis-
sant des services pour le compte du PNUD, d'une institution sp6cialis6e ou de
I'AIEA et qui ne sont pas vis6es aux paragraphes 1 et 2 ci-dessus, les m~mes pri-
vileges et immunit6s que ceux auxquels ont droit les fonctionnaires de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies, de l'institution sp6cialis6e int6ress6e ou de I'AIEA en vertu
de la section 18 de la Convention sur les privileges et immunit6s des Nations Unies,
de la section 19 de la Convention sur les privilges et immunit6s des institutions
sp6cialis6es ou de la section 18 de l'Accord relatif aux privileges et immunit6s de
I'AIEA, respectivement.

b) Aux fins des instruments sur les privileges et immunit6s qui sont mentionn6s
ci-dessus dans le pr6sent article :

I Nations Unies, Recuei des Trait~s, vol. 1, p. 15.
2 Ibid., vol. 33, p. 261. Pour les textes finals et r6visds des annexes publi6es ult6rieurement, voir vol. 71, p. 319;

vol. 79, p. 326; vol. 117, p. 386; vol. 275, p. 299; vol. 314, p. 309; vol. 323, p. 365; vol. 327, p. 327; vol. 371, p. 267; vol. 423,
p. 285; vol. 559, p. 349; vol. 645, p. 341; vol. 1057, p. 322 et vol. 1060, p. 337.

3 Ibid., vol. 374, p. 147.
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1) Tous les papiers et documents relatifs A un projet qui sont en possession ou sous
le contr6le des personnes vis6es A l'alinda a du paragraphe 4 ci-dessus seront
considdrds comme la propridt6 de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, de l'insti-
tution sp6cialis6e int6ress6e ou de I'AIEA, selon le cas; et

2) Le matdriel, les approvisionnements et les fournitures import6s, achetds ou
lou6s par ces personnes dans le pays aux fins d'un projet seront consid6rds
comme la propri6t6 de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, de l'institution sp6cia-
lisde int6ress6e ou de I'AIEA, selon le cas.

5. L'expression «< personnes fournissant des services telle qu'elle est uti-
lisde dans les articles IX, X et XIII du pr6sent Accord vise les experts op6rationnels,
les volontaires, les consultants et les personnes juridiques et physiques ainsi que
leurs employ6s. Elle vise les organisations ou soci6tds gouvernementales ou non
gouvernementales auxquelles le PNUD peut faire appel en tant qu'agent d'ex6cu-
tion ou A tout autre titre, pour ex6cuter un projet ou aider A mettre en euvre l'assis-
tance du PNUD A un projet, ainsi que leurs employ6s. Aucune disposition du prdsent
Accord ne sera interpr6t6e comme limitant les privilges, immunitds ou facilit6s
accord6s A ces organisations ou socidt6s ou h leurs employds en vertu d'un autre
instrument.

Article X

FACILITIS ACCORD9ES AUX FINS DE LA MISE EN CEUVRE
DE L'ASSISTANCE DU PNUD

1. Le Gouvernement prendra toutes les mesures qui pourront 8tre n6cessaires
pour que le PNUD, ses agents d'ex6cution, leurs experts et les autres personnes
fournissant des services pour leur compte, ne soient pas soumis A des r~glements ou
autres dispositions juridiques qui pourraient gener 1'ex6cution d'op6rations entre-
prises en vertu du pr6sent Accord, et leur accordera toutes les autres facilit6s n6ces-
saires A la mise en oeuvre rapide et satisfaisante de l'assistance du PNUD. Il leur
accordera notamment les droits et facilit6s ci-apr~s :

a) Admission rapide des experts et autres personnes fournissant des services
pour le compte du PNUD ou d'un agent d'ex6cution;

b) D61ivrance rapide et gratuite des visas, permis et autorisations n6cessaires;

c) Accs aux lieux d'ex6cution des projets et tous droits de passage neces-
saires;

d) Droit de circuler librement A l'int6rieur du pays, d'y entrer ou d'en sortir,
dans la mesure n6cessaire A la mise en ceuvre satisfaisante de l'assistance du PNUD;

e) Taux de change 16gal le plus favorable;

f) Toutes autorisations n6cessaires A b'importation de mat6riel, d'approvision-
nements et de fournitures ainsi qu'A leur exportation ult6rieure;

g) Toutes autorisations n6cessaires h i'importation de biens appartenant aux
fonctionnaires du PNUD et de ses agents d'ex6cution ou A d'autres personnes four-
nissant des services pour leur compte, et destin6s A la consommation ou A 'usage
personnel des int6ress6s, ainsi que toutes autorisations n6cessaires A l'exportation
ult6rieure de ces biens; et

h) D6douanement rapide des biens mentionn6s aux alin6asfet g ci-dessus.
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2. L'assistance fournie en vertu du prdsent Accord devant servir les intdr~ts
du Gouvernement et du peuple de l'Ukraine, le Gouvernement supportera tous les
risques des opdrations ex6cut6es en vertu du pr6sent Accord. II devra r6pondre A
toutes r6clamations que des tiers pourraient pr6senter contre le PNUD ou contre un
agent d'ex6cution, ou leur personnel, ou contre d'autres personnes fournissant des
services pour leur compte, et il les mettra hors de cause en cas de r6clamation et les
d6gagera de toute responsabilit6 r6sultant d'opdrations ex6cut6es en vertu du pr6-
sent Accord. Les dispositions qui pr6c~dent ne s'appliqueront pas si les Parties
et l'agent d'ex6cution conviennent que ladite r6clamation ou ladite responsabilitd
r6sultent d'une n6gligence grave ou d'une faute intentionnelle des int6ress6s.

Article XI

SUSPENSION OU FIN DE L'ASSISTANCE

1. Le PNUD pourra, par voie de notification 6crite adress6e au Gouverne-
ment et [ l'agent d'ex6cution, suspendre son assistance A un projet si, de l'avis du
PNUD, des circonstances se pr6sentent qui g~nent ou menacent de gener la bonne
ex6cution du projet ou ]a r6alisation de ses fins. Le PNUD pourra, dans la mame
notification 6crite ou dans une notification ult6rieure, indiquer les conditions dans
lesquelles il serait dispos6 A reprendre son assistance au projet. Cette suspension
pourra se poursuivre jusqu'A ce que le Gouvernement ait accept6 ces conditions et
que le PNUD ait notifi6 par 6crit le Gouvernement et l'agent d'ex6cution qu'il est
dispose A reprendre son assistance.

2. Si une situation du type vis6 au paragraphe 1 du pr6sent article se poursuit
pendant 14 jours apr~s que le PNUD a notifi6 cette situation et la suspension de son
assistance au Gouvernement et A 'agent d'ex6cution, le PNUD pourra A tout mo-
ment, tant que cette situation se poursuivra, mettre fin A son assistance au projet par
voie de notification 6crite au Gouvernement et l'agent d'ex6cution.

3. Les dispositions du pr6sent article ne pr6jugent pas de tous autres droits ou
recours dont le PNUD pourrait se pr6valoir en l'occurrence, selon les principes
g6n6raux du droit ou 1 d'autres titres.

Article XII

REGLEMENT DES DIFF9RENDS

1. Tout diffdrend entre le PNUD et le Gouvernement auquel donnerait lieu le
pr6sent Accord ou qui y aurait trait et qui ne pourrait etre r6g16 par voie de n6gocia-
tion ou par un autre mode convenu de riglement sera soumis b l'arbitrage A la
demande de l'une des Parties. Chacune des Parties d6signera un arbitre et les deux
arbitres ainsi d6sign6s en nommeront un troisieme, qui pr6sidera. Si, dans les
30jours qui suivront la demande d'arbitrage, l'une des Parties n'a pas d6sign6
d'arbitre ou si, dans les 15 jours qui suivront la nomination des deux arbitres, le
troisi~me arbitre n'a pas t6 d6sign6, l'une des Parties pourra demander au Pr6sident
de la Cour internationale de Justice de ddsigner un arbitre. La proc6dure d'arbitrage
sera arret6e par les arbitres et les frais de 'arbitrage seront 'h la charge des Parties, i
raison de la proportion fix6e par les arbitres. La sentence arbitrale sera motiv6e et
sera accept6e par les Parties comme le r~glement dffinitif du diff6rend.
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2. Tout diff6rend entre le Gouvernement et un expert op~rationnel auquel
donneraient lieu les conditions d'emploi de I'expert aupris du Gouvernement ou qui
y aurait trait pourra &re soumis A l'agent d'ex6cution qui aura fourni les services de
1'expert op6rationnel, soit par le Gouvernement, soit par 1'expert op6rationnel, et
l'agent d'ex&cution int6ress6 usera de ses bons offices pour aider les Parties arriver
A un r~glement. Si le diff6rend ne peut tre r6g16 conform6ment A la phrase pr6-
c6dente ou par un autre mode convenu de r~glement, la question sera soumise A
l'arbitrage At la demande de l'une des Parties, conform6ment aux dispositions 6non-
c6es au paragraphe 1 du present article, si ce n'est que l'arbitre qui n'aura pas 6t6
ddsign6 par l'une des Parties ou par les arbitres des Parties sera d6sign6 par le
secr6taire g6n6ral de la Cour permanente d'arbitrage.

Article XIII

DISPOSITIONS GENPERALES

1. Le pr6sent Accord fait partie int~grante de l'Accord entre l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies et le Gouvernement de l'Ukraine relatif A rinstallation d'un
Bureau int6rimaire de l'Organisation des Nations Unies en Ukraine, qu'il complete.
Etant donn6 que toutes les dispositions du pr6sent Accord et de l'Accord susmen-
tionn6 ont le m~me objet, les deux instruments seront consid6r6s comme compl6-
mentaires et seront applicables sans qu'aucun ne limite les effets de l'autre.

2. Le pr6sent Accord prendra effet d~s sa signature. I1 demeurera en vigueur
tant qu'il n'aura pas 6t6 d6nonc6 conform6ment au paragraphe 3 ci-dessous. Lors de
son entr6e en vigueur, il remplacera les accords existants en ce qui concerne l'assis-
tance fournie au Gouvernement A l'aide des ressources du PNUD et le bureau du
PNUD dans le pays; il s'appliquera A toute l'assistance fournie au Gouvernement et
au bureau du PNUD cr6 en vertu des dispositions des accords dor6navant rem-
plac6s.

3. Le pr6sent Accord pourra &re modifi6 par accord 6crit entre les Parties.
Les questions non trait~es express6ment dans le pr6sent Accord seront r6gl6es par
les Parties conform6ment aux r6solutions et d6cisions pertinentes des organes com-
p6tents de l'Organisation des Nations Unies. Chacune des Parties examinera avec
soin et dans un esprit favorable toute proposition pr6sent~e par l'autre Partie en
application du pr6sent paragraphe.

4. Le present Accord pourra 8tre d6nonc6 par rune ou l'autre des Parties par
voie de notification 6crite et il cessera de produire ses effets 60 jours apris la r6cep-
tion de ladite notification.

5. Les obligations assum~es par les Parties en vertu des articles IV (Ren-
seignements relatifs aux projets) et VIII (Utilisation de l'assistance fournie) sub-
sisteront apr~s l'expiration ou la d6nonciation du present Accord. Les obligations
assum6es par le Gouvemement en vertu des articles IX (Privil~ges et immunit6s),
X (Facilit6s accord6es aux fins de la mise en ceuvre de l'assistance du PNUD) et
XII (R~glement des diff6rends) du pr6sent Accord subsisteront apras 1'expiration ou
la d6nonciation dudit Accord dans la mesure n&cessaire pour permettre de proc~der
m6thodiquement au rapatriement du personnel, des fonds et des biens du PNUD et
de tout agent d'ex6cution ou de toute personne foumissant des services pour leur
compte en vertu du pr6sent Accord.
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EN FOI DE QUOI les soussign6s, repr6sentants dflment autoris6s du Gouverne-
ment de l'Ukraine, d'une part, et du Programme des Nations Unies pour le d6velop-
pement, d'autre part, ont, au nom des Parties, sign6 le pr6sent Accord en deux
exemplaires 6tablis en langues ukrainienne et anglaise, A Kiev, le 18 juin 1993.

Pour le Gouvernement
de I'Ukraine:

ANATOLIY ZLENKO

Pour le Programe des Nations Unies
pour le d6veloppement :

BOUTROS-BOUTRos GHALI
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ANNEX A - ANNEXE A

No. 8940. EUROPEAN AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CAR-
RIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD (ADR). DONE AT GENEVA, ON
30 SEPTEMBER 1957'

ENTRY INTO FORCE of amendments to annexes A and B, as amended,2 to the above-
mentioned Agreement

The amendments were proposed by the Government of France and circulated by the
Secretary-General to the Contracting Parties on 30 June 1994. They came into force on
I January 1995, in accordance with article 14 (3) of the Agreement.

Authentic texts of the amendments: English and French.

Registered ex officio on 1 January 1995.

(The authentic French text of the amendments appears in volume 1846 - Le texte
authentiquefrangais des amendements parait dans le volume 1846.)

The text of the amendments reads as follows:

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 619, p. 77; for subsequent actions, see references in Cumulative Indexes Nos. 9
and II to 21, as well as annex A in volumes 1259, 1279, 1283, 1297, 1344, 1394, 1395, 1430, 1489, 1505, 1553, 1580, 1663,
1679, 1696, 1701, 1719, 1723, 1724, 1732, 1775, 1777 and 1843.

2 Ibid., vol. 731, p. 3, and annex A in volumes 774, 828, 883, 907, 921, 922, 926, 951, 982, 987, 1003, 1023, 1035, 1074,
1107, 1161, 1162, 1259, 1279, 1283, 1297, 1344, 1395, 1489, 1553, 1663 and 1701.
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EUROPEAN AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE
OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD (ADR)

WITH ANNEXES AND PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE, DONE AT GENEVA
ON 30 SEPTEMBER 1957

Amendments proposed by the Government of France to Annexes A and B.
as amended. to the above-mentioned Agreement

ANNEX A of ADR

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART IT.

Amend the entry for Class 6.2 to read

"Class 6.2 Infectious substances ... 2650 et sea"

PART Ill.

Appendix A.]

Replace "flammable solids" with "nitrated mixtures of nitrocellulose,
self-reactive substances"

Appendix A.3

Amend the title A as follows:

"A. Tests relating to flammable liquids of Classes 3, 6.1 and 8

(Test for determining flash-point,
Test for determining peroxide content,
Test for determining combustibility)"

Add:

"G. Tests for determining the ecotoxicity, persistence and
bloaccumulation of substances in the aquatic environment for assignment
to Class 9."
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Part I. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

2002 (1) Delete the following and add it to fourth sentence:

"6.2" and "2651".

(2) Amend the entry for Class 6.2 to read:

"Class 6.2 Infectious substances Non-restrictive"

2002(3)(a) Sixth subparagraph, amend as follows:

"the total quantity of dangerous goods (as a volume or as a gross
mass or as a net mass and, in addition, in the case of explosive
substances and articles of Class 1, as a total net mass of
explosive contents).

NOTE 1: This information is not required in the case of uncleaned
empty packagings, containers or tanks.

NOTE 2: In the case of the application of marginal 10 011, the
quantities of dangerous goods carried per transport unit shall be
expressed as a gross mass".

(8) 1. Amend (a) to read as follows:

(a) A solution or mixture containing a dangerous substance listed by
name in ADR together with one or more non-dangerous substances,
shall be regarded as the dangerous substance listed by name,
unless:

1. The solution or mixture is specifically listed by name

elsewhere in ADR;

or

2. It is quite clear from the item for the dangerous

substance that it is applicable only to the pure or
technically pure substance; or

3. The class, physical state or packing group (letter), of
the solution or mixture is different from that of the
dangerous substance.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2002 (8) For such solutions and mixtures, the word "solution" or "mixture"
(cont'd) shall then be added as part of the name in the transport document

for the purposes of clarity in the description, for example,
"acetone solution".

If the class, physical state or packing group are different from

that for the pure substance, the solution or mixture shall be
assigned to an appropriate n.o.s. entry, depending on the degree of
danger.

2. Amend (b) 2.1 to read as follows:

"2.1 If there is no predominant danger, classification shall be
based on the following order of precedence:

substances and articles of Class I

substances and articles of Class 2

self-reactive and related substances and explosive substances
in non-explosive state (wetted or phlegmatized explosive
substances) of Class 4.1

pyrophoric substances of Class 4.2

substances of Class 5.2

substances of Class 6.1 or Class 3 which, on the basis of
their inhalation toxicity, are to be classified under letter
(a) of the various items (excluding substances, solutions and

mixtures (such as preparations and wastes) meeting the
classification criteria of Class 8 and having an inhalation
toxicity of dust and mists (LC..) in the range of group (a)

and toxicity through oral ingestion or dermal contact only in
the range of group (c) or less; such substances, solutions
and mixtures (such as preparations and wastes) shall be
assigned to Class 8)

infectious substances of Class 6.2."

Vol 1845, A-8940
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2002 (8) (cont'd)

(cont'd) 3. Amend 2.3.2 to read as follows:

"2.3.2 Classification under an n.o.s. entry or an item of

a class determined in accordance with 2.3.1 on the
basis of the danger characteristics of the various

components of the solution or mixture.
Classification under a general n.o.s. entry is

permitted only when classification under a

specific n.o.s. entry is not possible.

NOTE: Examples for the classification of mixtures

and solutions under classes and items:

A phenol solution of Class 6.1, 14" (b), in

benzene of Class 3, 3" (b) is to be classified in
Class 3, 3" (b); this solution is to be classified
under the entry 1992 flammable liquid, toxic,
n.o.s., Class 3, 19" (b), by virtue of the

toxicity of the phenol.

A solid mixture of sodium arsenate of Class 6.1,

51" (b) and sodium hydroxide of Class 8, 4W (b),

is to be classified under the entry 1557 arsenic

compound. solid. n.o.s. in Class 6.1, 51" (b).

A solution of crude or refined naphthalene of

Class 4.1, 6" (c) in petrol of Class 3, 3" (b), is
to be classified under the entry I29
hydrocarbons, liquid. n.o.s. in Class 3, 3" (b).

A mixturi' of hydrocarbons of Class 3, 31" (c), and
of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) of Class 9,

2" (b), is to be classified under the entry 315

oolvchlorinated biohenvls in Class 9, 2" (b).

A mixture of propyleneimine of Class 3, 12", and

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) of Class 9,
2" (b), is to be classified under the entry I921
oroovleneimine. inhibited in Class 3, 12".

Vol 1845, A-8940
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Footnotes for the table in marginal 2002 (8)

I/ These mixtures and solutions may have explosive properties, in which

case they are not to be accepted for transport unless they meet the
requirements of Class 1.

,/ Solutions or mixtures containing substances of Class 3,
marginal 2301, 6, 12' or 13' shall be placed in that Class under those items.

./ Solutions or mixtures containing substances of Class 6.1,

marginal 2601, 1* to 5" shall be placed in that Class under those items.

4/ Solutions or mixtures containing substances of Class 8,

marginal 2801, 6', 14" and 15" shall be placed in that Class under those

items.

5./ Assignment to a class and a letter of an item may be based on the
test procedures.(see Appendix A.3).

/ Solutions or mixtures containing substances of Class 9,
marginal 2901, 2" (b) shall be placed in that Class under that item, provided

they do not also contain substances mentioned in footnotes I to 4 above. If

they do contain such substances, they shall be classified accordingly.

7/ There is at present no test criterion for determining the degree of

danger (packing group) for liquids of Class 5.1. The degree of danger

(packing group) for such substances can be determined only by comparison with
substances listed by name under an item and a group designated by the letters

(a), (b) or (c).

/ Class 6.1 for pesticides.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2002 (9), amend to read:

"(9) The consignor ... (unchanged) ... shall certify that the

substance presented may be carried by road in conformity with the
provisions of ADR and that its condition, treatment and, as
appropriate, its packaging, the intermediate bulk container or tank
container and the labelling conform to the provisions of ADR."
(Second sentence unchanged.)

Add the following new paragraph (14):

"(14) For the purposes of ADR, substances, solutions and mixtures
(such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be assigned to
Classes 1 to 8 or 9, 1' to 8, 13" and 14, but which may be
assigned to Class 9, 11 or 12, on the basis of the test methods
and criteria according to Appendix A.3, section G, marginals 3390
to 3396, shall be considered to be pollutant to the aquatic
environment. Solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes) for which classification values conforming to the
classification criteria are not available shall be considered to be
pollutant to the aquatic environment if the LC50,/ evaluated
according to the following formula:

LC,, of the pollutant x 100
LCo =

percentage of the pollutant (by mass)

is equal to or lower than:

(a) 1 mg/i,

(b) 10 mg/1 if the pollutant is not readily degradable or, being
degradable, has a log Pow; 3.0.

NOTE: For substances of Classes I to 8 and Class 9, 1* to 8, 13"
and 14, which are pollutant to the aquatic environment according
to the criteria of Appendix A.3, section G, marginals 3390 to 3396,
no additional condition of carriage is applicable.

_/ According to the definition contained in marginal 3396.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2003(4) Amend the titles of these Appendices in accordance with the
modifications to these appendices:

In the title of Appendix A.1, replace "flammable solids" with

"nitrated mixtures of nitrocellulose, self-reactive substances";

In the title of Appendix A.3, amend as follows:

"Tests relating to flammable liquids of Classes 3, 6.1 and 8 (Test
for determining flash-point, Test for determining peroxide content,
Test for determining combustibility)";

and add at the end:

"tests for determining ecotoxicity, persistence and bioaccumulation
of substances in the aquatic environment by assignment to Class 9."

2007 Amend as follows:

"Packages, including intermediate bulk containers (JBCs), which do
not entirely meet the packing, mixed packing and labelling
requirements of ADR but are in conformity with the requirements for
maritime or air transport of dangerous goods 9/ shall be accepted
for carriage prior to or following maritime or air carriage subject
to the following conditions:

(a) If the packages or IBCs are not labelled in accordance
with ADR, they shall be labelled in accordance with the
provisions for maritime or air transport; 9/

(b) The provisions for maritime or air transport 9/ shall be
applicable to mixed packing within a package;

(c) In addition to the particulars prescribed for ADR, the
words 'Carriage under marginal 2007 of ADR' shall be
entered in the transport document."

Renumber existing footnote B/ as 9_/.

2010 Insert the following text after the first sentence:

"The period of validity of the temporary derogation shall be not
more than five years from the date of its entry into force. The
temporary derogation shall automatically come to an end from the
date of the entry into force of a corresponding amendment to this
annex".

_8/ According to the definition contained in marginal 3396.

Vol. 1845. A-8940
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Part II. LIST OF SUBSTANCES AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR THE VARIOUS CLASSES

CLASS 1. EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES AND ARTICLES

2100 (6) Add: "1.6 Extremely insensitive articles which do not have a mass
explosion hazard. The articles contain only extremely
insensitive detonating substances and demonstrate a
negligible probability of accidental initiation or
propagation."

NOTE: The risk from articles of Division 1.6 is limited

to the explosion of a single article.

(7) Add to "B":

"Some articles, such as detonators for blasting, detonator
assemblies for blasting and primers, cap-type, are included,
even though they do not contain primary explosives."

Add: "N Articles containing only extremely insensitive

detonating substances."

2101 In table 1, columns (4) and (5), replace the references to marginal
2103(5) and (6) by references to marginal 2103(6) and (7).

0029 Column 5: delete "19, 20, 54"
0030 Column 5: delete "17"

0106 Column 5: insert "56"
0360 Column 5: delete "25 26"
0377 Column 5: delete "39, 40"

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

Item 2A

(a) Add:

Propellant, liouid
NOTE: Unless it can be
demonstrated by testing
that its sensitivity when
frozen is no greater than
when liquid, the propellant
shall remain liquid during
normal conditions of
transport and not freeze
at temperatures above
-15 'C.

Propellant, solid

1.1C

1.1c

E159(a) 58
E159(b) 59

8,9,10"

Column 2: delete "for rocket motors"
Column 5: delete "54"
Delete whole entry

Amend the name to read: "Hexolite (hexotol). dry

NOTE: Amend to read:

"3064 nitroglycerin, solution in alcohol with more than 1 % but not
more than 5% nitroglycerin, carried under special conditions of
packing, is a substance of Class 3 (see marginal 2301, 6')"

amend the name to read: "Hexotonal"

Column 1: amend to read:

"Pentaervthrite tetranitrate
(Pentaervthritol tetranitrate: PETN)
with not less than 7% wax, by mass".

"0497

0498

Item 3*

0271

0273

Item 4*

auI8

0144

0393

p4-u

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

Add:

Columns 4 and 5; read:

Column 5: add "57"

Column 4:
Column 4:
Column 5:
Column 5:

"E107(a)
E107(b)

delete "E 118"
insert "E 106"
delete "51"
insert "49"

Column 5: add "57"

lItem9*

Column 2: delete "with explosive sound unit"

0D07 Column 5: insert "56"

Item 15"

0328
0415
04]6

Column
Column
delete

2: delete "(cartridges. small arms)"
2: delete "for rocket motors", and Column 5: delete "54"
whole entry

Item 17"

Columns 4 and 5; read: "E107(a)
E107(b)

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

3] Column 2: delete "with explosive sound unit"
334 Column 5: insert "37"

DMJ5) Column 5: add "49"

~Q1l)

02A4) Column 5: add "49"

024S)

24e Column 5: delete "29"

I12 Column 4: delete "E 103"
Column 4: insert "E 2"
Column 5: insert "1, 2"

05 Column 2: replace "35% (mass) water"
with "25% (mass) water"

0203 Column 2: add "explosive" after "n.o.s."
Column 4: delete "E 103"
Column 4: insert "E 21"
Column 5: insert ,2"

33 Column 2: amend the Note as follows:
"For nitrocellulose mixture with not more than 12.6%
nitrogen by dry mass with plasticizer, under special
conditions of packing, see class 4.1 [marginal 2401,
24"(a)]".

Vol. 1845. A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

Add:

Prooellant, liquid 1.3C
NOTE: Unless it can be

demonstrated by testing that

its sensitivity when frozen

is no greater than when liquid,

the propellant shall remain

liquid during normal conditions

of transport and not freeze at

temperatures above -15 *C.

El59(a)
E159(b)

Propellant. solid

Column 2: delete "for rocket motors", and Column 5:

Delete whole entry

Column 2: delete "(cartridges, small arms, blank)"
insert "or cartridges, small arms, blank"

Column 2: insert "or cartridges, small arms"

Column 5: add "49"

Column 5: insert "37"

Insert the following new entries:

"(1) (2)

0487 Signals. smoke
0488 Ammunition. practice
0492 Signals. railway track,

explosive

(3) (4) (5)

1.3G
1.3G

E 150 12
E 102 13, 48, 49

E 151 43, 44, 45"

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

Column 5: add "49"

Column 5: add "49"

Column 5: delete "29"

delete
delete
delete
delete

delete
insert
delete
insert

20, 54"
26"
40"

"(cartridges. small arms. blank)"
"or cartridges, small arms, blank"
"(cartridges, small arms)"
"or cartridges. small arms"

Add the following new entry:

"(I) (3) (4) (5)

949 Charges. propelling 1.4C E.158 8, 10"

Column 5: add "57"

9244)
o24k)

242

Item 34"

O249

Item 37"

Column
Column
Column
Column

Column
Column
Column
Column

0M2

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2101
(cont'd)

Add the following new entry:

(3) (4) (5)

39°  0494 Jet perforating auns.
charged oil well,
without detonator 1.4D E 140

Column 2: delete "without explosive sound unit"
Column 5: insert "37"

Column 5: add "49"

Add the following new entry:

(2) (3) (4) (5)

0493 Signals. railway track.
explosive I .4G E 151 43, 44, 45"

Column 2: delete "(Cartridges. small arms)"
Column 2: insert "or cartridges, small arms"
Column 2: delete "(cartridges. small arms. blank)"
Column 2: insert "or c'artridges. small arms. blank"
Column 5: delete "39, 40"
Column 5: add "49"
Column 5: delete "19, 20, 54"
Column 5: delete "18"

Vol. 1945, A-8940
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2101

Item4

Add a

(1)

"50"

In column 3, under Drums, add:

E 4(a) In column 3, under Boxes, add:

column

column

delete:

replace:

paper, multiwall, water
resistant
woven plastics"

"steel, removable head
(IA2)"

"natural wood, ordinary

(4C1) steel (4A)"

"Drums, fibre (IG)"

"Optional" by "Not
necessary".

(cont'd)

48"

Add the synonym "(Articles EEl, n.o.s.)"

new iteL:

(2) (3) (4) (5)

ARTICLES CLASSIFIED AS 1.6N

0486 Articles. explosive. extremely 1.6N E 106 49"
insensitive (Articles. EEl)"

1) Delete "other than cradles and crates"

In the title, delete "for substances and articles".

Insert new paragraph (5) as follows:

"(5) Plastics packagings shall not be liable to generate or
accumulate sufficient static electricity that a discharge
could cause the packaged explosive to ignite or the packaged
article to function."

Renumber paragraph (5) Table 2 as paragraph (6) and amend as

follows:

Packing method

E 2 In column 2, add: "Bags

2102(

2103

In

E 4(b) In

Vol 1845. A-8940
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2103
(cont'd)

Packing method

E 6(a)2 In column 2, under
"Intermediate bags", add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

delete: "plastics (1H2)"

NOTE: delete:

E 13(a) In column 2, under Bags, add:

E 13(b) In column 2, under Bags, add:

In column 2,
Receptacles,
In column 3,

and replace:

under
add:
under Boxes, add:

"steel (4A)
aluminium (4B)
plastics, solid (4H)"

"steel, removable head
(1A2)
aluminium, removable head
(182)"

"steel (4A)

aluminium (4B)
plastics, solid (4H2)"

"aluminium, removable head
(282)"

"or plastic drums (IH2)"

"woven plastics

paper, multiwall, water
resistant"

.woven plastics

paper, multiwall, water
resistant"

"fibreboard"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)

aluminium (4B)"

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2103
(cont'd)

column 3, under Boxes, add:

column

column

delete:

under Drums, add:

E 26 In column 2, under Bags, add:

E 102 In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

E 104

E 105

In column 3,

In column 3,

In column 2,

In column 3,
and replace:

by:

In column 3,
and replace:

by:

under Drums, add:

delete:

add:

under Boxes, add:

under Boxes, add:

Packing method

E 22(a), In

(b)

E 24(b) In

E 25 In

Vol. 1845. A-8940

"steel (4A)"

"with coating - other than
lead"
"steel, removable head
(lA2)"

"paper

paper, multiwall, water
resistant"

"aluminium (4B)"
"expanded plastics (4H1)"
"plastics, solid (4H)"
"steel (4A1)" and "steel,
with inner liner or coating
(4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium, removable head
(B2)"
"Crates A/ (for large
articles)"
"plastics"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

1995
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2103
(cont'd)

Paking method

E 105 A In column 3,
and replace:

by:

E 106 In column 3,

and replace:
by:
In column 3,

In column.3,

E 107(a
(b

E 108

Delete

E 109

E 112

In column 3,p),

In column 3,
and replace:
by:

footnotes 4/ and

In column 2,
Receptacles,

In column 3,
and replace:

by:

In column 3,

and replace:

by:

under Boxes, add: "aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

under Boxes, add: "aluminium (4B)" and
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

add: "Drums steel, removable
head (1A2)"

delete: "crates j/" and
"cradles j/"

under Boxes, add: "steel (4A)
aluminium (4B)"

under Boxes, add: "aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

j/ and renumber footnotes consequently.

under
add: "paper

under Boxes, add:

under Boxes, add:

fibreboard"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)" and
"plastics,

solid (4H2)"

"steel (4A1)" and "steel,
with inner liner or coating
(4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2103
(cont'd)

Packing method

E 113 In column 3, under Boxes, add:

E 114 In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, add:

E 115 In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

"natural wood, with
sift-proof walls (4C2)
steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"natural wood, with
sift-proof walls (4C2)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head
(A?)"

"aluminium (48)"
"expanded plastics (4H)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

In column 3,
and replace:
by:

under Boxes, add:

In column 2 insert: "not nec
existing wording

In column 3, under Boxes add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, add:

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

essary" instead of the

"aluminium (4B)"
"fibreboard (4G)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head
(1A2)"

Delete the entry and footnote Z/

E 116

E 117

E 118

Vol. 1945, A-8940
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2103 (cont'd)

Packing method

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, under Drums add:

In column 3, in the note, delete:

In column 2, under "Tubes" read:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:
and replace:

by:

In column 3, add:

In column 3,
and replace:

under Boxes, add:

In column 2, under
Receptacles, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:
by:

E 119

"plastics"

"aluminium (4B)"
"expanded plastics (4HI)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

Vol. 1845, A-8940

"aluminium (4B)"
"fibreboard (4G)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium, removable head
(1B2)"

"plywood (4) and
reconstituted wood (4F)"

"fibreboard or equivalent
material"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head (A2)
aluminium, removable head
(B2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

E 120

E 121

E 122

E 123
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2103 (cont'd)

Packing method

E 124 In column 2, add:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

column

column

under

under

Boxes, add:

Boxes, add:

In column 3, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

In column 3, add:

In column 2, under Receptacles,
add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:
by:

"Receptacles
metal"

"steel, removable head
(1A2)
aluminium, removable head
(1B2)"

"aluminium (4B)"

"steel (4A)

aluminium (4B)"

"Drums
steel, removable head (A2)
aluminium, removable head
(1B2)"

"steel (4A)
aluminium (4B)"

"Drums
steel, removable head (1A2)
aluminium, removable head
(1B2)"

"metal

plastics"

"aluminium (4B)"
"fibreboard (4G)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"fibreboard (4G)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

E 125

E 126

E 127

E 128
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2103 (cont'd)

Packing method

In column 2, under Receptacles,
add:
In column 3, under Boxes, add:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:
by:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:
and replace:
by:

In column 3, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

"metal"
"steel (4A)
aluminium (4B)
expanded plastics (4H1)"

"steel, removable head
(IA2)
aluminium, removable head
(B2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"expanded plastics (4H1)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"steel, removable head
(lA2)
aluminium, removable head
(IB2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head (A2)
aluminium, removable head
(1B2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"steel, removable head
(IA2)
aluminium, removable head
(B2)"
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2103 (cont'd)

Packing method

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:
by:

In column 3, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:
by:

E 139 In column 2,
add:

In column 3,
and replace:

under Receptacles,

under Boxes, add:

In column 3, add:

In column 3,
and replace:

by:

In column 3,
and replace:

under Boxes, add:

under Boxes, add:

E 137

In column 2, amend "optional" to read: "not necessary"

In column 3,
and replace:

under Boxes, add: "aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (48)"
"fibreboard (4G)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head
(1A2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"fibreboard"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"Drums
steel, removable head
(]A2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

E 138

E 140

E 141

E 142
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2103 (cont'd)
Packing method

E 143 In column 3,
and replace:
by:

E 145 In column 3,
and replace:

E 149 In column 3,
and replace:
by:

under Boxes, add:

under Boxes, add:

under Boxes, add:

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel, with inner liner or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

In column 2, under Boxes, add:

In column 3, under Boxes, add:

and replace:

by:

In column 3, under Drums, add:

E 151 In column 3,
and replace:
by:

E 153 In column 3,
and replace:
by:

In column 3,
and replace:

under Boxes, add:

under BoRes, add:

under Boxes, add:

"metal"

"aluminium (4B)"
"expanded plastics (4HI)"
"plastics, solid (4H2)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"steel, removable head
(IA2)
aluminium, removable head
(IB2)
plastics, removable head
(1H2)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)" and
"steel, inner lirer or
coating (4A2)"
"steel (4A)"
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2103 (cont'd)
Packing method

E 157 In column 3, under Boxes, add:
and replace:
by:

"aluminium (4B)"
"steel (4A1)"
"steel (4A)"

Add a new packing method E 159 as follows:

1 2 3

E 159 Receptacles Boxes
(a) plastics natural wood,

ordinary (4C1)
plywood (4D)
reconstituted
wood (4F)

Intermediate

Bags
plastics, in metal cans

(b) Receptacles Drums
plastics steel, removable

head (A2)
aluminium,
removable head (1M2)

Intermediate

Drums.
metal

Renumber paragraph (6) Table 3 as paragraph (7) and delete Special
Packing Requirements 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 29, 39, 40 and 54.
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2103 (cont'd)

Amend the following Special Packing Requirements as follows:

8. Amend to read:

"The inside of metal packagings shall be galvanized, painted

or otherwise protected. Bare steel shall not come into

contact with the propellant."

32. Text in column 2 to read:

"Unless the ends of the article are sealed, plastics bags

shall be used as inner packaging".

38. Amend to read:

"The fuzes shall be separated from each other in the inner
packaging."

49. Text in column 2 to read:

"Large articles without their means of initiation, or with
their means of initiation containing at least two effective
protective features, may be carried unpacked".

Add the following new Special Packaging Requirements:

"56. Fibreboard boxes (4G) shall not be used as outer packaging.

57. Liner or inner coating required for metal outer packagings

(e.g., 4A, 4B, 1A2, 1B2) unless another means such as the use

of an inner packaging or cushioning material protects the
explosive substance from contact with the metal outer
packaging during normal conditions of transport.

58. Plastics receptacles shall have taped screw cap closures and

be of not more than 5 litres capacity each. Each receptacle

shall be contained within an intermediate packaging. Each
plastics bag shall be surrounded on all sides with at least

50 mm of non-combustible absorbent cushioning material; metal

cans in the outer box shall also be cushioned from each other

in all directions.
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2103 (cont'd)

58.
(cont'd)

59.

Net mass of propellant shall be limited to 30 kg for
each package.

The intermediate drum shall be surrounded on all sides with
at least 50 mm of non-combustible absorbent cushioning
material. A composite packaging consisting of a plastics
receptacle in a metal drum may be used instead of the inner
and intermediate packagings. The net volume of propellant in
each package shall not exceed 120 litres."

2105 (2) Add: "..., and those containing articles of item 50 shall
bear a label conforming to model No. 1.6."

(3) Add "and 0303" to the text after "43, 0301" (for label No. 8
only).

2201 2" (b). Add:

"... mixtures containing not more than 10% silane by volume with
one or more of the following gases: hydrogen, nitrogen, argon,
helium, krypton, neon, deuterium and methane".

2" (bt): Delete "or silane" (twice).

9"(at) NOTE: Amend to read:

"2672 Amnonia solution, relative density between 0.880 and 0.957 at
15" C in water, with more than 10 % but not more than 35 % ammonia,
is a substance of Class 8 [see marginal 2801, 43"(c)]".

(14'): Amend as follows:

"Empty receptacles, empty tank-vehicles or empty tank-containers
uncleaned, which have contained substances of Class 2."

NOTE 2, to be deleted; NOTE 1 becomes NOTE in which the words
"listed under 14"" are replaced with "of Class 2".

2201 a (b) At the end add the following sentence:

"These freezing appliances shall be protected and loaded in such a
way as to prevent any damage to their freezing circuit".
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2201 a (c) Amend as follows:

(cont'd)

"(c) carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide (N2O) of 5" (a) in

metal capsules (sodors, sparklets, cream capsules), if the

carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide in the gaseous state do not
contain more than 0.5% air and the capsules contain not more
than 25 g carbon dioxide or 25 g nitrous oxide and not more
than 0.75 g of carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide per cm3 of
capacity;"

2208 (2) Replace "gases of 4" (a) and (b)" with "gases of 4" (a) and (b) and

(c)".

2212 (3) (b) and (c)

Delete "or silane" (four times)

2217 Insert the following new paragraph (3):

"(3) The cylinders referred to in marginal 2212 (1) (a) may be
carried after the expiry of the time-limit set for the periodic

test prescribed in marginal 2215 for the purpose of undergoing the

test."

2219 (5) Delete "or silane" (twice).

2226 (2) and (3) Delete.

Paragraph (4) becomes (2).

Insert the following new paragraph (3):

"(3) For the carriage of cylinders in conformity with marginal
2212 (1) (a) under the conditions of marginal 2217 (3), the
following entry shall be included in the transport document:

'Carriage in conformity with marginal 2217 (3)'".

CLASS 3: marginals 2300 to 2399 should be replaced by the following:
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'CLASS 3. FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

I. List of substances

2300 (1) Among the substances and mixtures covered by the heading of
Class 3, those listed in marginal 2301 or which fall under a
collective heading of that marginal, and articles containing such
substances, are subject to the conditions prescribed in
marginals 2300 (2) to 2322 and to the provisions of this Annex and
of Annex B and are consequently substances of ADR.

NOTE: For the quantities of substances listed in marginal 2301
which are not subject to the provisions for this Class, either in
this Annex or in Annex B, see marginal 2301a.

2300 (2) The heading of Class 3 covers substances and articles containing
substances of this Class which:

are liquid at a maximum temperature of 20 'C, or for viscous
substances for which a specific melting point cannot be
determined, are highly viscous according to the criteria of
the penetrometer test (see Appendix A.3, marginal 3310), or
are liquid according to the ASTM D 4359-90 test method;

have at 50 *C a vapour pressure of not more than 300 kPa

(3 bar);

have a flashpoint of not more than 61 'C.

The heading of Class 3 also covers flammable liquid substances and
molten solid substances with a flashpoint of more than 61 "C and
which are carried or handed over for carriage whilst heated at
temperatures equal to or higher than their flashpoint.

Substances having a flashpolnt above 35 *C, non-toxic and
non-corrosive, which, under the test conditions given, do not
sustain combustion (see Appendix A.3, marginal 3304) are excluded;
if however these substances are handed over for carriage and
carried whilst heated at temperatures equal to or higher than their
flashpoint, they are substances of this Class.

Flammable liquids which, because of supplementary dangerous
properties, are listed in, or assigned to, other classes are also
excluded. The flashpoint shall be determined as indicated in
Appendix A.3, marginals 3300 to 3302.
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2300 (2)
(cont'd)

NOTE 1: For gasoil, diesel fuel, heating oil (light)

(identification number 1202) having a flashpoint above 61 *C see,

however, NOTE under marginal 2301, 31" (c).

NOTE 2: For substances having a flashpoint above 61 "C which are
carried or handed over for carriage at or above their flashpoint,

see however marginal 2301, 61" (c).

(3) The substances and articles of Class 3 are subdivided as

follows:

A. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 "C not toxic, not

corrosive;

B. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 "C and toxic;

C. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 "C and corrosive;

D. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 "C, toxic and

corrosive and articles containing those substances;

E. Substances having a flashpoint between 23 °C and 61 *C

inclusive which might be slightly toxic and/or slightly

corrosive;

F. Substances and preparations used as pesticides having a

flashpoint below 23 "C;

G. Substances having a flashpoint above 61 *C which are carried

or handed over for carriage at or above their flashpoint;

H. Empty packagings.

Substances and articles of Class 3, other than those of 6, 12,

13', and 28° classified under the various item numbers of
marginal 2301 shall be assigned to one of the following groups

designated by the letter (a), (b) or (c) according to their degree

of danger:
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2300 (2)
(cont'd)

letter (a): very dangerous substances: flammable liquids
having a boiling point or initial boiling point not exceeding
35 'C, and flammable liquids having a flash-point below
23 'C, which are either highly toxic according to the

criteria of marginal 2600 or highly corrosive according to
the criteria of marginal 2800;

letter (b): danaerous substances: flammable liquids having

a flash-point below 23 'C which are not classified under
letter (a), with the exception of substances of
marginal 2301, 5" (c);

letter (c): substances presenting a minor danger: flammable
liquids having a flashpoint of 23 "C to 61 "C inclusive and
substances of marginal 2301, 5" (c).

(4) If substances of Class 3, as a result of admixtures, come into
different categories of risk from those to which the substances
specifically named in marginal 2301 belong, these mixtures or

solutions shall be assigned to the items and letters to which they

belong on the basis of their actual degree of danger.

NOTE: For the classification of solutions and mixtures (such as
preparations and wastes), see also marginal 2002 (8).

(5) On the basis of the test procedures in accordance with
Appendix A.3, marginals 3300 to 3302, 3304 and 3310, and the

criteria set out in (2), it may also be determined whether the
nature of a solution or a mixture specifically named or containing
a specifically named substance is such that the solution or mixture
is not subject to the provisions for this Class.

(6) Certain highly toxic flammable liquid substances having a
flashpoint below 23 "C are substances of Class 6.1 (marginal 2601,
1" to 10').

(7) Substances of Class 3 which are liable to form peroxides
easily (as happens with ethers or with certain heterocyclic
oxygenated substances) are to be accepted for carriage only if
their peroxide content, calculated as hydrogen peroxide (H,02),
does not exceed 0.3%. The peroxide content shall be determined as
indicated in Appendix A.3, marginal 3303.
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2300 (8) The chemically unstable substances of Class 3 are to be
(cont'd) accepted for carriage only if the necessary steps have been taken

to prevent their dangerous decomposition or polymerization during
carriage. To this end, it shall in particular be ensured that
receptacles do not contain any substance liable to promote these
reactions.

2301 A. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 *C. not toxic,
not corrosive.

I Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes) having a vapour pressure at 50 "C of more than
175 kPa (1.75 bar):

(a) 1089 acetaldehyde (ethanal), 1108 I-Dentene (n-amylene),
1144 crotonylene (2-butyne), 1243 methyl formate,
1265 Oentanes, liquid (isopentane), 1267 petroleum
crude oil, 1303 vinylidene chloride, inhibited (1.-
dichloroethvlene: inhibited), 1308 zirconium suspended
in a flammable liouid, 1863 fuel. aviation, turbine
engine, 2371 isooentenes, 2389 furan,
2456 2-chloroorooene, 2459 2-methvl-l-butene,
2561 3-methvl-l-butene (1-isoamylene)
(isopropylethylene), 2749 tetramethylsilane,
1268 oetroleum distillates. n.o.s., or 1268 petroleum
products, n.o.s,
3295 hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s., 1993 flammable
liquid. n.o.s.

2' Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes) having a vapour pressure at 50 *C of more than
110 kPa (1.10 bar) but not more than 175 kPa (1.75 bar):

(a) 1155 diethyl ether (ethyl ether), 1167 divinyl ether
inhibited, 1218 isoprene. inhibited, 1267 petroleum
crude oil, 1280 oropvlene oxide. inhibited, 1302 vinyl
ethyl ether, inhibited, 1308 zirconium susoended in a
flammable liouid, 1863 fuel. aviation, turbine engine,
2356 2-chloroprooane, 2363 ethyl mercaotan,
1268 oetroleum distillates. n.o.s., or 1268 oetroleum
oroducts. n.o.s,
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2301 2" (a) 3295 hydrocarbons, liouid, n.o.s., 1993 flammable
(cont'd) (cont'd) liouid, n~o~s,;,

(b) 1164 dimethyl sulohide, 1234 methvlal
(dimethoxymethane), 1265 Dentanes, liquid (n-pentane),

1267 petroleum crude oil, 1278 1-chlorooropane

(propyl chloride), 1308 zirconium suspended in a

flammable liquid, 1863 fuel. aviation, turbine enoine,

2246 cyclopentene, 2460 2-methvl-2-butene, 2612 methyl
proDyl ether,

1224 ketones: n.o.s., 1987 alcohols. flammable. n.o.s.,

1989 aldehydes. flammable. n.o.s., 1268 petroleum
distillates. n.o.s., or 1268 petroleum oroducts. n.o.s..

3295 hydrocarbons. liguid. n.o.s., 1993 flammable liquid
n.o.s.

3: Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) having a vapour pressure at 50 "C of not more than

110 kPa (1.10 bar):

(b) 1203 motor spirit, 1267 petroleum crude oil, 1863 fuel
aviation, turbine engine,

1268 petroleum distillates. n.o.s, or 1268 Detroleum

products. n.o.s.

NOTE: While in some climatic conditions petrol

(gasoline) may have a vapour pressure at 50 'C of more
than 110 kPa (1.10 bar) but not more than 150 kPa

(1.50 bar), it is to continue to be classified under

this item number.

Hydrocarbons:

1114 benzene, 1136 coal tar distillates,
1145 cyclohexane, 1146 cyclopentane, 1175 ethvlbenzene,

1206 heptanes, 1208 hexanes, 1216 isooctenes,
1262 octanes, 1288 shale oil, 1294 toluene,

1300 turnentine substitute (white spirit), 1307 xylenes

(o-xylene;dimethylbenzenes), 2050 diisobutvlene.

isomeric compounds,2057 trioropylene (propylene trimer),

2241 cvcloheptane,2242 cycloheotene, 2251 bicyclo-

(2.2.1) -heota-2.5-diene. inhibited (2.5-norbornadiene.

inhibited), 225& cyclohexene, 2263 dimethvlcvclohexanes,

2278 n-heotene, 2287 isoheptenes, 2288 isohexenes,

2296 methylcyclohexane, 2298 methylcyclooentane,
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2301 3" 2309 octadienes, 2358 cyclooctatetrene, 2370 l-hexene,
(cont'd) (cont'd) 2457 2.3-dimethylbutane, 2458 hexadienes,

2461 methvloentadienes,

3295 hydrocarbons. liouid. n.o.s.;

Halogenated substances:

1107 amyl chlorides, 1126 1-bromobutane, (n-butyl
bromide), 1127 chlorobutanes (butyl chlorides),

1150 1.2-dichloroethylene, 1279 1.2-dichloroorooane,

(oroovlene dichloride) 2047 dichloroprooenes,
2338 benzotrifluoride, 2339 2-bromobutane,

2340 2-bromoethyl ethyl ether, 2342 bromomethylorooanes,
2343 2-bromooentane, 2344 bromoorooanes,
2345 3-bromoorooyne, 2362 1.1-dichloroethane (ethylidene
chloride), 2387 fluorobenzene, 2388 fluorotoluenes,

2390 2-iodobutane, 2391 iodomethvloropanes,

2554 methvlallyl chloride;

Alcohols:

1105 amvl alcohols, 1120 butanols, 1148 diacetone
alcohol technical, 1170 ethanol (ethyl alcohol) or

1170 ethanol (ethyl alcohol) in aqueous solution
containing more than 70% alcohol by volume,
1219 isooropanol (isoprooyl alcohol), 1274 n-orooanol

(oroovl alcohol. normal), 3065 alcoholic beverages
containing more than 70% alcohol by volume,
1987 alcohols, flammable. n.o.s.;

NOTE: Alcoholic beverages containing more than 24% and
not more than 70% alcohol by volume are substances of

31" (c).

Ethers:

1088 acetal (1,1-diethoxyethane), 1159 diisooropyl

ether, 1165 dioxane, 1166 dioxolane, 1179 ethyl butyl

ether, 1304 vinyl isobutvl ether. inhibited,
2056 tetrahvdrofuran, 2252 1.2-dimethoxvethane,

2301 2-methvlfuran, 2350 butyl methyl ether, 2352 butyl
vinyl ether, inhibited, 2373 diethoxymethane,
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2301 3 " 2374 3.3-diethoxvorooene, 2376 2.3-dihydrooyran,
(cont'd) (cont'd) 2377 1.1-dimethoxyethane, 2384 di-n-orooyl ether,

2398 methyl tert-butyl ether,
2536 methyltetrahydrofuran, 2615 ethyl nroovl ether,
2707 dimethyldioxanes, 3022 1.2-butylene oxide,

stabilized,
3271 ethers, n.o.s.,;

Aldehydes:

1129 butyraldehyde, 1178 2-ethylbutyraldehyde,
1275 orooionaldehyde, 2045 isobutyraldehyde (isobutyl
aldehyde), 2058 valeraldehyde,
2367 aloha-methvlvaleraldehvde,
1989 aldehydes. flammable. n.o.s.;

Ketones:

1090 acetone, 1156 diethyl ketone, 1193 methyl ethyl
ketone (ethyl methyl ketone), 1245 methyl isobutyl
ketone, 1246 methyl isooropenyl ketone. inhibited,
1249 methyl orooyl ketone, 1251 methyl vinyl ketone,
2346 butanedione (diacetyl), 2397 3-methylbutan-2-one,
1224 ketones. n.o.s.;

Esters:

1123 butyl acetates, 1128 n-butyl formate, 1161 dimethyl
carbonate, 1173 ethyl acetate, 1176 ethyl borate,
1190 ethyl formate, 1195 ethyl oropionate, 1213 isobutyl
acetate, 1220 isorooyl acetate, 1231 methyl acetate,
1237 methyl butyrate, 1247 methyl methacrvlate monomer.
inhibited, 1248 methyl orooionate, 1276 n-orooyl
acetate, 1281 oroovl formates, 1301 vinyl acetate.
inhibited, 1862 ethyl crotonate, 1917 ethyl acrylate.
inhibited, 1919 methyl acrylate inhibited, 2277 ethyl
methacrylate, 2385 ethyl isobutyrate, 2393 isobutyl
formate, 2394 isobutvl propionate, 2400 methyl
isovalerate, 2403 isoorooenyl acetate, 2406 isovroovl
isobutyrate, 2409 isoproovl orooionate,
2416 trimethyl borate, 2616 triisooroovl borate,
2838 vinyl butyrate. inhibited,

3272 esters, n.o.s.;
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2301 3" (cont'd) Substances containing sulphur:
(cont'd)

1111 amvl mercaptans, 2347 butyl mercagtans,
2375 diethyl sulohide, 2381 dimethyl disulohide,
2402 oropanethiols (propyl mercaptans),

2412 tetrahvdrothioohene (thiolanne), 2414 thioohene,

2436 thioacetic acid;

Substances containing nitrogen:

1113 amyl nitrites, 1222 isooroovl nitrate,
1261 nitromethane, 1282 pyridine, 1648 acetonitrile

(methyl cyanide), 1865 n-nroovl nitrate, 2351 butyl

nitrites 2372 1.2 di-(dimethvlamino) ethane
(tetramethylethylenediamine), 2410 1. 2. 3. 6-
tetrahvdroovridine;

Other flammable substances and mixtures and preparations

containing flammable liquids:

1091 acetone oils, 1201 fusel oil, 12M3 tinctures.

medicinal, 1308 zirconium suspended in a flammable
liouid, 2380 dimethvldiethoxvsilane,
1993 flammable liquid. n.o.s.

NOTE: For viscous substances, mixtures and
preparations, see 5".

4 Solutions of nitrocellulose in mixtures of substances of

I to 3" containing more than 20% but not more than
55% nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content not exceeding

12.6% (by dry mass):

(a) 2059 nitrocellulose solution. flammable;

(b) 2059 nitrocellulose solution. flammable.

NOTE 1: Mixtures having a flashpoint below 23 *C and
containing more than 55% nitrocellulose, whatever its

nitrogen content or containing not more than 55%
nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content above 12.6% (by

dry mass), are substances of Class 1, (see
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2301 3"(cont'd)

(cont'd) marginal 2101, 4, identification number 0340, or 26,

identification number 0342), or of Class 4.1 (see
marginal 2401, 24").

NOTE 2: Mixtures containing 20% or less nitrocellulose
with a nitrogen content not exceeding 12.6% (by dry

mass) are substances of 5".

5" Liquid or viscous mixtures and preparations, including
those containing 20% or less nitrocellulose with a

nitrogen content not exceeding 12.6% (by dry mass):

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
not exceeding 35"C provided that they do not come

under (c):

1133 adhesives, 1139 coatino solution,
1169 extracts. aromatic. liouid, 1197 extracts

flavourino. liquid, 1210 printing ink, 1263 paint

(including paint, lacquer, enamel, stain, shellac,
varnish, polish, liquid filler and liquid lacquer

base), 1263 oaint related material (including
paint thinning or reducing compound),
1266 oerfumerv oroducts, 1286 rosin oil,
1287 rubber solution, 1866 resin solution;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

exceeding 35 'C provided that they do not come

under (c):

1133 adhesives, 1139 coating solution,

1169 extracts. aromatic. liquid, 1197 extracts.

flavouring, liouid, 1210 orintina ink, 1263 paint

(including paint, lacquer, enamel, stain, shellac,
varnish, polish, liquid filler and liquid lacquer

base), 1263 paint related material (including
paint thinning or reducing compound),
1266 perfumerv products, 1286 rosin oil,

1287 rubber solution, 1306 wood oreservatives,

1866 resin solution, 1999 tars. liquid including

road asphalt and oils, bitumen and cut backs,

3269 Dolvester resin kit;
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2301 5" (c) 1133 adhesives, 1139 coating solution,
(cont'd) (cont'd) 1169 extracts. aromatic, liouid, 1197 extracts.

flavouring, liquid, 1210 orinting ink, 1263 paint
(including paint, lacquer, enamel, stain, shellac,
varnish, polish, liquid filler and liquid lacquer
base), 1263 oaint related material (including
paint thinning or reducing compound),
1266 oerfumerv oroducts, 1286 rosin oil,

1287 rubber solution, 1306 wood oreservatives,
liouid, 1866 resin solution, 1999 tars. liquid
including road asphalt and oils, bitumen and cut

backs, 3269 oolvester resin kit,
1993 flammable liquid. n.o.s.

Classification under letter (c) is only possible
if the following requirements are met:

1. that the height of the separated layer of
solvent is less than 3% of the total height
in the solvent-separation test; 2/ and

9/ Solvent-separation test: This test is carried out at 23" C using

a 100 ml graduated measuring cylinder of the stoppered type of approximately
25 cm total height and of a uniform internal diameter of approximately 3 cm
over the calibrated section. The substance should be stirred to obtain a

uniform consistency and poured into the measuring cylinder up to the 100 ml
mark. The stopper should be inserted and the cylinder left standing
undisturbed for 24 hours. After 24 hours the height of the upper separated
layer should be measured and the layer's height as a percentage of the total
height of the sample should be calculated.
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2301 5" (cont'd)
(cont'd)

2. that the viscosity D/0 and flash-point are
in accordance with the following table:

Flow time t in
Kinematic viscosity accordance with ISO 2431:1984 IFlashpoint
i (extrapolated) (at 1 i

near-zero shear rate) I Jet diameter fin "C
Imm2 /s at 23 "C in s in mm I

120 < y< 80 20 < t 601 4 jabove 17
I 80 < y. 135 I 60 < t : 100 1 4 labove 10
I 135 < y < 220 .1 20 < t - 32 6 jabove 5
1220 < y 300 132 < t s 44 6 jabove -1
1300 < y 700 I44 < t 1O0 6 jabove -5
700 < y 1100 < t 6 I-5 and below

NOTE 1: Mixtures containing more than 20% but not more than 55%
nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content not exceeding 12.6% by dry mass
are substances of 4.

Mixtures having a flashpoint below 23 'C and containing:

more than 55% nitrocellulose, whatever their nitrogen content; or

not more than 55% nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content
above 12.6% by dry mass,

are substances of Class I (see marginal 2101, 4, No. 0340, or 22',
No. 0342) or of Class 4.1 (see imarginal 2401, 24").

NOTE 2: No substances of ADR listed by name under other entries may be
carried under the entry 1263 Paint or 1263 Paint related material.
Substances carried under identification number 1263 may contain not more
than 20% nitrocellulose provided that the nitrogen content does not
exceed 12.6% by dry mass.

IQ/ Viscosity determination: Where the substance concerned is
non-Newtonian, or where a flow cup method of viscosity determination is
otherwise unsuitable, a variable shear-rate viscometer should be used to
determine the coefficient of dynamic viscosity of the substance, at 23 *C, at
a number of shear rates, the values obtained are plotted against shear rate
and then extrapolated to zero shear rate. The dynamic viscosity thus
obtained, divided by the density, gives the apparent kinematic viscosity at
near-zero shear rate.
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2301 5* (cont'd)
(cont'd)

NOTE 3: 3269 Polyester resin kits have two components: a basic
product (Class 3, Group (b) or (c)), and an activator (organic
peroxide), each packed separately in an inner packaging. The
organic peroxide shall be of types D, E or F, not requiring
temperature regulation and restricted to 125 ml liquid and 500 g
solid per inner packaging. The components may be placed in the
same outer packaging, provided that they do not react dangerously
with each other in the event of leakage.

6" 3064 nitroalycerin solution in alcohol with more than 1% but
not more than 5% nitroglycerin.

NOTE: Special packing conditions are applicable for this
substance (see marginal 2303); see also Class 1,
marginal 2101, 4, identification number 0144.

7 (b) 1204 nitroglycerin solution in alcohol with not more
than 1% nitroglycerin.

B. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 'C and toxic.

NOTE: 1. Toxic substances having a flashpoint of 23 *C or
above, and some substances listed by name in I' to 10" of
marginal 2601 are substances of Class 6.1.

NOTE: 2. For toxicity criteria, see marginal 2600.

11* Nitriles or isonitriles (isocyanides):

(a) 1093 acrvlonitrile. inhibited,
3079 methacrvlonitrile. inhibited,
3273 nitriles. flammable. toxic. n.o.s.;

(b) 2284 isobutyronitrile, 2378 2-dimethvl-
aminoacetonitrile, 2404 prooionitrile,
2411 butyronitrile,
3273 nitriles. flammable. toxic. n.o.s.
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2301
(cont'd) 12* 1921 oroovleneimine. inhibited.

NOTE: Special packing conditions are applicable for this
substance (see marginal 2304).

13" 2481 Ethyl isocvanate.

NOTE: Special packing conditions are applicable for this
substance (see marginal 2304).

14' Other isocyanates:

(a) 2483 isooroovl isocvanate, 2605 methoxvmethvl
isocvanate;

(b) 2486 isobutyl isocvanate,
2478 isocyanates. flammable. toxic. n.o.s., or
2478 isocyanates solution, flammable. toxic. n.o.s.

NOTE: Solutions of isocyanates having a flashpoint above
23 *C are substances of Class 6.1 (see marginal 2601, 18" or
19").

15" Other substances containing nitrogen:

(a) 1194 ethyl nitrite, solution.

16" Halogenated organic substances:

(a) 1099 allvl bromide, 1100 allvl chloride,
1991 chloroorene. inhibited;

(b) 1184 ethylene dichloride (1,2-dichloroethane),
2354 chloromethvl ethyl ether.

17" Oxygenated organic substances:

(a) 2336 allvl formate, 2983 ethylene oxide and Dropylene
xide mixture, with not more than 30% ethylene oxide,

I9 alcohols. flammable. toxic, n.o.s.,
1988 aldehydes. flammable. toxic. n.o.s.;
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2301
(cont'd) 17" (b) 1230 methanol, 2333 allyl acetate, 2335 allyl ethyl

(cont'd) ether, 2360 diallyl ether, 2396 methacrylaldehyde.

inhibited, 2622 olycidaldehyde,
1986 alcohols. flammable, toxic. n.o.s.,
1988 aldehydes. flammable. toxic. n.o.s.

18' Organic substances containing sulphur:

(a) 1131 carbon disulohide (carbon sulphide);

(b) 1228 mercaptans. liquid, flammable, toxic. n.o.s.,

1228 mercaotan mixture, liouid, flammable, toxic. n.o.s.

19°  Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes), having a flashpoint below 23 'C and toxic which

cannot be classified under another collective heading:

(a) 1992 flammable liquid, toxic. n.o.s.;

(b) 2603 cycloheotatriene,
3248 medicine, liquid, flammable, toxic. n.o.s.,

1992 flammable liouid, toxic. n.o.s.

NOTE: Pharmaceutical products ready for use, e.g. cosmetics,
drugs and medicines, which are substances manufactured and

packed in packagings of a type intended for retail sale or

distribution for personal or household consumption, which

would otherwise be substances of item 19" b), are not subject
to the provisions of ADR.

C. Substances having a flashooint below 23 "C and corrosive

NOTE 1: Corrosive liquids having a flashpoint of 23 "C or

above are substances'of Class 8 (see marginal 2801).

NOTE 2: Certain flammable corrosive liquids having a
flashpoint below 23 *C and a boiling point above 35 *C are

subitances of Class 8 (see marginal 2800 (7) (a)).
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2301
(cont'd) NOTE 3: For corrosivity criteria, see marginal 2800.

21' Chlorosilanes:

(a) 1250 methvltrichlorosilane,

1305 vinvltrichlorosilane. inhibited;

(b) 112 dimethvldichlorosilane, 1196 ethyltrichlorosilane,

1298 trimethvlchlorosilane,
2985 chlorosilanes. flammable. corrosive. n.o.s.

NOTE: Chlorosilanes which give off flammable gases on
contact with water are substances of Class 4.3, 1* (a)
[see marginal 2471, 1' (a)].

22* Amines and their solutions:

(a) 1221 isoorooylamine, 1297 trimethvlamine. aoueous

solution containing 30% to 50% trimethylamine (by mass),
2733 amines. flammable. corrosive. n.o.s., or 2733
polvamines. flammable. corrosive, n.o.s.;

(b) 1106 amvlamines (n-amylamine, tert-amylamine), n-
butylamine, 1154 diethvlamine, 1158 diisooropvlamine,
1160 dimethvlamine aoueous solution, 1214 isobutvlamine,
1235 methvlamine, aueous solution, 1277 Dropylamine,
1296 triethvlamine, 1297 trimethvlamine, aqueous

solution with not more than 30% trimethylamine by mass,
2266 N.N-dimethylpropvlamine (dimethyl-N-propylamine),
2270 ethvlamine aoueous solution with not less than 50%
but not more than 70% ethylamine (by mass), 2379 1. 3-
dimethylbutvlamine, 2383 dioropylamine, 2945 N-
methvlbutvlamine,
2733 amines. flammable. corrosive. n.o.s. or 2733
polvamines. flammable. corrosive. n.o.s.

NOTE: Anhydrous dimethylamine, ethylamine, methylamine and
trimethylamine are substances of Class 2 (see marginal 2201,

3 (b t)].
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2301
(cont'd) 23" Other substances containing nitrogen:

(b) 1922 ovrrolidine, 2386 1-ethylpieridine,

2399 1-methvlpioeridine, 2401 oiperidine,

2493 hexamethyleneimine, 2535 4-methylmoroholine

(N-methvlmorpholine).

24" Solutions of alcoholates:

(b) 1289 sodium methvlate solution in alcohol,

3274 alcoholates solution. n.o.s. in alcohol.

25" Other halogenated corrosive substances:

(b) 1717 acetyl chloride, 1723 allvl iodide,

1815 Drooionyl chloride, 2353 butvrvl chloride,

2395 isobutyryl chloride.

26°  Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) having a flashpoint below 23 'C and highly corrosive,

corrosive or slightly corrosive which cannot be classified

under another collective heading:

(a) 2924 flammable liouid, corrosive. n.o.s.;

(b) 2924 flammable liquid, corrosive, n.o.s.

0. Substances having a flashooint below 23 'C. toxic and

corrosive and articles containing those substances

27* (a) 3286 flammable liquid, toxic, corrosive. n.o.s.;

(b) 2359 diallvlamine,
3286 flammable liouid. toxic. corrosive. n.o.s.

28* 3165 Aircraft hydraulic power unit fuel tank containing a

mixture of anhydrous hydrazine and methylhydrazine.

NOTE: Special packing conditions are applicable for these

tanks (see marginal 2309).
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2301 E. Substances having a flashooint between 23 "C and 61 'C
(cont'd) inclusive which might be slightly toxic or sliahtlv corrosive

NOTE: Non-toxic and non-corrosive solutions and homogeneous
mixtures having a flashpoint of 23 'C or above (viscous
substances, such as paints or varnishes, excluding substances
containing more than 20% nitrocellulose) packed in
receptacles of less than 450 litres capacity, are subject
only to the requirements of marginal 2314 if, in the
solvent-separation test, as described in footnote 1/ to 5,
the height of the separated layer of solvent is less than 3%
of the total height, and if the substances at 23 *C have, in
the flow cup conforming to ISO 2431:1984 having a jet 6 mm in
diameter, a flow time of:

(a) not less than 60 seconds, or

(b) not less than 40 seconds and contain not more than
60% of substances of Class 3.

31" Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes) having a flashpoint between 23 *C and 61 "C
inclusive, not slightly toxic and not slightly corrosive:

(c) 1202 diesel fuel or 1202 gasoil or 1202 heating
oil (light), 1223 kerosene, 1267 petroleum crude
oi., 1863 fuel. aviation, turbine enoine,
1268 petroleum distillates. n.o.s. or ]28
petroleum products. n.o.s.

NOTE: By derogation from marginal 2300 (2), diesel fuel,
gasoil and heating oil (light) having a flashpoint above
61 "C shall be deemed substances of 31" (c), substance
identification number 1202.

Hydrocarbons:

1136 coal tar distillates, 1147 decahvdronaohthalene
(decalin), 1288 shale oil, 1299 turpentine, 1300 turpentine

substitute (white spirit), 1307 xylenes (m-xylene, p-xylene,
dimethylbenzenes), 1918 isooroovlbenzene (cumene), 1 M
nonanes, 1999 tars. liauid including road asphalt and oils,
bitumen and cut backs, 2046 cXmenes (o-,m-,p-) (methyl
isopropyl benzenes), 2048 dicvclooentadiene, 2049 diethyl
benzenes (o-,m-,p-), 2052 dinentene (limonene), 2055 styrene
monomer, inhibited (vinylbenzene monomer inhibited), 2057
tripropylene (propylene trimer), Z247 n-decane, Z8
pentamethvlheotane (isododecane), 2303 isoprooenvlbenzene,
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2301
(cont'd) 31* 2324 triisobutylene, 2325 1. 3. 5-trimethvlbenzene

(cont'd) (mesitylene), 2330 undecane, 2364 n-oroovlbenzene, ZM
aIlha-ninene, 2520 cyclooctadienes, 2541 teroinolne, 2Ml8
vinvltoluenes. inhibited (o-,m-,p-), 2709 butvlbenzenes, Z
oroovlene tetramer (tetraproovlene), 2319 terpene

hydrocarbons. n.o.s.,

3295 hydrocarbons. liouid. n.o.s.;

Halogenated substances:

1134 chlorobenzene (phenyl chloride),
1152 dichlorooentanes, 2047 dichloroorooenes,
2234 chlorobenzotrifluorides (o-,m-,p-),
2238 chlorotoluenes (o-,m-,p-), 2341 1-bromo-3-methvlbutane,
2392 iodooropanes, 2514 bromobenzene, 2711 m-dibromobenzene;

Alcohols:

1105 amvl alcohols, 1120 butanols, 1148 diacetone alcohol
chemically pure, 1170 ethanol solution (ethyl alcohol

solution) containing more than 24% and note more than
70% alcohol, 1171 ethylene olvcol monoethvl ether
(2-ethoxyethanol), 1188 ethylene olvcol monomethvl ether

(2-methoxyethanol), 1212 isobutanol (isobutyl alcohol),
1274 n-oropanol, (oropyl alcohol, normal), 2053 methyl

isobutyl carbinol (methyl amyl alcohol), 2244 cyclooentanol,
2275 2-ethylbutanol, 2282 hexanols, 2560 2-methvloentan-2-ol,
2614 methallvl alcohol, 2617 methvlcyclohexanols, flammable,

2686 diethylaminoethanol, 3065 alcoholic beveraoes containing
not more than 24% and not more than 70% alcohol by volume
3092 1-methoxv-2-orooanol,
1987 alcohols. flammable. n.o.s.;

NOTE I: Aqueous solutions of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic
beverages containing not more than 24% alcohol by volume are

not subject to the provisions of ADR.

NOTE 2: Alcoholic beverages containing more than 24% and not
more than 70% alcohol by volume are subject to the provisions

of ADR only if carried in receptacles with a capacity of more
than 250 litres or in tank-vehicles, tank-containers or

demountable tanks.
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2301
(cont'd) 31 * Ethers:

(cont'd)
1149 dibutyl ethers, 1153 ethylene glvcol diethyl ether
(1, 2-diethoxyethane), 2219 allyl glycidyl ether,

2222 anisole (phenyl methyl ether), 2707 dimethyldioxanes,
2752 1.2-eooxv-3-ethoxvorooane,
3271 ethers. n.o.s.;

Aldehydes:

1191 octvl aldehydes (ethylhexaldehydes) (2-ethylhexaldehyde)

(3-ethylhexaldehyde), 1199 furfural (furfuraldehyde),
1207 hexaldehyde, 1264 oparaldehyde, 2498 1. 2. 3. 6 -

tetrahvdrobenzaldehvde, 2607 acrolein dimer. stabilized, 305

n-heptaldehyde,
1989 aldehydes, flammable. n.o.s.;

Ketones:

1110 n-amyl methyl ketone, 1157 diisobutyl ketone,

1229 mesityl oxide, 1915 cyclohexanone,
2245 cyclopoentanone, 2271 ethyl amvl ketones,
2293 4-methoxv-4 methvloentan-2-one,
2297 methylcyclohexanones, 2302 5-methylhexan - 2 - one,

2310 oentan-2.4-dione (acetylacetone), 2621 acetvl methyl
carbinol, 2710 dioroovl ketone,
1224 ketones. n.o.s.;

Esters:

1104 amyl acetates, 1109 amyl formates, 1123 butyl acetates,
1172 ethylene glycol monoethvl ether acetate (2-ethoxyethyl

acetate), 1177 ethvlbutvl acetate, 1180 ethyl butyrate, J).8
ethylene alycol monomethvl ether acetate, 1192 ethyl lactate,
1233 methvlamvl acetate, 1292 tetraethyl silicate, 1914

n-butyl oropionate, 2227 n-butyl methacrylate. inhibited,
2243 cyclohexyl acetate, 2283 isobutyl methacrylate.

inhibited, 2323 triethyl hosohite, 2329 trimethyl ohosohite,
2348 n-butyl acrylate inhibited, 2366 diethyl carbonate

(ethyl carbonate), 2405 isooroovl butyrate, 2413 tetraorooyl
orthotitanate, 2524 ethyl orthoformate, 2527 isobutyl
acrylate inhibited, 2528 isobutyl isobutyrate, Zjk
triisoorooyl borate, 2620 amvl butyrates, 2708 butoxyl

(3-methoxy-l-acetoxybutane), 2933 methyl 2 - chlorooro-
pij.1 , 2934 isoorogyl 2-chloroorooionate, 2935 ethyl

2-chlorooropionate, 2947 isooroovl chloroacetate,
3272 esters. n.o.s;
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2301 31" Substances containing nitrogen:

(cont'd) (cont'd)
1112 amvl nitrates, 2054 moroholine, 2265 N.N-

dimethylformamide, 2313 picolines (methylpyridines)

2332 acetaldehyde oxime, 2351 butyl nitrites, M

nitrooropanes, 2840 butyraldoxime,
2842 nitroethane, 2906 triisocvanatoisocvanurate of

isoohoronediisocyanate. solution (70% by mass),

2943 tetrahYdrofurfurvlamine;

Substances containing sulphur:

3054 cyclohekvl mercaotan;

Other flammable substances, mixtures and preparations
containing flammable liquids:

1130 camohor oil, 1133 adhesives, 1139 coating solution,

1169 extracts. aromatic, liouid,

1197 extracts, flavouring, liouid, 1201 fusel oil,
1210 printing ink, 1263 paint (including paint, lacquer,

enamel, stain, shellac, varnish, polish, liquid filler and
liquid lacquer base) or 1263 paint related material

(including paint thinning or reducing compound),

1266 oerfumery products, 1272 pine oil, 1286 rosin oil,
1287 rubber solution, 1293 tinctures. medicinal, 1306 wood

preservatives, liquid, 1308 zirconium susoended in a

flammable liquid, 1866 resin solution, 3269 oolvester resin

kit, 1993 flammable liouid. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: Mixtures containing more than 20% but not more than
55% nitrocellullose with a nitrogen content not exceeding

12.6% (by dry mass) are substances of 34' (c).

NOTE 2: For 3269 polyester resin kits, see 5" NOTE 3.

32' Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) having a flashpoint between 23 "C and 61 *C

inclusive, slightly toxic:
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2301 32"

(cont'd) (cont'd)
(c) 2841 di-n-amvlamine,

1228 mercaotans. liquid. flammable. toxic, n.o.s. or

1228 mercaotan mixture. liquid, flammable. toxic.
n.o.s.,

1986 alcohols flammable. toxic. n.o.s., 1988 aldehde
flammable. toxic. n.o.s., 2478 isocyanates, flammable,

toxic' n.o.s. or 2478 isocyanate solution. flammable.

toxic. n.o.s., 3248 medicine, liquid. flammable. toxic.
n.o.s., 1992 flammable. liouid, toxic. n.o.s.

NOTE: Pharmaceutical products ready for use, e.g. cosmetics,

drugs and medicines, which are substances manufactured and

packed in packagings of a type intended for retail sale or

distribution for personal or household consumption, which

would otherwise be substances of 32" (c) are not subject to

the provisions of ADR.

33" Substances, solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) having a flashpoint between 23 "C and 61 *C

inclusive, slightly corrosive:

(c) 1106 amvlamine (sec-amylamine), 1198 formaldehyde

solution. flammable, 1289 sodium methvlate solution in

alcohol, 1297 trimethvlamine. aqueous solution (not more

than 30% trimethylamine, by mass), 2260 trioroovlamine,

2276 2-ethylhexylamine, 2361 diisobutvlamine,

2526 furfurylamine, 2529 isobutyric acid,

2530 isobutyric anhydride, 2610 triallylamine,

2684 diethvlaminooronvlamine,

2733 amines. flammable. corrosive. n.o.s., or

2733 nolvamines, flammable. corrosive. n.o.s.,
2924 flammable liquid, corrosive. n.o.s.

34' Solutions of nitrocellulose in mixtures of substances of

31' (c) containing more than 20% but not more than 55%

nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content not exceeding 12.6%

(by dry mass):
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2301 34" (cont'd)
(cont'd) (c) 2059 nitrocellulose solution, flammable.

NOTE: Mixtures containing more than 55% nitrocellulose,
whatever its nitrogen content, or containing not more than
55% nitrocellulose with a nitrogen content above 12.6% (by
dry mass), are substances of Class 1 (see marginal 2101, 4,
identification number 0340 or 26"% identification number
0342) or of Class 4.1 (see marginal 2401, 24")

F. Substances and preparations used as pesticides having a
flashpoint below 23 'C

NOTE 1: Flammable liquid substances and preparation, used as
pesticides, which are highly toxic, toxic or
slightly toxic and have a flashpoint of 23 *C or
above are substances of Class 6.1 (see marginal
2601, 71' to 87").

NOTE 2: In the tables, pesticides are subdivided into items
41 to 57" as follows:

highly toxic substances and preparations
toxic substances and preparations
slightly toxic substances and preparations.

NOTE 3: All active substances and their preparations used as
pesticides shall be classified under 41" to 57"
highly toxic, toxic and slightly toxic in accordance
with marginal 2600(3).

NOTE 4: If only the LDo value of the active substance is
knownand not that of the preparations of the active
substance, the preparations may be classified under
4W to 57" highly toxic, toxic and harmful using the
followipg tables, where the figures shown in columns
"highly toxic", "toxic" and "slightly toxic" of 410
to 57" represent the percentage of active pesticide
substance in the preparations.
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2301
(cont'd) NOTE 5: For substances which are not named in the list, and

for which only the LD,, value of the active
substance is known and not the LD.o values of the
various preparations, the classification of a

preparation may be determined from the table in
marginal 2600(3), using an LD.o value obtained by
multiplying the LD5 o value of the active substance
by jO0, x being the percentage of active substance

X

by mass according to the following formula:

1050 value - LD,5 value of the active substance x 100

percentage of active substance by mass

NOTE 6: The classification according to NOTES 4 and 5 above

shall not be used when the preparations contain

additives which affect the toxicity of the active

substance or when a preparation contains more than
one active substance. In such cases the
classification shall be based on the LD. value of

the preparation in question according to the
criteria in marginal 2600(3). If the LD.o value is
not known, the substance shall be classified under
highly toxic of 4W to 57*.

41" 2784 oraanoohosphorus pesticide. liquid. flammable, toxic,

flashpoint less than 23 "C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not

exceeding 35 *C and/or highly toxic;
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2301 41" (cont'd)
(cont'd) (b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;

such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

% %%

Azinohos-ethyl
Azinphos-methyl

Bromoohos-ethyl
Carbonhenotion
Chlorfen inohos
Chlormeohos
Chlorovriphos
Chlorthiophos
Crotoxvo hos
Crufomate

CvanoohosD LF
Demethion
Demeton
Demeton-O(Svstox)
Demeton-O-methvl
Demeton-S-methvl
Demeton-S-methvlsulfone
Dialifos
Diazinon

Dichlofenthion
Dichlorvos
Dicrotohos
Dimefox
Dimethoate

Dioxathion
Disulfoton
Edifenohos
Endothion

Ethion
Ethoate-methvl
Ethoprophos
Fenaminphos

100->O
100->30
100->34

100->20

100->40

100->62

100->65
100->40

100->25
100->10

100->20
100->20
100->15

100->15

30->3
34->3.4

100->80
100->74
100->10

100->35
100->25
20->2

100->40
40->4

100->45
62->12.5
100->25

65->13
40->4

25-2
10-1

100-14
20-2
20-2
15-1

100-10
15-1

100-15
100-gO
100-55
100-40

3->0
3.4-0.34
100-35

80-10
74-7.4
10-1

100-15
100-54
35-7
25-2
2-0

100-29
40-4
4->0

100-30
45-4

12.5-2.5
25-2

100-25
13-2
4->0
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?301 410
cont 'd)

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Fenitrothion - - 100-48
Fensulfothion 100->40 40->4 4->0
Fenthion - - 100-38
EQnpho 100->60 60->6 6-0.5
Formothion - - 100-65
Heotenoohos - 100-19
Iprobenfos - - 100-95
Isofenhos - 100->60 60-6
Isothioate - - 100-25
Isoxathion - - 100-20
Mecarba - 100->30 30-3
Meohosfolan 100->25 25->5 5-0.5
Methamidophos - 100->15 15-1.5
Methidathion - 100->40 40-4
Methyltrithion - - 100-19
Mevinphos 100->60 60->5 5-0.5
Monocrotophos - 100->25 25-2.5
Naled - - 100-50
Omethoate - - 100-10
Oxvdemeton-methyl - 100->93 93-9
Oxvdisulfoton 100->70 70->5 5-0.5
Paraoxon 100->35 35->3 3-0.35
Parathion 100->40 40->4 4-0.4
Parathion-methyl - 100->12 12-1.2
Phenkaoton - 100-10
Phenthoat - - 100-70
Phorate 100->20 20->2 2->0
Phosalone - - 100-24
Phosfolan - 100->15 15-1
Phosmet - - 100-18
Phosohamidon - 100->34 34-3
Pirimiohos-ethyl - - 100-28
Prooaphos - 100->75 75-15
Prothoate - 100->15 15-1
Pvrazoohos - - 100-45
Pvrazoxon 100->80 80->8 8-0.5
Ouinalohos - 100->52 52-5
Salithion - - 100-25
Schradan - 100->18 18-3.6
Sulfote - 100->10 10-1
Sulprofos - - 100-18
Temeros - - 100-90
TEPR 100->10 10->O -
Terbufos 100->15 15->3 3-0.74
Thiomethon - 100->50 50-5
Thionazin 100->70 70->5 5-0.5
Triamio.hos - 100->20 20-1
Triazohos - - 100-13
Trichlorfon - - 100-23
Trichloronat - 100->30 30-3
Vamidothion - - 100-10
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42* 2762 organochlorine pesticide, liquid, flammable.
toxic, flashpoint less than 23 "C
(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

not exceeding 35 C and/or highly toxic;
(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

43" 2766 ohenoxv pesticide, liquid. flammable. toxic, flashpoint

less than 23 C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 "C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

44* 2758 carbamate pesticide, liquid. flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 "C

Vol. 1945, A-8940

2301
(con'd)

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Aldrin - 100->75 75-7
Allidochlor - - 100-35
Camohechlor - - 100-15
Chlordane - - 100-55
Chlordimeform - - 100-50
Chlordimeform.hvdrochloride - 100-70
Chlorophacinone 100->40 40->4 1-0.4
Crimidin 100->25 25->2 2->0
DDT - - 100-20
Dibromo-1,2-chloro-3-
propane - - 100-34
Dieldrine - 100->5 75-7
Endosulfan - 100->80 80-8

Endrin 100->60 60->6 6-0.5
Heptachlor - 100->80 80-8

Isobenzane 100->10 10->2 2-0.4
Isodrin - 100->14 14-1
Lindane (BHC) - 100-15

- - 100-60

Pentachlorophenol 100->54 54-5
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2301 44" (cont'd)
(cont'd)

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not exceeding
35 C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point exceeding 35 "C
and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

% % : %

Aldicarb 100->15 15->1 1->0

Aminocarb 100->60 60-6
Bendiocarb 100->65 65-5
Benfuracarb - 100-20
Butocarboxim - 100-30
Carbaryl -100-10Carbofuran -100->10 10-1
Cartap HCI 100-40
Diallate 100-75
Dimetan j 100-24
Dimetilan - 100->50 50-5
Dioxacarb - - 100-10
Formetanate 100->40 40-4
Isolan 100->20 20-2Isoorocarb -100-35

Mercaotodimethur - 100->70 70-7
Methasulfocarb - - 100-20
Methomyl - 100->34 34-3
Mexacarbate 100->28 28-2
Mobam- - 100-14
0xamyl 100->10 10-1
Pirimicarb - 0-2g
promecarb, 100-14
Promorit(Muritanl 100->5.6 5.6->0.56 I 0.56->0
Proooxur - 100-18

45* 2778 mercury based pesticide. liQuid, flammable, toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 "C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2301 45"
(cont'd) (cont'd)

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

%. %%

Phenylmercuric acetate (PMA) - 100->60 60-6
Mercuric chloride - 100->70 70-7
Chloro-methoxvethvl
mercury 100->40 40-4
Mercury oxide - 100->35 35-3
Phenvlmercurv ovrocatechinLEi.- 100->60 60-6

46* 2787 oraanotin oesticide. liouid. flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 *C and/or slightly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

IHighly toxici Toxic JSlightly toxici

II I IS% % %
Fentin acetate I - I 100-25
Cyhexatin - I - 100-35
Fentin hvdroxvde I - I I 100-20

Ii I I

47* 3024 coumarin derivative oesticide. liauid. flamnable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 *C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:
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2301
(cont'd)

47* (c.Qnt'd)

I I I

lHighly toxicl Toxic ISlightly toxic

% I % I %II II I
I Brodifacoum 100->5 5->0.5 0.5-0.05
Coumachlor 100-10
Coumafurvl - 100-80
Coumaphos 100->30 30-3
Coumatetralvl(Racumin) 100->34 34-3.4
Dicoumarol 100-10
Difenacoum 100->35 35->3.5 3.5-0.35
Warfarin (and salts of 100->60 60->6 6-0.6
warfarin)

48* 2782 biovridilium pesticide, liouid.
flashpoint less than 23 *C

flammable. toxic.

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 'C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

II I 1

iHighly toxici Toxic iSlightly toxic'
I I

I I I
DiuatI 100-45
IParaouat 1 jI00->40 40-8 ISI I I

I I I

49* 2760 arsenical pesticide. liouid, flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling.point
not exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 'C and toxic or slightly toxic;

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2301
(cont'd)

49" (cont'd)

such as:
SI I I

JHighly toxicJ Toxic JSlightly toxict
II I I
II I I I
II I I

Arsenic trioxide " I 100->40 40-4 I
Calcium arsenate I - I 100->40 I 40-4
Sodium arsenite I I00->20 j 20-2 I

iI I II

50* 2776 copper based pesticide. liauid
flashpoint less than 23 *C

flammable, toxic.

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 'C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

I I I I

[Highly toxici Toxic ISlightly toxic,S I I I
I I I I

II II
CoDDer sulphate I I - 100-20

I I1

51' 2780 substituted nitrophenol pesticide. liouid. flammable.
toxic, flashpoint less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 "C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

Vol 1945, A-8940
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2301
(cont'd)

51" (cont'd)

Highly toxici Toxic ISlightly toxic

I % I % I %III I

I in.pacryl 100-25
Dinobuton 100-10
Dinoseb 100->40 40-8
Dinoseb acetate 100-10
Dinoterb 100->50 50-5
Dinoterb acetate 100->50 50-5
DKO. 100->50 50-5
Medinoterb 100->80 80-8

52* 2764 triazine pesticide. liouid, flammable. toxic, flashpoint
less than 23 "C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 "C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 *C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

I I I

IHighly toxict Toxic ISlightly toxici
I I % I % I

II It
Cvanazine I I I 100-35 i
Terbumeton j - I 100-95 I

53' 2770 benzoic derivative pesticide. liouid. flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point not
exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 *C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2301
(cont'd)

53" (cont'd)

II I I I

IHighly toxici Toxic ISlightly toxic,
% I I III I I I

II I I I
I iTib 1 i -o100-60 i

SI I II

54" 2774 ohthalimide derivative oesticide. liouid. flaImmable.
toxic, flashpoint less than 23 'C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
not exceeding 35 "C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 'C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

II I I

iHighly toxici Toxic iSlightly toxic!S) I I I
l I l i 0

SI I ISI % I -I

II III

55" 2768 ohenvl urea pesticides, liquid, flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 °C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
not exceeding 35 'C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

I I I

iHighly toxic, Toxic ISlightly toxic I

I I % I % I
I p I I eI - .I - I - I I

II I II

*/No pesticide currently assigned to this collective entry.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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56* 2772 dithiocarbamate pesticide. liouid, flammable. toxic,
flashpoint less than 23 'C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
not exceeding 35 "C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
exceeding 35 *C and toxic or slightly toxic;
such as:

III I

iHighly toxici Toxic Slightly toxiciI I
% % % ~II I I

IMetam-sodium I - I I
I I II

57' 3021 pesticide. liouid. flammable, toxic. n.o.s., flashpoint
less than 23 *C

(a) having a boiling point or initial boiling point
not exceeding 35 *C and/or highly toxic;

(b) having a boiling point or initial boiling point

exceeding 35 "C and toxic or slightly toxic;

nitrogenated organic compounds, such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Benouinox 100-20
Chinomethionate 100-50
Cvcloheximide 100->40 40->4 4->O
Drazoxolon 100-25

Alkaloids, such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Nicotine oreoarations - 100->25 25-5
Strychnine 100->20 20->0 -

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2301 57*
(cont'd) (cont'd)

Other organo-metallic compounds, such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Inorganic compounds of fluorine, such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

r % 1

Barium silicofluoride 100-35

Sodium silicofluoride - -- 100-25

Inorganic compounds of thallium, such as:

Highly toxic Toxic Slightly toxic

Thallium sulohate - I0->30 30-3

!/ No pesticide currently assigned to this collective entry.
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2301 (cont'd) Other pesticides, such as:

Highly toxici Toxic ISlightly toxici
% I % I

I AU 100->40 40->4 4-0.8
Blasticidine-S-3 - I100-10
Bromoxvnil - 100-38
Dazomet - 100-60
Diphacinone 100->25 25->3 3-0.2
Difenzoouat - 100-90

I - I - I 100-48
Endothal-sodium 100->75 75-7

IfFenaminosulph - 100->50 50-10
FenoropathriI - - 00-10
Fluoracetamide - 100->25 25-2.5
Imazlil- 100-64
lzxni1- 100-20
Kelevan - 100-48
Norbormide 100->88 88->8.8 8.8-0.8
Pindone (and salts of
Pindone) - 0-55

1Rotenone - 100-25 1

Pyrethrinoids, such as:
II I I

'Highly toxicl Toxic ISlightly toxiciSI I I
CyI 1 I 3

I voretri I - I I00-32 I
Si i I

G. Substances having a flashobint above 61 "C whitth are carried nr

Vol. 1945, A-8940
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61" (c) 3256 Elevated temoerature liauid. flammable, no.s- with
a flashpoint above 61 'C at or above its flashpoint.
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2301
(cont'd)

H. Empty oackaings

71" Empty oackagins including emptv intermediate bulk
containers, (IBCs), empty tank-vehicles. emotv demountable
tanks, emoty tank-containers, uncleaned having contained

substances of Class 3.

2301a Neither the provisions for this Class contained in this Annex nor
those contained in Annex B are applicable to:

(1) Substances of I' to 5, 21" to 26" and 31* to 34' and
slightly toxic substances of 41" to 57* carried in conformity with

the following provisions:

(a) Substances classified under (a) of each item: not more
than 500 ml per iner packaging and not more than I litre
per package;

(b) Substances classified under (b) of each item except
5* (b) and alcoholic beverages of 3" (b): not more than
3 litres per inner packaging and not more than 12 litres

per package;

(c) Alcoholic beverages of 3* (b): not more than 5 litres
per inner packaging;

(d) Substances classified under 5" (b): not more than
5 litres per inner packaging and not more than 20 litres

per package;

(e) Substances classified under (c) of each item: not more
than 5 litres per inner packaging and not more than

45 litres per package.

These quantities of substances shall be carried in combination

packagings conforming at least to the conditions of marginal 3538.

The "General conditions of packing" of marginal 3500 (1), (2) and
(5) to (7) shall be observed.

NOTE: In the case of homogeneous mixtures containing water, the
quantities specified relate only to the substance of this Class

contained in those mixtures.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2301a (2) Alcoholic beverages of 31' (c) in packagings containing
(cont'd) not more than 250 litres.

(3) The motor-fuel contained in the tanks of transport
vehicles for their propulsion or the operation of their
specialized equipment.(refrigerators, for example). The fuel
cocks between the engine and the fuel tank of motor cycles
and motor-assisted pedal cycles whose tanks contain fuel,
shall be closed during transport; in addition, these motor
cycles and motor-assisted pedal cycles shall be loaded
upright and secured against falling.

2. Provisions

A. Packages

1. General conditions of packing

2302 (1) Packagings shall satisfy the conditions of Appendix A.5,
unless special conditions for the packing of certain substances are
prescribed in marginals 2303 to 2310.

(2) Intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) shall satisfy the
conditions of Appendix A.6.

(3) In accordance with the provisions of marginals 2300 (3)
and 3511 (2) or 3611 (2) the following shall be used:

Packagings of packing group I, marked with the letter "X",
for the very dangerous substances classified under the
letter (a) of each item;

Packagings of packing group II or I, marked with the letter
"Y", or "X", or IBCs of packing group II, marked with the
letter "Y", for the dangerous substances classified under the
letter (b) of each item;

Packagings of packing group III, II or I, marked with the
letter "Z", "Y" or "X", or IBCs of packing group III or II,
marked with the letter "Z" or "Y", for the less dangerous
substances classified under the letter (c) of each item.

NOTE: For the carriage of substances of Class 3 in tank-vehicles,
demountable tanks or tank-containers, see Annex B.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2. Special conditions for Qacking of certain substances

2303 Nitroglycerine, solution in alcohol, of 6" shall be packed in metal
cans of not more than I litre capacity each, overpacked in a wooden
box capable of containing not more than 5 litres of solution.
Metal cans shall be completely surrounded with absorbent cushioning
material. Wooden boxes shall be completely lined with suitable
material impervious to water and nitroglycerine.

Packages of this kind shall satisfy the test requirements for
combination packagings in accordance with Appendix A.5 for packing

group II.

2304 (1) Propyleneimine of 12" shall be packed:

(a) in steel receptacles of sufficient thickness, which
shall be closed by a screw-threaded bung or plug
rendered leakproof both to liquid and to vapour by means
of a suitable gasket. The receptacles shall initially
and periodically, at least every five years, be tested
at a pressure of not less than 0.3 MPa (3 bar) gauge
pressure in accordance with marginals 2215 (1) and 2216.

Each receptacle shall be secured by absorbent cushioning
materials in a strong leakproof protective metal
packaging. The protective packaging shall be
hermetically closed and its closure shall be secured
against any inadvertent opening. The mass of the
contents shall not exceed 0.67 kg per litre of capacity.
A package shall not weigh more than 75 kg. Packages
weighing more than 30 kg, other than those forwarded as
a full load, shall be fitted with means of handling; or

(b) in steel receptacles of sufficient thickness, which
shall be closed by a screw-threaded bung and a

screw-threaded protective cap or equivalent device
leakproof both to liquid and to vapour. The receptacles

shall initially and periodically, at least every
five years, be tested at a pressure of at least 1 MPa
(10 bar) gauge pressure in accordance with marginals
2215 (1) and 2216. The mass of the contents shall not
exceed 0.67 kg per litre of capacity. A package shall
not weigh more than 75 kg.
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2304 (1) (cont'd)(c) Receptacles in conformity with (a) and (b) shall bear,
(cont'd) in clearly legible and durable characters:

the name or mark of the manufacturer and the number of
the receptacle;

the word "propyleneimine";

the tare of the receptacle and its maximum permitted
mass when filled;

the date (month and year) of the initial test and of the
most recent test undergone;

the stamp of the expert who carried out the tests and
examinations.

(2) Ethyl isocyanate of 13' shall be packed:

(a) in hermetically closed receptacles made of pure
aluminium and having a capacity not exceeding 1 litre,
which shall not be filled beyond 90% of their capacity.
The receptacles shall be secured, not more than 10 to a
box, with appropriate cushioning material in a wooden
box. Packages of this kind shall satisfy the test
requirements for combination packagings conforming to
marginal 3538 for packing group I, and shall not weigh
more than 30 kg; or

(b) in receptacles made of pure aluminium having a wall
thickness of not less than 5 nun or in receptacles of
stainless steel. The receptacles shall be fully welded
and shall initially and periodically, at least every
five years, be tested at a pressure of at least 0.5 MPa
(5 bar) gauge presslure in accordance with marginals
2215 (1) and 2216. They shall be so closed as to be
leakproof by means of two closures one above the other,
one of which shall be screw-threaded or secured in an
equally effective manner.

The degree of filling shall be not more than 90%.

Drums weighing more than 100 kg shall be fitted with
rolling hoops or stiffening ribs;
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2304 (2)
(cont'd) (cont'd)(c) Receptacles in conformity with (b) shall bear, in

clearly legible and durable characters:

the name or mark of the manufacturer and the number of

the receptacle;

the words "ethyl isocyanate";

the tare of the receptacle and its maximum permitted

mass when filled;

the date (month and year) of the initial test and of the

most recent test undergone;

the stamp of the expert who carried out the tests and

examinations.

2305 Substances classified under (a) of the various items shall be

packed:

(a) in non-removable head steel drums conforming to

marginal 3520; or

(b) in non-removable head aluminium drums conforming to

marginal 3521; or

(c) in non-removable head steel jerricans conforming to

marginal 3522; or

(d) in non-removable head plastics drums of a capacity not

exceeding 60 litres or non-removable head plastics

jerricans conforming to marginal 3526; or

(e) in composite packagings (plastics material) conforming

to marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings with inner packagings of

glass, plastics material or metal conforming to

marginal 3538.
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2306 (I) Substances classified under (b) of the various items
shall be packed:

(a) in steel drums conforming to marginal 3520; or

(b) in aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521; or

(c) in steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522; or

(d) in plastics drums or jerricans conforming to

marginal 3526; or

(e) in composite packagings (plastics material) conforming
to marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538.

NOTE 1 to (a), (b), (c) and (d): Nitromethane of 3" (b)
shall not be carried in removable head packagings.

NOTE 2 to (a), (b), (c) and (d): Simplified conditions are
applicable to removable-head drums or jerricans for
viscous substances having a viscosity above
200 mm2 /s at 23 *C (see marginals 3512, 3553, 3554
and 3560).

(2) Substances classified under (b) of 3', 15', 17, 22, 24" and
25" as well as the slightly toxic substances classified under (b)
of 41 to 57" may also be packed in composite packagings (glass,
porcelain or stoneware) conforming to marginal 3539.

(3) Substances classified under (b) of the various items
with the exception of nitromethane of 3" (b) which have a vapour
pressure at 50 "C of n6t'more than 110 kPa (1.10 bar) may also be
packed in metal IBCs conforming to marginal 3622, in rigid plastics
IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or in composite IBCs with rigid
plastics inner receptacle conforming to marginal 3625.

2307 (1) Substances classified under (c) of the various items shall be
packed:

(a) in steel drums conforming to marginal 3520; or

(b) in aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521; or
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2307 (1) (c) in steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522; or
(cont'd) (cont'd)

(d) in plastics drums or jerricans conforming to
marginal 3526; or

(e) in composite packagings (plastics material) conforming
to marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538;
or

(g) in composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)
conforming to marginal 3539.

NOTE to (a), (b), (c) and (d): Simplified conditions are
applicable'to removable-head drums and jerricans for viscous
substances having a viscosity of more than 200 mm2/s at 23 'C
(see marginals 3512, 3553, 3554 and 3560).

(2) Substances classified under (c) of the various items may also
be packed in metal IBCs conforming to marginal 3622, in rigid
plastics IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or in composite IBCs with
rigid plastics inner receptacle conforming to marginal 3625.

2308 (1) Ethyl alcohol and its aqueous solutions and alcoholic
beverages of 3" (b) and 31' (c) may also be packed in bung-type
wooden barrels conforming to marginal 3524.

(2) Alcoholic beverages containing more than 24% alcohol but not
more than 70% by volume, when transported as part of the
manufacturing process, may be transported in wooden casks with a
capacity of not more than 500 litres, deviating from the provisions
of Appendix A.5 on the following conditions:

(a) the casks shall be checked and tightened before filling;

(b) sufficient ullage (not less than 3%) shall be left to

allow for the expansion of the liquid;

(c) the casks shall be transported with the bungholes
pointing upwards and,
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2308 (2) (d) the casks shall be transported in containers meeting the
(cont'd) requirements of the International Convention for Safe

Containers (CSC),*I1/ as amended.* Each cask shall be
secured in custom made cradles and be wedged by
appropriate means to prevent them from being displaced
in any way during transport.

(3) Substances of 3" (b), 4 (b), 5' (b) and (c), 20" (b),
31' (c), 32" (c), 33' (c), 34' (c) and the slightly toxic
substances classified under (b) of 41' to 57" may also be packed in
light gauge metal packagings conforming to marginal 3540.
Simplified conditions are applicable to removable-head light gauge
metal packagings for viscous substances having a viscosity of more
than 200 mm2/s at 23 *C and for substances of 5" (c). (See
marginals 3512 and 3552 to 3554).

NOTE: Nitromethane of 3" (b) shall not be carried in
removable-head packagings.

(4) The following substances: 1133 adhesives, 1210 printing ink,
1263 paint, 1263 oaint-related material, 1866 resin solution and
3269 polyester resin kit of 5' (b), 5" (c) and 31" (c) may be
carried in quantities not exceeding 5 litres in metal or plastics
packagings meeting only the requirements of marginal 3500 (1), (2)
and (5) to (7), provided the packagings are secured on pallets by
straps, by shrink or stretch-wrapping or by other suitable means,
or provided the packagings are inner packagings of a combination
packaging with a maximum total gross mass of 40 kg. The
information in the transport document shall conform to marginal
2314 (1) and (3).

2309 Aircraft hydraulic power unit fuel tanks of 28" are admitted
subject to either of the following conditions.

(a) the unit shall consist of an aluminium pressure vessel
made from tubing and having welded heads. Primary
containment of the fuel within this vessel shall consist
of a welded aluminium bladder having a maximum internal
volume of 46 litres. The outer vessel shall have a

11/ International Convention for Safe Containers (Geneva, 1972), as
amended, published by the International Maritime Organization, 4 Albert
Embankment, London SEI 7SR.

• United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1064, p. 3.
** Ibid., vol. 1263, p. 477; vol. 1348, p. 328 and vol. 1714, No. A-16198.
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2309 (a) minimum design gauge pressure of 1.275 kPa and a minimum

(cont'd) (cont'd) burst gauge pressure of 2.755 kPa. Each vessel shall be

leak-checked during manufacture and before shipment and

shall be found leakproof. The complete inner unit shall

be securely packed in non-combustible cushioning

material, such as vermiculite, in a strong outer tightly

closed metal packaging which shall adequately protect

all fittings. Maximum quantity of fuel per unit and

package is 42 litres; or

(b) the unit shall consist of an aluminium pressure vessel.

Primary containment of the fuel within this vessel shall

consist of a welded hermetically sealed fuel compartment

with an elastomeric bladder having a maximum internal

volume of-46 litres. The pressure vessel shall have a

minimum design gauge pressure of 2.860 kPa and a minimum

burst gauge pressure of 5.170 kPa. Each vessel shall be

leak-checked during manufacture and before shipment and

shall be found leakproof. The complete inner unit shall

be securely packed in non-combustible cushioning

material, such as vermiculite, in a strong outer tightly

closed metal packaging which shall adequately protect

all fittings. Maximum quantity of fuel per unit and

package is 42 litres.

2310 Receptacles or IBCs, containing preparations of 31" (c), 32" (c),

and 33' (c), which give off small quantities of carbon dioxide

and/or nitrogen, shall be vented, in accordance with marginals

3500 (8) or 3601 (6).

3. Mixed packing

2311 (1) Substances covered by the same item number may be packed

together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538.

(2) Substances or articles of different items of this Class in

quantities not exceeding 5 litres per inner packaging, may be

packed together and/or with goods not subject to the provisions of

ADR in a combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538,

provided they do not react dangerously with one another.

(3) Substances of 6', 7, 12' and 13" shall not be packed with

other goods.
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2311 (4) Substances classified under (a) of the various items shall
(cont'd) not be packed together with substances and articles of classes 1

and 5.2 (other than hardeners and compound systems) and material of
class 7.

(5) Except as otherwise specially provided, substances classified
under (a) of the various items, in quantities not exceeding
0.5 litre per inner packaging and 1 litre per package, and
substances classified under (b) or (c) of the the various items, in
quantities not exceeding 5 litres per inner packaging may be
packed together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal
3538 with substances or articles of other classes, provided that
mixed packing is also permitted for substances or articles of these
classes, and/or with goods which are not subject to the provisions
of ADR, provided they do not react dangerously with one another.

(6) The following are considered dangerous reactions:

(a) combustion and/or giving off considerable heat;

(b) emission of flammable and/or toxic gases;

(c) formation of corrosive liquids;

(d) formation of unstable substances.

(7) The mixed packing of acid substances with basic substances in
a package shall not be permitted if the two substances are packed
in fragile receptacles.

(8) The provisions of marginals 2001 (7), 2002 (6) and (7)
and 2302 shall be complied with.

(9) If wooden or fibreboard boxes are used, a package shall not

weigh more than 100 kg.

4. Marking and danger labels on packages (see Appendix A9)

Mking

2312 (1) Each package shall be clearly marked with the identification
number of the goods to be entered in the transport document,
preceded by the letters "UN".
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2312 Danger labels
(cont'd)

(2) Packages containing substances or articles of this
Class shall bear a label conforming to model No. 3.

(3) Packages containing substances of 1 to 19, 32" and 41'
to 57" shall in addition bear a label conforming to model No. 6.1.

(4) Packages containing substances of 21* to 26° and 33" shall in
addition bear a label conforming to model No. 8.

(5) Packages containing substances or articles of 27" and 28"
shall in addition bear a label conforming to model No. 6.1 and a
label conforming to model No. 8.

(6) Packages containing fragile receptacles not visible from the
outside shall in addition bear on two opposite sides a label
conforming to model No. 12.

(7) Packages containing receptacles, the closures of which are
not visible from the outside and packages containing vented
receptacles or vented receptacles without outer packaging shall in
addition bear on two opposite sides a label conforming to model
No. 11.

2313-

B. Particulars in the transoort document

2314 (1) The description of the goods in the transport document shall
conform to one of the identification numbers and names underlined
in marginal 2301.

If the substance is not mentioned by name, but is assigned to an
n.o.s. entry, or to another collective entry the description of the
goods shall consist of the identification number and the n.o.s.
designation or the collective entry designation, followed by the
chemical or technical name. A/

1/ The technical name shall be a name currently used in scientific and
technical handbooks, journals and texts. Trade names shall not be used for
this purpose.
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2314 (1) The description of the goods shall be followed by particulars of
(cont'd) the class, the item number, if applicable the letter. and the

initials "ADR" (or "RID"), (e.g. "3, 1' (a), ADR).

For substances and preparations of 41" to 57, the name shall be
entered for the most dangerous component, both of the pesticide
element 5/ and of the flammable liquid element (e.g. "parathion
in hexane").

For the carriage of wastes (see marginal 2000 (5)), the description
of the goods shall be: "Waste containing ...", the component(s)
used for the classification of the waste under marginal 2002 (8) to
be entered under its/their chemical name(s), e.g. "Waste,
containing 1230 methanol, 3, 17" (b)".

For the carriage of solutions or mixtures (such as preparations and
wastes) containing several components subject to the provisions of
ADR, it will not in general be necessary to refer to more than
two components which most predominantly contribute to the danger or
dangers of the solutions and mixtures.

For the carriage of solutions or mixtures containing only one
component subject to the provisions of ADR, the words "solution" or
"mixture" should be added as part of the name in the transport
document (see marginal 2002 (8)).

If a solution or mixture specifically named or containing a
specifically named substance is not subject to the conditions of
this Class in accordance with marginal 2300 (5), the consignor may
enter in the transport document: "Not goods of Class 3".

(2) For consignments in accordance with the NOTE under E of
marginal 2301, the consigopr shall enter in the transport document
"Transport in accordance with NOTE under E of marginal 2301*.

(3) For consignments in accordance with marginal 2308 (4), the
consignor shall enter in the transport document 'Transport in
accordance with marginal 2308 (4)'.

V] For the description of the pesticide element, the name according to
ISO Standard 1750:1981 (see marginal 2601) should be used, if it appears
therein.
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2315-
2321

C. Emotv oackaainos

2322 (1) Empty packagings, including empty IBCs, uncleaned, of 71,

shall be closed in the same way and with the same degree of
leakproofness as if they were full.

(2) Empty packagings, including empty IBCs, uncleaned, of 71",

shall bear the same danger labels as if they were full.

(3) The description in the transport document shall conform to one

of the names underlined in 71, e.g. "Empty packaging 3, 71', ADR'.

In the case of empty tank-vehicles, empty demountable tanks and

empty tank-containers, uncleaned, this description shall be

completed by adding the words "Last load", together with the name

and item number of the goods last loaded, e.g. "Last load 1089
acetaldehyde, I' (a)".

2323-
2324

D. Transitional measures

2325 Substances of class 3 may be carried until 30 June 1995 in

accordance with the requirements for class 3 applicable until
31 December 1994. The transport document shall, in such cases,

bear the inscription "Carriage in accordance with the ADR in force

before 1 January 1995".

2326-
23990
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CLASS 4.1. FLAMMABLE SOLIDS

2400 (2) Amend as follows:

"(2) The title of Class 4.1 covers substances and articles which

have a melting-point greater than 20"C or are pasty, according

to the criteria of the penetrometer test (see Appendix A.3,
marginal 3310) or are not liquid according to the ASTM D 4359-
90 test method, or which are self-reactive liquids. The

following are assigned to Class 4.1:

- readily flammable solid substances and articles,

and those which can be ignited by flying sparks or
can cause fire through friction;

- self-reactive substances which (at normal or

elevated temperatures) are liable to undergo
strongly exothermal decomposition caused by
excessively high carriage temperatures or by
contact with impurities;

- substances related to self-reactive substances,
which are distinguished from the latter by having a
self-accelerating decomposition temperature greater
than 75"C, and are liable to undergo a strongly
exothermic decomposition and may, in certain

packagings, meet the criteria for explosive

substances of Class 1;

- explosives, which are wetted with such a quantity

of water or alcohol or which contain such a
quantity of plasticizing or inerting agent, that
their explosive properties are neutralized.

NOTE 1: Self-reactive substances and formulations of self-
reactive substances are not considered to be self-reactive
substances of Class 4.1 if:

- they are explosives according to the criteria of

Class 1;

- they are oxidizing substances according to the

assignment procedure of Class 5.1;
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2400 (2) they are organic peroxides according to the
(cont'd) criteria of Class 5.2;

their heat of decomposition is less than 300 J/g;

their self-accelerating decomposition temperature
(SADT) is greater than 75C for a 50 kg package;

tests have proved that they are exempted as type G
(see Appendix A.1, marginal 3104 (2) (g)).

NOTE 2: The heat of decomposition can be determined using any
internationally recognized method e.g. Differential Scanning
Calorimetry and adiabatic calorimetry.

NOTE 3: The self-accelerating decomposition temperature (SADT)

is the lowest temperature at which self-accelerating
decomposition may occur with a substance in the packaging as
used during carriage. Requirements for the determination of the
SADT are given in Appendix A.1, marginal 3103."

(3) Amend the beginning of paragraph (3) to read:

"(3) The substances and articles of Class 4.1 are subdivided as
follows:

A Solid organic flammable substances and articles

B Solid inorganic flammable substances and articles

C Explosive substances in non-explosive state

D Substances related to self-reactive substances

E Self-reactive substances not requiring temperature

control

F Self-reactive substances requiring temperature control

G Empty packagings"
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2400 Append to paragraph (3) the following:

(cont'd)
"Substances related to self-reactive substances are assigned to
letters (b) or (c) of various items."

(12) to (20) Add the following new heading and paragraphs:

"Self-reactive substances

(12) The decomposition of self-reactive substances can be initiated

by heat, contact with catalytic impurities (e.g. acids, heavy-

metal compounds, bases), friction or impact. The rate of
decomposition increases with temperature and varies with the

substance. Decomposition, particularly if no ignition occurs,
may result in the evolution of toxic gases or vapours. For

certain self-reactive substances, the temperature should be

controlled. Some self-reactive substances may decompose

explosively, particularly if confined.

This characteristic may be modified by the addition of diluents

or by the use of appropriate packagings. Some self-reactive
substances burn vigorously. Self-reactive substances are, for

example, some compounds of the types listed below:

aliphatic azo compounds (-C-N=N-C-);

organic azides (-C-N 3 );

diazonium salts (-CN 2  Z-);
N-nitroso compounds (-N-N=0); and
aromatic sulphohydrazides (-S0 3 -NH-NH2 ).

This list is not exhaustive and substances with other reactive

groups and some mixtures of substances may have similar properties.

(13) Self-reactive substances are classified into seven types

according to the degree of danger. The principles to be applied to
the classification of substances not listed in marginal 2401 are set

out in Appendix A.1, marginal 3104. The types of self-reactive

substance range from type A, which is not accepted for carriage in

the packaging in which it is tested, to type G, which is not subject

to the provisions for self-reactive substances of Class 4.1 (see

marginal 2414 (5)). The classification of types B to F is directly

related to the maximum quantity allowed in one packaging.
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2400 (14) The following self-reactive substances shall not be permitted
(cont'd) for carriage:

- self-reactive substances type A (see Appendix A.1,

marginal 3104 (2) (a));

(15) Self-reactive substances and formulations of self-reactive
substances listed in marginal 2401 are assigned to 31" to 50,
identification numbers 3221 to 3240.

The classifications for substances of 31" to 50" are based on the
technically pure substance (except where a concentration of less than
100% is specified). For other concentrations, the substance may be
classified differently following the procedures in Appendix A.1,

marginal 3104.

The collective entries specify:

- self-reactive substances types B to F, see paragraph (13) above;

- physical state (liquid / solid); and

- temperature control (when required), see paragraph (20) below.

(16) Classification of self-reactive substances or formulations of
self-reactive substances not listed in marginal 2401 and assignment
to a collective entry shall be made by the competent authority of the

country of origin. If the country of origin is not a party to ADR,
the classification and the conditions of carriage shall be recognized
by the competent authority of the first ADR country reached by the
consignment.

(17) Activators, such as zinc compounds, may be added to some self-
reactive substances to change their reactivity. Depending on both
the type and the concentration of the activator, this may result in a
decrease in thermal stability and a change in explosive properties.
If either of these properties is altered, the new formulation shall
be assessed in accordance with the classification procedure.
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2400 (18) Samples of self-reactive substances or formulations of self-

(cont'd) reactive substances not listed in marginal 2401, for which a complete
set of test results is not available and which are to be carried for

further testing or evaluation, shall be assigned to one of the

appropriate entries for self-reactive substances type C provided the

following conditions are met:

- the available data indicates that the sample would be no more

dangerous than self-reactive substances type B;

- the sample is packaged in accordance with packing method OP2A

or OP2B and the quantity per transport unit is limited to 10

kg;

- the available data indicate that the control temperature, if
any, is sufficiently low to prevent any dangerous decomposition
and sufficiently high to prevent any dangerous phase
separation.

(19) In order to ensure safety during carriage, self-reactive

substances are in many cases desensitized by use of a diluent. Where

a percentage of a substance is stipulated, this refers to the
percentage by mass, rounded to the nearest whole number. If a
diluent is used, the self-reactive substance shall be tested with the
diluent present in the concentration and form used in carriage.

Diluents which may allow a' self-reactive substance to concentrate to

a dangerous extent in the event of leakage from a packaging shall not
be used. Any diluent shall be compatible with the self-reactive

substance. In this regard, compatible diluents are those solids or
liquids which have no detrimental influence on the thermal stability

and hazard type of the self-reactive substance. Liquid diluents in

formulations requiring temperature control (see paragraph (20)) shall

have a boiling point of at least 60C and a flash point not less than
5"C. The boiling point of the liquid shall be at least 50C higher
than the control temperature of the self-reactive substance.
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2400 (20) The control temperature is the maximum temperature at which the
(cont'd) self-reactive substance can be safely carried. It is assumed that

the temperature of the immediate surroundings of a package only

exceeds 55"C during carriage for a relatively short time in a 24 hour
period. In the event of loss of temperature control, it may be
necessary to implement emergency procedures. The emergency
temperature is the temperature at which such procedures shall be

implemented.

The control and emergency temperatures are derived from the SADT (see
Table 1). The SAOT shall be determined in order to decide whether a
substance shall be subjected to temperature control during carriage.
Provisions for the determination of the SADT are given in Appendix

A.1, marginal 3103.

Table I DERIVATION OF CONTROL AND EMERGENCY TEMPERATURES

SADT Control temperature Emergency temperature

20"C or less 20C below SADT 1OC below SADT

over 20"C to 35*C 15C below SADT 10C below SADT

over 35"C 10"C below SADT 5C below SADT

Self-reactive substances with an SADT not greater than 55"C shall be
subject to temperature control during carriage. Where applicable,
control and emergency temperatures are listed in marginal 2401. The
actual temperature during carriage may be lower than the control
temperature but shall be selected so as to avoid dangerous
separation of phases."
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2401 Amend the names
listed below as

Item number

1" (b) and 5'

6" (b)

6" (c)

7" (b) and (c)

8" (b) and (c)

(b) and (c)

(c) add

(b) and (c)

of substances corresponding
indicated:

Identification number

1345 and 3176

I325

M5

1M

• 'R di r vr lnhp'Y vlamnn ill

13" (c)

16" (b) and (c)

17" (b) and (c)

to identification numbers

fNam: should read

(French text only)

(French name only)

hexamethylenetetramine

flammable solid. toxic.
organic, n o~s

flammable solid.
corrosive, organic.

(French name only)

m nitrite"

metal oowder. flammable,

titanium soonge aranules
or

titanium soonoe oowder

flammable solid, toxic,
inorganic. n.o.s.

flammable solid.
corrosive. Inornanic.
n o~s
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2401

(cont'd)
Item number Identification number Name: should read

24" (a) 257 nitrocellulose, with not

more than 12.6%

nitrogen, by dry mass,
mixture with or without
plasticizer, with or

(NOTE I to be amended accordingly)

25" (a) NOTE 2: to be deleted and NOTE I becomes NOTE.

Section 0, Delete item 26* and the whole of section D, and replace by the

following new section D:

"D. Substances related to self-reactive substances.

26* The following substances related to self-reactive substances:

(b) 3242 azodicarbonamide

(c) 2956 5-tert-butvl-2.4.6-trinitro-m-xvlene (musk xylene)

3251 isosorbide-5-mononitrate

NOTE 1: Special packing requirements are applicable for substances of

26" (see marginal 2404(3)].

NOTE 2: Isosorbide-5-mononitrate or formulations of this substance

which have been showrk by the performance of tests series 2 of the

Class 1 assignment procedure (see Appendix A.], marginal 3101 (1)) to

be too insensitive for inclusion in Class 1 are not subject to the

provisions of ADR."

Section E, Section E becomes Section G.

41"(former) End, read:

"... uncleaned which have contained substances of Class 4.1"
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41' (former ) becomes 51.

Insert a new section E to read:

"E. Self-reactive substances not requiring temperature control

31"(b) 3221 self-reactive liouid tvoe B !/

32"(b) 3222 self-reactive solid type B, such as:

Substance Concentra- Packing
tion method

(M) (see

marginal

2405)

2-diazo-]-naphthol-4-sulhonvlchloride 100 OP5B
2-diazo-I-naohthol-5-sulhonvlchloride 100 OPSB

33'(b) 3223 self-reactive liquid type C, such as

L/ See marginal 2400(18).

!/ No self-reactive substances are currently included under this item.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2401 34"(b)
(cont'd)

3224 self-reactive solid tve C, such as:

I LII d UIIIjdLUa I i UI IU . Ild il d UU I Ilin pUInt.

than 150OC
2/ See marginal 2400(18).

35'(b) 3225 self-reactive liouid type D. */

of IIUL less

36'(b) 3226 self-reactive solid tvoe D, such as:

Substance Con- Packing
cen- method
tra- (see
tion marginal
(%) 2405)

1.1'-azodi-(hexahydrobenzonitrileI 100 OP7B
benzene-1.3-disulphonvlhvdrazide, as a paste 52 OP7B
benzene sulphonylhydrazide 100 OP7B
4-(benzvl(ethvl amino)-3-ethoxvbenzenediazonium
zinc chloride 100 OP7B
3-chloro-4-diethvlaminobenzenediazonium zinc
chlorid 100 OP7B
diohenvloxide-4.4'-disulohonvlhydrazide I00 OP7B
4-diorooylaminobenzenediazonium zinc chloride 100 OP7B
4-methvlbenzenesulohonvlhvdrazide 100 OP7B
sodium 2-diazo-l-naphthol-4-sulohonate 100 OP7B
sodium 2-diazo-1-naphthol-5-sulIhonate 100 OP7B

*_ No self-reactive substances are currently included under this
item.

Vol. 1845, A-8940

Substance Con- Packing
cen- method
tra- (see
tion marginal
(%) 2405)

N.N'-dinitroso-N.N'-dimethvltereohthalamide,
as a paste 72 OP6B
N.N'-dinitrosopentamethvlenetetramine L/ 82 OP6B
self-reactive solid. samole 2 OP2B
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2401
(cont'd)

37'(b) 3227 self-reactive liouid type F. !/

38"(b) 3228 self-reactive solid tve E.

39" (b) 3229 self-reactive liouid tye F. _/

40" (b) 3230 self-reactive solid tve F. -/

Section F (new), insert a new section F to read:

"F. Self-reactive substances reauiring temoerature control.

NOTE: Substances of 4W to 50" are self-reactive substances which
decompose easily at normal temperatures and shall therefore be
carried only under conditions of adequate refrigeration. For these
self-reactive substances, the maximum temperature during carriage
shall not exceed the control temperature indicated.

4W (b) 3231 self-reactive liguid type B. temperature controlled _/

42" (b) 3232 self-reactive solid type B. temoerature controlled, such as:

Substance Concentra- Packing method
tion (see marginal
(%) 2405)

azodicarbonamide formulation type < 100 OP5B

i/ Azodicarbonamide formulations which fulfil the criteria of
Appendix A.1, marginal 3104 (2) (b). The control and emergency
temperatures shall be determined by the procedure in marginal
2400 (20).

_/ No self-reactive substances are currently included under this
item.

2401 (cont'd)
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2401 (cont'd)

43" (b) 3233 self-reactive liauid type C. temperature controlled, such as:

Substance Packing method

(see marginal
2405)

self-reactive liouid. samole, temoerature OP2A

L7 See marginal 2400 (18).

44"(b) 3234 self-reactive solid type C. temoerature controlled,

such as:

Substance Concen- Packing Control Emer-
tration method tempe- gency
(%) (see rature temper-

marginal ('C) ature
2405) (C)

azodicarbonamide
formulation tvoe C 1/ <100 OP6B

azodi(isobutvronitrile) 100 0P68 +40 +45

3-methvl-4-(ovrrolidin-l-
yl)benzenediazonium

tetrafluoroborate 95 OP6B +45 +50

self-reactive solid.
sample. temoerature

controlled Z/ OP2B

tetramine oalladium (II)

nitrate 100 OP6B +30 +35

1/ Azodicarbonamide formulations which fulfil tte criteria of
Appendix A.1, marginal 3104 (2) (c). The control and emergency
temperatures shall be determined by the procedure in marginal
2400 (20).

Z/ See marginal 2400 (18).
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2401 (cont'd)

45"(b) 3235 self-reactive liouid tv e D. temperature controlled,
such as:

Substance Con- Packing Control Emergency
centra- method tempera- tempera-
tion (see ture ture

(%) marginal (*C) (*C)
2405)

2.2'-azodi(ethvl 2- 100 OPIA +20 +25

methyloronionate)

46" (b) 3236 self-reactive solid tvoe D. temoerature controlled,
such as:
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2401 (cont'd)

Substance Con- Packing Control Emer-
cen- method temp- gency

tra- (see era- temp-

tion marginal ture era-
(%) 2405) (C) ture

(C)
azodicarbonamide formulation

type D L/ <100 OP7B
2.2'-azodi(2.4-di-methvl-4-methoxvvalero-

nitril.) 100 OP7B -5 +5
2.2'-azodi(2.4-dimethvlvaleronitrile) 100 OP7B +10 +15

2.2'-azodi(2-methvlbutvronitrile) 100 OP7B +35 +40
4-(benzyl(methyl)amino)-3-ethoxvbenzene-

diazonium zinc chloride 100 OP7B +40 +45
2.5-diethoxy-4-moroholinobenzenediazonium 67-

= chloride 100 OP7B +35 +40
2.5-diethoxy-4-moroholinobenzenediazonium

zinc chloride 66 OP78 +40 +45
2.5-diethoxv-4-moroholinobenzenediazonium
tetrafluoroborate 100 OP7B +30 +35

2.5-diethoxy-4-(ohenvlsulohonvl)benzene-
diazonium chloride 67 OP78 +40 +45

2.5-dimethoxv-4-(4-
methylohenylsulohonyl)-

benzenediazonium zinc chloride 79 OPTB +40 +45
4-dimethvlamino-6-(2-di-
methylaminoethoxvl-
toluene-2-diazonium zinc chloride 100 OP7B +40 +45

2-(2-hvdroxvethoxv)-1-(ovrrolidin-]-vll-
benzene-4-diazonium zinc chloride 100 OP7B +45 +50

3-(2-hydroxvethoxvl-4-ovrrolidin-l-vl-
benzenediazonium zinc chlo~ide 100 OP7B +40 +45

N-formYl-2-(nitromethvleneH1.3-nerhvdro-
tOiazin. 100 OP7B +45 +50

4-nitrosoohenol 100 OP78 +35 +40
2-(N.N-ethoxvcarbonylohenvlamino)-3-
methoxy-4-

(N-methvl-N-cvclohexvlamino)- 63-
benzenediazonium zinc c 92 OP7B +40 +45

2-(N.N-ethoxycarbonyIohenvlamino)-3-
methoxy-4-(N-methvl-N-cvclohexvlamino)-
benzenediazonium zinc chloride 62 OP7B +35 +40

2-(N.N-methvlaminoethvlcarbonvl)-4-(3,4-
dimethylhenylsulohonyl benzene-
diazonium hvdrogen sulphate 96 OP7B +45 +50

1
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Footnote of the last table:

1/ Azodicarbonamide formulations which fulfil the criteria of Appendix

A.1, marginal 3104 (2) (d). The control and emergency temperatures
shall be determined by the procedure in marginal 2400 (20).

47" (b) 3237 self-reactive liquid type E,temperature controlled

48" (b) 3238 self-reactive solid tvoe E. temoerature controlled _/

49" (b) 3239 self-reactive liouid tvoe F. temoerature controlled ./

50' (b) 3240 self-reactive solid type F. temoerature controlled

2404 (2) Amend the subparagraph beginning with "If 2557 nitrocellulose

..." to read:

"If 2557 nitrocellulose, with not more than 12.6% nitrogen, by dry
mass, mixture with or without plasticizer, with or without pigment is
packed ..." (rest unchanged).

(3) Replace the existing paragraph (3) by the following:

"(3) (a) Substances of item 26" shall be packed in fibre drums
conforming to marginal 3525 with plastics lining or an equally
effective inner coating.
A package shall not weigh more than 50 kg.

(b) 3242 azodicarbonamide of 26" (b) may also be packed in:

- an inner packaging of a single plastics bag in a fibreboard
box, of maximum contents 50 kg, or

- inner packagings of plastics bottles, jars, bags or boxes, of
maximum contents 5 kg each, within an outer packaging of a

fibreboard box or a fibre drum of maximum contents 25 kg."

2405 Replace the existing text by the following:

"(1) Substances of items 31" to 50" shall be packed using packing
methods listed in Table 2 and designated OPlA to OPBA for liquids

and OPIB to OP8B for solids. Substances shall be packed as indicated

in marginal 2401 and as set out in detail in Table 2 (A) and 2 (B). A

packing method corresponding to a smaller package size (i.e. with a

_/ No self-reactive substances are currently included under this item.
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2405 lower OP number) may be used but a packing method corresponding to a

(cont'd) larger package size (i.e. with a higher OP number) shall not be
used.Metal packagings meeting the test criteria of packing group I
shall not be used. For combination packagings, cushioning materials
shall not be readily combustible and shall not cause decomposition of
the self-reactive substance if leakage occurs.

(2) Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 01 in
accordance with marginal 2412(4) shall comply with the provisions of

marginal 2102 (4) and (6).

(3) For self-reactive substances or formulations of self-reactive
substances not listed in marginal 2401, the following procedure shall
be used to assign the appropriate packing method:

(a) self-reactive substances type B:

Substances shall be assigned packing method OP5A or OP5B
provided that they satisfy the criteria of Appendix A.1,
marginal 3104 (2) (b) in one of the packagings indicated. If
the self-reactive substance can only satisfy these criteria in

a smaller packaging than those listed for packing method OP5A
or OP5B (i.e. one of the packagings listed for OPIA to OP4A or
OPiB to OP48), then the corresponding packing method with the

lower OP number shall be assigned.

(b) self-reactive substances type C:

Substances shall be assigned packing method OP6A or OP6B
provided that they satisfy the criteria of Appendix A.1,

marginal 3104 (2) (c) in one of the packagings indicated. If
the self-reactiv6 substance can only satisfy these criteria in
a smaller packaging than those listed for packing method OP6A
or OP6B then the corresponding packing method with the lower OP
number shall be assigned.

(c) self-reactive substances type D:

Packing method OP7A or OP7B shall" be used.

(d) self-reactive substances type E:

Packing method OPSA or OP8B shall be used.
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2405 (e) self-reactive substances type F:

(cont'd)
Packing method OP8A or OP8B shall be used.

(4) Substances of 39" (b), 40" (b), 49" (b) or 50" (b) may be carried

in IBCs under conditions laid down by the competent authority of the

country of origin when, on the basis of testing, the competent

authority is satisfied that such carriage may be safely conducted.

The tests shall include those necessary:

- to prove that the self-reactive substance complies with the

principles for classification given in Appendix A.1, marginal 3104

(2) (f);

- to prove the compatibility with all materials normally in contact

with the substance during carriage;

- to determine, when applicable, the control and emergency

temperatures associated with the carriage of the substance in the IBC

concerned as derived from the SADT;

- to design, when applicable, emergency-relief devices; and

- to determine if any special requirements are necessary.

If the country of origin is not a Party to ADR, these conditions
shall be recognized by the competent authority of the first ADR

Country reached by the consignment.

(5) To prevent explosive rupture of metal IBCs or composite IBCs with
full wall metal casing, the emergency-relief devices shall be

designed to vent all the decomposition products and vapours evolved

during a period of not less than one hour of fire engulfment (heat

load 110 kW/m') or self-accelerating decomposition.

(6) Receptacles or IBCs; containing substances of 31" (b), 33" (b),

35" (b), 37" (b), 39" (b), 41" (b), 43" (b), 45" (b), 47" (b) or 49"

(b), which give off small quantities of gases, shall be vented, in
accordance with marginal 3500 (8) or 3601 (6)."

2406 (2), (4), (5)) Insert after "which have a melting-point greater

and ) than 45*C" "or are pasty according to the criteria

of the penetrometer test (see Appendix A.3,

2407 (2) and (3) ) marginal 3310), or are not liquid according to

the ASTM D 4359-90 test method."
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2411 (2) Amend paragraph (2) to read:

"(2) Substances of 21° to 26" and items 31" to 50" shall not be

packed with other goods."

2412 Add the following text under the subheading "Marking":

"(1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the
transport document, preceded by the letters "UN.""

Renumber the existing paragraphs as (1) and (2) as (2) and (3).

Add new paragraphs (4) and (6) to read:

"(4) Packages containing self-reactive substances of items 31, 32",

41' and 42" shall in addition bear a label conforming to model No. 01
unless the competent authority has permitted this label to be

dispensed with for the type of packaging tested because the results
have proved that the self-reactive substance in such a packaging does

not exhibit explosive behaviour (see marginal 2414 (4)).

"(6) Packages containing liquids in packagings the closures of which

are not visible from the outside, packages containing vented
packagings or vented packagings without outer packagings shall in

addition bear on two opposite sides a label conforming to

model No. 11.

Renumber existing paragraph (3) as paragraph (5).

2414 After "For the carriage of wastes" read "(see marginal 2000 (5))".

Add "or collective entry" after "N.O.S. entry" and "N.O.S. designation",

number the existing text as paragraph (1) and add the following new
paragraph numbers (2) to (8) to read:

"(2) When substances are carried under conditions fixed by the

competent authority (see marginals 2400 (16) and 2405 (4), the
following statement shall be included in the transport

document:

"Carriage in accordance with marginal 2414 (2)."
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2414 (3) When a sample of a self-reactive substance is carried in
(cont'd) accordance with marginals 2400 (18) and 2405 (6), the following

statement shall be included in the transport document:

"Carriage in accordance with marginal 2414 (3)."

(4) When, by permission of the competent authority, a label

conforming to model No. 01 is not required, the following statement

shall be included in the transport document.

"The danger label conforming to model No. 01 is not

required."

(5) When self-reactive substances type G [see Appendix A.1 marginal

3104 (2) (g)] are.carried, the following statement may be given in

the transport document:

"Not a self-reactive substance of Class 4.1."

(6) For self-reactive substances requiring temperature control during

carriage, the following statement shall be given in the transport

document:

"Control temperature: ..... .C Emergency temperature: .... 'C"

(7) For the solutions and mixtures containing only one component

subject to the provisions of ADR, the word "solution" or "mixture"
shall be added as part of the name in the transport document (see
marginal 2002 (8) (a)].

(8) When a solid is handed over for carriage in the molten state the

description of the goods shall further specify "molten", unless the

term already appears in the name."

2422 Change "41"' to "51"" throughout and in paragraph (3) change "31" to

37° " to "31" to 50" ' .

Insert a new amendment as follows:
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"D. Transitional mesures

2425 Substances of class 4.1 may be carried until 30 June 1995 in
accordance with the requirements for Class 4.1 applicable until 31
December 1994. The transport document shall, in such cases, bear the
inscription "Carriage In accordance with the ADR in force
before I January 1995".

2426-
2429

CLASS 4.2. SUBSTANCES LIABLE TO SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION

2431 (English text only)

Items 12" (a). (b and (c); ]6° (c); 33" (a):

The names for identification numbers 1383, 3189, 2210, 3203 should be
made singular.

13" (b) NOTE, Amend to read:

"1847 potassium sulphide, hydrated with not less than 30 % water of
cristallization and 2949 sodium hydrosulphide with not less than 25 %
water of cristallization, are substances of Class 8 [see marginal
2801, 45 '(b) I.]".

15" (a) NOTE: Amend to read:

"2869 .... titanium trichloride mixture, non pyrophoric, is a
substance of Class 8 (see marginal 2801, If" (b) or (c)]".

Items 7" (b) and (c): 8" (b) and (c); 9" (b and (c): 10" (b) and
(c): 18" (b) and (c); 19" (b) and (c): 20" (b and (c): 21 (b) and

In the names for identification numbers 3128, 3184, 3126, 3185, 3191,
3187, 3188 and 3192, transter the word "organic" or "inorganic" at
the end, just before the word "n.o.s."

2442 (1) Under the subheading "Marking", add the following text:

"(1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document, preceded by the letters "UN" "

Renumber the existing paragraphs as (2) to (7).

Vol. 1845. A-8940
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2444 After "For the carriage of wastes" read "(see marginal 2000 (5))."

Insert the following new paragraphs:

"For the solutions and mixtures containing only one component subject

to the provisions of ADR, the word "solution" or "mixture" shall be

added as part of the name in the transport document (see marginal

2002 (8) (a)).

When a solid is handed over for carriage in the molten state the
description of the goods shall further specify "molten", unless the

term already appears in the name."

CLASS 4.3 SUBSTANCES WHICH, IN CONTACT WITH WATER,

EMIT FLAMMABLE GASES

2471 (English text only)

Items 3° (a). (b) and (c): 11 (a) and (b): 14" (a). (b) and (c). 20"
Wf,

The name for identification numbers 3207, 1389, 1391, 1392, 1421,

1393, 3209, 2968 should be made singular.

1" (a): The name for identifaction number 2988 shoud read: "2M8
chlorosilanes. water-reactive. flammable, corrosive.
n.oS."

13" (a), (b) and (c): The name for identication number 3208 shoud
read: "3208 metallic substance. water-reactive. n.o.s."

The name for identification number 3170 shoud read: "3170 aluminium
orocessino bv-oroducts."

18"(a) NOTE 2: Amend to read:

"3048 aluminium phosphide pesticides, with additives inhibiting
the emission of flammable gases are substances of Class 6.1

[see marginal 2601, 43"(a)]".
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2476 Insert the following new note:

"NOTE: Substances of 15" (c) may also be packed in packagings, which need

only meet the requirements of marginal 3500 (1), (2) and (5) to (7), and

they may in addition be packed in IBCs of type 13HI."

2482 (1) Under the subheading "Marking", add the following text:

"(1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the

identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport document,

preceded by the letters "UN""

Renumber the existing paragraphs as (2) to (9).

2484 After "For the carriage of wastes"...read "(see marginal 2000 (5))"

Insert the following new paragraphs:

"For the solutions and mixtures containing only one component subject to

the provisions of ADR, the word "solution" or "mixture" shall be added as
part of the name in the transport document (see marginal 2002 (8) (a)).

When a solid is handed over for carriage in the molten state the

description of the goods shall further specify "molten", unless the term

already appears in the name."

CLASS 5.1 OXIDIZING SUBSTANCES

2501 (English text only)

Items I* (a) and (b), 11" (b), 13" (b), 15" (b) and (c), 16" (b) and

(c), 17" (b), 18" (cf, 22" (b) and (c), 23" (b) and (c), 24" (b);

The names for identification numbers 2014, 2015, 1458, 1459, 3210,

3211, 2208, 2880, 1748," 3213, 3214, 3216, 3218, 3219, 1487 should be
made singular.

1" (b) NOTE, In the second sentence of the NOTE, replace:

"...and an organic liquid compatible with peroxyacetic acid and with

a boiling point not less than 150"C shall be used for
desensitization" by "and a liquid compatible with peroxyacetic acid

shall be used for desensitization".
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2501 3" (a) NOTE 2: Amend to read:

(cont'd)

"1802 perchloric acid with not more than 50% acid, by mass, in
aqueous solution, is a substance of Class 8 [see ,marginal 2801,
4"(b)]".

14"(b) NOTE 1, amend to read:

"1908 chlorite solution is a substance of Class 8 [see marginal 2801,

61"(b) or (c)]."

15'(b) and (c) NOTE 2, amend to read:

"1791 hypochlorite solution is a substance of Class 3 [see marginal

2801, 61"(b) or (c)I".

22*(b) and (c) NOTE 1, amend to read:

"1625 mercuric nitrate, 1627 mercurous nitrate and 2727 thallium

nitrate are substances of Class 6.1 [see marginal 2601, 52'(b) and
68"(b)). 2976 thorium nitrate, solid ..." (remainder unchanged).

31(b) and (c) NOTE 2, amend to read:

"1755 chromic acide solution is a substance of Class 8 [see marginal

2801, 17(b) or (c)]".

2507 (2) (b) Add after:

"or 3535 for plastics film" "or 3536 for water-resistant paper," (the

rest unchanged.)

2512 (1) Under the subheading "Markilng", add the following text:

"(I) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document, preceded by the letters "UN""

Renumber the existing paragraphs as (2) to (5).
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2514 After "For the carriage of wastes..." read "(see marginal 2000 (5))."

Insert the following new paragraphs:

"For the solutions and mixtures containing only one component subject-
to the provisions of ADR, the word "solution" or "mixture" shall be
added as part of the name in the transport document (see marginal
2002 (8) (a)).

When a solid is handed over for carriage in the molten state the
description of the goods shall further specify "molten", unless the
term already appears in the name."

CLASS 5.2 ORGANIC PEROXIDES

2550 (7) Add to paragraph (7) the following text:

"Mixtures of these formulations may be classified as the same type of
organic peroxide as that of the most dangerous component and be
transported under the conditions of transport given for this type.
However, as two stable components can form a thermally less stable
mixture, the self-accelerating decomposition temperature of the
mixture should be determined and, if necessary, the control and
emergency temperature derived from the SADT in accordance with
marginal 2550 (17)."

Amend the beginning of paragraph (8) to read:

"(8) Classification of organic peroxides, formulations or mixtures of
organic peroxides not listed in marginal 2551 ..." (the rest
unchanged)

2553 (4) Add a new paragraph (4), to read:

"(4) Receptables or IBCs, containing substances of 1" (b), 3 (b),
5" (b), 7" (h), 9" (b), 11" (b), 13" (b), 15" (b), 17 (b) or 19"
(b), which give off small quantities of gases, shall be vented, in

accordance with marginal 3500 (8) or 3601 (6)."
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2559 (1) Under the subheading "Marking", Add the following text:

"(1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document preceded by the letters "UN"

Add the subheading "Danger labels" above the existing text and renumber the

paragraphs as (2) to (6).

2561 (1), third paragraph, after "For the carriage of wastes..." read (see
marginal 2000 (5))."

CLASSES 6.1 AND 6.2:

Replace marginals 2600 to 2699 by the following:
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'CLASS 6.1 - TOXIC SUBSTANCES

1. List of substances

2600 (1) Among the substances and articles covered by the title of

Class 6.1, those which are listed in marginal 2601 or are covered by

a collective heading of that marginal are subject to the conditions
set out in marginals 2600(2) to 2622 and to the provisions of this
Annex and of Annex B. They are then considered as substances and
articles of ADR.

NOTE: For the quantities of substances of marginal 2601 which are
not subject to the provisions for this class either in this Annex or

in Annex B, see marginal 2601a.

(2) The title of Class 6.1 covers the toxic substances of which it

is known by experience or regarding which it is presumed from
experiments on animals that in relatively small quantity they are

able by a single action or by action of short duration to cause
damage to human health, or death, by inhalation, by cutaneous
absorption or by ingestion.

Substances of Class 6.1 are subdivided as follows:

A. Substances which are highly toxic on inhalation with a
flash-point below 23 *C which are not substances of
Class 3;

B. Organic substances which have a flash-point of not less

than 23 "C or non-flammable organic substances;

C. Organometallic compounds or carbonyls;

D. Inorganic substances which may release toxic gases on
contact with water (or atmospheric humidity), aqueous

solutions or acids and other toxic water-reactive ,/
substances;

E. Other inorganic substances and metallic salts of organic

substances;

F. Substances and preparations used as pesticides;

• / The term "water reactive" denotes a substance which, in contact

with water, emits flammable gases.
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2600 (2) (cont'd)

(cont'd) G. Substances intended for laboratories and experiments and
for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products, if not
listed in other items of this Class;

H. Empty packagings.

(3) Substances and articles of Class 6.1,
of 1*to 5, which are classified under the
marginal 2601, shall be assigned to one of
designated by the letters (a), (b) or (c),
of toxicity:

other than the substances
various items of
the following groups
according to their degree

(a): highly toxic substances
(b): toxic substances
(c): slightly toxic substances

Substances, mixtures and solutions, including pesticides of 71° to
87', not expressly mentioned shall be classified under the
appropriate item and letter according to the following criteria:

1. To assess the degree of toxicity, account shall be taken of
human experience of instances of accidental poisoning, as well
as special properties possessed by any individual substances:
liquid state, high volatility, any special likelihood of
cutaneous absorption, and special biological effects.

2. In the absence of observations on humans, the degree of
toxicity shall be assessed using the available data from animal
experiments in accordance with the table below:

Subdivision Oral toxicity Dermal Toxicity
into groups LD,0 toxicity on
within an -(mg/kg) LDo inhalation
item (mg/kg) LC,, dusts

and mists
(mg/1)

Highly (a) 5 <40 <_0.5
toxic

Toxic (b) >5-50 >40-200 >0.5-2

Slightly (c) 1/ solids: >50-200 >200-1 000 > 2-10
toxic liquids: >50-500 , _ _

1/ Tear gases shall be included in group (b) even if data
concerning their toxicity correspond to group (c) criteria.

2.1 Where a substance exhibits different degrees of toxicity for
two or more kinds of exposure, it shall be classified under the
highest such degree of toxicity.
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2600 (3) (cont'd)
2.2 Substances meeting the criteria of Class 8 and with an

inhalation toxicity of dusts and mists (LC..) leading
to Packing Group I shall only be accepted for an
allocation to class 6.1 if the toxicity through oral ingestion
or dermal contact is at least in the range of Group (a) or (b).
Otherwise an assignment to Class 8 shall be made if appropriate
(see footnote 1/, marginal 2800).

LD50 value for acute oral toxicity

2.3 That dose of the substance administered which is most likely to
cause death within 14 days in one half of both male and female
young adult albino rats. The number of animals tested shall be
sufficient to give a statistically significant result and shall
be in conformity with good pharmacological practices. The
result is expressed in mg per kg body mass.

LDs value for acute dermal toxicity

2.4 That dose of the substance which, administered by continuous
contact for 24 hours with the bare skin of albino rabbits, is
most likely to cause death within 14 days in one half of the
animals tested. The number of animals tested shall be
sufficient to give a statistically significant result and shall
be in conformity with good pharmacological practices. The
result is expressed in mg per kg body mass.

L,, value for acute toxicity on inhalation

2.5 That concentration of vapour, mist or dust which, administered
by continuous inhalation for one hour to both male and female
young adult albino rats, is most likely to cause death within
14 days in one half of the animals tested. If the substance is
administered to the-animals as dust or mist, more than 90% of
the particles available for inhalation in the test shall have
a diameter of 10 pm or less, provided that it is reasonably
foreseeable that such concentrations could be encountered
by humans during carriage. The result is expressed in mg
per litre of air for dusts and mists and in ml per m' of
air (ppm) for vapours.

2.6 These criteria for inhalation toxicity of dusts and mists are
based on LC., data relating to I-hour exposure, and where such
information is available it shall be used. However, where only
LC.. data relating to 4-hour exposure are available, such
figures can be multiplied by four and the product substituted
in the above criteria, i.e. LC,, value multiplied by four
(4 hour) is considered the equivalent of LC,0 (I hour).
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2600 (3) (cont'd)
(cont'd)

Inhalation toxicity of vaoours

3. Liquids giving off toxic vapours shall be classified into the
following groups where "V" is the saturated vapour
concentration (in ml/m 3 of air) (volatility) at 20 "C and
standard atmospheric pressure:

Subdivision
into groups
within an
item

Highly (a) Where V k 10 LC5 o and LC.. S 1 000 ml/m
3

toxic

Toxic (b) Where V k LC50 and LC,. 1 3 000 ml/m
3 and

the criteria for (a) are not met

Slightly (c) Where V > 1/5 LC50 and LCo : 5 000 ml/m
3

toxic and the criteria for (a) and (b) are not
met

These criteria for inhalation toxicity of vapours are based on
LC5o data relating to 1-hour exposure, and where such
information is available, it shall be used.

However, where only LC.0 data relating to 4-hour exposure to
the vapours are available, such figures can be multiplied by
two and the product substituted in the above criteria,
i.e. LC6o (4 hour) x 2 is considered the equivalent of LC.,
(I hour).

INHALATION TOXICITY:
PACKING GROUP SORDERUNES

i0.000

1.000
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2600 (3) In this figure, the criteria are expressed in graphical
(cont'd) form, as an aid to easy classification. However, due to

approximations inherent in the use of graphs, substances
falling on or near group borderlines shall be checked using
numerical criteria.

Mixtures of liquids

4. Mixtures of liquids which are toxic on inhalation shall be
assigned to danger categories according to the following
criteria:

4.1 If LCo is known for each of the toxic substances constituting

the mixture, the group may be determined as follows:

(a) calculation of the LC,, of the mixture:

LCo (mixture) I
S fl

LC 0 ,
i=]

Where f, - molar fraction of constituent i of the
mixture.

LC,., = average lethal concentration of constituent i
in ml/m 3 .

(b) calculation of volatility of each mixture constituent:

106 ml/m 3
= x 6101.3

where Pi - partial pressure of constituent i in kPa at
20 *C and at. stanaard atmospheric pressure.

(c) calculation of the ratio of volatility to LC,,:

LC501
i=1
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2600 (3) (d) the values calculated for LC,, (mixture) and R are then
(cont'd) used to determine the group of the mixture:

Group (a) R k 10 and LC,, (mixture) 1,000 ml/m3

Group (b) R k I and LC,0 (mixture) 3,000 ml/m 3 , if the
mixture does not meet the criteria for (a)

Group (c) R 1/5 and LC5 0 (mixture) : 5,000 ml/m', if the
mixture does not meet the criteria of group (a) or
group (b).

4.2 In the absence of LC,, data on the toxic constituent
substances, the mixture may be assigned to a group based on the
following simplified threshold toxicity tests. When these
threshold tests are used, the most restrictive group shall be
determined and used for carrying the mixture.

4.3 A mixture is assigned to group (a) only if it meets both of the
following criteria:

(i) A sample of the liquid mixture is vaporized and diluted
with air to create a test atmosphere of 1,000 ml/m

3

vaporized mixture in air. Ten albino rats (5 male and
5 female) are exposed to the test atmosphere for I hour and
observed for 14 days. If five or more of the animals die
within the 14-day observation period, the mixture is
presumed to have an LC,, equal to or less than 1,000 ml/m 3.

(ii) A sample of vapour in equilibrium with the liquid mixture
is diluted with 9 equal volumes of air to form a test
atmosphere. Ten albino rats (5 male and 5 female) are
exposed to the test atmosphere for 1 hour and observed for
14 days. If five or more of the animals die within the
14-day observation period, the mixture is presumed to have
a volatility equal to or greater than 10 times the mixture
LC,0 .

4.4 A mixture is assigned to group (b) only if it meets both of the
following criteria, and does not meet the criteria for
group (a):

(i) A sample of the liquid mixture is vaporized and diluted
with air to create a test atmosphere of 3,000 ml/m

3

vaporized mixture in air. Ten albino rats (5 male and 5
female) are exposed to the test atmosphere for 1 hour and
observed for 14 days. If five or more of the animals die

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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2600 (3) within the 14-day observation period, the mixture

(cont'd) is presumed to have an LC50 equal to or less than

3,000 ml/m 3 .

(ii) A sample of the vapour in equilibrium with the liquid

mixture is used to form a test atmosphere. Ten albino rats

(5 male and 5 female) are exposed to the test atmosphere

for I hour and observed for 14 days. If five or more of

the animals die within the 14-day observation period, the

mixture is presumed to have a volatility equal to or

greater than the mixture LCo.

4.5 A mixture is assigned to group (c) only if it meets both of the

following criteria, and does not meet the criteria for groups

(a) or (b):

(i) A sample of the liquid mixture is vaporized and diluted

with air to create a test atmosphere of 5,000 ml/m
3

vaporized mixture in air. Ten albino rats (5 male and 5

female) are exposed to the test atmosphere for I hour and

observed for 14 days. If five or more of the animals die

within the 14-day observation period, the mixture is

presumed to have an LC,, equal to or less than 5,000 ml/m
3 .

(ii) The vapour concentration (volatility) of the liquid mixture

is measured and if the vapour concentration is equal to or

greater than 1,000 ml/m
3, the mixture is presumed to have a

volatility equal to or greater than 1/5 the mixture LC 0 .

(4) When, as a result of additions, substances of Class 6.1 pass

into other danger categories than those to which the substances

mentioned by name in marginal 2601 belong, these mixtures or

solutions shall be listed under the items and letters to which they

belong, based on their actual degree of danger.

NOTE: For classification of solutions and mixtures

(such as preparations and wastes), see also marginal 2002(8).

(5) On the basis of the criteria of paragraph 2600(3), it may also

be determined whether the nature of a solution or mixture mentioned

by name or containing a substance mentioned by name is such that the

solution or mixture is not subject to the requirements for this

Class.

(6) Flammable liquids which are toxic on inhalation, having a

flash-point below 23 *C, except substances of 1" to 10, are

substances of Class 3 (see marginal 2301, 11" to 19").
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2600 (7) Flammable liquids slightly toxic, with the exception of

(cont'd) substances and preparations used as pesticides, having a flash-point

between 23 *C to 61 'C, inclusive, are substances of Class 3 (see

marginal 2301).

(8) Self-heating substances slightly toxic are substances of

Class 4.2 (see marginal 2431).

(9) Water-reactive substances slightly toxic are substances of

Class 4.3 (see marginal 2471).

(10) Oxidizing substances slightly toxic are substances of Class 5.1

(see marginal 2501).

(11) Substances slightly toxic and slightly corrosive are substances
of Class 8 (see marginal 2801).

(12) Chemically unstable substances of Class 6.1 shall not be

accepted for carriage unless the necessary steps have been taken to
prevent their dangerous decomposition or polymerization during

carriage. To this end, it shall in particular be ensured that
receptacles do not contain any substance(s) likely to cause about
such a reaction.

(13) Substances and mixtures of substances having a melting point

above 45 'C are considered as solids within the meaning of the

packing requirements of marginals 2606(2), 2607(4) and 2608(3).

(14) The flash-point referred to below shall be determined in the
manner described in Appendix A.3.

2601 A. Highly toxic substances having a flash-point below 23 *C which

are not substances of Class 3

I* Hydrogen cyanide, stabilized:

1051 hvdrogen cyanide, stabilized, containing not more than

3% water,

1614 hvdrogen cyanide. stabilized, containing not more than

3% water and'absorbed in a porous inert material.

NOTE 1: Special conditions of packing are applicable to this

substance (see marginal 2603(1)].

NOTE 2: Anhydrous hydrogen cyanide not satisfying these conditions

is not to be accepted for carriage.

NOTE 3: Hydrogen cyanide (Hydrocyanic acid) containing less than
3% water is stable, if the pH-value is 2.5 ± 0.5 and the liquid is

clear and colourless.
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2601 2°  Hydrogen cyanide solutions:
(cont'd)

1613 hvdrogen cyanide. aoueous solution (hydrocyanic acid),
with not more than 20% hydrogen cyanide.

3294 hydrogen cyanide. solution in alcohol, with not more than

45% hydrogen cyanide.

NOTE 1: Special conditions of packing are applicable to these

substances [see marginal 2603(2)].

NOTE 2: Solutions of hydrogen cyanide which do not conform to these
conditions are not to be accepted for carriage.

3" Metal carbonyls:

1259 nickel carbonyl, 1994 iron pentacarbonvi.

NOTE 1: Special conditions of packing are applicable to these

substances (see marginal 2604).

NOTE 2: Other metal carbonyls having a flash-point below 23 *C are
not to be accepted for carriage.

4* 1185 ethyleneimine, inhibited.

NOTE: Special conditions of packing are applicable to this
substance (see marginal 2605(1)].

5" 2480 methyl isocyanate.

NOTE: Special conditions of packing are applicable to this
substance [see marginal 2605(2)].

6" Other isocyanates having a flash-point below 23 "C:

(a) 2482 n-orooyl isocyanate, 2484 tert-butyl isocyanate,
2485 n-butyl isocyanate.

7" Nitrogenous substances:

(a) 1. 1163 dimethvlhvdrazine. unsymmetrical, ]24A
methylhvdrazine;

2. 2334 allylamine, 2382 dimethvlhvdrazine. symmetrical.

8o Oxygenated substances:

(a) 1092 acrolein. inhibited, 1098 allyl alcohol,
1143 crotonaldehyde. stabilized,
2606 methyl orthosilicate.
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2601 9' Halogenated substances:

(cont'd)

(a) 1239 methyl chloromethvl ether.

10" Corrosive halogenated substances:

(a) 1182 ethyl chloroformate, 1238 methyl chloroformate,

2407 isoproovl chloroformate, 2438 trimethylacetyl

B. Organic substances which have a flash-point of 23 'C or over or
non-flamable organic substances

NOTE: Organic substances and preparations used as pesticides are
substances of 71" to 78" and 81" to 87.

11" Nitrogenous substances having a flash-point between 23 "C and

61 "C inclusive:

(a) 3275 nitriles. toxic. flammable. n.o.s.;

(b) 2668 chloroacetonitrile, 3073 vinyloyridines, inhibited,
3275 nitriles. toxic. flammable. n.o.s.

12o Nitrogenous substances having a flash-point above 61 oC:

(a) 1541 acetone cyanohydrin, stabilized, 3276 nitriles.

toxic. n.o.s.;

(b) 1547 aniline, 1577 chlorodinitrobenzenes,
1578 chloronitrobenzenes, 1590 dichloroanilines,
1596 dinitroanilines, 1597 dinitrobenzenes,

1598 dinitro-o-cresol, 1599 dinitroohenol solution,

1650 beta-naohthvlamine, 1652 naohthvlurea,
1661 nitroanilines (o-,m-p-), 1662 nitrobenzene,
1664 nitrotoluenes (o-,m-p-), 1665 nitroxylenes, (o-,m-p-)

1708 toluidines, 1711 xylidines, 1843 ammonium
dinitro-o-cresolate, 1885 benzidine, 2018 chloroanilines,
solid, 2019 chloroanilines. liquid, 2038 dinitrotoluenes,
2224 benzonitrile, 2253 N.N-dimethvlaniline,
2306 nitrobenzotrifluorides,

2307 3-nitro-4-chlorobenzotrifluoride,

2522 dimethvlaminoethvl methacrvlate,
2572 ohenvlhydrazine, 2647 malononitrile,

2671 aminopyridines (o-,m-p-), 2673 2-amino-4-

chlorooheno], 2690 N.n-butvlimidazole,
2738 N-butvlaniline, 2754 N-ethvltoluidines,
2822 2-chloronyridine. 3276 nitriles. toxic, n.o.s.;
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2601 (c) 1548 aniline hydrochloride, 1599 dinltroohenol solution,
(cont'd) 1663 nitroohenols (o-,m,-p-), 1673 ohenvlenediamines (o-

,m,-p-), 1709 2.4-toluvlenediamne, 2074 acrvlamide,
2077 aloha-naohthvlamlne, 2205 adiponitrile,
2272 N-ethvlaniline, 2273 2-ethlantllne, 2274 N-ethyl-N-

benzylaniline, 2294 N-methvlaniline,
2300 2-methvl-5-ethvlovridine, 2311 ohenetidines,
2431 anisidines, 2432 N.N-diethvlaniline,
2446 nttrocresols,2470 nhenylacetonitrile. liouid,
2512 aminoohenols(o-.m-.o-,
2651 4.4'-diaminodiohenylmethane, 2656 ouinoline,
2660 nitrotoluidines (mono), 2666 ethyl canoacetate,

2713 acridine, 2730 nitroanisole, 2732 nitrobromobenzene,
2753 N-ethvlbenzvltoluidines, 2873 dibutylaminoethanol,
2941 fluoroanilines, 2942 2-trifluoromethvlaniline,
2946 2-amino-5-diethvlaminooentane,
3276 nitriles. toxic, n.o.s.

NOTE: Isocyanates having a flash-point above 61 oC are substances
of 190.

13o Oxygenated substances having a flash-point between 23 oC and

61 oC inclusive:

(a) 2521 diketene. inhibited.

14o Oxygenated substances having a flash-point above 61 aC:
(b) 1594 diethyl sulphate, 1671 ohenol. solid, 2261 xvlenols,

2587 benzoouinone, 2669 chlorocresols, 2821 phenol
solution, 2839 aldol;

(c) 2369 ethylene olvcol monobutvl ether, 2525 ethyl oxalate,
2609 triallvl borate, 2662 hydroouinone,
2716 1.4-butynediol, 2821 ohenol solution, 2874 furfuryl

alcohol, 28T6 resorcinol, 2937 aloha-methvlbenzvl alcohol,
2938 methyl benzoate.

15o Halogenated hydrocarbons:

(a) 1605 ethylene dibromide, 1647 methyl bromide and ethylene
dibromide mixture. liquid, 2646 hexachlorocvclooentadiene;

NOTE: Mixtures of ethylene dibromide (sym-dibromoethane) with
methyl bromide having, at 50 oC, a vapour pressure greater than
300 kPa (3 bar) are substances of Class 2 [see marginal 2201,
40 (bt)].

(b) 1669 oentachloroethane, 1701 xvlvl bromide,
1702 1.1.2.2-tetrachloroethane, 1846 carbon tetrachloride,
1886 benzvlidene chloride, 1891 ethyl bromide,
2322 trichlorobutene, 2644 methyl iodide, 2653 benzvl
iodide;
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2601 (c) 1591 o-dichlorobenzene, 1593 dichloromethane (methylene

(cont'd) chloride), 1710 trichloroethylene,
1887 bromochloromethane, 1888 chloroform,
1897 tetrachloroethylene,

2279 hexachlorobutadiene, 2321 trichlorobenzenes, liouid,

2504 tetrabromoethane, 2515 bromoform, 2516 carbon
tetrabromide, 2664 dibromoethane, 2688 1-bromo-3-

chloroorooane, 2729 hexachlorobenzene,
2831 1.1.1-trichloroethane, 2872 dibromochloroorooanes.

NOTE: Mixtures of methyl chloride with methylene chloride

(dichloromethane) having, at 500 C, a vapour pressure greater than
300 kPa (3 bar) are substances of Class 2 [see marginal 2201,
4o (bt).

16o Other halogenated substances having a flash-point between 23 oC
and 61 oC inclusive:

(a) 1135 ethylene chlorohvdrin, 2558 eoibromohvdrin;

(b) 1181 ethyl chloroacetate, 1569 bromoacetone, 1603 ethyl

bromoacetate, 1916 2.2'-dichlorodiethvl ether,
2023 eoichlorohvdrin, 2295 methyl chloroacetate,
2589 vinyl chloroacetate, 2611 oropvlene chlorohvdrin.

17o Other halogenated substances having a flash-point above 61 oC:

(a) 1580 chloropicrin, 1670 oerchloromethvl mercaotan,
1672 ohenylcarbylamine chloride, 1694 bromobenzvl

c , 2232 chloroacetaldehvde, 2628 potassium
fluoroacetate, 2629 sodium fluoroacetate,

2642 fluoroacetic acid,
1583 chlorooicrin mixture. n.o.s., 1610 haloaenated
irritating liquid. n.o.s.;

NOTE: Mixtures of methyl bromide or methyl chloride with
chloropicrin , having, at 50 oC, a vapour pressure greater than
300 kPa (3 bar) are substances of Class 2 [see marginal 2201, 4o
(at) or 4o (bt)].

(b) 1695 chloroacetone. stabilized, 1697 chloroacetoohenone,

2075 chloral, anhydrous, inhibited, 2490 dichloroisooroovl
ether, 2552 hexafluoroacetone hydrate, 2567 sodium

pentachloroohenate, 2643 methyl bromoacetate,
2645 Dhenacvl bromide, 2648 1.2-dibromobutan-3-one,

2649 1.3-dichloroacetone, 2650 1.1-dichloro-l-nitroethane,
2750 1.3-dichloroorooanol-2,
2948 3-trifluoromethvlaniline, 3155 oentachloroohenol,
1583 chlorooicrin mixture. n.o.s.,
1610 halooenated irritating liquid. n.o.s.;
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2601 (c) 1579 4-chloro-o-toluidine hydrochloride,
(cont'd) 2020 chloroohenols, solid, 2021 chloroohenols. liouid,

2233 chloroanisidines, 2235 chlorobenzvl chlorides,

2237 chloronitroanilines, 2239 chlorotoluidines,

2299 methyl dichloroacetate, 2433 chloronitrotoluenes,

2533 methyl trichloroacetate, 2659 sodium chloroacetate,
2661 hexachloroacetone, 2689 alvcerol

aloha-monochlorohvdrin, 2747 tert-butylcyclohexyl

chloroformate, 2849 3-chlorooroooanol-1, 2Z5
hexachloroohene, 3241 2-bromo-2-nitroorooane-1.3-diol,

1583 chiorooicrin mixture. n.o.s.,

1610 halogenated irritating liquid. n.o.s.

NOTE: Chloroformates having predominantly corrosive properties are

substances of Class 8 (see marginal 2801, 640).

18o Isocyanates having a flash-point between 23 oC and 61 oC
inclusive:

(b) 2285 isocvanatobenzotrifluorides, 2487 ohenvl isocyanate,
2488 cvclohexvl isocyanate,

3080 isocyanates. toxic. flammable. n.o.s. or

3080 isocyanate solution. toxic. flammable, n.o.s.

NOTE: Solutions of these isocyanates having a flash-point below

230 C are substances of Class 3 [see marginal 2301, 14o (b)].

19o Isocyanates having a flash-point above 61 *C:

(b) 2078 toluene diisocvanate and isomer mixtures,

2236 3-chloro-4-methvlohenvl isocyanate,

2250 dichloCoohenvl isocyanates, 2281 hexamethvlene
diisocvanate,

2206 isocyanates. toxic. n.o.s. or 2206 isocyanate

solution, toxic. n.o.s.;

NOTE 1: Solutions of these isocyanates having a flash-point below

23 oC are substances of Class 3 (see mlarginal 2301, 14o).

NOTE 2: Solutions of these isocyanates having a flash-point between

23 oC and 61 oC inclusive are substances of 18o (b).

(c) 2290 isoohoronediisocvanate, 2328 trimethvlhexamethvlene

diisocyanate and isomer mixtures,
2489 diohenvlmethane-4.4'-diisocyanate,

2206 isocvanates. toxic. n.o.s., or 2206 isocyanate

solution. toxic. n.o.s.
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2601
(cont'd)

20* Substances containing sulphur and having a flash-point between

23 'C and 61 'C inclusive:

(a) 2337 ohenvl mercaPtan;

(b) 1545 allvl isothiocyanate. inhibited, 2477 methyl

isothiocyanate, 3023 tert-octyl mercaptan,
3071 mercaptans. liouid. toxic. flammable. n.o.s., or
3071 mercaptan mixture, liquid, toxic. flammable. n.o.s.

210 Substances containing sulphur and having a flash-point above

61 oC:

(b) 1651 naphthvlthiourea, 2474 thiophosoene, 2936 thiolactic
acid, 2966 thioalvcol;

(c) 2785 4-thianentanal.

22o Substances containing phosphorus and having a flash-point
between 23 oC and 61 oC inclusive:

(a) 3279 oroanoohosohorus compound, toxic, flammable. n.o.s.;

(b) 3279 oroanophosohorus compound. toxic, flammable, n.o.s.

230 Substances containing phosphorus and having a flash-point above
61 oC:

(a) 3278 oroanoohosohorus compound, toxic, n.o.s.;

(b) 1611 hexaethvl tetraphosphate, 1704 tetraethyl

dithiopyroohosohate, 2501 tris-(H-aziridinvl) ohosohine
oxide. solution, 2574 tricresvl ohosohate with more than

3% ortho isomer,

3278 oroanoohosohorus compound. toxic. n.o.s.;

(c) 2501 tris-(]-aziridinvl) ohosohine oxide. solution,

3278 organophosohorus comoound. toxic. n.o.s.

24o Toxic organic substances carried in the molten state:

(b) 1. 1600 dinitrotoluenes. molten, 2312 ohenol. molten;
2. 3250 chloroacetic acid. molten.

25o Organic substances and articles and solutions and mixtures of
organic substances (such as preparations and wastes) which
cannot be classified under another collective heading:

(a) 1601 disinfectant. solid, toxic. n.o.s.,
1602 dye. liouid, toxic, n.o.s. or 1602 dye intermediate.

liquid, toxic. n.o.s.,
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2601 1693 tear gas substance. liouid orsolid, n.o.s., 3142

(cont'd) disinfectant. liouid, toxic. n.o.s.,
3143 dye. solid, toxic. n.o.s. or 3143 dye intermediate.

solid, toxic. n.o.s.,

2810 toxic liouid, organic. n.o.s., 2811 toxic solid.

organic. n.o.s.;

NOTE: 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) in concentrations

considered highly toxic according to the criteria in

marginal 2600(3) is not to be accepted for carriage.

(b) 2016 ammunition. toxic, non-explosive without burster or

expelling charge, non-fused,
1601 disinfectant. solid, toxic. n.o.s.,

1602 dye. liquid, toxic. n.o.s. or 1602 dye intermediate.

liquid, toxic, n.o.s.,
1693 tear gas substance. liquid or solid. n.o.s.,

3142 disinfectant, liquid, toxic. n.o.s.,

3143 dye. solid, toxic. n.o.s., or 3143 dye intermediate.
solid. toxic, n.o.s.,

2810 toxic liouid, organic. n.o.s., 2811 toxic solid.

organic. n.o.s.;

(c) 2518 1.5.9-cyclododecatriene, 2667 butyltoluenes,
1601 disinfectant. solid, toxic. n.o.s.,

1602 dye. liouid, toxic. n.o.s., or 1602 dye intermediate,

liouid, toxic. n.o.s.,

3142 disinfectant, liquid, toxic. n.o.s., 3143 dye. solid.

toxic. n.o.s. or 3143 dye intermediate, solid, toxic.
n.o.s.,

2810 toxic liouid, organic. n.o.s., 2811 toxic solid.
organic, n.o.s.;

26' Flammable toxic organic substances, articles containing

flammable toxic organic substances and solutions and mixtures

of flammable toxic organic substances (such as preparations and
wastes), which cannot be classified under another collective
heading:

(a) 1. 2929 toxic liouid. flammable. organic. n.o.s.;

2. 2930 toxic solid. flammable. oroanic. n.o.s.;

NOTE: Dichloromethyl ether, symmetrical, (identification No. 2249)

is not to be accepted for carriage.

(b) 1. 2929 toxic liquid, flammable organic, n.o.s.;

2. 1700 tear gas candles,

2930t nxic soli,. flammable. organic, n.o.s.;
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2601
(cont'd) 27o Corrosive toxic organic substances, articles containing such

substances and solutions and mixtures of corrosive toxic
organic substances (such as preparations and wastes):

(a) 1595 dimethyl sulohate, 1752 chloroacetvl chloride,
1889 cyanonen bromide, 3246 methanesulohonyl chloride,
2927 toxic liouid. corrosive, organic. n.o.s.,

2928 toxic solid, corrosive, oroanic. n.o.s;

(b) 1737 benzvl bromide, 1738 benzvl chloride,
1750 chloroacetic acid solution,
1751 chloroacetic acid. solid, 2017 ammunition.
tear-oroducino, non-explosive without burster or expelling
charge, non-fuzed, 2022 cresvltc acid,
2076 cresols (o-,m-,p-), 2267 dimethvl thioohosohorvl
chloride, 2745 chloromethvl chloroformate, 2746 phenyl
chloroformate. 2748 2-ethvlhexvl chloroformate,
3277 chloroformates. toxic. corrosive. n.o.s.,
2927 toxic liquid. corrosive, oraanic, n.o.s.,
2928 toxic solid. corrosive, organic. n.o.s.

NOTE: Chloroformates having predominantly corrosive properties are
substances of Class 8 (see marginal 2801, 64").

28" Flammable corrosive toxic chloroformates:

(a) 1722 allvl chloroformate, 2740 n-oroovl chloroformate;

(b) 2743 n-butyl chloroformate, 2744 cvclobutvl chloroformate,

2742 chloroformates. toxic. corrosive, flammable. n.o.s.

NOTE: Chloroformates having predominantly corrosive properties are
substances of Class 8 sae marginal 2801, 64').

C. Oroanometallic comoounds and carbonvls

NOTE 1: Toxic organometallic compounds used as pesticides are
substances of 75o and 760.

NOTE 2: Spontaneously combustible organometallic compounds are
substances of Class 4.2 (see marginal 2431, 31a to 33o).

NOTE 3: Water-reactive organometallic compounds, flammable, are

substances of Class 4.3 (see marginal 2471, 3o).

310 Organic lead compounds:

(a) 1649 motor fuel anti-knock mixture (tetraethyl lead,

tetramethyl lead).
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2601 320 Organic tin compounds:

(cont'd)
(a) 2788 oroanotin compound. liouid. n.o.s.,

3146 organotin compound, solid. n.o.s.;

(b) 2788 organotin compound. liouid. n.o.s.,
3146 organotin compound, solid. n.o.s.;

(c) 2788 oroanotin compound. liouid. n.o.s.,

3146 organotin compound. solid, n.o.s.

33o Organic mercury compounds:

(a) 2026 ohenylmercuric compound. n.o.s.;

(b) 1674 ohenylmercuric acetate, 1894 ohenylmercuric

hydroxide, 1895 ohenvlmercuric nitrate,
2026 ohenylmercuric compound, n.o.s.;

(c) 2026 ohenxlmercuric comound. n.o.s.

34o Organic arsenic compounds:

(a) 1698 diohenylamine chloroarsine,
1699 diohenylchloroarsine, 1892 ethyldichloroarsine,
3280 oroanoarsenic compound. n.o.s.;

(b) 3280 oruanoarsenic compound. n.o.s.;

(c) 2473 sodium arsanilate,
3280 oroanoarsenic comoound. n.o.s.

35o Other organometallic compounds:

(a) 3282 oroanometallic comoound, toxic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3282 oroanometallic compound, toxic, n.o.s.;

(c) 3282 organometallic compound, toxic, n.o.s.

36o Carbonyls:

(a) 3281 metal carbonvls. n.o.s.;

(b) 3281 metal carbonvls. n.o.s.;

(c) 3281 metal carbonyls. n.o.s.
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D. Inorganic substances which. on contact with water (or
atmospheric humidity). may emit toxic oases, aoueous solutions
or acids and other toxic water-reactive substances

41o Inorganic cyanides:

2601 (a) 1565 barium cyanide, 1575 calcium cyanide, 1626 mercuric

(cont'd) potassium cyanide, 1680 potassium cyanide, 1689 sodium

cyanide, 1713 zinc cyanide, 2316 sodium cuorocyanide,
solid, 2317 sodium cuorocyanide. solution,

1588 cyanides. inorganic. solid. n.o.s.,

1935 cyanide solution. n.o.s.;

(b) 1587 cooper cyanide, 1620 lead cyanide, 1636 mercury
cyaide, 1642 mercury oxvcyanide. desensitized,
1653 nickel cyanide, 1679 potassium cuorocLanide,

1684 silver cyanide,
1588 cyanides. inoraanic, solid. n.o.s.;

1935 cyanide solution. n.o.s.;

(c) 1588 cyanides. inorganic. solid. n.o.s.,

1935 cyanide solution. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: Ferricyanides, ferrocyanides, alkaline thiocyanates and

ammonium thiocyanate are not subject to the provisions of AOR.

NOTE 2: Solutions of inorganic cyanides with a total cyanide ion

content of more than 30% shall be classified under letter (a),
solutions with a total cyanide ion content of more than 3% and not
more than 30% under letter (b) and solutions with a cyanide ion

content of more than 0.3% and not more than 3% under letter (c).

420 Azides:

(b) 1687 sodium azide.

NOTE 1: 1571 barium azide, wetted, is a substance of Class 4.1 (see
marginal 2401, 250).

NOTE 2: Barium azide in the dry state or with less than 50% water
or alcohol is not to be accepted for carriage.

43o Preparations of phosphides containing additives inhibiting the
emission of flammable gases:

(a) 3048 aluminium ohosohide pesticide.

NOTE 1: These preparations are not to be accepted for carriage
unless they contain additives inhibiting the emission of flammable
gases.
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2601 NOTE 2: 1397 aluminium phosphide, 2011 magnesium phosphide,

(cont'd) 1714 zinc phosphide, 1432 sodium phosphide, 1360 calcium phosphide

and 2013 strontium phosphide are substances of Class 4.3 (see

marginal 2471, 18o).

44o Other water-reactive toxic substances:

(b) 3123 toxic liquid, water-reactive. n.o.s.,
3125 toxic solid, water-reactive. n.o.s.;

(c) 3123 toxic liouid. water-reactive, n.o.s.,

3125 toxic solid, water-reactive. n.o.s.

NOTE: The term "water-reactive" denotes a substance which, in

contact with water, emits flammable gases.

E. Other inorganic substances and metallic salts of organic
substances

51o Arsenic and arsenical compounds:

(a) 1553 arsenic acid. liouid, 1560 arsenic trichloride,

1556 arsenic compound. liouid. n.o.s., (arsenates,

arsenites, and arsenic sulphides),

1557 arsenic compound. solid. n.o.s., (arsenates,

arsenites, and arsenic sulphides);

(b) 1546 ammonium arsenate, 1554 arsenic acid. solid,

1555 arsenic bromide, 1558 arsenic, 1559 arsenic

pentoxide, 1561 arsenic trioxide, 1562 arsenical dust,

1572 cacodvlic acid, 1573 calcium arsenate, 1574 calcium

arsenate and calcium arsenite mixture. solid, 1585 coooer

acetoarsenite, 1586 cooper arsenite, 1606 ferric arsenate,

1607 ferric arsenite, 1608 ferrous arsenate, 1617 lead

arsenates, 1618 lead arsenites, 1621 london ourole,

1622 magnesium arsenate, 1623 mercuric arsenate,

1677 potassium arsenate, 1678 ootassium arsenite,

1683 silver arsenite, 1685 sodium arsenate, 1686 sodium

arsenite. aqueous solution, 1688 sodium cacodvlate,

1691 strontium arsenite, 1712 zinc arsenate, or 1712 zinc

arsenite or 1712 zinc arsenate and zinc arsenite mixture,

2027 sodium arsenite. solid,
1556 arsenic compound. liouid. n.o.s. (arsenates,

arsenites, and arsenic sulphides),

1557 arsenic compound, solid, n.o.s. (arsenates,

arsenites, and arsenic sulphides);
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2601 (c) 1686 sodium arsenite. aoueous solution,
(cont'd) 1556 arsenic compound, liouid. n.o.s. (arsenates,

arsenites, and arsenic sulphides),
1557 arsenic compound. solid. n.o.s. (arsenates,
arsenites, and arsenic sulphides).

NOTE: Substances and preparations containing arsenic and used as
pesticides are substances of 79o.

520 Mercury compounds:

(a) 2024 mercury compound, liquid. n.o.s.,

2025 mercury compound, solid. n.o.s.;

(b) 1624 mercuric chloride, 1625 mercuric nitrate,
1627 mercurous nitrate, 1629 mercury acetate, 1630 mercury
ammonium chloride, 1631 mercury benzoate, 1634 mercury
b2omides, 1637 mercury aluconate, 1638 mercury iodide,
1639 mercury nucleate, 1640 mercury oleate, 1641 mercury
oxide, 1643 mercury potassium iodide,
1644 mercury salicylate, 1645 mercury sulphate,
1646 mercury thiocyanate,
2024 mercury compound, liquid. n.o.s.,
2025 mercury compound, solid. n.o.s.;

(c) 2024 mercury compound. liauid. n.o.s.,
2025 mercury compound. solid, n.o.s.

NOTE 1: Substances and preparations containing mercury and used as
pesticides are substances of 75o.

NOTE 2: Mercurous chloride (calomel) is a substance of Class 9 (see
marginal 2901, 12 "c). Cinnabar is not subject to the provisions of
ADR.

NOTE 3: Fulminates of mercury are not to be accepted for carriage.

53o Thallium compounds:

(b) 1707 thallium compound. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: Substances and preparations containing thallium and used as
pesticides are substances of 85o.

NOTE 2: 2727 thallium nitrate is a substance of 68".
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2601 54o Beryllium and beryllium compounds:

(cont'd)
(b) 1. 1567 beryllium, powder;

2. 1566 beryllium compound. n.o.s.;

(c) 1566 beryllium comoound. n.o.s.

NOTE: 2464 beryllium nitrate is a substance of Class 5.1 [see

marginal 2501, 29o (b)].

55o Selenium and selenium compounds:

(a) 2630 selenates or 2630 selenites,

3283 selenium compound. n.o.s.;

(6) 2657 selenium disulohide,
3283 selenium comoound. n.o.s.;

(c) 2658 selenium powder,

3283 selenium compound. n.o.s.

NOTE: 1905 selenic acid is a substance of Class 8 [see

marginal 2801, 16o (a)].

560 Osmium compounds:

(a) 2471 osmium tetroxide.

57o Tellurium compounds:

(b) 3284 tellurium comoound. n.o.s.;

(c) 3284 tellurium compound. n.o.s.

580 Vanadium compoundsi

(b) 2859 ammonium metavanadate, 2861 ammonium oolyvanadate,

2862 vanadium entoxide, non-fuzed form, 2863 sodium

ammonium vanadate, 2864 potassium metavanadate,
2931 vanadvl sulphate,

3285 vanadium compound. n.o.s.;

(c) 3285 vanadium compound, n.o.s.

NOTE 1: 2443 vanadium oxytrichloride, 2444 vanadium tetrachloride

and 2475 vanadium trichloride are substances of Class 8 (see

marginal 2801, 11o and 120).
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2601 NOTE 2: Vanadium pentoxide, fused and solidified, is not subject to

(cont'd) the provisions of ADR.

59o Antimony and antimony compounds:

(c) 1550 antimony lactate, 1551 antimony potassium tartrate,
2871 antimony powder,
1549 antimony compound, solid, n.o.s.,
3141 antimony compound, inorganic, liouid. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: 1730 antimony pentafluoride, liquid, 1731 antimony
pentafluoride solution, 1733 antimony trichloride and 1732 antimony
pentafluoride are substances of Class 8 (see marginal 2801, 10o, 11o
and 12o).

NOTE 2: Antimony oxides and antimony sulphide with an arsenic
content not exceeding 0.5% of the total mass, are not subject to the
provisions of ADR.

60o Barium compounds:

(b) 1564 barium compound. n.o.s.;

(c) 1884 barium oxide, 1564 barium compound. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: 1445 barium chlorate, 1446 barium nitrate,
1447 barium perchlorate, 1448 barium permanganate and 1449 barium
peroxide are substances of Class 5.1 (see marginal 2501, 290).

NOTE 2: 1571 barium azide, wetted, is a substance of Class 4.1 (see
marginal 2401, 250).

NOTE 3: Barium stearate, barium sulphate and barium titanate are
not subject to the provisions of ADR.

61o Cadmium compounds:

(a) 2570 cadmium compound;

(b) 2570 cadmium compound;

(c) 2570 cadmium compound.

NOTE: Cadmium pigments, such as cadmium sulphides, cadmium
sulphoselenides and cadmium salts of higher fatty acids
(e.g. cadmium stearate), are not subject to the provisions of ADR.
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2601 620 Lead compounds:

(cont'd)
(c) 1616 lead acetate,

2291 lead compound, soluble. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: 1469 lead nitrate and 1470 lead perchlorate are substances

of Class 5.1 (see marginal 2501, 290).

NOTE 2: Lead. salts and lead pigments which, when mixed in a ratio
of 1:1,000 with 0.07 M hydrochloric acid and stirred for one hour at
a temperature of 230 C + 20 C, exhibit a solubility of 5% or less
are not subject to -the provisions of ADR.

630 Fluorides soluble in water:

(c) 1690 sodium fluoride, 1812 potassium fluoride,

2505 ammonium fluoride.

NOTE: Corrosive fluorides are substances of Class 8 (see

marginal 2801, 60 to 10o).

640 Fluorosilicates:

(c) 2655 potassium fluorosilicate, 2674 sodium fluorosilicate,
2853 magnesium fluorosilicate, 2854 ammonium
fluorosilicate, 2855 zinc fluorosilicate,

2856 fluorosilicates. n.o.s.

650 Inorganic substances and solutions and mixtures of inorganic
substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be
classified under another collective heading:

(a) 3287 toxicdliquid. inorganic. n.o.s.,
3288 toxic solid, inorganic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3243 solids tontainino toxic liguid. n.o.s.,

3287 toxic liauid. inorganic. n.o.s.,
3288 toxic solid, inorganic. n.o.s.;

NOTE: Mixtures of solids and toxic liquids which are not subject to
the provisions of ADR may be carried under number 3243 without the

classification criteria for Class 6.1 being applied to them,
provided that no liquid overflow is visible during loading or when

the packaging or transport unit is closed. Each packaging shall

correspond to a design type which has passed the leakproofness test
for packing group II. This number shall not be used for solids

containing a liquid classified under letter (a).
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2601 (c) 3293 hydrazine aoueous solution, with not more than 37%
(cont'd) hydrazine by mass,

3287 toxic liouid. inorganic. n.o.s., 3288 toxic solid.
inorganic. n.o.s.

NOTE: 2030 hydrazine hydrate and 2030 hydrazine aqueous solution,
with not less than 37% and not more than 64% hydrazine, by mass, are
substances of Class 8 [see marginal 2801, 44"(b)].

66o Toxic, self-heating substances:

(a) 3124 toxic solid, self-heating, n.o.s.;

(b) 3124 toxic solid, self-heating. n.o.s.

670 Toxic substances, corrosive:

(a) 3289 toxic liquid, corrosive, inorganic, n.o.s.,
3290 toxic solid, corrosive, inorganic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3289 toxic liquid. corrosive. inorganic. n.o.s.,
3290 toxic solid. corrosive, inorganic. n.o.s.

680 Toxic substances, oxidizing:

(a) 3086 toxic solid. oxidizing. n.o.s..
3122 toxic liouid, oxidizing. n.o.s.;

(b) 2727 thallium nitrate,
3086 toxic solid, oxidizing. n.o.s..
3122 toxic liouid. oxidizina. n.o.s.
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2601 F. Substances and Dreoarations used as oesticides
(cont'd)

NOTE 1: Flammable liquid substances and preparations, used as
pesticides, which are. highly toxic, toxic or harmful and have a
flash-point below 23 oC, are substances of Class 3 (see marginal

2301, 41o to 57o).

NOTE 2: (a) Articles impregnated with substances and preparations
used as pesticides of 71o to 87o, such as fibreboard plates, paper
strips, cotton-wool balls, sheets of plastics material, etc. in
airtight, hermetically closed wrappings are not subject to the
provisions of ADR.

(b) Substances such as baits and cereals impregnated with
substances and preparations used as pesticides of 71" to 87" or
other substances of Class 6.1 shall be classified according to their
toxicity (see marginal 2600(3) and NOTE 3 below).

71* to 87": In these items, substances and preparations used as
pesticides are tabulated under groups designated by
the letters (a), (b), (c):

(a): Highly toxic substances and preparations,
(b): Toxic substances and preparations,
(c): Slightly toxic substances and preparations.

NOTE 1: All active substances and their preparations used as
pesticides shall be classified under 71o to 87o (a), (b) and (c) in
accordance with marginal 2600(3).

NOTE 2: If only the LDs, value of the active substance is known and
not that of the preparations of the active substance, the
preparations may be classified under 71o to 87o (a), (b) or (c)
using the following tables, where the figures shown in columns (a),
(b) and (c) of 71o to 870 represent the percentage of active
pesticide substance in the preparations.

NOTE 3: The aim of the following tables is to show the range of

pesticides and their preparations corresponding to the different
packing groups according to the concentration of active substance.
If the LD,, of the preparation is known and if the packing groups

determined by applying the criteria in marginal 2600(3) do not
correspond to the packing groups indicated in the following tables
based on the concentration of active substance in the preparation,
the packing group determined in accordance with the criteria in

marginal 2600(3) shall take precedence.

NOTE 4: For substances which are not named in the list, and
for which only the LDo value of the active substance
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2601 is known and not the LD, value of the various preparations,
(cont'd) the classification of a preparation may be determined from the table

in marginal 2600(3), using an LD.o value obtained by multiplying the
LDo value of the active substance by:

IN0,
X

X being the percentage of active substance by mass according to the
following formula:

LDo value of the preparation =

LQo value of the active substance X 100
% of active substance by mass

NOTE 5: The classification according to Notes 2, 3 and 4 above
shall not be used when the preparations contain additives which
affect the toxicity of the active substance or when a preparation
contains more than one active substance. In such cases, the
classification shall be based on the LDo value of the preparation
in question according to the criteria in marginal 2600(3). If the
10o value is not known, the substance shall be classified under (a)
of 71o to 870.

710 2783 orqanoohosohorus oesticide, solid, toxic.
3017 organophosohorus pesticide. liquid, toxic.
flammable. flash-point not less than 23 oC,
3018 orqanophosphorus oesticide. liouid. toxic. including:

71" (a) 71" (b) 71* (c)

% solid % liquid %

Azinphos-ethyl - 100->25 25-6 25-2
Azinphos-methyl - 100->10 10-2 10-1
Bromoohos-ethyl - - 100-35 100-14

Carboohenothion - 100->20 20-5 20-2
Chlorfenvinphos - 100->20 20-5 20-2
Chlormephos - 100->15 15-3 15-1
Chloroyriohos - - 100-40 100-10

Chlorthiophos - 100->15 15-4 15-1
Crotoxyohos - - 100-35 100-15

Crufomate - - 100-90

Cvanoohos - 100-55 100-55

DEF - I - 100-40
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2601
(cont'd)

DemeDhion

Demeton-O (svstox)
Demeton-0-methyl
Demeton-S-methvl
Demeton-S-methylsulohone

DiaJlifo
DiazJin
Oichlofenthion
Dichlorvos
Oicrotophos

Dimethoate

Dioxathion
Disulfoton
Edifenohos
Fndothion
EPN

Etion
Ethoate-methyl
Ethopronhos

Fenaminnhos
Fenitrothion
Fensulfothion

Fonoohos
Formothion
Heotenophos
Inrobenfos
Isofenohos
Isothioate

Isoxathion

Mecrbar
Meohosfolan
Methamidophos
Methidathion
Methyltrithion
Mevinos
MonocrotophoS

Omethoate

Oxvdemeton-methvl
Oxydisulfoton

Parathion

Parathion-methyl
Phenkaoton
Phenthoat

~1

71' (a) 71' (b) 71° (c)

% % solid % liquid %

100->O - -

100->30 30->3 3-0.5 3->O
100->34 34->3.4 3.4-0.85 3.4-0.34

- - 100-90 100-35
- 100->80 80-30 80-10
- 100->74 74-18.5 74-7.4
- 100->10 10-2.5 10-1

- 100-38 100-15
- - 100-54

100->35 35-7 35-7
- 100->25 25-6 25-2

100->20 20->2 2-0.5 2->0
- - 100-73 100-29
- 100->40 40-10 40-4

100->40 40->4 4-1 4->0
- - 100-75 100-30
- 100->45 45-10 45-4

100->62 62->12.5 12.5-2.5 12.5-2.5
- 100->25 25-5 25-2
- - 100-60 100-25

100->65 65->13 13-2 13-2
100->40 40->4 4-1 4->0

- - - 100-48
100->40 40->4 4-1 4->0

- - 100-95 100-38
100->60 60->6 6-1 6-0.5

- - 100-65
100-48 100-19

- - 100-95
100->60 60-15 60-6

- 100-25 100-25
- 100-55 100-20

100->30 30-7 30-3
100->25 25->5 5-0.5 5-0.5

100->15 15-3 15-1.5
100->40 40-10 40-4

- 100-49 100-19
100->60 60->5 5-1 5-0.5

- 100->25 25-7 25-2.5
- - 100-50
- 100-25 100-10

- 100->93 93-23 93-9
100->70 70->5 5-1.5 5-0.5
100->35 35->3 3-0.9 3-0.35

100->40 40->4 4-1 4-0.4
- 100->12 12-3 12-1.2

- 100-25 100-10

- 100-70 100-0
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2601 71* (a) 71' (b) 710 (C)
(cont'd) solid % liquid %

Phorate 100->20 20->2 2-0:5 2->0
Phosalone - - 100-60 100-24
Phosfolan - 100->15 15-4 15-1
Phosmet - - 100-45 100-18
Phosvhamidon - 100->34 34-8 34-3
Piriminhos-ethyl - - 100-70 100-28
Provaohos - 100->75 75-15 75-15
Prothoate - 100->15 15-4 15-1
Pyrazophos - - - 100-45
Pyrazoxon 100->80 80->8 8-2 8-0.5
Ouinalphos - 100->52 52-13 52-5
Salithion - - 100-60 100-25
Schradan - 100->18 18-9 18-3.6
Sulfote - 100->10 10-2 10-1
Suliprofos - - 100-45 100-18
Temephos - 100-90 100-90
TEPP 100->10 10->0 - -
Terbufos 100->15 150->3 3-0.74 3-0.74
Thio nethon - 100->50 50-10 50-5
Thionazin 100->70 70->5 5-1 5-0.5
Triamiphos - 100->20 20-5 20-1
Triazophos - 100-33 100-13
Trichlorfon - 100-70 100-23
Trichloronat - 100->30 30-8 30-3
Vamidothion - 100-30 100-10

720 2761 orpanochlorine pesticide. solid, toxic.
2995 organochlorine Desticide. licruid. toxic, flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C,
2996 oroanochlorine pesticide, licuid, toxic, including:

72* (a) 720 (b) 72* (c)

% solid % liquid %

Aldrin - 100->75 75-19 75-7
Allidochlor - - 100-35 100-35
Camphechlor - - 100-40 100-15
Chlordane - - 100-55
Chlordimeform - - 100-50
Chlordimeform hydrochloride - - - 100-70
Chloronhacinone 100->40 40->4 4-1 4-0.4
Crimidine 100->25 25->2 2-0.5 2->0
2nT - - 100-55 100-20
1. 2-dibromo-3-chlorooropane - - 100-85 100-34
Dieldrin - 100->75 75-19 75-7
Endosulfan - 100->80 80-20 80-8
Endrin 100->60 60->6 6-1 6-0.5
Hentachlor - 100->80 80-20 80-8
Isobenzane 100->10 10->2 2-0.4 2-0.4
Indan - 100->14 14-3 14-1
tindane (S8HCI - - 100-44 100-55
Mirex - - - 100-60
PentachloroRhenol - 100->54 54-13 54-5
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2601 730 2765 phenoxy pesticide, solid, toxic
(cont'd) 2999 Phenoxy pesticide, licruid, toxic, flammable, flash-point

not less than 23 *C,
3000 vhenoxv pesticide, liauid. toxic, including:

73* (a) 730 (b) 730 (c)

9. 9. solid % liquid •

2. 4-D - 100-75
- - 100-40

2. - - 100-60

Triadimefon - - 100-70

740 2757 carbamate pesticide, solid, toxic,

2991 carbamate vesticide. liauid. toxic, flammable, flash-point
not less than 23 *C,
2992 carbamate vesticide. liquid. toxic, including:

740 (a) 74- (b) 740 (c)

% % solid • liquid

100-> 15 15->l 2->0 1->0
Aminocarb - 100->60 60-15 60- 6
Bendiocarb - 100->65 65-15 65- 5
Benfuracarb - - 100-55 100-20
Butocarboxim - 100-75 100-30
Carbar-l - 100-30 100-10
Carbofuran - 100->10 10- 2 10- 1
Cartao HCL - - 100-40 100-40
Di-allate - - 100-75
Dietan -- 100-60 100-24
Dimetilan - 100->50 50-12 50- 5
Dioxacarb - - 100-30 100-10
Formetanate - 100->40 40-10 40- 4
Isolan - 100->20 20- 5 20- 2
Isovro arb - - 100-85 100-35
Mercatodimethur - 100->70 70-17 70- 7
Methasulfocarb - - 100-55 100-20
Methom-l 100->34 34- 8 34- 3
Mexacarbate - iPO->28 28- 7 28- 2
Mobam - - 100-35 100-14
Oxamvl - 100->10 10- 2.5 10- 1
Pirimicarb - - 100-73 100-29
Promecarb - - 100-35 100-14
Promurit (Muritanl 100->5.6 5.6-0.56 0.56-0.14 0.56->0
ECoxoPu- - 100-45 100-18
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2601
(cont'd)

75" 2777 mercury based pesticide. solid, toxic,
3011 mercury based pesticide, liguld. toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 "C,
3012 mercury based oesticide. liouid. toxic, including:

75' (a) 1 75" (b) 1 75" (c)

Phenylmercuric acetate (PMA) - 100->60 60-15 60-6
Mercuric chloride - 100->70 70-17 70-7
Chloro-methoxy

ethyl mercury 100->40 40-10 40-4
Mercury oxide - 100->35 35- 8 35-3
Phenvlmercurv Dvrocatechin (PMB- 100->60 60-15 60-6

76' 2786 oroanotin pesticide, solid, toxic,
3019 oroanotin pesticide. liouid. toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3020 oroanotin pesticide. liouid. toxic, including:

76" (a) 76" (b) 76" (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Fentin acetate - 100- 62 100-25

Cyhexatin 100- 95 100-35
Fentin hydroxide - 00- 54 100-20

77" 3025 coumarin derivative pesticide. liouid. toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 'C,
3026 coumarin derivative pesticide. liouid. toxic,
3027 coumarin derivative pesticide, solid, toxic, including:

77" (a) 77' (b) 77" (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Brodifacoum 100-> 5 5->0.5 0.5- 0.13 0.5- 0.05
Coumachlor - 100- 25 100-10
Coumafurvl - - 100-80
Coumaohos 100->30 30- 8 30- 3
Coumatetralvl (Racumin) 100->34 34- 8.5 34- 3.4
Dicoumarol - 100- 25 100-10
Difenacou 100->35 35->3.5 3.5- 0.9 3.5- 0.35
Warfarin (and salts of1 100->60 60-> 6 6- 1.5 6- 0.6
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2601
(cont'd)

78* 2781 biovridilium pesticide, solid, toxic,
3015 bioyridilium pesticide, liguid, toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3016 bioyridilium pesticide, liouid, toxic, including:

78" (a) 78" (b) 78" (c)

% % solid % liquid %
Diouat - 100-45

Para~uat 100->40 40-8 40- 8

79" 2759 arsenical oesticide, solid, toxic,
2993 arsenical pesticide. liauid, toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C
2994 arsenical pesticide. liouid, toxic, including:

79' (a) 79" (b) 79* (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Arsenic anhydride 100->40 40-10 40-4
Calcium arsenate 100->40 40-10 40-4
Sodium arsenite 100->20 20- 5 20-2

80" 2775 cooper based pesticide. solid, toxic,
3009 cooper based pesticide. liquid, toxic. flammable,

flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3010 copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic, including:

80" (a) 80" (b) 80" (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Conner sulohate 100-50 100-20

81' 2779 substituted-nitroohenol pesticide. solid, toxic,
3013 substituted nitroohenol pesticide. liqouid. toxic.
flammable, flash-point not less than 23 'C,
3014 substituted nftroohenol pesticide. liquid, toxic,

including:
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2601 82* 2763 triazine pesticide, solid. toxic,
(cont'd) 2997 triazine pesticide, liauid, toxic, flammable,

flash-point not less than 23 IC,
2998 triazine pesticide, licuid. toxic, including:

82' (a) 82' (b) 82 (c)

I solid% liquid%

- 100-90 100-35

- - 100-95

83' 2769 benzoic derivative pesticide, solid, toxic,
3003 benzoic derivative pesticide. liauid. toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3004 benzoic derivative pesticide. liauid, toxic, including:

83' (a) 83' (b) 83' (c)

solid • liquid %

I, f - - - 100-60

84' 2773 phthalimide derivative pesticide, solid. toxic,
3007 phthalimide derivative pesticide, liquid. toxic,
flammable, flash-point not less than 23 'C,
3008 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, lipuid. toxic,

including:

84' (a) 84- (b) 84' (c)

Polid • liquid %

• . -/ --

85' 2767 Phenvl urea Pesticide, solid, toxic,
3001 phenyl urea pesticide, liauid, toxic, flammable,

flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3002 phenvl urea pesticide. liauid. toxic, including:

85' (a) 85- (b) 85' (c)

% % solid~ •liquid %

... -/ ..

./ No pesticide currently assigned to this collective entry.
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2601

(cont'd)

860 2771 dithiocarbamate
3005 dithiocarbamate pesticide, liguid. toxic. flammable,
flash-point not less than 23 *C,
3006 dithiocarbamate venticide. liquid. toxic,
including:

86* (a) 86- (b) 86* (c)

%. I % I solid % I liquid %

netam sodium - - 100-85 100-35

87* Pesticides which cannot be classified under items 710 to 860:
2588 Pesticide. solid, toxic. n.o.s.,
2902 Pesticide. liauid. toxic. n.o.s.,
2903 pesticide. liauid. toxic, flammable, n.o.s., flash-point
not less than 23 *C, such as:

Organonitrogenous compounds

87* (a) 870 (b) 870 (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Benouinox - - 100-50 100-20

Chinomethionate - - 100-50 100-SO

Cycloheximide 100-)40 40-)4 4-1 4-)0

Drazoxalon - - 100-63 100-25

Alkaloids

870 (a) 87- (b) 870 (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Preparations of - 100-)25 25-5 25-5
nicotine

=Synine 100-)20 20-)0 - -

Other organometallic compounds

870 (a) 87- (b) 870 (c)

9. 9. solid liquid '

•77.- -/ +

./ No pesticide currently assigned to this collective entry.
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2601
(cont'd)

Inorganic fluorine compounds

87* (a) 87" (b) 87* (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Barium silico- - - 100-88 100-35
fluoride

Sodium silico- - - 100-62 100-25
fluoride

Inorganic thallium compounds

87° (a) 87=-(=b) 87* (c)

% B solid 7 liquid %

Thallium sulphate - 100-)30 30-8 30-3

Other pesticides

87
° 

(a) 870 (b) 870 (c)

% % solid • liquid %

ANTU 100-)40 40-)4 4-1 4-0.8

Blasticidin-S-3 - - 100-25 100-10

Bromoxynil - - 100-95 100-38

Dazomet - - 100-60

Difenzoauat - - 100-90

pimexano - - - 100-48

Diphacinone 100-)25 25-)3 3-0.7 3-0.2

Endothal-sodium - 100-)75 75-19 75-7

renaminosulph - 100-)50 50-10 50-10

Fenpropathrin - - 100-30 100-10

Fluoracetamide - 100-)25 25-6.7 25-2.5

Imazalil - - 100-64

Ioxfl- - 100-80 100-20

Kelevan - - - 100-48

Norbormide 100-)88 88-)8.8 8.8-2.2 8.8-0.8

Pindone and its salts - - 100-55

Rotenon - 100-65 100-25
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2601 Pyrethrinoids

(cont'd)

87 (a) 87 (b) 87" (c)

% % solid % liquid %

Cyoermethrin 100-80 100-32

NOTE: Aluminium phosphide pesticides are substances of 43o (a).

G. Active substances such as those intended for laboratories
and experiments and for the manufacture of nharmaceutical
products. if not listed under other items of this Class.

90o Active substances, including:

(a) 1570 brucine, 1692 strychnine or 1692 strychnine salts,
1544 alkaloids, solid. n.o.s. or
1544 alkaloid salts. solid. n.o.s.,
1655 nicotine compound. solid. n.o.s. or
1655 nicotine oreparation. solid. n.o.s.,
3140 alkaloids. liouid. n.o.s. or

3140 alkaloid salts. liquid. n.o.s.,
3144 nicotine compound. liouid. n.o.s. or

3144 nicotine preparation. liouid. n.o.s.,
3172 toxins extracted from living sources. n.o.s.

(b) 1654 njotine, 1656 nicotine hydrochloride or ]65
nicotine hydrochloride solution, 1657 nicotine salicylate,
1658 nicotine sulphate, solid or 1658 nicotine sulohate

s , 1659 nicotine tartrate, 1544 alkaloids, solid.
n.o.s, or 1544 alkaloid salts. solid. n.o.s.,
1655 nicotine comoqund. solid. n.o.s. or 1655 nicotine
preparatioll. solid. n.o.s., 1851 medicine. liquid, toxic.
n.o.s., 3140 alkaloids, liouid, n.o.s. or 3140 alkaloid
salts, liouid. n.o.s., 3144 nicotine comoound. liouid.

n.o.s. or 3194 nieotine preparation. liouid. n.o.s.,
3172 toxins extracted from living sources. n.o.s.,
3249 medicine. solid, toxic. n.o.s.

(c) 1544 alkaloids, solid. n.o.s. or
1544 alkaloids salts. solid. n.o.s..

1655 nicotine comoound. solid. n.o.s. or
1655 nicotine oreparation. solid. n.o.s..

1851 medicine, liouid. toxic. n.o.s..
3140 alkaloids, liquid. n.,I, or
3140 alkaloid salts. liouid. n.o.s..
3144 nicotine compound, liouid. n.o.s. or
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2601 3144 nicotine oreoaration. liouid. n.o.s.,
(cont'd) 3172 toxins extracted from living sources. n.o.s.,

3249 medicine. solid, toxic. n.o.s.

NOTE 1: The active substances and triturations or mixtures
of substances of 90" with other substances shall be classified
according to their toxicity [see marginal 2600(3)J.

NOTE 2: Pharmaceutical products ready for use, e.g. cosmetics,
drugs and medicines, which are substances manufactured and packed in
packagings of a type intended for retail sale or distribution for
personal or household consumption, which would otherwise be
substances of 90" are not subject to the provisions of ADR.

NOTE 3: Substances and preparations containing alkaloids or

nicotine used as pesticides are substances of 87'.

H. Emptv nackagings

NOTE: Empty packagings with residues from their previous contents

adhering to the outside are not to be accepted for carriage.

91" Empty oackaginas. including emoty intermediate bulk containers
(IBCs) emoty tank-vehicles, emotv demountable tanks, emp-ty
tank-containers, empty bulk vehicles and empty bulk containers,
uncleaned, which have contained substances of Class 6.1.

2601a Substances of 11, 12', 14' to 28', 32" to 36', 41, 42', 44, 51"
to 55, 57" to 68', 71' to 87' and 90o carried in conformity with

the following provisions are subject neither to the provisions for
this Class contained in this Annex nor to those contained in
Annex B:

(a) Substances classified under (b) of each item:

Liquids: not more than 500 ml per inner packaging and not

more than 2 litres per package;

Solids: not more than I kg per inner packaging and not

more than 4 kg per package.

(b) Substances classified under (c) of each item:

Liquids: not more than 3 litres per inner packaging and
not more than 12 litres per package.

Solids: not more than 6 kg per inner packaging and not
more than 24 kg per package.
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2601a These quantities of substances shall be carried in combination
(cont'd) packagings conforming at least to the conditions of marginal 3538.

The "General conditions of packing" of marginal 3500 (1), (2)

and (5) to (7) shall be observed.

2. Provisions

A. Packages

1. General conditions of oackinq

2602 (1) Packagings shall satisfy the conditions of Appendix A.5, unless
special conditions for the packing of certain substances
are prescribed in marginals 2603 to 2608.

(2) Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBCs) shall satisfy the
conditions of Appendix A.6.

(3) In accordance with the provisions of marginals 2600 (3)
and 3511 (2) or 3611 (2) the following shall be used:

packagings of packing group I, marked with the letter "X", for
the highly toxic substances classified under the letter (a) of
each item;

packagings of packing group II or I, marked with the letter "Y"
or "X, or IBCs of packing group II, marked with the letter
"Y", for the toxic substances classified under the letter (b)
of each item;

packagings of packing group III, II or I, marked with the
letter "Z", "Y"-br "X", or IBCs of packing group III or II,
marked with the letter "Z" or "Y", for the slightly toxic
substances classified under the letter (c) of each item.

NOTE: For the carriage of substances of Class 6.1 in tank-vehicles,
demountable tanks or tank-containers; and for the carriage in bulk
of solids of this Class, see Annex B.

2. Special conditions for oacking of certain substances

2603 (1) Stabilized hydrogen cyanide of I shall be packed:

(a) when completely absorbed by an inert porous material:
in strong metal receptacles of a capacity of not more than
7.5 litres, placed in wooden cases in such a manner that
they cannot Lome into contact with one another. Such a
combination packaging shall comply with the following

conditions:
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2603 (1) (cont'd) 1. The receptacles shall be tested at a pressure of not

(cont'd) less than 0.6 MPa (6 bar) (gauge pressure);

2. The receptacles shall be entirely filled with

the porous material. The porous material shall not

shake down or form dangerous spaces even
after prolonged use or under impact, even at

temperatures of up to 50 *C. The date of filling

shall be durably marked on the lid of each receptacle;

3. The combination packaging shall be tested and
approved, in accordance with Appendix A.5, for packing

group I. The package shall not weigh more than
120 kg.

(b) when liquid,.but not absorbed by a porous material:
in carbon-steel pressure-resistant cylinders which

shall satisfy the following conditions:

1. Before being used for the first time, the

pressure-resistant cylinders shall undergo a hydraulic

pressure test at a pressure of not less than 10 MPa
(100 bar) (gauge pressure). The pressure test shall
be repeated every two years and shall include a

meticulous inspection of the inside of the receptacle

and a check of the tare;

2. The cylinders shall comply with the relevant

provisions of Class 2 (see marginals 2211, 2212(l)(a),

2213, 2215 and 2218);

3. Maximum permissible mass of the contents: 0.55 kg per

litre of capacity.

(2) Solutions of hydrocyanic acid of 2* shall be packed in
flame-sealed glass ampoules, containing not more than 50 g, or in
glass bottles so closed as to be leakproof and containing not more
than 250 g.

The ampoules or bottles shall be carried in combination packagings
which meet the following conditions:

(a) The ampoules and bottles shall be secured by absorbent

cushioning materials in leakproof steel or aluminium outer

packagings; a package shall not weigh more than 15 kg; or

(b) The ampoules and bottles shall be secured by absorbent

cushioning materials in wooden cases with a leakproof

tin-plate lining; a package shall not weigh more than

75 kg.
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2603 (2) The combination packagings referred to in(a) and (b) shall be
(cont'd) tested and approved, in accordance with Appendix A.5, for packing

group I.

2604 Iron pentacarbonyl and nickel tetracarbonyl of 3" shall be packed as
follows:

(1) In seamless moulded bottles made of pure aluminium of a
capacity not exceeding 1 litre and a wall thickness not less than
1 mm, which shall be tested at a pressure of not less than I MPa
(10 bar) (gauge pressure). The bottles shall be closed by means
of a metal screw-.threaded plug with an inert gasket, the
screw-threaded plug being screwed firmly into the neck of the bottle
and so secured that it cannot work loose under normal conditions of
carriage.

A maximum of four aluminium bottles of this type may be secured in
outer packagings of wood or fibreboard by non-flammable absorbent
cushioning material. Such a combination packaging shall conform to
a design type which has been tested and approved for packing group I
in accordance with Appendix A.5.

A package shall not weigh more than 10 kg.

(2) In metal receptacles fitted with completely leakproof closing
devices which shall, if necessary, be secured against mechanical
damage by protective caps. Steel receptacles of a capacity not
exceeding 150 litres shall have a minimum wall thickness of 3 mm,
and larger steel receptacles and receptacles made of other materials
shall have walls at least thick enough to guarantee equivalent
mechanical strength. The maximum capacity of receptacles permitted
shall be 250 litres. The mass of the contents shall be not more
than 1 kg of liquid per litre of capacity.

Before being used for the first time, the receptacles shall undergo
a hydraulic pressure testat a pressure of not less than 1 MPa
(10 bar) (gauge pressure). The pressure test shall be repeated
every five years and shall include a meticulous inspection of
the inside of the receptacle and a check of the tare. Metal
receptacles shall bear the following particulars in clearly
legible and durable characters:

(a) the name of the substance in full (the names of both
substances may also be shown side by side in the event of
alternative use);

(b) the name of the owner of the receptacle;

(c) the tare of the receptacle, including such fittings and
accessories as valves, protective caps, etc.;
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2604 (2) (d) the date (month, year) of the initial test and of the most
(cont'd) recent test, and the stamp of the expert who carried out

the test;

(e) the maximum permissible mass of the contents of the
receptacle in kg;

(f) the internal pressure (test pressure) to be applied in the
hydraulic pressure test.

2605 (1) (a) Ethyleneimine, inhibited, of 4" shall be packed in steel
receptacles of sufficient thickness, which shall be closed
by a screw-threaded bung or plug rendered leakproof both
to liquid and to vapour by means of a suitable gasket.
The receptacles shall initially and periodically, at least
every five years, be tested at a pressure of not less than
0.3 MPa (3 bar) (gauge pressure) in accordance with
marginals 2215 (1) and 2216. Each receptacle shall be
secured by absorbent cushioning materials in a strong
leakproof protective metal packaging. The protective
packaging shall be hermetically closed and its closure
shall be secured against any inadvertent opening. The
mass of the contents shall not exceed 0.67 kg per litre of
capacity. A package shall not weigh more than 75 kg.
Packages weighing more than 30 kg, other than those
forwarded as a full load, shall be fitted with means of
handling.

(b) Ethyleneimine, inhibited, of 4" may also be packed in

steel receptacles of sufficient thickness, which shall be
closed by a screw-threaded bung and a screw-threaded
protective cap or equivalent device leakproof both to
liquid and to vapour. The receptacles shall initially and
periodically, at least every five years, be tested at a
pressure of at least 1 MPa (10 bar) (gauge pressure) in
accordance with marginals 2215 (1) and 2216. The mass
of the contents shall not exceed 0.67 kg per litre of
capacity. A package shall not weigh more than 75 kg.

(c) Receptacles in conformity with (a) and (b) shall bear, in
clearly legible and durable characters:

the name or mark of the manufacturer and the number of the

receptacle;

the word "ethyleneimine";

the tare of the receptacle and its maximum permitted mass
when filled;
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2605 (1) the date (month and year) of the initial test and of the
(cont'd) most recent test undergone;

the stamp of the expert who carried out the tests and
examinations.

(2) Methyl isocyanate of 5* shall be packed:

(a) in hermetically closed receptacles made of pure aluminium
and having a capacity not exceeding one litre, which shall
not be filled beyond 90% of their capacity.
The receptacles shall be secured, not more than 10 to a
box, with appropriate cushioning material in a wooden box.
Packages of this kind shall satisfy the test requirements
for combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538 for
packing group I, and shall not weigh more than 30 kg; or

(b) in receptacles made of pure aluminium having a wall
thickness of not less than 5 mm or in receptacles
of stainless steel. The receptacles shall be fully welded
and shall initially and periodically, at least every
five years, be tested at a pressure of at least 0.5 MPa (5
bar) (gauge pressure) in accordance with marginals 2215
(1) and 2216. They shall be so closed as to be leakproof
by means of two closures one above the other, one of which
shall be screw-threaded or secured in an equally effective
manner.

The degree of filling shall be not more than 90%.

Drums weighing more than 100 kg shall be fitted with rolling
hoops or stiffening ribs.

(c) Receptacles in conformity with (b) shall bear, in clearly
legible and durable characters:

the name or mark of the manufacturer and the number of the
receptacle;

the words "methyl isocyanate";

the tare of the receptacle and its maximum permitted mass
when filled;

the date (month and year) of the initial test and of the
most recent test undergone;

the stamp of the expert who carried out the tests and
examinations.
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2606 (1) Substances classified under (a) of the various items shall be
packed:

(a) in non-removable head steel drums conforming to
marginal 3520; or

(b) in non-removable head aluminium drums conforming to
marginal 3521; or

(c) in non-removable head steel jerricans conforming to
marginal 3522; or

(d) in non-removable head plastics drums of a capacity not
exceeding 60 litres or non-removable head plastics
jerricans conforming to marginal 3526; or

(e) in-composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to
marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings with inner packaging of glass,
plastics or metal conforming to marginal 3538.

(2) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2600 (13) may
also be packed:

(a) in removable head drums conforming to marginals 3520 for
steel, 3521 for aluminium, 3523 for plywood, 3525 for
fibreboard, or 3526 for plastics material, or in removable
head jerricans conforming to marginals 3522 for steel or
3526 for plastics material, if necessary with one or more
sift-proof inner bags; or

(b) in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538,
with one or more sift-proof inner bags.

(3) Sodium cyanide of 41* (a) may also be packed in metal IBCs
conforming to marginal 3622 or in wooden IBCs with a sift-proof
inner liner conforming to marginal 3627, provided it is carried as a
full load.

2607 (1) Substances classified under (b) of the various items shall be
packed:

(a) in steel drums conforming to marginal 3520; or

(b) in aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521; or

(c) in steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522; or

(d) in plastics drums or plastics jerricans conforming to

marginal 3526; or
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2607 (1) (e) in composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to

(cont'd) marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538.

NOTE to (a). (b). (c) and (dl: Simplified conditions are applicable
to removable-head drums and jerricans for viscous substances having

a viscosity of more than 200 mm
2 /s at 23 *C and for solids (see

marginals 3512, 3553, 3554 and 3560).

(2) Substances classified under (b) of the various items which have

a vapour pressure at 50 *C of not more than 110 kPa (1.10 bar) may
also be packed in metal lBCs conforming to marginal 3622 or in rigid

plastics IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or in composite IBCs with

rigid plastics inner receptacle conforming to marginal 3625.

(3) Substances classified under 15'(b) may also be packed in

composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware) conforming to
marginal 3539.

(4) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2600 (13) may

also be packed:

(a) in removable-head drums conforming to marginal 3523 for
plywood or 3525 for fibreboard, if necessary with one or

more sift-proof inner bags; or

(b) in water-resistant bags conforming to marginals 3533

for textile nfaterial, 3534 for woven plastics material,

3535 for plastics film or 3536 for water-resistant paper,
provided the goods are carried as a full load or the bags

secured on pallets; or

(c) in composite IBCs with flexible plastics inner receptacle

conforming to marginal 3625, fibreboard IBCs conforming to

marginal 3626 or wooden IBCs conforming to marginal 3627;
or

(d) in flexible IBCs conforming to marginal 3623, with the

exception of IBCs of types 13H1, 13LI, 13MI, provided that

the goods are carried as a full load or the flexible IBCs

are loaded on pallets.

2608 (1) Substances classified under (c) of the various items shall be

packed:

(a) in steel drums conforming to marginal 3520; or

(b) in aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521; or

(c) in steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522; or
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2608 (d) in plastics drums or plastics jerricans conforming to
(cont'd) marginal 3526; or

(e) in composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to
marginal 3537; or

(f) in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538; or

(g) in composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)
conforming to marginal 3539; or

(h) in light gauge metal packagings conforming to
marginal 3540.

NOTE to (al. (bl. (c). (di. and (hi: Simplified conditions are
applicable to removable-head drums, jerricans and light gauge metal
packagings for viscous substances having a viscosity of more than
200 mm2/s at 23 *C and for solids (see marginals 3512, 3552 to 3554
and 3560).

(2) Substances classified under (c) of the various items which have
a vapour pressure at 50 *C of not more than 110 kPa (1.10 bar) may
also be packed in metal IBCs conforming to marginal 3622, in rigid
plastics IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or in composite IBCs with
rigid plastics inner receptacle conforming to marginal 3625.

(3) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2600 (13) may
also be packed:

(a) in movable-head drums conforming to marginal 3523 for
plywood, or 3525 for fibreboard, if necessary with one or
more sift-proof inner bags; or

(b) in water-resistant bags conforming to marginals 3533
for textile material, 3534 for woven plastics material,
3535 for plastics film or 3536 for water-resistant paper;
or

(c) in flexible IBCc conforming to marginal 3623 with
the exception of IBCe of types 13HI, 13L1 and 13MI,
in composite IBCs with flexible plastics inner receptacle
conforming to marginal 3625, in fibreboard IBCs conforming
to marginal 3626 or in wooden IBCs conforming to marginal
3627.

2609-
2610
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2611 3. Mixed Packing

(1) Substances covered by the same item number may be packed
together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538.

(2) Substances of different items of Class 6.1 in quantities not
exceeding, per inner packaging, 3 litres for liquids and/or 5 kg for
solids, may be packed together and/or with goods not subject to the
provisions of ADR, in a combination packaging conforming to
marginal 3538, provided they do not react dangerously with one
another.

(3) Substances of 1*, 3, 4 and 5* shall not be packed with other
goods.

(4) Substances of 2* and substances classified under (a) of the
various items shall not be packed together with substances and
articles of classes 1 and 5.2 and material of class 7.

(5) Except as otherwise specially provided, substances of 2* and
liquid substances classified under (a) of the various items of
marginal 2601, in quantities not exceeding 0.5 litre per inner
packaging and I litre per package, and substances classified under
(b) and (c) of the various items, in quantities not exceeding, per
inner packaging, 3 litres for liquids and/or 5 kg for solids, may be
packed together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal
3538, with substances or articles of other classes, provided that
mixed packing is also permitted for the substances of these classes,
and/or with goods which are not subject to the provisions of ADR,
provided they do not react dangerously with one another.

(6) The following are considered dangerous reactions:

(a) combustion and/or giving off considerable heat;

(b) emission of flammable and/or toxic gases;

(c) formation of corrosive liquids;

(d) formation of unstable substances.

(7) The mixed packing of acid substances with basic substances in a
package shall not be permitted if the two substances are packed in
fragile receptacles.

(8) The provisions of marginal* 2001 (7), 2002 (6) and (7) and 2602
shall be complied with.

(9) If wooden or fibreboard boxes are used, a package shall not
weigh more than 100 kg.
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4. Marking and danger labels on Packages (See Appendix A.9)

Marking

2612 (1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document, preceded by the letters "UN".

Danoer labels

(2) Packages containing substances or articles of this Class shall
bear a label conforming to model No. 6.1.

(3) Packages containing substances of 1* to 6*, 70(a)2., 8*, 9*,
ii1, 13-, 16-, 18-, 200, 220 or 26*(a)l. or (b)l. shall, in
addition, bear a label conforming to model No. 3.

(4) Packages containing flammable pesticides of 71* to 87* having a
flashpoint of 23 *C or above shall, in addition, bear a label
conforming to model No. 3.

(5) Packages containing substances of 7*(a)l., 100 or 28* shall, in
addition, bear labels conforming to models Nos. 3 and 8.

(6) Packages containing substances of 26*(a)2. or (b)2. or 54*(b)l.
shall, in addition, bear labels conforming to model Nos. 4.1.

(7) Packages containing substances of 660 shall, in addition, bear
a label conforming to model No. 4.2.

(8) Packages containing substances of 44* shall, in addition, bear
a label conforming to model No. 4.3.

(9) Packages containing substances of 68* shall, in addition, bear
a label conforming to model No. 05.

(10) Packages containing substances of 24*(b)2., 27* or 67* shall,
in addition, bear a label conforming to model No. S.

(11) Packages containing fragile receptacles not visible from the
outside shall, in addition, bear on two opposite sides a label
conforming to model No. 12.

(12) Packages containing liquids in receptacles the closures of
which are not visible from the outside, packages containing
receptacles with vents, and receptacles with vents but without outer
packaging, shall, in addition, bear on two opposite sides a label
conforming to model No. 11.

2613
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B. Particulars in the transoort document

2614 The description of the goods in the transport document shall conform
to one of the substance identification numbers and one of the names
underlined in marginal 2601.

If the substance is not mentioned by name but is assigned to an
n.o.s. entry,.or to another collective entry the description of the

goods shall consist of the identification number, the n.o.s.
designation or the collective entry designation, followed by the
chemical or technical name. 2/

The description of the goods shall be followed by particulars of the
class, the item number, the letter. if apolicable. and the initials

"ADR" (or "RJI") e.g. "6.1, 11C(a), ADR".

For the carriage of wastes (see marginal 2000 (5)), the description

of the goods shall be: "Waste containing ...', the component(s)
used for the classification of the waste under marginal 2002 (8) to

be entered under its/their chemical name(s), e.g. "Waste, containing
2570 cadmium compounds, 6.1, 61'(c) ADR".

For the carriage of solutions and mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) containing several components subject to the provisions of
ADR, it will not in general be necessary to refer to more than
two components which most predominantly contribute to the danger or

dangers of the solutions and mixtures.

For the carriage of solutions and mixtures containing only one

component subject to the provisions of ADR, the words "solution" or
"mixture" should be added as part of the name in the transport

document (see marginal 2002 (8)).

When a solid substance is handed over for carriage in the molten
state, the description of the goods shall be completed by the word
"molten", unless it is already included in the name.

If a solution or mixture containing a named substance in accordance
with marginal 2600 (5), is not subject to the conditions of this
Class the consignor may enter in the transport document "Not goods

of Class 6.1".

Z The technical name shall be a name currently used in scientific and
technical handbooks, journals and texts. Trade names shall not be used for this
purpose. In the case of pesticides, the name to be entered should be that given
in ISO Standard 1750:1981 if listed.
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2615-
2621

C. Emotv packaginas

2622 (1) If the empty packagings, uncleaned, of 91" are bags or flexible
IBCs, these shall be placed in boxes or waterproof bags to prevent
any leakage of substance.

(2) Other empty packagings, including uncleaned empty IBCs of 91'
shall be closed in the same manner and with the same degree of
leakproofness as if they were full.

(3) Empty packagings, including uncleaned empty IBCs of 91" shall

bear the same danger labels as if they were full.

(4) The description in the transport document shall conform to one
of the names underlined in 91', e.g.: "Empty packaging, 6.1, 91"
ADR".

In the case of empty tank-vehicles, empty demountable tanks, empty
tank-containers as well as empty vehicles for carriage in bulk and
empty bulk containers, uncleaned, this description shall be
completed by adding the words "Last load" together with the name and
item of the goods last loaded, e.g.: "Last load: 2312 phenol,

molten, 24' (b)".

2623-

2624

D. Transitional measures

2625 Substances of class 6.1 may be carried until 30 June 1995 in
accordance with the requirements for Class 6.1 applicable until
31 December 1994. The transport document shall, in such cases, bear
the inscription "Carriage in accordance with the ADR in force before

I January 1995".

2626-

2649
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CLASS 6.2 - INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES

1. List of substances

2650 (1) Among the substances 1/ covered by the title of Class 6.2,
those which are listed in marginal 2651 or are covered by a
collective heading of that marginal are subject to the conditions
set out in marginal 2650 (2) to marginal 2675 and the provisions of
this Annex and of Annex B. They are then considered as substances
of ADR.

(2) Class 6.2 comprises substances containing viable
micro-organisms, including bacteria, viruses, rickettsia, parasites,
fungi, also as recombinant, hybrid or mutant micro-organisms, that
are known or reasonably believed to cause disease in animals or
humans. They are subject to the provisions of this Class if they
are capable of spreading diseases to humans or animals when exposure
to them occurs.

NOTE 1: Genetically modified micro-organisms and organisms,
biological products, diagnostic specimens and infected live animals
shall be assigned to this Class if they meet the conditions for this
Class.

NOTE 2: Toxic toxins from plant, animal or bacterial sources which
do not contain any infectious substances or organisms or which are
not contained in them are substances of Class 6.1
(see marginal 2601, 90o, identification number 3172).

(3) Substances of Class 6.2 are subdivided as follows:

A: infectious substances with a high risk potential

B: other infectious substances

C: empty packagings.

The substances of marginal 2651, 3o and 4o, are assigned to the
group designated by the letter (b) on the basis of their degree
of danger:

(b) dangerous substances.

[/ For the purposes of this Class, viruses, micro-organisms and

organisms as well as articles contaminated with these shall be considered as
substances of this Class.
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2650 (4) The assignment of substances which are not listed by name
(cont'd) to 1o, 20 and 3o of marginal 2651, shall be made, on the basis of

current scientific knowledge, in accordance with the following risk
groups ?_:

(i) Risk group IV (high individual risk, high community risk)
covers micro-organisms that can cause severe human or
animal disease, which may present a high risk of spreading,
and for which there is usually no effective prophylaxis or
treatment available;

(ii) Risk group III (high individual risk, low community risk)
covers micro-organisms that can cause severe human or
animal disease and may present a high risk of spreading,
but for which there is usually effective prophylaxis or
treatment available;

(iii) Risk group II (moderate individual risk, limited community
risk) covers micro-organisms that can cause human or animal
disease, which are unlikely to spread, and for which there
is usually effective prophylaxis or treatent available;

(iv) Risk group I (low individual and community risk) covers
micro-organisms that are unlikely to cause human or animal
disease.

NOTE 1: Micro-organisms of risk group I are not infectious
substances within the meaning of this Class.

NOTE 2: Genetically modified micro-organisms and organisms 2/ are
micro-organisms and organisms in which the genetic material has been
deliberately altered by technical methods or by means that cannot
occur naturally in nature.

NOTE 3: Genetically modified micro-organisms which are infectious
within the meaning of this Class, are substances of lo, 2o or 3o.
They may not however be assigned to 4o. Genetically modified
micro-organisms which are not infectious substances within the
meaning of this Class, may be substances of Class 9 (see
marginal 2901, 13o, identification number 3245).

Z/ See the World Health Organization's (WHO) "Laboratory Biosafetv
Hanual", 1983 Edition, and Directive 90/679/EEC (Official Journal of the
European Communities, No. L 374 of 31 December 1990, p. 1); they are not
interchangeable with the packing groups in accordance with, e.g. Appendix A.5.

2/ See also Directive 90/219.'EEC, Official Journal of the European
Communities No. L 117 of 8 May 1990, page 1.
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2650 NOTE 4: Genetically modified organisms, which are known or

(cont'd) suspected to be dangerous to humans, animals or the environment,
shall be carried in accordance with conditions specified by the
competent authority of the country of origin.

(5) Substances and mixtures of substances of this Class shall be

considered as solids for the packaging provisions of marginals 2654
and 2655 as long as they do not contain free liquid at a temperature

of less than 45 oC.

(6) "Biological products" are:

- finished biological preparations for human or veterinary use
manufactured in accordance with the requirements of national

public health authorities and moving under special approval or

licence from such authorities, if required; or

- biological products transported prior to licensing for
research or development purposes; or

- finished preparations for use in the experimental treatment

of humans or animals and manufactured in accordance with the
requirements of national public health authorities.

They also cover unfinished biological products prepared in

accordance with procedures of specialized government agencies.

Diagnostic specimens are any human or animal material including, but
not limited to, excreta, secreta, blood and its components, tissue

and tissue fluids being transported for purposes of diagnosis or

research, but excluding live infected animals.

NOTE: "Biological products" and "diagnostic specimens" are not
considered as substantes of this Class if they are known not to

contain infectious substances.

(7) Live vertebrate or invertebrate animals shall not be used to

carry an infectious agent unless the agent cannot be carried by any

other means. Such animals shall be packed, marked, indicated, and
carried in accordance with the relevant regulations governing the

carriage of animals. A/

(8) For the carriage of substances of this Class, the maintenance
of a specified temperature may be necessary.

4/ Such regulations are contained in, e.g., Directive 91/628/EEC (Official

Journal of the European Communities Io. 1 340 of 11 December 1992, p. 17) and in
the Recommendations of the Council of E,,rope (Minlster-al Committee) on the

carriage of certain animal species.
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2651 A. Infectious substances with high risk Potential

1. 2814 Infectious substance. affectino humans.
2900 Infectious substance. affecting animals only.

NOTE It Substances which, in accordance with marginal 2650 (4), are
assigned to risk group IV, shall be assigned to this item.

NOTE 2t Special conditions of packing are applicable to these
substances (see marginals 2653 and 2654).

2 2814 Infectious substance. affecting humans,
2900 Infectious substance, affecting animals only.

NOTE Is Substances which, in accordance with marginal 2650 (4), are
assigned to risk group III, shall be assigned to this item.

NOTE 2. Special conditions of packing are applicable to these
substances (see marginals 2653 and 2654).

a. other infectious substances

3* (b) 2814 Infectious substance. affecting humans,
2900 Infectious substance. affecting animals only.

NOTE: Substances which, in accordance with marginal 2650 (4), are
assigned to risk group II, shall be assigned to this item.

4o (b) 3291 Clinical waste. unsoecified, n.o.e.

NOTE Is Unspecified wastes resulting from medical/veterinary
treatment of humans/animals or from biological research, and which
are unlikely to contain substances of this Class shall be assigned
to this item.

NOTE 2: Specified wastes shall be assigned to 1*, 2* or 3*.

NOTE 3t Decontaminated clinical wastes or wastes resulting from
biological research which previously contained infectious substances
are not subject to the provisions of this Class.

C. Empty usckeaiSns

11 Uncleaned emptv packaoinos, including empty intermediate bulk
containers 1BC), emptv tank vehicles. emoty demountable tanks
and emoty tank-containers, uncleaned, which have contained
substances of Class 6.2 (see marginal 2672).
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2. Provisions

A. Packages

2652 1. General conditions of oacking

(1) Packagings shall satisfy the conditions of Appendix A.5, unless

special conditions for the packing of certain substances are

prescribed in marginals 2653 and 2656.

Intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) shall satisfy the conditions of

Appendix A.6.

(2) In accordance with the provisions of marginals 2650 (3) and

3511 (2) or 3611 (2), the following shall be used:

packagings of packing group II or I, marked with the letter "Y" or

"X", or IBCs of packing group II, marked with the letter "Y" for
dangerous substances classified under the letter (b) of each item;

NOTE: For the carriage of substances of Class 6.2 in tank-vehicles,
demountable tanks or tank-containers see Annex B.

2. Special conditions for gackino of certain substances

2653 (1) Packagings for substances of 1o and 20 shall include the
following essential elements:

(a) An inner packaging comprising:

a leakproof primary receptacle;

a leakproof secondary packaging;

absorbent material placed between the primary receptacle
and the secondary packaging: if several primary

receptacles are placed in a single secondary packaging,
they shall be individually wrapped so as to prevent

contact between them. The absorbent material, such as
cotton wool,shall be in sufficient quantity to absorb the
entire contents of the primary receptacles.

Whatever the intended temperature of the consignment, the primary
receptacle or the secondary packaging shall be capable of

withstanding without leakage an internal pressure producing a
pressure differential of not less than 95 kPa (0.95 bar) and
temperatures in the range -40 o C to +55 o C.

NOTE: Inner packagings containing infectious substances shall not

be consolidated in an outer packaging with other types of goods.

Vol. 1945, A-8940
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2653 (1) (b) An outer packaging of adequate strength for its capacity,
(cont'd) mass and intended use, and with a minimum external

dimension of 100 mm.

(2) Packagings conforming to paragraph (1) shall be tested in

accordance with the provisions of marginal 2654; the packaging

design type shall be one permitted by the competent authority.
Every packaging manufactured in accordance with the approved design
type shall be marked in accordance with marginal 3512.

Tests for oackagings in accordance with marginal 2653

2654 (1) Other than for packagings for live animals and organisms,
samples of each packaging shall be prepared for testing as described
in paragraph (2) and then subjected to the tests in paragraphs (3)

to (5). If the nature of the packaging makes it necessary,
equivalent preparation and tests are permitted, provided that these
may be demonstrated to be at least as effective.

(2) Samples of each packaging shall be prepared as for carriage,

except that the substance to be carried shall be replaced by water,
or, where conditioning at -18 "C is specified, by a mixture
water/antifreeze. Each primary receptacle shall be filled to 98%
capacity.

(3) Packagings prepared as for carriage shall be subjected to the
tests in the table, which, for test purposes, categorizes packagings
according to their material characteristics. For outer packagings,
the headings in the table relate to:

fibreboard or similar materials whose performance may be
rapidly affected by moisture;

plastics which may embrittle at low temperature; and

other materials such as metal whose performance is not affected
by moisture or temperature.

If a primary receptacle and a secondary packaging (see marginal 2653
(1) (a)) are made of different materials, the material of the
primary receptacle determines the appropriate test. In instances
where a primary receptacle is made of two materials, the material
most liable to damage shall determine the appropriate tests.
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Table

Material of Tests required

Outer packaging Inner packaging In accordance In
with (3), letter accordance

with (4)

Fibre- Plastics Other Plastics Other (a) (b) (c) (d)
board

x x x x When x
X x X dry X

x x x ice x
x x x is x

x X x used x
X X X x

(a) Samples shall be subjected to free-fall drops on to a
rigid, non-resilient, flat, horizontal surface from a height of 9 m.
Where the samples are in the shape of a box five shall be dropped in
sequence:

one flat on to the bottom,

one flat on to the top,

one flat on to the long side,

one flat on to the short side,
one on to a corner.

Where the samples are in the shape of a drum,
in sequence:

one diagonally on to the top chime, with
directly above the point of impact,

three shall be dropped

the centre of gravity

one diagonally on to the base chilie,

one flat on to the side.

Following the appropriate drop sequence, there shall be no leakage
from the primary receptacle(s) which shall remain protected by
absorbent material in the secondary packaging.

(b) The samples shall be fully immersed in water for a period
of at least 5 minutes and then allowed to drain for not more than
30 minutes at 23 oC and 50 ± 2% relative humidity. It shall then be
subjected to the test described in (a).

Vol 1845, A-8940
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2654 (3) (c) The samples shall be conditioned in an atmosphere

(cont'd of -18 oC or less for a period of at least 24 hours and within
15 minutes of removal from that atmosphere be subjected to the test

described in (a). Where the samples contains dry ice, the

conditioning period may be reduced to four hours.

(d) Where the packaging is intended to contain dry ice, a test

additional to that specified in (a) or (b) or (c) shall be carried

out. One sample shall be stored so that all the dry ice dissipates

and then be subjected to the test described in (a).

(4) Packagings with a gross mass of 7 kg or less shall be subjected

to the tests described in (a) below and packagings with a gross mass

exceeding 7 kg to the tests in (b) below.

(a) Samples shall be placed on a level hard surface. A

cyliodrical steel rod with a mass of at least 7 kg, and a diameter

not exceeding 38 mm, and whose impact end edges have a radius not

exceeding 6 mm, shall be dropped in a vertical free fall from a

height of I m, measured from the impact end to the impact surface of
the sample. One sample shall be placed on its base. A second

sample shall be placed in an orientation perpendicular to that used

for the first. In each instance, the steel rod shall be aimed to
impact the primary receptacle. Following each impact, penetration
of the secondary packaging is acceptable, provided that there is no
leakage from the primary receptacle(s).

(b) Samples shall be dropped on to the end of a cylindrical
steel rod. The rod shall be set vertically in a level hard surface.

It shall have a diameter of 38 mm and the edges of the upper end a

radius not exceeding 6 mm. The rod shall protrude from the surface

a distance at least equal to that between the primary receptacle(s)

and the outer surface of the outer packaging with a minimum of

200 mm. One sample shall be dropped in a vertical freefall from a

height of I m, measured from the top of the steel rod. A second

sample shall be dropped from the same height in an orientation
perpendicular to that used for the first. In each instance, the

packaging shall be so orientated that the steel rod would penetrate

the primary receptacle(s). Following each impact, penetration of

the secondary packaging is acceptable, provided that there is no

leakage from the primary receptacle(s).
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2654 (5) As long as an equivalent level of performance is
(cont'd) maintained, the following variations in the primary

receptacles placed within the secondary packaging are allowed
without the need for further testing of the completed packaging:

Primary receptacles of equivalent or smaller size as compared to the
tested primary receptacles may be used provided:

(a) the primary receptacles are of similar design to the primary
receptacle tested (e.g. rounded, rectangular);

(b) the material of construction of the primary receptacles
(e.g. glass, plastics, metal) has a resistance to impact and
stacking pressure equivalent to or better than that of the
primary receptacles initially tested;

(c) primary receptacles have the same or smaller openings and
the closure is of equivalent design (e.g. screw-threaded
plug, bung);

(d) sufficient additional cushioning material is used to fill up
empty space and to prevent significant movement of the
primary receptacles; and

(e) primary receptacles are oriented within the secondary

packagings in the same manner as in the tested package.

2655 (1) Substances classified under 3' (b) and 4 (b) shall be
packed in:

(a) steel drums conforming to marginal 3520; or

(b) aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521; or

(c) steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522; or

(d) plastics drums or jerricans conforming to
marginal 3526; or

(e) composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to

marginal 3537; or

(f) combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538; or

(g) composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)
conforming to marginal 3539; or
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2655 (h) metal IBCs conforming to marginal 3622; or

(cont'd)
(i) rigid plastics IBCs conforming to marginal 3624; or

(j) reserved)

(k) composite IBCs with plastics inner receptacles conforming

to marginal 3625, with the exception of IBCs of types

IIHZ2 and 31HZ2.

(2) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2650(5) may

also be packed in plywood drums conforming to marginal 3523 or in

fibre drums conforming to marginal 3525, if necessary with one or

more leakproof inner bags.

2656 Biological products and diagnostic specimens of I* to 3' where a

relatively low probability exists that infectious substances are

present e.g. for routine screening tests or initial diagnosis, must

meet all the provisions of this class except where the following

conditions are met:

(1) The primary receptacles do not contain more than 50 ml for

biological products, 100 ml for diagnostic specimens;

(2) The outer packaging does not contain more than:

50 ml for biological products when fragile primary receptacles

are used;

100 ml for biological products when other than fragile primary

receptacles are used;

500 ml for diagnostic specimens.

(3) The primary receptacles are leakproof; and

(4) The packaging is in accordance with the provisions of this

class; however it need not be subjected to the tests.

2657 When substances of this Class are carried in deeply refrigerated
liquid nitrogen, the inner packagings shall conform tothe

provisions for this Class and the containers for the nitrogen shall

conform to the provisions of Class 2.

2658 (1) The openings of primary receptacles for liquids of i' and 2
°

shall be closed so as to be leakproof by means of two devices placed

in series, one of which shall be screw-threaded or secured in an

eouivalent manner.
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2658 (2) Receptacles for substances of 3" and 4" which evolve
(cont'd) gases and which are carried at ambient temperature of

more than 15 'C shall be fitted with a specific pathogen-tight vent
in the lid, which shall be protected against external mechanical
stresses.

With reusable receptacles, the filter of the vent shall be replaced

before refilling.

(3) Plastics or fibreboard packagings intended for the carriage of
wastes of 4' shall be resistant and if the wastes contain sharp
objects, shall be impenetrable to such objects.

(4) The closure of packagings for substances of 4" shall be so
constructed that they are hermetically closed after filling and so
designed that any subsequent opening is immediately evident.

2659-
2660

3. Mixed packing

2661 (1) Substances covered by the same item number may be packed

together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538.

(2) Substances of 1', 2" and 3" may be packed together in a
combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538, if the package is
tested and approved in accordance with the provisions for substances
of ]" and 2.

(3) Substances of Class 6.2 shall not be packed together with
substances and articles of other classes, nor with goods not subject
to the provisions of ADR. This does not apply to biological
products and diagnostic specimens which are packed in accordance
with marginal 2656 or to substances being carried as coolants,
e.g. ice, dry ice or deeply refrigerated liquid nitrogen.

(4) The provisions of marginals 2001(7), 2002(6) and (7) and 2652
shall be observed.

(5) If wooden or fibreboard boxes are used, a package shall not
weigh more than 100 kg.
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4. Markino and danger labels on oackages (See Appendix A.9)

Marking

2662 (1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document, preceded by the letters "UN".

Danger labels

(2) Packages containing substances of this Class shall bear a label
conforming to model No. 6.2.

(3) Packages containing substances of this Class carried in deeply
refrigerated liquid nitrogen shall, in addition, bear a label
conforming to model No. 2.

(4) Packages containing substances of 3" and 4' in fragile
receptacles which are not visible from the outside shall, in
additiob, bear on two opposite sides a label conforming to
model No. 12.

(5) Packages containing liquid substances of 3" in receptacles the
closures of which are not visible from the outside, as well as
packages containing vented receptacles and vented receptacles
without outer packaging, shall, in addition, bear on two opposite
sides a label conforming to model No. 11.

2663

B. Particulars in the transoort document

2664 The description of the goods in the transport document shall conform
to one of the identification numbers and names underlined in
marginal 2651, followed bythe biological name of the substance 5/
for substances of I to 3.

(1) If the infectious substance is a genetically modified
substance, the words "genetically modified micro-organisms shall be
added.

(2) For biological products and diagnostic specimens which are
offered for transport under the conditions of marginal 2656, the
description of the goods shall be: "Biological product/diagnostic
specimen, containing ... " the infectious substance determining the
classification under 1', 2" or 3" to be entered.

/The biological name given shall normally be that used in reference books,
regularly appearing publications and scientific and technical texts. Trade names
shall not be used for this purpose.
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2664 (2) The description of the goods shall be followed by the
(cont'd) particulars of the Class. the item number, together with

the letter, if any, in the list of substances and the initials "ADR"
(or "EMD"), e.g. 6.2, 3' (b) ADR.

For the carriage of wastes [see marginal 2002(8)] the description of

the goods shall be: "waste, containing ....,. the component(s)

determining-the classification of the waste under marginal 2002(8)
to be entered under its/their chemical or biological name(s),

e.g.: "Waste, containing 2814. Infectious substance, affecting
humans, Marburg virus, 6.2, 2' ADR".

For the carriage of solutions or mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) containing two or more components subject to ADR, in general

not more than the two components which most predominantly contribute

to the danger(s) of the solutions or mixtures need be shown. For

wastes of 4', the description underlined is sufficient: "3291
Clinical Waste, unspecified, n.o.s. 6.2, 4' (b), ADR".

For the carriage of easily perishable substances, appropriate

information shall be provided, e.g.: "Cool at +2/+4 'C" or "carry

in frozen state" or "do not freeze".

2665-

2671

C. Emotv nackaainas

2672 (1) Empty packagings, including empty IBCs, uncleaned, of 11' shall
be closed in the same manner and with the same degree of
leakproofness as if they were full.

(2) Empty packagings, including empty IBCs, uncleaned, of 11" shall
bear the same danger labels as if they were full.

(3) The description in the transport document shall conform to one

of the descriptions underlined under 11, e.g. "Empty packagings,
6.2, I', ADR". In the case of empty tank-vehicles, empty

demountable tanks, empty tank-containers and empty small containers,

uncleaned, this description shall be completed by adding the words

"Last load", together with the name and Item number of the goods

last loaded, e.g.: "Last load: 2900 Infectious substance, affecting

animals, 3" (b)".

2673
D. Other orovisions

2674 Other provisions for substances of this Class which are enacted for

reasons other than those of safety, are not affected (e.g. those

concerning impor. and export, marketing or distribution, protection
at work, veterinary purposes).
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E. Transitional provisions

2675 Substances of Class 6.2 may be carried until 31 December 1995 in
accordance with the provisions applicable for Class 6.2 until

31 December 1994. In such cases, the transport document shall bear
the inscription: "Carriage in accordance with the ADR in force
before 1 January 1995".

2676-
2699"
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CLASS 7. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

2700 (1) Footnote 1/, Amend as follows:

1/ The provisions of Class 7 are based on the following
principles and provisions of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).

"Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material,
Safety Series No. 6, 1985 Edition, (As Amended 1990) which also
includes the general principles for Radiation Protection.

Explanations and further information about these regulations can
be found in the following documents:

1. IAEA 'Advisory Material for the IAEA Regulations for The
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials' (1985 Edition)
Safety Series No. 37, Third Edition (As Amended 1990).

2. IAEA 'Explanatory Material for the IAEA Regulations for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials' (1985
Edition) Safety Series No. 7, Second Edition (As Amended
1990).

3. IAEA 'Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection'
Safety Series No. 9, 1982 Edition.

4. IAEA 'Emergency Response Planning and Preparedness for
Transport Accidents Involving Radioactive Material'
Safety Series No. 87, 1988 Edition.

5. IAEA 'Schedule of Requirements for the Transport of
Specified Types of Material Radioactive Consignments'
Safety Series No. 80 (As Amended 1990)."

2700 (2) 2. In the second line after "uranlum-238", amend "." to "Z"

and after "thorium-232", amend "." to ":".

7. In the last line delete "transport and".

9. In the second line after "of a", insert the word "large".
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2700 14. Under the title "Package", insert as follows:
(cont'd)

"Package shall mean the packaging with its radioactive
contents as presented for transport. Package and
packaging performance standards, in terms of retention of
integrity of containment and shielding, depend upon the
quantity and nature of the radioactive material
transported."

14.(b) (1) After the words "(see marginal 3732)" add the
sentence "and, in addition, for the specific design
provision (see marginal 3733)".

17. In the last line amend "(or millirem)" to
"(millirem)"

2702 3. In the title amend "Package Maximum Radiation Level" to
"Maximum Radiation Level".

In the second line after "(0.5 mrem/h) at", insert the
sentence "any point on".

4. In the second line after "wagons/vehicles", insert the
words "containers, tanks".

5.(a) (English only)
Change "(10-6 uCi/cm2)" to "(10 -6 pCi/cm2 )".

5.(b)(English only)

Align the word "(b)" with word "(a)".

2703 3. Delete "Package" in the title.

3.(a) (i) Change "at the surface of the package, and" to "at

any point on any external surface, and".

3.(b) (English only)
In the second line after "2 mSv/h", insert "(200
mrem/h)".

3.(b) (i) Change "there is" to "the wagon/vehicle is equipped
with".
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2703 4. In the third line after "wagons/vehicles", insert
(cont'd) "containers, tanks".

4.(a) and (b) Insert "also" after "which".

5. In the second line after "contaminated", insert the
sentence "above the limits in paragraph 4, or which show
a surface radiation level in excess of 5 gSv/h
(0.5 mrem/h)".

7.(a) Change to: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5,

1.6 or 01".

8.(a) (iv) (English only)

Align "fissile, containing more)" in the UN number 2977.

8.(a) (vi) Becomes (vii).

Insert a new (vi) as follows: "Each package except tank
containers and overpacks shall be clearly and durably marked with
the identification number of the goods to be entered in the
transport document, preceded by the letters 'UN'".

8.(b) (iii) Delete "with a capacity of more than 3,000 litres"
and insert "as well as vehicles and containers for
carriage in bulk".

2704 Schedules 1 to 13
Item 3, delete "Package" in the title.

Schedule 1. 8.(a) (ill: (English only)

Replace "radioactive" with "Radioactive".

Schedule 1. 8.(a) (i): Amend as follows:

"Marking: see marginal 2702.
Labelling: No provisions."

Schedule 2. 8.(b)
Replace "No provisions" with "See marginal 2702".

Schedule 3. 8.(a)
Replace "No provisions" with "See marginal 2702".
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2704 Schedule 4. 8.(a) (i): Amend as follows:

(cont'd)
"Marking: see marginal 2702.

Labelling: No provisions."

Schedule 6. 2.(cl: Table 4 (English only)
Replace "INUDSTRIAL" with "INDUSTRIAL"

Schedule 7: (English only):
Align NOTE 1, NOTE 2, NOTE 3 as in Schedule 6.

Schedule 9. 2.(b)
In the third line after "loss of shielding", insert "integrity".

Schedule 9. 1O.(b) (Hi): (English only)

In the third line replace the UN number "2892" with "2982".

Schedule 10. NOTE I
In the third line after "lose its shielding", insert "integrity".

Schedule 10: (English only)
Align NOTE 2, NOTE 3, as in Schedule 6.

Schedule 10. 2.(b) (i
In the third line after "loss of shielding", insert "integrity".

Schedule 10. 2.(b) (ii): (English only)
In the second line replace "containment integrity and shielding"
with "containment and shielding integrity".

Schedule 10. 8.(b) (iv)
Add: "shown in marginal 2705(5)" after "trefoil".

Schedule 10. 12.(b): (Eoglish only)
In the first line after T'average", insert "surface".

Schedule 11. NOTE 1

In the third line after "lose its shielding", insert "integrity".

Schedule 11. 2.(a): (English only)
Align the whole subparagraph.

Schedule 11. 2.(b) (ii): (English only)
In the second line replace "containment integrity and shielding"
with "containment and shielding integrity".
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2704 Schedule 11. 8.(b) (iv)

(cont'd) Add: "shown in marginal 2705(5)" after "trefoil".

Schedule 11. 12.(cl

In the second and third line change "and as far as practicable"

to "for which".

Schedule 12. 2.(al (ii)

In the first line change "Hydrogenous" to "Homogeneous
hydrogenous".

Schedule 12. 2.(a) (iii)

In the last line after "arrangement", add "within the package".

Schedule 12. 6.
In the second line change "contents" to "material".

Schedule 12. 8.(b)
In the first line change "plainly" to "legibly".

Schedule 12. 8.(b) M

In the first line replace "Type" to "TYPE" (three times).

2705 (2) Insert a new paragraph (2) to read as follows:

"(2) Each package, except tanks, containers, overpacks
and excepted packages of schedules I to 4, shall be

clearly and durably marked with the identification number
of the goods to be entered in the transport document

preceded by the letters 'UN'".

Renumber paragraphs (2) to (4) as paragraphs (3) to (5).

2705 (4) (Renumbered (5)). In the last line change "in models Nos. 7A

to 7D" to "below" and -dd the figure below:
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60"

- -X/2

5X

Leuic trefoil :ymbol with proporiow baitd on a cetral circle ofradius X. 1e minimum
dowhr ite of X &hal be 4 mM

2707 In the title, insert "containers for carriage in bulk" after
"Additional labelling of".

2709 (b) Replace the sentence "the name or symbol of each
radionuclide; or the most significant radionuclide;"
with "the name or symbol of each radionuclide or,
for mixture of radionuclides, an appropriate general
description or a list of the most restrictive
nuclides;".

(b) (i) In the last line, delete "and".
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2712 (5) Table 10

Delete the references "10/" and "1/" from the Table 10.
Delete the references LV and II/ below Table 10.

2713 (1) (a) (i) Change "there is" to "the vehicle is equipped
with".

(1) Delete the last paragraph initiating with:
"If the exclusive use

2716 (English only)

In the first column and second row change "a," to "A,".

CLASS 8: Replace marginals 2800 to 2899 by the following:

"CLASS 8. CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES

1. List of substances

2800 (1) Among the substances and articles covered by the title of
Class 8, those which are listed in marginal 2801 or are covered
by a collective heading in that marginal are subject to the
conditions set out in marginals 2800 (2) to 2822 and to the
provisions of this Annex and of Annex B. They are then
considered as substances and articles of ADR.

NOTE: For the quantities of substances listed in marginal 2801
which are not subject to the "provisions for this Class", either
in this Annex or in Annex B, see marginal 2801a.

(2) The title of Class 8 covers substances which by chemical
action attack epithelial tissue - of skin or mucous membranes -
with which tey are in .contact, and substances which in the event
of leakage are capable of damaging or destroying other goods, or
means of transport, and may also cause other hazards. The title
of this Class also covers other substances which form a corrosive
liquid only in the presence of water, or which produce corrosive
vapour or mist in the presence of natural moisture of the air.
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2800 (3) (a) Substances and articles of Class 8 are subdivided as
(cont'd) follows:

A. Acid substances;

B. Basic substances;

C. Other corrosive substances;

D. Articles containing corrosive substances;

E. Empty packagings.

(b) Substances and articles of Class 8 which are
classified under the various items of marginal 2801
other than substances of 6, 14" and 15" shall be
assigned to one of the following groups designated
by the letter (a), (b) or (c) according to their
degree of corrosivity:

(a): highly corrosive;

(b): corrosive;

(c): slightly corrosive.

(c) Allocation of substances to groups (a), (b) or (c)
has been on the basis of experience taking into

account such additional factors as inhalation risk
1/ and reactivity with water (including the
formation of dangerous decomposition products). The
degree of-corrosivity of substances not specifically
named, including mixtures, can be judged by the
length of time of contact necessary to produce full
thickness destruction of human skin.

J/ A substance or preparation meeting the criteria
of Class 8 having an inhalation toxicity of dusts and
mists (LC..) in the range of group (a), but toxicity
through oral ingestion or dermal contact only in the
range of group (c) or less, shall be allocated to

Class 8.
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2800 (c) Substances which are Judged not to cause full
(cont'd) (cont'd) thickness destruction of human skin shall still be

considered for their potential to cause corrosion to
certain metal surfaces. In making this grouping,
account should be taken of human experience in
instances of accidental exposure. In the absence of
human experience, the grouping should be based on
data obtained from animal experiments in accordance
with OECD Guideline 404. 2/

(d) Substances that cause full thickness destruction of
intact skin tissue within an observation period up
to 60 minutes starting after the exposure time of 3
minutes or less are substances of group (a).

(e) Substances that cause full thickness destruction of
intact skin tissue within an observation period up
to 14 days starting after the exposure time of more
than 3 minutes but not more than 60 minutes are
substances of group (b).

(f) The following are substances of group (c):

substances that cause full thickness
destruction of intact skin tissue within an
observation period up to 14 days starting
after the exposure time of more than
60 minutes but not more than 4 hours;

substances which are judged not to cause full
thickness destruction of intact skin tissue,
but which exhibit a corrosion rate on steel or
aluminium surfaces exceeding 6.25 mm a year at
a test temperature of 55 *C. For the purposes
of testing steel, type P3 (ISO 2604 (IV);
1975) or a similar type, and for testing
aluminium, non-clad types 7075-T6 or AZ5GU-T6
shall be used.

2/ OECO Guidelines for Testing of Chemicals, No. 404
"Acute Dermal Irritation/Corrosion" (1992).
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2800 (4) If substances of Class 8, as a result of admixtures, come
(cont'd) into different categories of risk from those to which the

substances specifically named in marginal 2801 belong, these
mixtures or solutions shall be assigned to the items and groups
to which they belong on the basis of their actual degree of
danger.

NOTE: For the classification of solutions and mixtures (such as
preparations and wastes), see also marginal 2002 (8).

(5) On the basis of the criteria set out in (3), it may also be

determined whether the nature of a solution or a mixture
specifically named or containing a specifically named substance
is such that the solution or mixture is not subject to the
provisions for this class.

(6) For the packaging requirements of marginals 2805 (2),
2806 (3) and 2807 (3), substances and mixtures of substances
having a melting point above 45 *C are considered to be solids.

(7) (a) Flammable corrosive liquids having a flashpoint
below 23 *C, other than substances of 54' (a) and

68' (a), are substances of Class 3 (see marginal 2301,

items 21' to 26").

(b) Flammable, slightly corrosive liquids having a
flashpoint between 23 "C and 61 *C, are substances of
Class 3 (see marginal 2301, 33").

(c) Corrosive substances which are highly toxic by
inhalation, as defined in marginal 2600 (3), are
substances of Class 6.1 (see marginal 2601).

(8) The chemically unstable substances of Class 8 are to be
accepted for carriage only if the necessary steps have been taken

to prevent their dangerous decomposition or polymerization during
carriage. To this end it should in particular be ensured that
receptacles do not contain any substance liable to promote these
reactions.

(9) 1910 calcium oxide and 2812 sodium aluminate, identification
numbers assigned in the United Nations Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods, are not subject to the provisions

of ADR.
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2800 (10) The flashpoint referred to below shall be determined in the
(cont'd) manner described in Appendix A.3.

A. Acid substances

2801 INORGANIC SUBSTANCES

1" Sulphuric acid and similar substances:

(a) 1829 sulohur trioxide. inhibited (sulphuric
anhydride, inhibited), 1831 sulphuric acid. fumina

(oleum), 2240 chromosulohuric acid;

(b) 1794 lead sulohate with more than 3% free acid,

1830 sulphuric acid with more than 51% acid,

1832 sulohuric acid. spent, 1833 sulohurous acid,
1906 sludge acid, 2308 nitrosylsulohuric acid,
2583 alkvlsulphonic acids, solid with more than 5%

free sulphuric acid or 2583 arvlsulohonic acids.

soLid with more than 5% free sulphuric acid, M584
alkylsulohonic acids, liauid with more than 5% free

sulphuric acid or 2584 arylsulohonic acids. liquid
with more than 5% free sulphuric acid, Z7M
sulphuric acid with not more than 51% acid or 2796
battery fluid. acid, 2837 bisulohates. aqueous
solution (hydrogensulphate, aqueous solution).

NOTE 1: 2585 alkylsulphonic or arylsulphonic acids,

solid and 2586 alkylsulphonic or arylsulphonic acids,
liquid with not more than 5% free sulphuric acid are

substances of item 34".

NOTE 2: Lead sulphate with not more than 3% free acid is
not subject to the provisions of ADR.

NOTE 3: Chemically unstable mixtures of sulphuric acid,

spent, are not to be accepted for carriage.

(c) 2837 bisulohates. aoueous solution
(hydrogensulphate, aqueous solution).
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2801 2 Nitric acids:
(cont'd)

(a) 1. 2031 nitric acid, other than red fuming, with
more than 70% acid.

2. 2032 nitric acid. red fuming;

(b) 2031 nitric acid, other than red fuming, with not

more than 70% acid.

3" Nitrating acid mixtures:

(a) 1796 nitrating acid mixture with more than 50%
nitric acid, 1826 nitrating acid mixture. spent with

more than 50% nitric acid;

(b) 1796 nitrating acid mixture with not more than 50%
nitric acid, 1826 nitrating acid mixture, spent with

not more than 50% nitric acid.

NOTE 1: 1798 nitrohydrochloric acid is not to be

accepted for carriage.

NOTE 2: Chemically unstable mixtures of nitrating acid
or mixtures of residual sulphuric and nitric acids, not

denitrated, are not to be accepted for carriage.

4 Perchloric acid solution:

(b) 1802 perchloric acid with not more than 50% acid, by

mass in aqueous solution.

NOTE 1: 1873 perchloric acid aqueous solution with more
than 50% but not more than 72% pure acid, by mass are
substances of Class 5.1 (see marginal 2501, item 3" (a)).

NOTE 2: Perchloric acid aqueous solution with more than

72% pure acid, by mass, or mixtures of perchloric acid
with any liquid other than water, are not to be accepted

for carriage.
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5 Aqueous solutions of hydrogen halides, with the exception

of hydrofluoric acid:

(b) 1787 hydriodic acid, 1788 hydrobromic acid, *789
hydrochloric acid;

(c) 1787 hydriodic acid, 1788 hydrobromic acid, 1789
hydrochloric acid, 1840 zinc chloride solution,

2580 aluminium bromide solution, 2581 aluminium
chloride solution, 2582 ferric chloride solution
(iron trichloride solution).

NOTE: Hydrogen bromide, anhydrous and hydrogen chloride,
anhydrous are substances of Class 2 [see marginal 2201,
3" (at) and 5' (at)].

6 Hydrogen fluoride and hydrofluoric acid solutions with

more than 85% hydrogen fluoride:

1052 hvdroaen fluoride, anhydrous, 1790 hydrofluoric acid

with more than 85% hydrogen fluoride.

NOTE: Special packing provisions are applicable to these

substances (see marginal 2803).

7" Solutions of hydrogen fluoride with not more than 85%

hydrogen fluoride:

(a) 1786 hydrofluoric acid and sulohuric acid
mixture,1790 hydrofluoric acid with more than 60%

but ot- more than 85% hydrogen fluoride;

(b) 1790 hydrofluoric acid with not more than 60%

hydrogen fluoride, 2817 ammonium hvdrooendifluoride

solution (ammonium bifluoride solution);

(c) 2817 ammonium hvdrooendifluoride solution (ammonium

bifluoride solution).
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2801 8" Fluoro-acid substances:
(cont'd)

(a) 1777 fluorosulohonic acid;

(b) 1757 chromic fluoride solution, I7
difluoroohosohoric acid. anhydrous, 1775 fluoroboric
acid, 1776 fluoroohosohoric acid. anhydrous,
1778 fluorosilicic acid, 1782 hexafluoroohosohoric

(c) 1757 chromic fluoride solution.

9 Solid fluorides and other solid fluorinated substances
which, in contact with moist air or water, emit hydrogen
fluoride:

(b) 1727 ammonium hvdrooendifluoride. solid, 175
chromic fluoride, solid, 1811 ootassium
hydrogendifluoride (potassium bifluoride), 2439
sodium hydroaendifluoride (sodium bifluoride),
1740 hydrogendifluorides. n.o.s.;

(c) 1740 hydrooendifluorides. n.o.s.

NOTE: 2505 ammonium fluoride, 1812 potassium fluoride,
1690 sodium fluoride, 2674 sodium fluorosilicate and
2856 fluorosilicates, n.o.s. are substances of Class 6.1

(see marginal 2601, 63" (c), 64' (c) or 87" (c)].

I0, Liquid fluorides and other liquid fluorinated substances
which, in contact with moist air or water, emit hydrogen
fluoride:

(b) 1732 antimony pentafluoride, 2851 boron trifluoride
dihvdrate

NOTE: 1745 bromine pentafluoride, 1746 bromine

trifluoride and 2495 iodine pentafluoride are substances
of Class 5.1 (see marginal 2501, 5").

II* Solid halides and other solid halogenated substances,
with the exception of fluorine compounds, which, in

contact with moist air or water, emit acid fumes:
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2801 (b) 1725 aluminium bromide. anhydrous, 1726 aluminium
(cont'd) chloride anhydrous, 1733 antimony trichloride,

1806 ohosohorus Dentachloride, 1939 ohosohorus

oxybromide, 2691 ohosphorus oentabromide, Z869
titanium trichloride mixture

NOTE: Solid hydrated forms of aluminium bromide and
aluminium chloride are not subject to the provisions of
ADR.

(c) 1773 ferric chloride. anhydrous (iron (III)
chloride, anhydrous), 2331 zinc chloride. anhydrous,
2440 stannic chloride oentahvdrate, 2475 aynadium
trichloride, 2503 zirconium tetrachloride,

2508 molybdenum oentachloride, 2802 cooper chloride,

2869 titanium trichloride mixture.

NOTE: Ferric chloride hexahydrate is not subject to the
provisions of ADR.

12" Liquid halides and other liquid halogenated substances,
with the exception of fluorine compounds, which, in

contact with moist air or water, emit acid fumes:

(a) 1754 chlorosulohonic acid with or without sulphur
trioxide, 1758 chromium oxvchloride (chromyl

chloride), 1809 ohosohorus trichloride, 1828 sulohur
chlorides, 1834 sulohuryl chloride, 1836 thionyl
c , 2444 vanadium tetrachloride, 2692 boron

tribromide (boron bromide), 2879 selenium
oxychloride;

(b) 1730 antimonv oentachloride. liouid, 1731 antimony
oentachloride solution, 1792 iodine monochloride,
1808 ohosohorus tribromide, 1810 phosohorus

oxvchloride (phosphoryl chloride), Ij8M
pvrosulohurvl chloride, 1818 silicon tetrachloride,
1827 stannic chloride, anhydrous, 183

thioohosohorvl chloride, 1838 titanium

tetrachloride, 2443 vanadium oxvtrichloride;

(c) 1731 antimony Dentachloride solution
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2801 13* Solid hydrogen sulphates:

(cont'd)
(b) 2506 ammonium hvdrooen sulohate (ammonium

bisulphate), 2509 potassium hydrogen sulphate

(potassium bisulphate).

14* Bromine or bromine solutions:

1744 bromine or 1744 bromine solution.

NOTE: Special packing provisions are applicable to these

substances (see marginal 2804).

15, Inorganic acid substance in molten form:

2576 ohosohorus oxvbromide. molten.

16*. Solid inorganic acid substances and mixtures of these
substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot
be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 1905 selenic acid,
3260 corrosive solid, acidic. inorganic. n.o.s.;

(b) 1807 ohosohorus nentoxide (phosphoric acid,
anhydrous), t260 corrosive solid, acidic. inorganic.
n.o.s.;"

(c) 2507 chloroolatinic acid. solid, 2578 phosohorus
t , 2834 ohosohorous acid, 2865 hvdroxvlamine

sulphate, 2967 sulohamic acid,
3260 corrosive solid. acidic. inorganic. n.o.s.

17" Liquid inorganic acid substances and solutions and
mixtures of these substances (such as preparations and
wastes) which cannot be classified under other collective

headings:

(a) 3264 corrosive liouid. acidic. inoroanic. n.o.s.;

(b) 1755 chromic acid solution,
3264 corrosive liguid. acidic. inorganic. n.o.s.;
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2801 (c) 1755 chromic acid solution, 1805 ohosohoric acid,
(cont'd) 2693 bisulohites. aaueous solution. n.o.s.,

3264 corrosive liouid. acidic. inoroanic. n.o.s.

NOTE: 1463 chromium trioxide, anhydrous (chromic acid,
solid) is a substance of Class 5.1 [(see marginal 2501,
31" (b)].

ORGANIC SUBSTANCES

31" Solid carboxylic acids and anhydrides and solid
halogenated carboxylic acids and anhydrides:

(b) 1839 trichloroacetic acid, 1938 bromoacetic acid;

(c) 2214 ohthalic anhydride with more than 0.05% of
maleic anhydride, 2215 maleic anhydride,
2698 tetrahYdroohthalic anhydrides with more than
0.05% of maleic anhydride, 2823 crotonic acid.

NOTE 1: Phthalic anhydride and tetrahydrophthalic
anhydrides with not more than 0.05% of maleic anhydride
are not subject to the provisions of this class.

NOTE 2: Phthalic anhydride with not more than 0.05% of
maleic anhydride carried or handed over for carriage in
the molten state at a temperature above its flashpoint is
a substance of Class 3 (see marginal 2301, 61").

32" Liquid carboxylic acids and anhydrides and liquid
halogenated carboxylic acids and anhydrides:

(a) 2699 trifluoroacetic acid;

(b) 1. 1764 dichloroacetic acid, 1779 formic acid,
1940 thioglycolic acid, 2564 trichloroacetic
acid solution, 2790 acetic acid solution
with not less than 50% but not more than 80%
acid, by mass;

2. 1715 acetic anhydride, 2218 acrylic acid.
inhibited, 2789 acetic acid. glacial or 278
acetic acid solution, with more than 80%
acid, by mass;
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2801 (c) 1848 oroolonic acid, 2496 oronionic anhydride,
(cont'd) 2511 2-chloroorooionic acid, 2531 methacrylic acid.

inhibited, 2564 trichloroacetic acid solution,
2739 butyric anhydride, 2790 acetic acid solution with
more than 25 % but less than 50 % acid, by mass,
2820 butyric acid, 2829 caproic acid.

NOTE: Acetic acid solutions with not more than 25% pure acid

by mass, are not subject to the provisions of ADR.

33" Complex compounds of boron trifluoride:

(a) 2604 boron trifluoride diethvl etherate (boron
trifluoride ether complex);

(b) 1742 boron trifluoride acetic acid comolex, 1743 boron
trifluoride oropionic acid comolex.

NOTE: 2965 boron trifluoride dimethyl etherate is a
substance of Class 4.3 (see marginal 2471, 2" (b)).

34' Alkylsulphonic and arylsulphonic acids and alkylsulphuric
acids:

(b) 1803 ohenolsulohonic acid. liguid,
2305 nitrobenzenesulohonic acid, 2571 alkylsulohuric

(c) 2585 alkylsulohonlc acids, solid with not more than 5%
free sulphuric acid or 2585 arylsulohonlc acids, solid
with not more than 5% free sulphuric acid,
2586 alkylsulohonic acids, liouid with not more than 5%
free sulphuric acid or 2586 arylsulohonic acids, liouid
with not more than 5% free sulphuric acid.

NOTE: 2583 alkylsulphonic or arylsulphonic acids, solid and
2584 alkylsulphonic or arylsulphonlc acids, liquid with more
than 5% free sulphuric acid are substances of I* (b).
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2801 35" Organic acid halides:
(cont'd)

(b) 1. 1716 acetvl bromide, 1729 anisoyl chloride,
1736 benzovl chloride, 1765 dichloroacetvl chloride,

1780 fumarvl chloride, 1898 acetvl iodide,
2262 dimethylcarbamoyl chloride,
2442 trichloroacetyl chloride, 2513 bromoacetvl

bromide, 2577 ohenvlacetvl chloride,
2751 diethvlthionhosohorvl chloride,

2798 ohenvlnhoshorus dichloride,
2799 ohenvlohosohorus thiodichloride.

2. 2502 valervl chloride;

(c) 2225 benezenesulohonvl chloride.

36' Alkyl and aryl chlorosilanes having a flashpoint above 61 'C:

(b) 1728 amvltrichlorosilane,
1753 chloroohenvltrichlorosilane,
1762 cvclohexenvltrichlorosilane,
1763 cvclohexvltrichlorosilane,
1766 dichloroohenvltrichlorosilane,
1769 diohenvldichlorosilane,

1771 dodecvltrichlorosilane,
1781 hexadecvltrichlorosilane,
1784 hexyltrichlorosilane, 1799 nonvltrichlorosilane,
1800 octadecvltrichlorosilane,
1801 octvltrichlorosilane, 1804 ohenvltrichlorosilane,
2434 dibenzvldichlorosilane,

2435 ethylohenvldichlorosilane,
2437 methvlohenvldichlorosilane,

2987 chlorosilanes. corrosive. n.o.s.

NOTE: Chlorosilanes which emit flammable gases in contact
with water or moist air are substances of Class 4.3 (see
marginal 2471, 1').

37" Alkylchlorosilanes and arylchlorosilanes, having a flashpoint

between 23 *C and 61 *C inclusive:

(b) 1724 alkyltrichlorosilane. stabilized,
1747 butvltrichlorosilane, 1767 diethvldichlorosilane,

1816 oroovltrichlorosilane,
2986 chlorosilanes. corrosive, flammable. n.o.s.
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2801 NOTE: Chlorosilanes which emit flammable gases in contact

(cont'd) with water or moist air are substances of Class 4.3 (see
marginal 2471, 1").

38' Alkylphosphoric acids:

(c) 1718 butyl acid phosphate, 1793 isooroovl acid
ohosohate, 1902 diisooctyl acid phosohate, 2819 amyl
acid ohosphate.

39' Solid organic acid substances and mixtures of these
substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be
classified under other collective headings:

(a) 2430 alkylohenols. solid, n.o.s. (including C2-C,2
homologues),
3261 corrosive solid. acidic. organic. n.o.s.;

(b) 2430 alkvlohenols. solid, n.o.s. (including C2 -C,2
homologues), 2670 cvanuric chloride,
3261 corrosive solid. acidic. oroanic. n.o.s.;

(c) 2430 alkvlphenols, solid, n.o.s. (including C2 -C,2
homologues),
3261 corrosive solid. acidic. organic. n.o.s.

40" Liquid organic acid substances and solutions and mixtures of
these substances (such as preparations and wastes) which
cannot be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3145 alkvlohenols, liouid. n.o.s. (including C2-C,2
homologues),
3265 corrosive liouid. acidic, oroanic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3145 alkvlphenols. liquid. n.o.s. (including C,-C, 2
homologues),
3265 corrosive liouid. acidic, organic, n.o.s.;

(c) 3145 alkylhenols. liguid. n.o.s. (including C2 -C1 2

homologues),
3265 corrosive liauid, acidic. oroanic. n.o.s.
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B. Basic substances

INORGANIC SUBSTANCES

2801 41 Basic solid compounds of alkali metals:

(cont'd)
(b) 1813 potassium hydroxide. solid (caustic potash),

1823 sodium hydroxide. solid (caustic soda), 1825 sQdium

mnoxide (sodium oxide), 2033 ootassium monoxide
(potassium oxide), 2678 rubidium hydroxide, 2680 lithium

hydroxide monohydrate, 2682 caesium hydroxide;

(c) 1907 soda lime with more than 4% sodium hydroxide,
3253 disodium trioxosilicate oentahydrate (sodium

metasilicate pentahydrate).

NOTE: Soda lime with not more than 4% sodium hydroxide is

not subject to the provisions of ADR.

42" Solutions of alkaline substances:

(b) 1814 potassium hydroxide solution (potash lye),
1819 sodium aluminate solution, 1824 sodium hydroxide

solution (soda lye), 2677 rubidium hydroxide solution,
2679 lithium hydroxide solution, 2681 caesium hydroxide

soluion, 2797 battery fluid, alkali,
1719 caustic alkali, liouid. n.o.s.;

(c) 1814 potassium hydroxide solution (potash lye),

1819 sodium aluminate solution, 1824 sodium hydroxide

solution (soda lye), 2677 rubidium hydroxide solution,
2679 lithium hydroxide solution, 2681 caesium hydroxide

1719 caustic alkali liouid, n.o.s.

43* Ammonia solutions:

(c) 2672 ammonia solution, relative density between 0.88 and
0.957 at 15 'C in water with more than 10% but not more

than 35% ammonia.

NOTE 1: Ammonia solutions with more than 35% ammonia are

substances of Class 2 [see marginal 2201, 9" (at)].
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2801 NOTE 2: Ammonia solutions with not more than 10% ammonia are

(cont'd) not subject to the provisions of ADR.

44" Hydrazine and its aqueous solutions:

(a) 2029 hydrazine. anhydrous;

(b) 2030 hvdrazine hydrate or 2030 hydrazine. aoueous

solution with not less than 37% but not more than 64%
hydrazine, by mass;

NOTE: 3293 hydrazine, aqueous solution with not more than

37% hydrazine, by mass, is a substance of Class 6.1 (see
marginal 2601, 65" (c)].

45" Sulphides and hydrogen sulphides and their aqueous solutions:

(b) 1. 1847 potassium sulohide. hydrated with not less than
30% water of crystallization, 1849 sodium sulohide.

hydrated with not less than 30% water, 2818 ammonium
Dolysulphide solution, 2949 sodium hydrosulohide.

hydrated with not less than 25% water of

crystallization;

2. 2683 ammonium sulphide solution;

(c) 2818 ammonium Dolysulphide solution.

NOTE: 1382 anhydrous potassium sulphide and 1385 anhydrous

sodium sulphide and their hydrates with less than 30% water

of crystallization, and 2318 sodium hydrosulphide with less
than 25% water of crystallization are substances of Class 4.2

(see marginal 2431, 13" (b)].

46" Solid inorganic basic substances and mixtures of these

substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be

classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3262 corrosive solid, basic. inorganic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3262 corrosive solid, basic, inorganic. n.o.s.;

(c) 3262 corrosive solid, basic. Inorganic. n.o.s.
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2801 47" Liquid inorganic basic substances and solutidns and mixtures

(cont'd) of these substances (such as preparations and wastes) which

cannot be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3266 corrosive liquid. basic. inorganic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3266 corrosive liquid. basic. inorganic. n.o.s.;

(c) 3266 corrosive liquid, basic. inorganic, n.o.s.

ORGANIC SUBSTANCES

51' Tetra-alkylammonium hydroxides:

(b) 1835 tetramethylammonium hydroxide.

52" Solid amines and polyamines:

(a) 3259 amines. solid, corrosive. n.o.s. or

3259 polvamines. solid, corrosive. n.o.s.;

(b) 3259 amines. solid, corrosive. n.o.s. or
3259 polvamines, solid, corrosive. n.o.s.;

(c) 2280 hexamethylenediamine. solid, 2579 piperazine

(diethylenediamine), 3259 amines, solid, corrosive.

n.o.s. or

3259 oolvamines. solid, corrosive. n.o.s.

53" Liquid amines and polyamines or amino-alcohols, highly

corrosive or corrosive, having a flashpoint above 61 *C:

(a) 2735 amines. liauid, corrosive. n.o.s. or

2735 polvamines. liauid. corrosive. n.o.s.;

(b) 1761 cuoriethvlenediamine solution,

1783 hexamethvlenediamine solution,

2079 diethylenetriamine, 2259 triethvlenetetramine,
2735 amines. liouid, corrosive. n.o.s. or

2735 oolvamines. liouid, corrosive. n.o.s.;
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2801 (c) 1761 cuoriethylenediamine solution,

(cont'd) 1783 hexamethylenediamine solution,

2269 3.3'-iminodioroovlamine (bisaminoproylamine,

dipropylenetriamine), 2289 isoohoronediamine,

2320 tetraethvleneoentamine,
2326 trimethylcyclohexylamine,

2327 trimethvlhexamethvlenediamines, 2491 ethanolamine,
2491 ethanolamine solution, 2542 tributylamine,

2565 dicyclohexylamine, 2815 N-aminoethvloioerazine,
3055 2-(2-aminoethoxv)ethanol,

2735 amines. liauid. corrosive. n.o.s. or

2735 oolvamines. liouid, corrosive. n.o.s.

54' Liquid amines and polyamines, highly corrosive or corrosive,
flammable having a boiling point greater than 35 *C:

(a) 2734 amines. liquid, corrosive, flammable. n.o.s. or

2734 oolvamines. liauid. corrosive, flammable. n.o.s.;

(b) 1604 ethylenediamine, 2051 2-dimethylaminoethanol,

2248 di-n-butvlamine, 2258 1.2-oroovlenediamine,
2264 dimethvlcvclohexvlamine, 2357 cyclohexylamine,

2619 benzvldimethvlamine,

2685 N.N-diethvlethvlenediamine,
2734 amines. liquid, corrosive, flammable. n.o.s. or

2734 polyamines. liouid. corrosive, flammable. n.o.s.

55" Solid organic basic substances and mixtures of these

substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be

classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3263 corrosive solid, basic. oraanic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3263 corrosive solid, basic, organic. n.o.s.;

(c) 3263 corrosive solid, basic. organic. n.o.s.

56" Liquid organic basic substances and solutions and mixtures of

these substances (such as preparations and wastes) which

cannot be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3267 corrosive liauid. basic. organic. n.o.s.;

(b) 3267 corrosive liquid. basic. organic. n.o.s.;
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2801 (c) 3267 corrosive liauid, basic, organic. n.o.s.
(cont'd)

C. Other corrosive substances

61 Chlorite and hypochlorite solutions:

(b) 1791 hYoochlorite solution with not less than 16%
available chlorine, 1908 chlorite solution, with not
less than 16% available chlorine;

(c) 1791 hvoochlorite solution with more than 5% but less
than 16% available chlorine, 1908 chlorite solution,
with more than 5% but less than 16% available chlorine.

NOTE 1: Chlorite and hypochlorite solutions with not more
than 5% available chlorine are not subject to the provisions
of ADR.

NOTE 2: Solid chlorites and hypochlorites are substances of
Class 5.1 (see marginal 2501, 14, 15" and 29").

62" Chlorophenolates and phenolates:

(c) 2904 chloroohenolates, liauid or 2904 ohenolates.

liguid, 2905 chloroohenolates. solid or 2905 ohenolates.

solid.

63" Formaldehyde solutions:

(c) 2209 formaldehyde solution with not less than 25%
formaldehyde.

NOTE 1: 1198 formaldehyde solutions, flammable are
substances of Class 3 (see marginal 2301, 33" (c)).

NOTE 2: Formaldehyde solutions, non-flammable, with less

than 25% formaldehyde are not subject to the provisions of
ADR.

64' Chloroformates and chlorothioformates:

(a) 1739 benzvl chloroformate;

(b) 2826 ethyl chlorothioformate.
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2801 NOTE: Chloroformates having predominantly toxic properties

(cont'd) are substances of Class 6.1 (see marginal 2601, 10, 17, 27"
and 28').

65" Solid corrosive substances and mixtures of these substances
(such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be classified

under other collective headings:

(a) 1759 corrosive solid. n.o.s.;

(b) 1770 diohenvlmethvl bromide,

1159 corrosive solid. n.o.s.,
3147 dye. solid, corrosive. n.o.s. or 3147 dye

intermediate. solid, corrosive. n.o.s.;

3244 solids containina corrosive liquid. n.o.s.

NOTE: Mixtures of solids not subject to the provisions of
ADR and corrosive liquids may be carried under number 3244,

without being subject to the classification criteria of

marginal 2800 (3), provided there is no free liquid visible

at the time the substance is loaded or at the time the

transport unit is closed. Each packaging shall correspond to

a design type which has passed the leakproofness test for

group (b) level.

(c) 2803 gallium,
1759 corrosive solid. n.o.s.,
3147 dye. solid, corrosive. n.o.s. or 3147 dye

intermediate. solid, corrosive. n.o.s.

NOTE: Special conditions of packing are applicable to

2803 gallium [see marginal 2807 (4)].

66" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of

these substances (such as preparations and wastes) which

cannot be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 1760 corrosive liouid. n.o.s.,
1903 disinfectant, liouid. corrosive. n.o.s.;
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2801 (b) 2226 benzotrichloride (trichloromethylbenzene),
(cont'd) 2705 I-oentol (3-methyl-2-pentene-4-yne-l-ol),

3066 paint (including paint, lacquer, enamel, stain,
shellac, varnish, polish, liquid filler and liquid
lacquer base) or 3066 paint related material including
paint thinning or reducing compound,
1760 corrosive liouid. n.o.s.,
1903 disinfectant. liouid, corrosive. n.o.s.,
2801 dye. liquid, corrosive. n.o.s. or 2801 dye
intermediate. liouid, corrosive. n.o.s.;

(c) 2809 mercury, 3066 paint (including paint, lacquer,
enamel, stain, shellac, varnish, polish, liquid filler
and liquid lacquer base) or 3066 oaint related material
including paint thinning or reducing compound,
1760 corrosive liouid, n.o.s.,
1903 disinfectant. liquid. corrosive. n.o.s.,
2801 dye, liouid, corrosive, n.o.s. or 2801 dye
intermediate. liouid, corrosive, n.o.s.

NOTE 1: Special conditions of packing are applicable to
2809 mercury (see marginal 2807 (4)).

NOTE 2: Any substance of AOR specifically listed by name
under other items may not be carried under the entries for
3066 paint or 3066 paint related material.

Substances carried under these entries may contain 20% or
less nitrocellulose provided the nitrocellulose contains not
more than 12.6% nitrogen.

67" Solid corrosive tubstances and mixtures of these substances,
(such as preparations and wastes), flammable, which cannot be
classified under other collective headings:

(a) 2921 corrosive solid, flammable, n.o.s.;

(b) 2921 corrosive solid, flammable. n.o.s.

68" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of
these substances, (such as preparations and wastes),
flammable, having a boiling point greater than 35 "C, which
cannot be classified under other collective headings:
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2801 68" (a) 2920 corrosive liouid. flammable. n.o.s.;
(cont'd) (cont'd)

(b) 2920 corrosive liquid. flammable. n.o.s.

69' Solid corrosive substances and mixtures of these substances,
self-heating, (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot

be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3095 corrosive solid, self-heating. n.o.s.;

(b) 3095 corrosive solid, self-heating. n.o.s.

70" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of
these substances., self-heating, (such as preparations and
wastes), which cannot be classified under other collective
headings:

(a) 3301 corrosive liquid. self-heating, n.o.s.;

(b) 3301 corrosive liquid, self-heating. n.o.s.

71' Solid corrosive substances and mixtures of these substances,
(such as preparations and wastes) which, in contact with

water, emit flammable gases, and which cannot be classified

under other collectiye headings:

(a) 3096 corrosive solid, water-reactive. n.o.s.;

(b) 3096 corrosive solid, water-reactive. n.o.s.

NOTE: The term "Water-reactive" denotes a substance which, in

contact with water, emits flammable gases.

72" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of
these substances (such as preparations and wastes) which, in
contact with water, emit flammable gases and which cannot be
classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3094 corrosive liquid, water-reactive. n.o.s.;

(b) 3094 corrosive liquid, water-reactive. n.o.s.

NOTE: The term "water-reactive" denotes a substance which, in

contact with water, emits flammable gases.
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2801 73" Solid corrosive substances and mixtures of these substances,

(cont'd) oxidizing, (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be

classified under other collective headings:

(a) 3084 corrosive solid, oxidizing. n.o.s.;

(b) 3084 corrosive solid, oxidizing. n.o.s.

74" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of

these substances, oxidizing, (such as preparations and

wastes) which cannot be classified under other collective

headings:

(a) 3093 corrosive liquid, oxidizino. n.o.s.;

(b) 3093 corrosive liouid, oxidizing. n.o.s.

75" Solid corrosive substances and mixtures of these substances,

toxic (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot be

classified under other collective headings:

(a) 2923 corrosive solid, toxic, n.o.s.;

(b) 2923 corrosive solid, toxic. n.o.s.;

(c) 2923 corrosive solid, toxic. n.o.s.

76" Liquid corrosive substances and solutions and mixtures of

these substances, toxic, (such as preparations and wastes)

which cannot be classified under other collective headings:

(a) 2922 corrosive liauid. toxic. n.o.s.;

(b) 2922 corrosive liauid, toxic. n.o.s.;

(c) 2922 corrosive liouid, toxic. n.o.s.

0. Articles containing corrosive substances

81* Batteries:

(c) 2794 batteries. wet. filled with acid, electric storage,

2795 batteries, wet. filled with alkali, electric

storage,
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2801 81" 2800 batteries, wet. non-spillable, electric storage,
(cont'd) (cont'd) 3028 batteries. dry containing potassium hydroxide

sojjd, electric storage.

NOTE 1: Special conditions of packing are applicable to
these articles [see marginal 2807 (5)]

NOTE 2: Batteries (identification number 2800) can be
considered as non-spillable provided that they are capable of
withstanding the vibration and pressure differential tests
given below, without leakage of battery fluid.

Vibration test: The battery is rigidly clamped to the
platform of a vibration machine and a simple harmonic motion
having an amplitude of 0.8 mm (1.6 mm maximum total
excursion) is applied. The frequency is varied at the rate
of 1 Hz/min between the limits of 10 Hz to 55 Hz. The entire
range of frequencies and return is traversed in 95 ± 5
minutes for each mounting position (direction of vibration)
of the battery. The battery is tested in three mutually
perpendicular positions (to include testing with fill
openings and vents, if any, in an inverted position) for
equal time periods.

Pressure differential test: Following the vibration test,
the battery is stored for six hours at 24 *C + 4 *C while
subjected to a pressure differential of at least 88 kPa. The
battery is tested in three mutually perpendicular positions
(to include testing with fill openings and vents, if any, in
an inverted position) for at least six hours in each
position.

82" Other articles containing corrosive substances:

(b) 1774 fire extinguisher charges, corrosive liquid,
2028 bombs. smoke. non-explosive with corrosive liquid,

without initiating device.
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E. Empty packagings

91" Empty packaginas, including empty intermediate bulk
containers (IBCs), emoty tank-vehicles, empty demountable

tanks, emptv tank-containers, uncleaned, as well as empt
vehicles for carriage in bulk and emoty small bulk

containgU, uncleaned, having contained substances of
Class 8.

2801a Neither the provisions of this class contained in this Annex nor
those contained in Annex B are aplicable to:

(1) Substances of I* to 5, 7* to 13, 16, 17' , 31 to 47', 51"
to 56' and 61" to 76', carried in conformity with the following
provisions:

(a) Substances classified under (a) of each item:

Liquids: not more than 100 ml per inner packaging and
not more than 400 ml per package;

Solids: not more than 500 g per inner packaging and
not more than 2 kg per package.

(b) Substances classified under (b) of each item:

Liquids: not more than I litre per inner packaging
and not more than 4 litres per package;

Solids: not more than 3 kg per inner packaging and
not more than 12 kg per package.

(c) Substances classified under (c) of each item:

Liquids: not more than 3 litres per inner packaging

and not more than 12 litres per package;

Solids: not more than 6 kg per inner packaging and
not more than 24 kg per package.

These quantities of substances shall be carried in combination
packagings which at least meet the conditions of marginal 3538.

The "General conditions of packing" of marginal 3500 (1), (2) and
(5) to (7) shall be observed.
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2801a (2) Non-spillable batteries with identification number 2800 of
(cont'd) 81" if at temperature of 55 *C, the electrolyte will not flow from

a ruptured or cracked case and there is no free liquid to flow and
if when packaged for carriage, the terminals are protected from
short circuits.

(3) Manufactured articles or instruments containing not more than

I kg mercury of 66" (c).

2. Provisions

A. Packages

1. General conditions of nackinq

2802 (1) Packagings shall satisfy the conditions of Appendix A.5,
unless special conditions for the packing of certain substances are
prescribed in marginals 2803 to 2808.

(2) Intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) shall satisfy the
conditions of Appendix A.6.

(3) In accordance with the provisions of marginals 2800(3)(b) and
3511(2) or 3611(2) respectively the following shall be used:

- packagings of packing group I, marked with the letter "X",
for the highly corrosive substances classified under the
letter (a) of each item;

- packagings of packing group II or I, marked with the letter
".Y" or "X", or IBCs of packing group II, marked with the
letter "Y", for the corrosive substances classified under the
letter (b) of each item;

- packagings of packing group III, II or I, marked with the
letter "Z", "Y" or "X", or IBCs of packing group III or II,
marked with the letter "Z" or "Y", for the slightly corrosive
substances classified under the letter (c) of each item.

NOTE: For the carriage of substances of Class 8 in tank-vehicles,
demountable tanks or tank-containers, and for the carriage in bulk
of solids of this Class, see Annex B.
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2. Soecial conditions for packing of certain substances

2803 Hydrogen fluoride, anhydrous and hydrofluoric acid solution
containing more than 85% hydrogen fluoride of 6* shall be packed in
pressure receptacles made of carbon steel or suitable alloy steel.
The following pressure receptacles shall be permitted:

(a) cylinders having a capacity not exceeding 150 litres;

(b) receptacles having a capacity of not less than 100 litres and
not more than 1,000 litres (for example, cylindrical
receptacles fitted with rolling hoops or receptacles mounted
on skids).

The pressure receptacles shall satisfy the relevant requirements of
Class 2 (see marginals 2211, 2213(l) and (2), 2215, 2216 and 2218).
The wall thickness of the pressure receptacles shall not be less
than 3 mm.

Before being used for the first time, pressure receptacles shall be
subjected to a hydraulic pressure test at a pressure of not less
than 1 MPa (10 bar) gauge pressure. The pressure test shall be
repeated every eight years and shall be accompanied by an internal
inspection of the pressure receptacles and a check of their
equipment. In addition, the resistance of the pressure receptacles
to corrosion shall be checked by means of suitable instruments
(e.g. by ultrasound), and the condition of the equipment verified,
every two years.

The tests and inspections shall be carried out under the
supervision of an expert approved by the competent authority.

The maximum mass of the contents per litre of capacity for hydrogen
fluoride, anhydrous or hydrofluoric acid solution shall not
exceed 0.84kg.

2804 (1) Bromine and bromine solution of 14" shall be packed in glass
inner packagings, containing not more than 2.5 litres each, or in
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) inner packagings containing not more
than 15 litres each which shall be placed in combination packagings
conforming to marginal 3538. The combination packaging!-shall be
tested and approved in accordance with Appendix A.5 for packing
group I.
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2804 (2) Bromine containing less than 0.005% water, or between 0.005%

(cont'd) and 0.2% water, provided that in the latter case measures are taken

to prevent corrosion of the lining of the receptacles, may also be

carried in receptacles satisfying the following conditions:

(a) the receptacles shall be made of steel and be equipped

with a leakproof lining made of lead or of some other

material affording equivalent protection and with a

hermetic closure; receptacles made of monel metal or

nickel, or with a nickel lining, shall also be

permitted;

(b) the capacity of the receptacles shall not exceed
450 1itres.;

(c) the receptacles shall not be filled to more than 92% of
their capacity or more than 2.86 kg per litre of

capacity;

(d) the receptacles shall be welded and designed for a

calculation pressure of not less than 2.1 MPa (21 bar)

gauge pressure. The materials and workmanship shall in

other respects meet the relevant requirements of Class 2

(see marginal 2211(l)]. The initial test of unlined

steel receptacles shall be subject to the provisions of

Class 2 [see marginals 2215(l) and 2216(1)];

(e) the closures shall project as little as possible from

the receptacle and be fitted with protective caps. The

closures and caps shall be fitted with gaskets made of a

material not capable of being attacked by bromine. The

closures shall be in the upper part of the receptacles

in such a manner that they can In no case be in

permanent contact with the liquid phase;

(f) the receptacles shall be provided with fittings enabling

them to stand stably upright, and with lifting

attachments (rings, flanges, etc.) at the top, which

shall be tested at twice the working load.
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2804 (3) Before being put into service, receptacles in conformity
(cont'd) with (2) above shall be subjected to a leakproofness test at a

pressure of at least 200 kPa (2 bar) gauge pressure. The
leakproofness test shall be repeated every two years and shall be

accompanied by an internal inspection of the receptacle and a check
of its tare. The test and the inspection shall be carried out

under the supervision of an expert approved by the competent
authority.

(4) Receptacles in conformity with (2) shall bear, in clearly

legible and durable characters:

- the name of the manufacturer or the manufacturing mark and
the number of the receptacle,

- the word "Bromine",

- tare mass of the receptacle and the permissible maximum mass

of the filled receptacle,

- date (month, year) of the initial test and of the latest

periodical test,

- stamp of the expert who carried out the tests and

inspections.

2805 (1) Substances classified under (a) of the various items shall be

packed in:

(a) non-removable head steel drums conforming to

marginal 3520, or

(b) non-removable head aluminium drums conforming to

marginal 3521, or

(c) non-removable head steel jerricans conforming to

marginal 3522, or

(d) non-removable head plastics drums of a capacity not

exceeding 60 litres or non-removable head plastics

jerricans conforming to marginal 3526, or

(e) composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to

marginal 3537, or
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2805 (f) combination packagings with inner packagings of glass,

(cont'd) plastics or metal conforming to marginal 3538, or

(g) composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)
conforming to marginal 3539.

NOTE 1: to (d). The permissible period of use for packagings

intended for the carriage of nitric acid of 2'(a) and hydrofluoric

acid solution of 7"(a) shall be two years from the date of their

manufacture.

NOTE 2: to (f) and (g). Inner packagings or receptacles of

glass shall not be permitted for fluorides of 7"(a), 8"(a) or

33"(a).

(2) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2800(5) may

also be packed in:

(a) removable head drums conforming to marginals 3520 for

steel, 3521 for aluminium, 3523 for plywood, 3525 for
fibreboard, or 3526 for plastics material, or in

removable head jerricans conforming to marginals 3522

for steel or 3526 for plastics material, if necessary

with one or more sift-proof inner bags; or

(b) combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538, with
one or more sift-proof inner bags.

2806 (1) Substances classified under (b) of the various items shall be

packed in:

(a) steel drums conforming to marginal 3520, or

(b) aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521, or

(c) steel jerridans conforming to marginal 3522, or

(d) plastics drums or plastics jerricans conforming to

marginal 3526, or

(e) composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to

marginal 3537, or

(f) combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538, or
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2806 (g) composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)
(cont'd) conforming to marginal 3539.

NOTE 1: to (a), (b), (c) and (d). Simplified conditions are

applicable to removable head drums and jerricans for viscous
substances having a viscosity of more than 200 mm2/s at 23 'C and
for solid substances (see marginals 3512, 3553, 3554 and 3560).

NOTE 2: to (d). The permissible period of use for packagings
intended for the carriage of nitric acid containing more than 55%
pure acid of 2"(b) and hydrofluoric acid solution of 7"(b) shall be
two years from the date of their manufacture.

NOTE 3: to (f) and (g). Inner packagings or receptacles of glass

shall not be permitted for fluorides of 7°(b), 8"(b), 9°(b), 10(b)
or 33'(b).

(2) Substances classified under (b) of the various items
which have a vapour pressure at 50 "C of not more than 110 kPa

(1.10 bar) may also be packed in metal IBCs conforming to
marginal 3622, rigid plastics IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or
composite IBCs with rigid plastics inner receptacle conforming to
marginal 3625.

(3) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2800(5) may
also be packed in:

(a) drums conforming to marginals 3523 for plywood or 3525
for fibreboard, if necessary with one or more sift-proof

inner b.ags, or

(b) water-resistant bags conforming to marginals 3533 for
textile material, 3534 for woven plastics material, 3535
for plastics film or 3536 for water-resistant paper,
provided the goods are carried as a full load or the
bags are secured on pallets, or

(c) composite IBCs with plastics inner receptacle conforming
to marginal 3625, fibreboard IBCs conforming to
marginal 3626 or wooden IBCs conforming to

marginal 3627, or
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2806 (d) flexible IBCs conforming to marginal 3623 with the
(cont'd) exception of IBCs of types 13H1, 13LI and 13M1, and

provided that the goods are carried as a full load or
the flexible IBCs are loaded on pallets.

(4) Articles of 82" shall be packed as follows:

(a) fire extinguisher charges, corrosive liquid, in wooden
boxes conforming to marginals 3527, 3528 or 3529, or
fibreboard boxes conforming to marginal 3530, or
expanded plastics boxes of type 4HI conforming to
marginal 3531.

(b) bombs, smoke, non-explosive with corrosive liquid,
without initiating device, individually with cushioning
material in boxes, tubes or partitioned compartments in
either wooden boxes conforming to marginals 3527, 3528

or 3529, or steel boxes of type 4A conforming to
marginal 3537.

2807 (1) Substances classified under (c) except gallium of 65"(c) and
mercury of 66"(c), of the various items shall be packed in:

(a) steel drums conforming to marginal 3520, or

(b) aluminium drums conforming to marginal 3521, or

(c) steel jerricans conforming to marginal 3522, or

(d) plastics drums or plastics jerricans conforming to
marginal 3526, or

(e) composite packagings (plastics material) conforming to
marginal 3537, or

(f) combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538, or

(g) composite packagings (glass, porcelain or stoneware)

conforming to marginal 3539, or

(h) light gauge metal packagings conforming to marginal

3540.
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2807 NOTE: to (a), (b), (c), (d) and (h). Simplified conditions are
(cont'd) applicable to removable head drums, jerricans and light gauge metal

packagings for viscous substances having a viscosity of more than
200 mm'/s at 23 *C and for solid substances (see marglnals 3512,
3552 to 3554 and 3560).

(2) Substances classified under (c) except gallium of 65"(c) and
mercury of 66"(c), of the various items which have a vapour
pressure at 50 *C of not more than 110 kPa (1.10 bar) may also be

packed in metal IBCs conforming to marginal 3622, rigid plastics
IBCs conforming to marginal 3624 or composite IBCs with rigid
plastics inner receptacle conforming to marginal 3625.

(3) Solid substances within the meaning of marginal 2800(5) may
also be packed:

(a) in drums conforming to marginals 3523 for plywood, or
3525 for fibreboard, if necessary with one or more sift-

proof inner bags, or

(b) in water-resistant bags conforming to marginals 3533 for

textile material, 3534 for woven plastics material or
3535 for plastics film or 3536 for water-resistant
paper, or

(c) in flexible IBCs conforming to marginal 3623 with the

exception of IBCs of types 13H1, 13L1 and 13M1 or in

composite IBCs with flexible plastics inner receptacle
conforming to marginal 3625 or in fibreboard IBCs
conforming to marginal 3626 or wooden IBCs conforming to
marginal 3627.

(4) (a) Gallium of 65'(c) and mercury of 66"(c) shall be packed
in combination packagings conforming to marginal 3538.

These combination packagings may consist of glass,
porcelain, stoneware or plastics inner packagings,
maximum net quantity of 10 kg. The following outer
packagings may be used:
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2807 natural wood boxes conforming to marginal 3527; plywood
(cont'd) boxes conforming to marginal 3528; reconstituted wood

boxes conforming to marginal 3529; fibreboard boxes
conforming to marginal 3530; plastics boxes conforming
to marginal 3531 removable head steel drums conforming
to marginal 3520; removable-head steel jerricans
conforming to marginal 3522; plywood drums conforming to
marginal 3523; fibre drums conforming to marginal 3525;
or in removable head plastics drums conforming to
marginal 3526.

(b) Mercury may also be packed in welded steel bottles with
inner vaulted bottoms as single packagings. The closure
shall be a bolt with a conical thread and the opening
shall not exceed 20 mm.

(5) (a) Articles of 81, except batteries, wet, non-spillable,
shall be fastened with inert cushioning material or in
an equivalent manner in wooden boxes or in rigid
plastics boxes or in a wooden slatted crate. Batteries
shall be insulated against short-circuiting.

(b) Non-spillable type batteries (identification number
2800) shall be protected against short-circuits and
shall be securely packed in strong outer packagings.

NOTE: Non-spillable batteries which are an integral part of, and
necessary for, the operation of mechanical or electronic equipment,
shall be securely fastened in the battery holder on the equipment
and protected in such a manner as to prevent damage and short

circuits.

(c) Articles of 81" may bg carried on pallets. They shall be
stacked and adequately secured in tiers separated by a layer
of non-conductive material. Battery terminals shall not, in
any case, support the weight of other superimposed elements.

Batteries shall be isolated in such a manner as to prevent

short-circuits. Each battery need not be marked and labelled
if the pallet load bears a marking and a danger label.

2808 Packagings, including IBCs, containing 1791 hypochlorlte solution
of 61' shall be fitted with a vent conforming to marglnals 3500(8)
or 3601(6) respectively.
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2809 Molten phosphorus oxybromide of 15' may be carried only in
tank vehicles (see Appendix B.la) or in tank-containers (see

Appendix B.Ib).

2810
3. Mixed oacking

2811 (1) Substances covered by the same item number may be packed

together in a combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538.

(2) Substances of different items of this Class in quantities not

exceeding, per inner packaging, 3 litres for liquids and/or 5 kg

for solids, may be packed together and/or with goods not subject to

the provisions of ADR [see marginal 2800(8)], in a combination

packaging conforming to marginal 3538 provided they do not react

dangerously with one another.

(3) Substances of 4" shall not be packed together with other

goods, except with substances of 3" of Class 5.1, marginal 2501.

Substances of 6" and 14" shall not be packed together with other
goods.

(4) Substances classified under (a) of the various items shall

not be packed together with substances and articles of classes 1

and 5.2 and material of class 7.

(5) Except as otherwise specially provided, liquid substances

classified under (a) of the various items, in quantities not

exceeding 0.5 litre per inner packaging and 1 litre per package,

and substances classified under (b) or (c) of the various items, in

quantities not exceeding, per inner packaging, 3 litres for liquids

and/or 5 kg for solids, may be packed together in a combination

packaging conforming to marginal 3538 with substances or articles

of other Classes, provided that mixed packing is also permitted for

the substances and articles of these Classes, and/or with goods

which are not subject to the provisions of AOR [see marginal

2800 (8)], provided they do not react dangerously with one another.

(6) The following are considered dangerous reactions:

(a) combustion and/or giving off considerable heat,

(b) emission of flammable and/or toxic gases,

(c) formation of corrosive liquids,
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2811 (d) formation of unstable substances.
(cont'd)

(7) The mixed packing of acid substances with basic substances in
a package shall not be permitted if the two substances are packed
in fragile packagings.

(8) The provisions of marginals 2001(7), 2002(6) and (7) and 2802
shall be complied with.

(9) If wooden or fibreboard boxes are used, a package shall not
weigh more than 100 kg.

4. Marking and danger labels on packages

2812 Marking

(1) Each package shall be clearly marked with the identification
number of the goods to be entered in the transport document,
preceded by the letters "UN".

Danger labels

(2) Packages containing substances or articles of Class 8 shall

bear a label conforming to model No. 8.

(3) Packages containing substances of 32"(b)2., 33"(a), 35"(b)2.,
37, 54', 64"(b) and 68' shall, in addition bear a label conforming

to model No. 3.

(4) Packages containing substances of 44'(a) and 45"(b)2. shall
in addition bear labels conforming to models Nos. 3 and 6.1.

(5) Packages containing substances of 67" shall in addition bear
a label conforming to model No. 4.1.

(6) Packages containing substances of 69" and 70" shall in
addition bear a label conforming to model No. 4.2.

(7) Packages containing substances of 71" and 72" shall in
addition bear a label conforming to model No. 4.3.

(8) Packages containing substances of 3"(a), 4, 73" and 74"
shall in addition bear a label conforming to model No. 05.
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2812 (9) Packages containing substances of 2"(a)2. shall in addition
(cont'd) bear labels conforming to models Nos. 05 and 6.1.

(10) Packages containing substances listed below shall in addition
bear a label conforming to model No. 6.1:

Item number Substance Substance

identification
number

]*(a) 1831 Sulphuric acid, fuming (oleum)

6 All substances

7" All substances

9'(b) 1811 Potassium hydrogendifluoride

(potassium bifluoride)

10(b) 1732 Antimony pentafluoride

12"(a) 1809 Phosphorus trichloride

2879 Selenium oxychloride

14" All substances

44"(b) All substances

45"(b)1. and 2818 Ammonium polysulphide solution
(c)

53"(b) and (c) 1761 Cupriethylenediamine solution

75* All substances

76" All substances

(11) Packages containing fragile receptacles not visible from the
outside shall in addition bear on two opposite sides a label

conforming to model No. 12.

(12) Packages containing liquids in receptacles, the closures of
which are not visible from the outside, as well as packages

containing vented receptacles or vented receptacles without outer

packaging, shall in addition bear on two opposite sides a label
conforming to model No. 11.

2813-
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B. Particulars in transoort document

2814 The description of the goods in the transport document shall

conform to one of the substance identification numbers and one of

the names underlined in marginal 2801.

If the substance is not mentioned by name but is assigned to an

n.o.s. entry the description of the goods shall consist of the

identification number and the n.o.s. designation, followed by the

chemical or technical name. /

The description of the goods shall be followed by oarticulars of

the Class. the item number. the letter if applicable, and the

initials "ADR" (or "RID"), e.g. "8, 1"(a), ADR".

For the carriage of wastes (see marginal 2000(5)) the description

of the goods shall be: "Waste, containing ... ", the component(s)

which has/have been used for the classification of the waste under

marginal 2002(8) to be entered under its/their chemical name(s),

e.g. "Waste containing 1824 sodium hydroxide solution, 8, 42*(b)

ADR".

For the carriage of solutions or mixtures (such as preparations and

wastes) containing several components subject to the ADR, it will

not in general be necessary to refer to more than two components

which predominantly contribute to the danger or dangers of the

solutions and mixtures.

For the carriage of solutions and mixtures containing only one

component subject to the provisions of ADR, the words "solution" or
"mixture" should be added as part of the name in the transport

document (see marginal 2002(8)).

When a solid substance is handed over for carriage in the molten

state, the description of the goods shall be completed by the word
'molten", unless it is already included in the name.

3J The technical name shall be a name currently used in scientific and

technical handbooks, journals and texts. Trade names shall not be used for

this purpose.
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2814 If a solution or mixture specifically named or containing a
(cont'd) specifically named substance is not subject to the conditions of

this Class, In accordance with marginal 2800(5), the consignor may
enter in the transport document: "Not Goods of Class 8".

2815-
2821

C. Emuty oackagings

2822 (1) Uncleaned empty packagings, including empty IBCs, of 91"
shall be closed in the same manner and with the same degree of
leakproofness as if they were full.

(2) Uncleaned empty packagings, including empty IBCs, of 91"
shall bear the same danger labels as if they were full.

(3) The description in the transport document shall conform to
one of the names underlined in 91", e.g. "Empty packagings, 8, 91,
ADR".

In the case of empty tank-vehicles, empty demountable tanks, empty
tank-containers and empty small bulk containers, uncleaned, this
description shall be completed by adding the words "Last load"
together with the name and item number of the goods last loaded,
e.g. "Last load: 1830 sulphuric acid, 1*(b)".

2823-

2824

D. Transitional measures

2825 Substances of class 8 may be carried until 30 June 1995 in
accordance with the requirements for Class 8 applicable until 31
December 1994. The transport document shall, in such cases, bear
the inscription "Carriage in accordance with the ADR in force

before 1 January 1995".

2826-
2899"
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CLASS 9 MISCELLANEOUS DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES AND ARTICLES

2901 Insert the following new item

"8' Motor vehicle components

(c) 3268 air bag inflators. 3268 air bag modules.
3268 seat-belt ore-tensioners or
3268 seat-belt modules

NOTE 1: This item applies to articles which may be classified in

Class 1 in accordance with marginal 2100(2)(b), which are used as
life-saving vehicle air bags or seat-belts, when carried as

component parts and when the 'air bag inflators', 'seat-belt
pre-tensioners', 'air bag modules' or 'seat-belt modules' packaged

as for carriage have been tested in accordance with test
series 6(c) of part I of the recommendations on the transport of

dangerous goods, tests and criteria, ?./ with no explosion of the

device, no fragmentation of device casings, and no projection
hazard or thermal effect, which would significantly hinder

firefighting or other emergency response efforts in the immediate

vicinity.

NOTE 2: Such air bags or seat-belts installed in vehicles or in

completed vehicle components such as steering columns, door panels,

etc. are not subject to thd provisions of ADR."

"F. Environmentally hazardous substances

NOTE: Assignment of a substance to 11" or 12" shall be as

indicated in Appendix A.3, section G, marginals 3390 to 3396.

11" Liquid substances pollutant to the aquatic environment and

solutions and mixtures of such substances (such as preparations and
wastes), which cannot be classified in the other classes, or in

items 1" to 8, 13" and 14' of this Class.

Z/ Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, Tests and

Criteria (Second edition), published by the United Nations Organization under

the symbol ST/SG/AC.1O/11/Rev.1.
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2901
(cont'd)

(c) 3082 Environmentally hazardous substance, liauid, n.o.s., such as:

alcohol C6-C,7 (secondary) poly (3-6) ethoxylate
alcohol C,2-C15 poly (1-3) ethoxylate
alcohol C,3-C,. poly (1-6) ethoxylate
alpha-cypermethrin
butyl benzyl phthalate
chlorinated paraffins (C,0-C13 )
1-chlorooctane
cresyl diphenyl phosphate
cyfluthrin
decyl acrylate
di-n-butyl phthalate
1,6-dichlorohexane
diisopropylbenzenes
isodecyl acrylate
isodecyl diphenyl phosphate
isoctyl nitrate
malathion
resmethrin
triaryl phosphates
tricresyl phosphates
triethylbenzene
trixylenyl phosphate

12" Solid substances pollutant to the aquatic environment and mixtures
of such substances (such as preparations and wastes) which cannot
be classified in the other classes, or in items I to 8, 13" and

14' of this Class.

(c) 3077 Environmentally hazardous substance. solid. n.o.s., such
as:

chlorohexidine
chlorinated paraffins (C,0-C13 )
p-dichlorobenzene
diphenyl
diphenyl ether
fenbutatin oxide
mercurous chloride (calomel)
tributyltin phosphate
zinc bromide
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2901
(cont'd) 13" Genetically modified micro-organisms.

NOTE 1: Genetically modified micro-organisms are micro-
organisms in which the genetic material has been deliberately
altered by technical means or by such means that cannot occur
naturally.

NOTE 2: Genetically modified micro-organisms which are
infectious are substances of Class 6.2 (see marginal 2651,
items I* to 3, identification numbers 2814 and 2900).

NOTE 3: Genetically modified micro-organisms within the
meaning of this item are those which are not dangerous for
humans and animals, but which could alter animals, plants,

microbiological substances and ecosystems in such a way as

cannot occur naturally.

(b) 3245 Genetically modified micro-organisms

NOTE 1: Genetically modified micro-organisms which have
received a consent for deliberate release into the

environment, _/ are not subject to the provisions of this

Class of ADR.

NOTE 2: For the purpose of the packaging requirements of
marginal 2903, substances and mixtures of substances are
deemed to be solids if they do not contain free liquid at a
temperature less than 45 *C.

NOTE 3: Live vertebrate or invertebrate animals shall not be
used to carry substances classified under this item unless
the substance can be carried in no other way.

I/ See in particular Part C of Directive 90/220/EEC (Official Journal of
the European Community, No. L 117, of 8 May 1990, pp. 18 to 20), which sets

out the authorization procedures for the European Community.
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2901 14" Genetically modified oroanisms

(cont'd)
NOTE: Genetically modified organisms, which are known or

suspected to be dangerous to the environment shall be carried

in accordance with conditions specified by the competent

authority of the country of origin."

Replace the existing heading "F. Empty packagings" by "G.

Empty packagings", and "11"' by "21"".

2901a (1) First sentence, replace "of 1, 2" and 4"" by "of 1, 2, 4"

and 11" to 13"".

2903 Amend (2)(c) and add a new (2)(d) as follows:

"(c) in composite IBCs with flexible plastics inner receptacle

conforming to marginal 3625, fibreboard IBCs conforming to

marginal 3626 or wooden IBCs conforming to marginal 3627, or

(d) in flexible IBCs conforming to marginal 3623 with the

exception of IBCs of types 13H1, 1311 and 13MI, provided that

the goods are carried as a full load or the flexible IBCs are

loaded on pallets."

2904 Add a new paragraph (4) as follows:

"(4) Articles of 8"(c) shall be packed in combination packagings

conforming to marginal 3538 and to a design type tested and

approved for packing group III".

2908 (new) "(1) If substances of 13* are carried in deeply refrigerated

nitrogen, the inner packagings shall conform to the provisions of

this Class and the receptacles for the nitrogen shall satisfy the

provisions of Class 2.

(2) Live animals in accordance with 13, NOTE 3, shall be packed,

marked, described and carried in accordance with the relevant

regulations for the carriage of animals J/".

2911 In paragraphs (2) and (3), after "items of Class 9", add "except

substances of 13"", and replace the word "receptacle" by "inner

packaging".

4/ See footnote 4/ in marginal 2650(7).
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2911 New paragraph (5):
(cont'd)

"(5) Substances of 13" shall not be packed together in a
combination packaging conforming to marginal 3538 with other goods.
This shall not apply to substances added as coolants, e.g. ice, dry
ice or deeply refrigerated liquid nitrogen."

Paragraphs (5) and (6) become (6) and (7).

2912 Insert the following new paragraph (1) under "MarrkiJng":

"(1) Each package shall be clearly and durably marked with the
identification number of the goods to be entered in the transport
document, preceded by the letters 'UN'."

Paragraphs (1) to (4) are renumbered (2) to (5).

In paragraph (3) (renumbered (4)), replace "55 "C" by "61 "C".

Insert a new paragraph (6)

"(6) New packages containing substances of 13" carried in deeply
refrigerated nitrogen shall also bear a label conforming to model

No. 2."

Paragraphs (5) and (6) become paragraphs (7) and (8).

2914 (1) In the first sentence, add "- except for substances of 14 -"

after "identification numbers".
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2914 (1) Insert after the first sentence:

(cont'd)
"If the substance is not mentioned by name, but is assigned
to an n.o.s. entry, the description of the goods shall

consist of the identification number and the n.o.s.

designation, followed by the chemical or technical Vf name of

the substance, or for substances of 13", by the biological

name 5_/ of the substance.

5/ The technical or biological name shall be a name currently used in

scientific and technical handbooks, journals and texts. Trade names shall not

be used for this purpose. In the case of pesticides, the name to be entered
should be that given in Standard ISO 1750: 1981 if listed.

In the second part of paragraph (1), replace "see marginal

2000 (4)" with "see marginal 2000 (5)".

At the end of paragraph (1), add:

"For solutions and mixtures containing only one component

subject to the provisions of ADR, the words 'solution' or
'mixture' shall be added as part of the name in the transport

document (see marginal 2002(8)].

When a solid substance is handed over for carriage in the
molten state, the description of the goods shall be completed

by the word 'molten', unless it is already included in the

name.

For the carriage of easily perishable substances of 13"
appropriate information shall be given, e.g.: 'Cool at
+2"/+4 'C' or 'Carry in frozen state' or 'Do not freeze'.'

2921 Replace "11" by "21"" five times."
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PART III

APPENDICES TO ANNEX A

APPENDIX A.1

3102 The beginning should read as follows: "Conditions relating to
nitrated cellulose mixtures of class 4.1.

(1) Nitrocellulose of marginal 2401, 24' (a), heated for half an
hour ....... (remainder unchanged).

Insert new marginal 3103 and 3104 to read as follows:

Conditions relating to self-reactive substances of Class 4.1

Testing for assignment under Section E of marginal 2401

3103 "Self-reactive substances of items 31] to 50" can only be accepted
for carriage and when the relevant criteria in Parts II and III of

the 'Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods: Tests
and Criteria' (second edition published by the United Nations
Organization under the reference (ST/SG/AC.10/11/Rev.1) are met.
The principles for classification of self-reactive substances are
given in marginal 3104. The test selected for determining the

self-accelerating decomposition temperature (SADT) shall be
conducted in a manner which is representative, both in size and
material, of the package to be carried.

Princioles for classification of self-reactive substances of
Class 4.1

3104 (1) A self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
formulation shall be regarded as possessing explosive properties
when in laboratory testing it is liable to detonate, to deflagrate
rapidly or to show a violent effect when heated under confinement.

(2) The following principles shall be applied to the
classification of a self-reactive substance and self-reactive
substance formulation not listed in marginal 2401:

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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3104 (a) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
(cont'd) formulation which can detonate or deflagrate rapidly, as packaged

for carriage, shall be prohibited from carriage in that packaging
under Class 4.1 (defined as self-reactive substance type A, exit
box A of figure 1);

(b) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
formulation possessing explosive properties and which, as packaged
for carriage, neither detonates nor deflagrates rapidly, but is
liable to undergo a thermal explosion in that packaging, shall also
bear a label conforming to model No. 01. Such a self-reactive
substance may be packaged in amounts of up to 25 kg unless the
maximum quantity has to be limited to a lower amount to preclude
detonation or rapid deflagration in the package (defined as
self-reactive substance type 8, exit box B of figure 1);

(c) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
formulation possessing explosive properties may be carried without
a label conforming to model No. 01 when the substance as packaged
(maximum 50 kg) for carriage cannot detonate or deflagrate rapidly
or undergo a thermal explosion (defined as self-reactive substance
type C, exit box C of figure 1);

(d) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
formulation which in laboratory testing:

- detonates partially, does not deflagrate rapidly and shows no
violent effect when heated under confinement; or

- does not detonate at all, deflagrates slowly and shows no
violent effect when heated under confinement; or

- does not detonate or deflagrate at all and shows a medium
effect when heated under confinement

may be accepted for carriage in packages containing not more than
50 kg (defined as self-reactive substance type D, exit box 0 of
figure 1).
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3104 (e) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance

(cont'd) formulation which, in laboratory testing, neither detonates nor

deflagrates at all and shows low or no effect when heated under

confinement may be accepted for carriage in packages containing not

more than 400 kg/450 litres (defined as self-reactive substance
type E, exit box E of figure 1);

(f) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance

formulation which, in laboratory testing, neither detonates in the

cavitated state nor deflagrates at all and shows only a low or no

effect when heated under confinement as well as low or no explosive
power may be accepted for carriage in IBCs (defined as self-
reactive substance type F, exit box F of figure 1);

(g) any self-reactive substance or self-reactive substance
formulation which, in laboratory testing, neither detonates in the

cavitated state nor deflagrates at all and shows no effect when
heated under confinement, nor any explosive power shall not be

considered as a self-reactive substance of Class 4.1, provided that

the formulation is thermally stable (self-accelerating

decomposition temperature is 60 'C to 75 °C for a 50 kg package)
and any compatible diluent meets the requirements of marginal

2400(19) (defined as self-reactive substance type G, exit box G of

figure 1). If the formulation is not thermally stable or a

compatible diluent having a boiling point less than 150 "C is used

for desensitization, the formulation shall be defined as a

self-reactive substance type F.
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FIGURE I

Classification and flow chart scheme for
self-reactive substances

.1 0

L,-
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3104 (3) Paragraph (2) refers only to those properties of
(cont'd) self-reactive substances which are decisive for classification. A

flow chart, presenting the classification principles in the form of

a graphically arranged scheme of questions concerning the decisive
properties together with the possible answers, is given in
figure 1. These properties shall be determined experimentally in

accordance with marginal 3102."

Existing marginals 3103 and 3104 are renumbered 3105 and 3106.
References to marginals 3103 and 3104 in marginals 2501 to 2599
should be renumbered accordingly.

The existing "figure 1" is renumbered as "figure 2".

3170 Amend as follows:

Ammunition. practice, insert "30"/0488"

Ammunition, smoke, with or without burster, expelling charge or
propelling charge. Sentence 1 to read: "Ammunition containing a

smoke-producing substance such as chlorosulphonic acid mixture or
titanium tetrachloride; or a smoke-producing pyrotechnic
composition based on hexachloroethane or red phosphorus."

Add:

"Articles. explosive. extremely insensitive (Articles [EE) 50'/0486

Articles containing only extremely insensitive detonating
substances (EIDS) which demonstrate a negligible probability of
accidental initiation or propagation under normal conditions of
transport, and which have passed Test Series 7."

Cartridoes. small arms: delete "15'/0328;"
insert: "27"/0417"

after "cartridges. small arms" insert the following new

description:

"Cartridges, for weapons. blank 27'/0327; 37"/0338; 47"/0014
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3170 Ammunition consisting of a closed cartridge case with a centre or
(cont'd) rim fire primer and a charge of smokeless or black powder. The

cartridge cases contain no projectiles. The cartridges are
designed to be fired from weapons with a calibre of at most 19.1 mm
and serve to produce a loud noise and are used for training,
saluting, propelling charge, starter pistols," etc.

Charges. propelling. for rocket motors:

Delete "for rocket motors" in the title.

Insert: "37'/0491".

Description to read:

"Articles consisting of a propellant charge in any physical form,
with or without a casing, as a component of rocket motors or for
reducing the drag of projectiles."

Charges. propelling, for rocket motors, composite mixture: delete

the whole entry.

Add the following new description after "Charges. suoolementary.
explosive"

"Comoonents. explosive train, n.o.s. 1*/0461; 13"/0382; 35"/0383;
47"/0384

Articles containing an explosive designed to transmit detonation or
deflagration within an explosive train."

Cord. detonating, flexible: description to read:

"Article consisting of a core of detonating explosive enclosed in
spun fabric and a plastics or other covering. The covering is not

necessary if the spun fabric is sift-proof."

Explosive. blasting. Tvoe A: in the penultimate sentence, delete

the word "plastic" and change "may" to "shall"

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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3170 "Hexatonal. cast 4"/0393

(cont'd)
amend to read "Hexotona] 4"/0393"

IexiJlite dry or wetted ... 4'/0118
amend to read "Hexolite (hexotol), dry or wetted ... 4/0118"

Jet perforating guns. charoed, oil well, without detonator: insert

"39/0494"

Add: "Octonal 4"/0496

Substance consisting of an intimate mixture of
cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine (HMX), trinitrotoluene (TNT) and
aluminium."

Powder cake (powder paste), wetted ... with not less than 35%

water, by mass ...

replace "35%" with "25%".

Powder. smokeless

delete "generally"

Add: "Prooellant. liouid 2'/0497, 26"/0495

Substance consisting of a deflagrating liquid explosive, used for

propulsion.

Propellant. solid 2'/0498, 26"/0499

Substance consisting of a deflagrating solid explosive, used for
propulsion."

Signals, railway track. exolosive: insert: "307/0492; 43"/0493"

Sijgnals, smoke with explosive sound unit: delete the whole entry.

Signals. smoke without explosive sound device: delete the whole
entry.
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3170 After "Signals. hand" insert the following new description:
(cont'd)

" Signals. smoke 9'/0196; 19"/0313; 30"/0487; 43'/0197

Articles containing pyrotechnic substances which emit smoke. In
addition they may contain devices for emitting audible signals.'

After "Sounding devices, exglosive" (second entry) insert the

following new description:

"Substances. exglosive, very insensitive (Substances, EVI 487/042)

Substances presenting a mass explosion hazard but which are so
insensitive that there is very little probability of initiation or
of transition from burning to detonation under normal conditions of
transport, and which have passed Test Series 5."
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APPENDIX A.3

3300 (2) Replace "IP J/ 170/90" by "IP 1/ 170/94"

3301 (a) Replace "IP 1/ 33/59" by "IP 1/ 170/94".

3302 Replace "(21 "C, 55 °C and 100 "C respectively)" with "(23 *C and

61 *C respectively)".

3304 Add a new marginal as follows:

"Method of testing for combustibility

3304 (1) The method describes a procedure for determining whether the
substance, when heated under the test conditions and exposed to an
external source of flame applied in a standard manner, sustains
combustion.

(2) Principle of the method: a metal block with a concave
depression (test portion well) is heated to a specified
temperature. A specified volume of the substance under test is
transferred to the well and its ability to sustain combustion is
noted after application and subsequent removal of a standard flame
under specified conditions.

(3) Apparatus: A combustibility tester consisting of a block of
aluminium alloy or other corrosion-resistant metal of high thermal
conductivity is used. The block has a concave well and a pocket
drilled to take a thermometer. A small gas jet assembly on a
swivel is attached to the block. The handle and gas inlet for the
gas jet may be fitted at any convenient angle to the gas jet. A
suitable apparatus is shown in figure I and the essential
dimensions are given in figures 1 and 2.

The following equipment is needed:

(a) fIaLW, for checking that the height of the centre of the
gas jet above the top of the test portion well is 2.2 mm
(see figure 1);
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3304 (b) Thermometer, mercury in glass, for horizontal operation,
(cont'd) with a sensitivity not less than I mm/ *C, or other measuring

device of equivalent sensitivity permitting reading at 0.5 "C
intervals. When in position in the block, the thermometer bulb
should be surrounded with thermally conducting thermoplastic
compound;

(c) Hotolate, fitted with a temperature-control device.
(Other types of apparatus with suitable temperature-control
facilities may be employed to heat the metal block);

(d) stopwatch, or other suitable timing device;

(e) Syringe, capable of delivering 2 ml to an accuracy of
± 0.1 ml; and

(f) Fuel source, butane test fuel.

(4) Sampling: The sample shall be representative of the
substance to be tested and shall be supplied and kept in a tightly
closed container prior to test. Because of the possibility of loss
of volatile constituents, the sample shall receive only the minimum
treatment to ensure its homogeneity. After removing each test
portion, the sample container shall be immediately closed tightly
to ensure that no volatile components escape from the container; if
this closure is incomplete, an entirely new sample should be taken.

(5) Procedure: Carry out the determination in triplicate.

WARNING - Do not carry out the test in a small confined area (for
example a glove box), because of the hazard of explosions.

(a) It is essential that the apparatus is set up in a
completely draught-free area (see warning) and in the absence of
strong light, to facilitate observation of flash, flame, etc.

(b) Place the metal block on the hotplate or heat the metal
block by other suitable means so that its temperature, as indicated
by the thermometer placed in the metal block, is maintained at the
specified temperature with a tolerance of ± I *C. The test
temperature is 60.5/75 *C [(see (h)]. Correct this temperature for
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3304 the difference in barometric pressure from the standard atmospheric

(cont'd) pressure (101.3 kPa) by raising the test temperature for a high
pressure or lowering the test temperature for a lower pressure by

1.0 'C for each 4 kPa difference. Ensure that the top of the metal

block is exactly horizontal. Use the gauge to check that the jet

is 2.2 mm above the top of the well when in the test position.

(c) Light the butane test fuel with the jet away from the

test position (i.e. in the "off" position, away from the well).
Adjust the size of the flame so that it is 8 mm to 9 mm high and

approximately 5 mm wide.

(d) Using the syringe, take from the sample container at

least 2 ml of the sample and rapidly transfer a test portion of

2 ml ± 0.1 ml to the well of the combustibility tester and

immediately start the timing device.

(e) After a heating time of 60 s, by which time the test

portion is deemed to have reached its equilibrium temperature, and
if the test fluid has not ignited, swing the test flame into the

test position over the edge of the pool of liquid. Maintain it in

this position for 15 s and then return it to the "off" position
while observing the behaviour of the test portion. The test flame

should remain alight throughout the test.

(f) For each test observe and record:

(i) whether there is ignition and sustained combustion

or flashing, or neither, of the test portion
before the test flame is moved into the test

position;

(ii) whether the test portion ignites while the test
flame is in the test position, and, if so, how

long combustion is sustained after the test flame

is returned to the "off" position.

(g) If sustained combustion interpreted in accordance with
paragraph (6) is not found, repeat the complete procedure with new

test portions, but with a heating time of 30 s.
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3304 (h) If sustained combustion interpreted in accordance with
(cont'd) paragraph (6) is not found at a test temperature of 60.5 "C, repeat

the complete procedure with new test portions, but at a test

temperature of 75 "C.

(6) Interpretation of observations: The substance shall be
assessed as sustaining combustions if, for either of the heating
times, one of the following occurs with either of the test
portions:

(a) When the test flame is in the "off" position, the test

portion ignites and sustains combustion;

(b) The test portion ignites while the test flame is in the
test position, maintained for 15 s, and sustains combustion for
more than 15 s after the test flame has been returned to the "off"
position;

Intermittent flashing shall not be interpreted as
sustained combustion. Normally, at the end of 15 s, the combustion
has either clearly ceased or continues. In cases of doubt, the
substance shall be deemed to sustain combustion;

(c) Substances are considered not to sustain combustion if
their fire point according to ISO 2592:1973 is greater than 100 "C
or if they are water miscible solutions with a water content of
more than 90% by mass.
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Design and dimensions of the test apparatus
for determining the comustiblity of
fallabe liouLds

Dimensions in millimetres

Ther=c=e :a-

Test gas jet

Test portion we!!

figure . '-'Combustibility tester

CLmensions Ln ailli=etres

Butane gas nle,

Test flame
E. : .5 

1 1

figure por2Tsn "Je m

F~gure 2 - Tear. gas jet; and C'lame
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Add the following new Section G:

"G. Test for determining the ecotoxicity. oersistence and
bioaccumulation of substances in the'aquatic environment for
assignment to Class 9

NOTE: The test methods used shall be those adopted by the OECD and

the European Committees. If other methods are used, they shall be
internationally recognized, be equivalent to the OECD/EC tests and
be referenced in test reports.

3390 Acute toxicity for fish

The object is to determine the concentration which causes 50%
mortality in the.test species; this is the (LC5 0 ), value, namely,
the concentration of the substance in water which will cause the
death of 50% of a test group of fish during a continuous period of
testing of at least 96 hours. Appropriate types of fish include:
striped brill (Brachvdanio rerto), fathead minnow (Pimeohales

promelas and rainbow trout (Oncorhvnchus mvkiss).

The fish are exposed to the test substance added to the water in
varying concentrations (+I control). Observations are recorded at
least every 24 hours. At the end of the 96-hour activity and, if
possible, at each observation, the concentration causing the death

of 50% of the fish is calculated. The no observed effect

concentration (NOEC) at 96 hours is also determined.

3391 Acute toxicity for daohnia

The object is to determine the effective concentration of the

substance in water which renders 50% of the daphnia unable to swim
(EC6 ). The appropriate test organisms are daohnia magna and
daphnia pulex. The daphnia are exposed for 48 hours to the test
substance added to the water in varying concentrations. The no
observed effect concentration (NOEC) at 48 hours is also

determined.
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3392 Aloal growth inhibition

The object is to determine the effect of a chemical on the growth
of algae under standard conditions. The change in biomass and the
rate of growth with algae under the same conditions, but without
the presence of the test chemical, are compared over 72 hours. The
results are expressed as the effective concentration which reduces
the rate of algal growth by 50%, IC.,, and also the formation of
the biomass, ICsob.

3393 Tests for ready biodegradability

The object is to determine the degree of biodegradation under

standard aerobic conditions. The test substance is added in low
concentrations to a nutrient solution containing aerobic bacteria.
The progress of degradation is followed for 28 days by determining
the parameter specified in the test method used. Several
equivalent test methods are available. The parameters include
reduction of dissolved organic carbon (DOC), carbon dioxide (C02 )
generation of oxygen (O) depletion.

A substance is considered to be readily biodegradable if within not
more than 28 days the following criteria are satisfied - within
10 days from when degradation first reaches 10%:

Reduction of DOC: 70%
Generation of CO, 60% of theoretical CO2 production
Depletion of 02 60% of theoretical 02 requirement.

The test may be continued beyond 28 days if the above criteria are
not satisfied, but the result will represent the inherent
biodegradability of the test substance. For assignment purposes,
the "ready" result is normally required.

Where only COD and BOD5 data are available, a substance is
considered to be readily biodegradable if the ratio of BOD5 to COD
is greater than or equal to 0.5.
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3393 BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) is defined as the mass of dissolved
(cont'd) oxygen required by a specific volume of solution of the substance

for the process of biochemical oxidation under prescribed
conditions. The result is expressed as grams of BOO per gram of
test substance. The normal test period is five days using a
national standard test procedure.

COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) is a measure of the oxidizability of a

substance, expressed as the equivalent amount in oxygen of an
oxidizing reagent consumed by the substance under fixed laboratory
conditions. The results are expressed in grams of COD per gram of

substance. A national standard procedure may be used.

3394 Tests for bioaccumulation ootential

(1) The object is to determine the potential for bioaccumulation
either by the ratio at equilibrium of the concentration (c) of a

substance in a solvent to that in water or by the bioconcentration

factor (BCF).

(2) The ratio at equilibrium of the concentration (c) of a
substance in a solvent to that in water is normally expressed as a
log,,. The solvent and water shall have negligible miscibility and

the substance shall not ionize in water. The solvent normally used

is n-octanol.

In the case of n-octanol and water, the result is:

log P.. - log.0 [Co/CJ]

where P._ is the partition coefficient obtained by dividing the
concentration of the substance in n-octanol (C.) by the
concentration of the substance in water (C.). If log/Po. t 3 then

the substance has a potential to bioaccumulate.

(3) The bioconcentration factor (BCF) is defined as the ratio-of
the concentration of the test substance in the test fish (c,) to
the concentration in the test water (c.) at steady state:

BCF - (c,)/(c.).
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3394 The principle of the test involves exposing fish to a solution or

(cont'd) dispersion at known concentrations of the test substance in water.

Continuous flow, static or semi-static procedures may be used

according to the test procedure selected, based on the properties
of the test substance. Fish are exposed to the test substance over

a given period of time, followed by a period of no further

exposure. During the second period, measurements are made of the

rate of increase in the water of the test substance (i.e. the rate
of excretion or depuration).

(Full details of the various test procedures and the calculation

method for the BCF are given in the OECD Guidelines for Testing of

Chemicals, methods 305A to 305E, 12 May 1981).

(4) A substance may have a log P,. greater than 3 and a BCF less

than 100 which would indicate little or no potential to

bioaccumulate. In cases of doubt, the BCF value takes precedence

over log Po., as indicated in the flow chart shown in marginal

3396.

3395 Ciei

A substance may be regarded as a pollutant to the aquatic

environment if it satisfies one of the following criteria:

The lowest of the values of the 96 hour LC,, for fish, the 48-hour

EC.. for daphnia or the 72 hour IC5 for algae

- is less than or equal to 1 mg/L;

- is greater than I mg/L but less than or equal to 10 mg/L, and

the substance is not readily biodegradable;

- is greater than 1 mg/L but less than or equal to 10 mg/L, and

the log P.. is greater than or equal to 3.0 (unless the

experimentally determined BCF is less than or equal to 100).
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Procedure to be followed

. Lowest value of 96 hour LC,. 48. hour ZC3 or 72 hour IC* as

appropriate.

BCF - bloconcencratLon factor.

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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APPENDIX A.5

3500 In the NOTE before Section I, insert "6.2" before "8 or 9".

(1) After "particularly by" add: "vibration or"

(6) After "one another", add:

"and cause:

(a) combustion and/or evolution of considerable heat;

(b) emission of flammable, and/or toxic gases;

(c) the formation of corrosive substances; or

(d) the formation of unstable substances.

shall no( be placed .........

(9) After "New", add:

"remanufactured,..."
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3500 (12) Renumber this paragraph as paragraph (14) and insert two new
(cont'd) paragraphs (12) and (13) as follows:

"(12) Packagings used for solids which may become liquid at
temperatures likely to be encountered during carriage shall also be
capable of containing the substance in the liquid state.

(13) The packagings shall be manufactured and tested under a
quality assurance programme which satisfies the competent authority
in order to ensure that each manufactured packaging meets the
requirements of this appendix."

3510 (1) Replace the definition of boxes as follows:

"Boxes:

packagings with complete rectangular or polygonal faces, made
of metal, wood, plywood, reconstituted wood, fibreboard,
plastics or other suitable material. Small holes for
purposes such as ease of handling or opening, or to meet

classification requirements, are permitted as long as they do
not compromise the integrity of the packaging during

carriage;"

Add the following definitions:

"Reconditioned oackaaings include metal drums that are:

(i) cleaned to original materials of construction, with all

former contents, internal and external corrosion, and
external coatings and labels removed;

(ii) restored to original shape and contour, with chimes (if
any) straightened and sealed, and all non-integral
gaskets replaced; and

(iii) inspected after cleaning but before painting, with

rejection of packagings with visible pitting,
significant reduction in material thickness, metal

fatigue, damaged threads or closures, or other

significant defects."
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3510 "Remanufactured packaging include metal drums that:

(cont'd)
(i) are produced as a UN type from a non-UN type;

(ii) are converted from one UN type to another UN type; or

(iii) undergo the replacement of integral structural
components (such as non-removable heads).

Remanufactured packagings are subject to the same
requirements of this Appendix that apply to a new packaging
of the same type."

"Reused nackagings:

packagings which have been examined and found free of defects
affecting the ability to withstand the performance test; the
term includes those which are refilled with the same or
similar compatible contents and are carried within
distribution chains controlled by the consignor of the
product;"

(3) Insert the following:

"Sift-proof oackaoinos:

packagings impermeable to dry contents including fine solid
material produced during carriage."

3511 (1) Amend the word "type" to read "kind".

3512 Add the following note at the beginning of marginal 3512:

"NOTE The marking indicates that the packaging which bears it
corresponds to a successfully tested design type and that it
complies with the provisions of this Appendix which are related to
the manufacture, but not to the use, of the packaging. In itself,
therefore, the mark does not necessarily confirm that the packaging
may be used for any substance: generally the type of packaging
(e.g. steel drum), its maximum capacity and/or mass, and any
special requirements are specified for each substance in the
appropriate packaging marginals in the classes."
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3512 (1) Replace the first sentence with the following:

(cont'd)
"Each packaging shall bear markings which are durable, legible and

placed in a location and of such a size relative to the packaging
as to be readily visible. For packages with a gross mass of more

than 30 kg, the markings or a duplicate thereof shall appear on the

top or on a side of the packaging. Letters, numerals and symbols

shall be at least 12 mm high, except for packagings of 30 litres or
30 kg capacity or less, when they shall be at least 6 mm in height

and for packagings of 5 litres or 5 kg or less when they shall be

of an appropriate size. The marking ..." (remainder unchanged).

(c) (ii) Second sentence: After "inner packagings", insert "and
for light gauge metal packagings, removable head, intended for

substances of Class 3, 5'(c)".

(iii) Add the following:

"(iii) for packagings intended to contain substances of

Class 6.2, 1* and 2, 'Class 6.2' shall be used instead of the
information required in (i) or (ii);"

(d) After "inner packagings", insert: "and for light gauge metal

packagings, removable head, intended for substances of

Class 3, 5" (c)".

(2) Replace the existing text by the following:

"(2) Every reusable packaging liable to undergo a reconditioning
process which might obliterate the packaging markings shall bear

the marks indicated in (1) (a) to (e) in a permanent form. Marks

are permanent if they are able to withstand the reconditioning
process (e.g. embossed). For packagings other than metal drums of

a capacity greater than 100 litres, these permanent marks may
replace the corresponding durable markings prescribed in (1). In
addition to the durable markings prescribed in (1), every new metal

drum of a capacity greater than 100 litres shall, bear the marks

described in (1) (a) to (e) on the base, with an indication
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3512 of the nominal thickness of at least the metal used in the body
(cont'd) (in mm, to 0.1 mm), in permanent form (e.g. embossed). When the

nominal thickness of either head of a metal drum is thinner than

that of a body, the nominal thicknesses of the top head, body, and
bottom head shall be marked on the bottom in a permanent form

(e.g. embossed), for example '1.0 - 1.2 - 1.0' or '0.9 - 1.0 -
1.0'. Nominal thicknesses of metal shall be determined according
to the appropriate ISO standard, e.g. ISO 3574 : 1986 steel drums.

The marks indicated in (1) (f) and (g) shall not be applied in a

permanent form (e.g. embossed) except as provided for below.

For remanufactured metal drums, if there is no change to the

packaging type and no replacement or removal of integral structural
components, the required markings need not be permanent
(e.g. embossed). Every other remanufactured metal drum shall bear
the markings in (1) (a) to (e) in a permanent form (e.g. embossed)
on the top head or side.

Metal drums made from materials (e.g. stainless steel) designed to

be reused repeatedly may bear the markings indicated in (1) (f) and
(g) in a permanent form (e.g. embossed)."

(4) Add a new sub-paragraph as follows:

"(4) When, after reconditioning, the markings required by (1) (a)

to (d) no longer appear on the top head or the side of a metal

drum, the reconditioner shall apply them in a durable form followed
by the markings required in (h), (i) and (j). These markings shall
not identify a greater performance capability than that for which

the original design type has been tested and marked."

(5) Amend as follows:

"(5) The letters 'V" or "W" may follow the packaging code. The
letter "V' signifies a'special packaging [see 3558 (5)]. The

letter "W" signifies that the packaging, although of the same type
indicated by the code, is manufactured to a specification different

to that in section III and is considered equivalent under the

provisions of 3500(14)."

(7) Third example: For "4A1W" read "4AW".
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35]2 (7) Last example: After "200 mm2 /s", add: "and for substances

(cont'd) of Class 3, 5"(c).

Add the following examples:

"For a remanufactured steel drum intended to transport liquids:

OA2/Y/100/91 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e)

USA/MM5 (f) and (g)"

"For fibreboard box intended to contain substances of 1" and 2" of

Class 6.2:

4G/Class 6.2/S/92 (a) (i), (b), (c) (iii),

SP-9969-ERIKSSON (d), (e), (f), (g)"

"For fibreboard box intended to contain inner packagings or solids:

4G/Y145/S/83 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)

NL/VL823 (f) and (g)

Change the table headings as follows:

"Kind Material Category Code Marginal"

Delete "4AI, 4A2, 4B] and 4B2" and insert instead:

"4A and 4B"

(b) After the word "plastics" insert the following:

"or other suitable material"

(b) Amend as follows:

"(b) Unless otherwise approved by the competent authority, the

period of use permitted for the transport of dangerous

substances shall not exceed five years, from the date of the

manufacture of the packaging, except where a shorter period

of use is prescribed because of the nature of the substance

to be transported."

3514

3525

3526

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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3527 (a) Add a second paragraph as follows:

"Fastenings shall be resistant to vibration experienced under

normal conditions of carriage. End grain nailing shall be avoided
whenever practicable. Joins which are likely to be highly stressed

shall be made using clenched or annular ring nails or equivalent
fastenings."

3530 (b) After "wood" in the first sentence, add:

"or other suitable material"

and after "wooden battens" in the second sentence add:

"or other suitable material"

(c) Renumber the last sentence as paragraph (d)

(d) Renumber the existing paragraph (d) as paragraph (e)

3532 Amend as follows the packaging codes:

"4A steel

4 aluminium"

(b) Delete "4A2 and 42"

3536 Amend as follows:

"(b) To prevent the entry of moisture, a bag of four plies or more

shall be made waterproof by the use of either a water
resistant ply as one of the two outermost plies or a water
barrier made of a suitable protective material between the
two outermost plies; a bag of three plies shall be made
waterproof by the use of a water resistant ply as the
outermost ply. Where there is a danger of the contained
substance reacting with moisture or where it is packed damp,
water resistant ply or barrier shall also be placed next to
the substance. Joins and closures shall be waterproof."
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3550 (2) Add a new last sentence as follows:

"A packaging design type is defined by the design, size, material
and thickness, manner of construction and packing, but may include
various surface treatments. It also includes packagings which

differ from the design type only in their lesser design height."

(3) Add a-final sentence as follows:

"For such tests on paper or fibreboard packagings, preparation at

ambient conditions shall be considered equivalent to the
requirements of marginal 3551(3)."

(6) Add as follows:

"(6) The competent authority may permit the selective testing of
packagings that differ only in minor respects from a tested type,
e.g. smaller sizes of inner packagings or inner packagings of lower
net mass; and packagings such as drums, bags and boxes which are
produced with small reductions in external dimension(s.)"

(7) Add as follows:

"(7) Provided the validity of the test results is not affected and
with the approval of the competent authority, several tests may be
made on one sample."

3551 (1) Amend to read as follows:

"Tests shall be carried out on packagings and packages prepared as
for despach, including inner packagings of combination packagings.
Ineer or single receptacles or packagings shall be filled to not
less than 95% of their maximum capacity for liquids or 98% for
solids. For combination..packagings where the inner packaging is
designed to carry liquids and solids, separate testing is required
for both liquid and solid contents. The substances or articles to
be transported in the packagings may be replaced by other

substances or articles except where this would invalidate the
results of the tests. For solids, when another substance ... "

(remainder unchanged).
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355) (3) Add the following NOTr:

(cont'd)
"NOTF: Average values shall fall within these limits. Short term

fluctuations and measurement limitations may cause individual

measurements to vary by up to +/-5% relative humidity without

significant impairment of test reproducibility."

(5) Add as follows, before the NOTE:

"Where the behaviour of the plastics material has been established

by other means, the above compatibility test may be dispensed with.

Such procedures shall be at least equivalent to the above

compatibility test and be recognized by the competent authority."

3552 (]) Add immediately following the table:

"Where more than one orientation is possible for a given drop test,

the orientation most likely to result in failure of the packaging

shall be used."

(?) Replace the main text with the following:

"The temperature of the test sample and its contents shall be

reduced to -18 "C or lower for the following packagings:

(a) plastics drums (see 3526);

(h) plastics jerricans (see 3526);

(c) plastics boxes other than expanded polystyrene boxes

(see 3531);

(d) composite packagings (plastics material) (see 3537);

(e) combination packagings with plastics inner packagings (see

marginal 3538);

(f) textile bags with inner plastics liner (see 3533);
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3552 (g) woven plastics bags (see 3534), and

(cont'd)
(h) plastics film bags (see 3535).

Where the test samples are prepared in this way, the conditioning
in marginal 3551(3) may be waived. Test liquids shall be kept in
the liquid state by the addition of anti-freeze if necessary."

(4) (c) Add at the end: "and for substances of Class 3, 5" (c)"

3553 (1) After "200 mm2/s", add: "light gauge metal packagings,
removable head, intended for substances of Class 3, 5* (c)".

(4) Amend the text as follows:

"The test samples including their closures shall be restraincd
under water for 5 minutes while an internal air pressure is
applied, the method of restraint shall not affect the results nf
the test. Other methods at least equally effective may be used."

3554 (1) After "200 mm'/s", add: "light gauge metal packagings,
removable head, intended for substances of Class 3, 5" (c)".

3555 (3) Replace the existing text with the following:

"Test Method:

The test sample shall be subjected to a force applied to the top
surface of the test sample equivalent to the total weight of
identical packages which might be stacked on it during carriage.

The duration of the test shall be 24 hours, except that plastics
drums and jerricans in accordance with marginal 3526, and composite
packagings 6HHI and 6HH2 in accordance with marginal 3537, intended
for liquids, shall be subjected to the stacking test for a period
of 28 days at a temperature of not less than 40 'C.

The minimum height of the stack including the test sample shall be

3 metres.
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3555 For the test in accordance with marginal 355] (5), the original

(cont'd) filling substance shall be used. For the test in accordance with
marginal 355] (6), a stacking test shall be carried out with a

standard liquid.

Where the contents of the test samples are non-dangerous liquids
with relative density different from that of the liquid to be

carried, the force shall be calculated in relation to the latter."

(4) Amend and move the existing footnote &/ to become a new final
sentence in paragraph (4) as follows:

"Stacking stability shall be considered sufficient when, after the
stacking test, and in the case of plastics packagings, after
cooling to ambient temperature, two filled packagings of the sanr
typp placed on each test sample maintain their position for one
hour. "

3556 In the title, replace "55 'C" by "6] °C".

3558 Add the following new paragraphs (4) and (5):

(4) Add as follows:

"(4) Where an outer packaging of a combination packaging has been
successfully tested with different types of inner packagings, a
variety of such different inner packagings shall also be assembled
in this outer packaging. In addition, provided an equivalent level

of performance is maintained, the following variations in inner

packagings are allowed without further testing of the package:

(a) Inner packagings of equivalent smaller size shall be used
provided:

(i) The inner Oackagings are of similar design to the tested
inner packagings (e.g. shape - round, rectangular etc;);

(ii) The material of construction of the inner packagings
(glass, plastics, metal etc.) offers resistance to
impact and stacking forces equal to or greater than that

of the originally tested packaging;

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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3558 (iii) The inner packagings have the same or smaller openings
(cont'd) and the closure is of similar design (e.g. screw cap,

friction lid, etc.);

(iv) Sufficient additional cushioning material is used to
take up void spaces and to prevent significant movement
of inner packagings; and

(v) Inner packagings are oriented within the outer packaging

in the same manner as in the tested package.

(b) A lesser number of the tested inner packagings, or of the
ilternative types of inner packagings identified in (a)
above, shall be used provided sufficient cushioning is added
to fill the void space(s) and to prevent significant movement
of the inner packagings."

(5) Add as follows:

"(5) Articles or inner packagings of any type for solids or
liquids shall be assembled and presented for carriage without

testing in an outer packaging under the following conditions:

(a) The outer packaging shall have been successfully tested in
accordance with marginal 3552 with fragile (e.g. glass) inner
packagings containing liquids using the packing group I drop
height.

(b) The total combined gross mass of inner packagings shall not
exceed one half of the gross mass of inner packagings used

for the drop test in (a) above.

(c) The thickness of the cushioning material between inner
packagings and between inner packagings and the outside of
the packaging shall not be reduced below the corresponding
thickness in the originally tested packaging; and if a single
inner packaging was used in the original test, the thickness
of the cushioning between inner packagings shall not be less
than the thickness of cushioning between the outside of the
packaging and the inner packaging in the original test. If
either fewer or smaller inner packagings are used (as
compared to the inner packagings used in the drop test)
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3558 sufficient additional cushioning material shall be used to
(cont'd) take up void spaces.

(d) The outer packaging shall have passed successfully the

stacking test in marginal 3555 while empty. The total mass
of identical packages shall be based on the combined mass of

the inner packagings used for the drop test in (a) above.

(e) Inner packagings containing liquids shall be completely
surrounded with a 2ufficient quantity of absorbent material

to absorb the entire liquid contents of the inner packagings.

(f) If the outer packaging is intended to contain inner

packagings for liquids and is not leakproof, or is intended

to contain inner packagings for solids and is not sift-proof,
a means of containing any liquid or solid contents in the

event of leakage shall be provided in the form of a leakproof
liner, plastics bag or other equally efficient means of

containment. For packagings containing liquids, the
absorbent material required in (e) above shall be placed
inside the means of containing liquid contents.

(g) Packagings shall be marked in accordance with marginal 3512

as having been tested to Packing Group I performance for
combination packagings. The marked gross mass in kilograms

shall be the sum of the mass of the outer packagings plus one
half of the mass of the inner packaging(s) as used for the

drop test referred to in (a) above. The mark shall contain a
letter "V" in accordance with marginal 3512 (5) as being a

special packaging."

3559 Amend as follows:

"A test report containing at least the following particulars shall
be drawn up and shall be available to the users of the packaging:

1. to 6. unchanged;

7. Maximum capacity;

8. Characteristics of test contents, e.g. viscosity and relative
density for liquids and particle size for solids;

9. to 13. unchanged;
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3559 14. A unique test report identification;

(cont'd)
15. Date of the test report;

16. The test report shall be signed with the name and status of

the signatory."

Delete final sentence and replace as follows:

"The test report shall contain statements that the packaging
prepared as for carriage was tested in accordance with the

appropriate provisions of Appendix A.5 and that any use of other
packaging methods may render it invalid. A copy of the test report
shall be available to the competent authority."

3560 In the hading "B.", insert: ", remanufactured" after "new".

(1) Second indent; amend the beginning as follows:

"after remanufacturing or reconditioning, ... " (remainder

unchanged).

Insert the following after the second indent:

"For this test, packagings need not have their own closures fitted.

The inner receptacle of composite packagings may be tested without

the outer packaging provided the test results are not affected."

3571 Delete this marginal and "SECTION V Transitional period".

3571-
3599
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ANNEX TO APPENDIX A.5

SECTION I

(d) Amend the specifications of white spirit as follows:

"boiling range 160-220 *C; relative density 0.78-0.80;
flashpoint >50 "C; aromatic content 16-21%."

(e) Amend the specification of nitric acid as follows:

"Nitric acid in a concentration of not less than 55% shall be

used."

SECTION II

CLASS 3

Amend title A to read as follows:

"A. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 *C, not toxic, not
corrosive"

Under 5". read "Viscous substances" (delete ": Certain colours

for rotogravures and for leathers").

Amend title B to read as follows:

"B. Substances having a flashpoint below 23 *C and toxic"

Under 17" (b), delete the synonym "(methyl alcohol)".

Replace title D by title E as follows:

"E. Substances having a flashpoint between 23 "C and 61 "C

inclusive which might be slightly toxic or slightly corrosive"

Delete 32" (c) and substances listed under 32" (c).

Replace "33" (c)" by "(34" (c)".
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CLASS 6.1

Replace the text under class 6.1 by the following:

"B. Organic substances which have a flashpoint of 23 'C or above

or non-flammable organic substances.

12" Nitrogenous substances having a flashpoint above 61 *C:

(b) aniline Acetic acid

14" Oxygenated substances having a flashpoint above 61 *C:

(e) ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Acetic acid

furfuryl alcohol Acetic acid

phenol solution Acetic acid

27" Corrosive toxic organic substances, articles containing
corrosive toxic organic substances (such as preparations and
wastes), which cannot be classified under other collective
headings

(b) cresols or cresylic acid Acetic acid"

Insert a new text for class 6.2 as follows:

CLASS 6.2

"I" - 4' All infectious substances considered

to be liquids in accordance with
marginal 2650 (5) Water"

Amend the text for class 8 as follows:

CLASS 8

"A. Acid substances

Inorganic acids

1 (b) Sulphuric acid Water

Sulphuric acid, spent Water
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2' (b) Nitric acid with not more
than 55% acid

4" (b) Perchloric acid with not more
than 50% acid, by mass in aqueous
solution

5" (b) Hydrochloric acid with not more

and (c) than 36% pure acid
Hydrobromic acid
Hydriodic acid

7" (b) Hydrofluoric acid with not more
than 60% hydrogen fluoride I/

8" (b) Fluoroboric acid with not more

than 50% pure acid
Fluorosilicic acid

(hydrofluorosilicic acid)

17° (b) Chromic acid solution with not more

and (c) than 30% pure acid

17" (c) Phosphoric acid

Organic substances

32" (b) Acrylic acid, formic acid, acetic
acid, thioglycolic acid

32° (c) Methacrylic acid, propionic acid

40" (c) Alkylphertols, liquid

Nitric acid

Nitric acid

Water

Water

Water

Water

Nitric acid

Water

Acetic acid

Acetic acid

Acetic acid

I/ Maximum 60 litres; permissible period of use two years.
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B. Basic substances

Inorganic substances

42' (b) Sodium hydroxide solution,
and (c) potassium hydroxide solution

43" (c) Ammonia solution

44" (b) Hydrazine, aqueous solutions with
not more than 64% hydrazine, by mass

C. Other corrosive substances

61' (c) Chlorite and hypochlorite solutions 2.

63' (c) Formaldehyde solutions

Water

Water

Water

Nitric acid

Water"

L/ Test to be carried out only with vent. If the test is carried out
with nitric acid as the standard liquid, an acid-resistant vent shall be used.
For hypochlorite solutions, vents of same design type, resistant to
hypochlorite (e.g. of silicone rubber) but not resistant to nitric acid, are
also permitted.
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APPENDIX A.6

3600 (a) Amend as follows:

"(a) has a capacity of:

(i) not more than 3.0 m3 (3,000 litres) for solids and
liquids of Packing Groups II and I1;

(ii) not more than 1.5 m3 for solids of Packing Group I

when packed in flexible, rigid plastics,
composite, fibreboard and wooden IBCs;

(iii) not more than 3.0 m3 for solids of Packing Group I
when packed in metal IBCs;"

3601 (3 Replace the word "reconditioned" with "repaired".

3610 (1) Replace the definition of a flexible IBCs as follows:

"Flexible IBCs consist of a body constituted of film, woven fabric
or any other flexible material or combinations thereof, and if

necessary an inner coating or liner, together with any appropriate

service equipment and handling devices."

(2) In the definition of "Liner", before the word "fibreboard" add
"flexible".

Replace the definition of "Body" with the following:

"Body (for all categories of IBC other than composite IBCs) means
the receptacle proper, including openings and their closures, but
does not include service equipment (see below)."

3611 (2) Insert after "i.e.":

"X for substances of Packing groups I, II and III (IBCs for solids
only)".

3612 (1) (c) Amend text in brackets to read "(X, Y or Z)".

Add an example of a Packing Group I IBC:
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I]C/X/0 93 For a wooden IBC.for solids with
S/Aurigny 9876 an inner liner and authorized for
3000/910 Packing Group I solids."

(3) Delete

3621 (9) Replace the word "reconditioned" with "repaired".

3623 (10) Add a new subparagraph (10) as follows:

"(10) The liner shall be made of a suitable material. The strength
of the material used and the construction of the liner shall be
appropriate to the capacity of the IBC and the intended use. Joins
and closures shall be sift-proof and capable of withstanding
pressures and impacts liable to occur under normal conditions of
handling and carriage."

3624 (7) Amend as follows:

"(7) Unless otherwise approved by the competent authority, the
period of use permitted for the transport of dangerous liquids
shall not exceed five years from the date of manufacture of the
receptacle of the IBC except where a shorter period of use is
prescribed because of the nature of the liquid to be transported."

3625 (4) (i) Delete the words "body of",

(6) Amend as follows:

"(6) Unless otherwise approved by the competent authority, the
period of use permitted for the transport of dangerous liquids
shall not exceed five years from the date of manufacture of the
receptacle of the IBC except where a shorter period of use is
prescribed because of the nature of the liquid to be transported."

3650 (4) (b) Replace the text with the following:

"(b) where the substances to be carried have a relative density
exceeding 1.2, the drop heights shall be calculated on the basis of
the relative density (d) of the substance to be carried rounded up
to the first decimal as follows:
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3650
(cont'd)

3656

3657

3658

Vol. 1845, A-8940

Packing Group I Packing Group II Packing Group III

d x 1.5 m d x 1.0 m d x 0.67 m

(2) Add the following:

"For this test the IBC need not have its closures fitted. The

inner receptacle of composite IBCs may be tested without the outer

packaging provided the test results are not affected."

(4) (a) Replace the text with the following:

"1. For IBCs of types 21A, 218 and 21N, for Packing Group I

solids, a 250 kPa (2.5 bar) gauge pressure;

2. For IBCs of types 21A, 218, 21N, 31A, 31B and 31N, for Packing

Group I or III substances, a 200 kPa (2 bar) gauge pressure;

3. In addition, for IBCs of types 31A, 31B and 31N, a 65 kPa

(0.65 bar) gauge pressure. This test shall be performed before

the 2 bar test."

(5) Replace the text as follows for metal IBCs:

"For IBCs of types 21A, 218, 21N, 31A, 31B and 31N, when subjected

to the test pressure specified in 4 (a) (1) or (2): no leakage.

For IBCs of types 31A, 31B and 31N, when subjected to the test

pressure specified in 4 (a) 3: neither permanent deformation which

would render the IBC unsafe for carriage, nor leakage."

(3) Add the following new text:

"IBCs of 0.45 m3 or less capacity shall also be subject to a drop

test on the most vulnerable part other than the part of the base of

the IBC tested in the first drop (for metal IBCs); on the most

vulnerable side (for flexible IBCs); flat on a side, flat on the

top and on a corner (for all other types of IBC). The same or

different IBCs may be used for each drop."
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3658 (4) Replace the table with the following:
(cont'd)

Packing Group I Packing Group II Packing Group III

1.8 m 1.2 m 0.8 m

3659 (4) Replace the table with the following:

Packing Group I Packing Group II Packing Group III

1.8 m 1.2 m 0.8 m

3661 Delete existing text and replace with new text as follows:

"(1) A test report containing at least the following particulars
shall be drawn up and shall be available to the users of the IBC:

1. Name and address of the test facility;

2. Name and address of the applicant (where appropriate);

3. A unique test report identification;

4. Date of the test report;

5. Manufacturer of the IBC;

6. Description of the IBC design type (e.g. dimensions,
materials, closures, thickness, etc.), including method of
manufacture (e.g. blow moulding) and which may include
drawing(s) and/or photograph(s);

7. Maximum capacity;

8. Characteristics of test contents, e.g. viscosity and
relative density for liquids and particle size for solids;

9. Test descriptions and results;

10. The test report shall be signed with the name and status
of the signatory.
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3661 (2) The test report shall contain statements that the IBC prepared
(cont'd) as for carriage was tested in accordance with the appropriate

provisions of Appendix A.6 and that the use of other packaging
methods or components may render it invalid. A copy of the test
report shall be available to the competent authority."

3662 (1) After "31HZ2," amend the text as follows:

"... 31HZ2 shall successfully undergo the leakproofness test, and
be capable of meeting the appropriate levels according to
marginal 3656(3) before they are used for carriage for the first

time."

(2) Replace "after any reconditioning" with "after any repair,
before it is reused for carriage",

3663 (1) Amend as follows:

"All metal IBC, all rigid ... (existing text) ... put into service,
and thereafter at intervals not exceeding five years, with regard
to ... (existing text)".

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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APPENDIX A.7

3700

Replace:

"2
9 9

Au

with
11,199Au

.z43cm

with
,,z4cm

,,17 5yb
with
"1 7 syb

,,2 .7Bk

with
,,2. 7Bk

Berkelium(97)

Berkelium(97)

200 0.9

200 0.9

3 x 10-4

3 x 10
-4

800 0.9

800 0.9

2 x I0"4

2 x 10 - 4

8 x 10"z

8 x10-3";

2"

20";

5 x 10 "

5 x 10-3";

"'z'Xe Xenon(54)
with
.22 Xe

.,
2 3 5

u

with
.,
2 3 5

u

"U (natural)
with

"U (natural)

0.2

4 IC

Unlimited j.'

Unlimited 3a/

Unlimited

Unlimited

5 0.2

00 4

5"

100";

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited"

Unlimited 3.b/";
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3700
(cont'd)

"U (enriched 5%
or less) Unlimited 3b/ Unlimited 3a/"

with

"U (enriched 5%

or less) Unlimited 3a/ Unlimited 2A/ /";

"U (enriched mor 5%) 10 200 1 x 10- 3  2 x 10- 2"

with
"U (enriched more than 5%) 10 200 1 x I0-3 J / 2 x 10-2";

"U (depleted) Unlimited Unlimited"
with
"U (depleted) Unlimited Unlimited b/";

Insert:

Below the line for 16OW:

"'22 Xe Z/ Xenon (54)0.2 5 0.2 5"

"
2 3

Xe 0.2 5 0.2 5"

At the bottom of Table 1 replace reference 1/ as follows:

"J/ The Ci values quoted are obtained by rounding down from the
TBq figure after conversion to Ci. This ensures that the magnitude

of A, or A2 in Ci is always less than that in TBq.";

At the bottom of Table 1 change "J/" to "3a/" and add reference I1t/

as follows:

"3b/ These values do not apply to reprocessed uranium".

Table I Minor changes:

Align the figures of the radionuclide 24 8Cm;

Delete the reference Z/ from the line of 175Hf;
Delete the symbol "x" from the last column of the 1

3 7Np;

Delete the reference 2/ from the line of 20zPb;
Delete the reference _/ from the line 10

4Re-;
Delete the reference / from the line of "64 Re;

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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3701 (2) In the seventh line after "half-life", insert the word
"either".

3702 (1) (a) (i) In the last line change "or" to "and".

(5) In the fifth line after "3703", delete "(1)".

3710 (1) (b) In the second line, replace "its shielding, containment
system," with "its shielding and containment,".

(c) Replace the existing paragraph with:

"(c) For each packaging containing fissile material, where, in
order to comply with the provisions of marginal 3741, neutron
poisons are specifically included as components of the package,
tests shall be performed to confirm the presence and distribution
of those neutron poisons.".

3712 (6) In the second line, after "Table IV", insert "or which shows
radiation level in excess of 5gSv/h (0.5 mrem/h)".

In the last line replace "5 /Sv/h" with "5pSv/h" (Only English
text).

(7) Replace with the following:

"(7) An overpack, container or vehicle dedicated to the transport
of low specific activity material or surface contaminated objects
under exclusive use shall be excepted from paragraphs (2) and (6)
above solely with regard to its internal surface and only for as
long as it remains under that specific exclusive use."

3713 (3) In the last line replace "levels specified in table IV." with
"limits specified in Table IV."

(4) In the third line replace "columns 2 and 3 respectively in
table V." with "columns 2 and 3 respectively in Table V."

3714 (5) Table VI, in the title of the Table VI delete the word
"integrity"
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3715

3718

3719

Vol. 1845, A-8940

(1) (a) In the seventh line change "doe" to "dose"

(3) Table IX

In the first row and third line after "Index" add "(TI)";

In the third row and third line replace "and" with "or";

In the seventh row and third column replace: "Either the sum of
TI's or the larger of
the TI for radiation
control and the TI
for nuclear control"

with: "Either the sum of

the TI's or the
larger of the TI for
radiation exposure
control or the TI for
nuclear criticality
control";

In the eighth row and third line after "control" change "and" to
"or" ;

In the tenth row and third line after "control" change "and" to
"or".

(c) In the second line, change "transpored" to "transported";

(10) Table X

In the row "More than 1 but not more than 10" change "III-YELLOW
and" to "111-YELLOW".

(e) In the last line replace "palce" with "place";

SECTION IV

In the NOTE replace "and the 1988 Supplement" with "(As Amended
1990)".
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3751 (b) At the end of the line delete "and".

(c) At the end of the paragraph change "Appendix." to "Appendix;

and".

3753 (b) At the end of the third line change "a)" to "(a).

3755 (b) In the first line change "marginal 3705" to "marginal 2705".

3757 (3) (a) After "of time" insert ",related to the shipment,".
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APPENDIX A.9

(1) After "1.5", add "1.6" and after "6.1, add "6.2". Delete
"6. IA .

Add:

"No. 1.6 (black on orange background:
division number '1.6' filling
most of the upper half;
compatibility group letter 'N'
in the lower half;
small figure '1' in bottom
corner);

"No. 6.2 (Symbol of three crescents
superimposed on a circle)

liable to explosion,
division 1.6,"

infectious: to be kept
apart in vehicles and
at loading, unloading, or
transloading points, from
foodstuffs, other articles

of consumption and animal
feeds;"

Delete the current text which appears after "No. 6.2" and No. 6.1A.

Danger labels Delete the label No. 6.IA.

Insert:

Additional diagram "No. 1.6" in the same style as Nos. 1.4 and 1.5
in the Table of diagrams (see description above):

Insert model No. 6.2 as follows:

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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PART I

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES

OF ALL CLASSES

10 Oil In the preamble to the table, amend the first indent, to read:

"- special requirements ... subject, however, to compliance with
the provisions of marginals 10 240 (1) (a) and 21 212" and delete
the words: "- supervision of vehicles (marginals XX 321 of Parts I
and II)".

Amend the table entries as follows:

1. Class 1, "substances" column, in the first line, "maximum
total quantity of 50 kg", insert:

"48' (UN Nos. 0331 and 0332)".

2. Class 1, "substances" column, in the last line but two,
replace "35" to 37', 39" to 41, 43"" by "35" to 43".

3. Class 1, "substances" column, in the last line but one,
replace "47" by "46", 47'".

4. Class I, "substances" column, last line (maximum total

quantity of 5 kg), amend to read:

"48' (UN No. 0482)".
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10 011 Amend the table as follows:

5 kg 20 50 100 333 500 1 000 Unlimited
kg kg kg kg kg kg

6, 12', 13" and
substances of
"(a)" of I1,
14" to 28" and
4W to 57 x

Substances of
"(b)" of 11',
14" to 28* and X

3 41 to 57"

1"(a), 2"(a) and
3"(b), 4"(a) and
(b), 5"(a),
and 7"(b) X

31"(c) and X
34(c)

Other substances x
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10 011
(cont'd)

Unlimit
ed

1
0 (b) and X

2°(c)

6 *(c) and X
110 (c)

4.1 210 to 260 X

350, 360,
450 , 460 X j/

370 tO 400,
470 tO 50* x

20 x

6.2 Substances
of (b) x

60, 140 and
substances
classified
under (a) X

Substances
8 classified

under (b) X

Substances
classified
under (c) X

Substances
or articles
classified
under
10 (b), X
40 (c) or 50

9 Substances
or articles
classified
under
10 (c), 60 X
or 70

110 (c) and X
120 (c)

130 (b) x
I/ Excru-i-ngthe Rass orf-I 're-f-rigerating- Mance If

Vol 1845, A-8940
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10 012 Amend as follows:

1. Existing text becomes paragraph (]).

2. Add a new paragraph (2) as follows:

"(2) Where consignments from more than one consignor are carried
in the same transport unit, the transport documents accompanying
these consignments need not bear the inscription mentioned in
paragraph (I)."

10 013 Delete paragraph (1) and delete "(2)" before the second paragraph.

10 014 Add the following definition: "The term 'base vehicle' means any
incpmplete motor vehicle or its trailer corresponding to a type
approved in accordance with Appendix B.2".

10 220(2) Amend to read as follows:

"(2) Vehicles carrying liquids having a flash-point of 61 *C or
below or the flammable substances of Class 2 as defined in marginal
2200(3) shall, in addition, comply with the requirements of
marginals 220 532, 220 533 and 220 584 of Appendix B.2."

10 221(1) Amend to read as follows:

"(1) Motor vehicles (tractors and rigid vehicles) with a maximum
mass exceeding 16 tons and trailers (i.e. full trailers, semi-
trailers, and centre-axle trailers) with a maximum mass exceeding
10 tonnes L/ making up the following types of transport unit:

- tank vehicles,

- vehicles carrying demountable tanks or batteries of
receptacles,

- vehicles carrying tank-containers with a capacity of more
than 3,000 litres, and,

type III transport units, (see marginal 11 204 (3)),

i/ For semi-trailers and centre-axle trailers, the maximum mass refers
to the weight transmitted to the ground by the axle or axles of the semi-
trailer or centre-axle trailer, when that trailer is coupled to the drawing
vehicle and carrying its maximum load.

Vol. 1845. A-8940
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10 221 (1) first registered after 30 June 1993, shall be fitted with an anti-
(cont'd) lock-braking system, the performance of which shall meet the

provisions of marginals 220 520 and 220 521 of Appendix B.2.

10 221 (2) Amend to read as follows:

"(2) Each transport unit of a type specified in paragraph (1)
above, which includes a motor vehicle and/or trailer of a type
specified in (1) above, shall be fitted with an endurance braking
system meeting the requirements of marginals 220 522 and 220 535 of
Apppendix B.2".

10 221 (3) Amend to read as follows:

"(3) Each transport unit of a type specified in paragraph (1)
above in service after 31 December 1999 shall be equipped with the
devices referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2)".

10 240 (1) (b) Add at the end of paragraph:

"Motor vehicles with a permissible maximum laden weight of less
than 3.5 tonnes may be equipped with a portable fire extinguisher
of a minimum capacity of 2 kg of powder."

(3) Amend the first sentence as follows:

"The portable fire extinguishers conforming to the provisions of

paragraph (1) above shall be fitted with a seal verifying that they
have not been used."

10 251 Read as follows:

"The requirements concerning the electrical equipment set out in
marginal 220 511 of Appendix B2 shall apply to every transport unit
carrying dangerous substances for which an approval according to
marginals 10 282 or 10 283 is required. The requirements in
marginal 220 512 to 220 516 of Appendix B.2 shall apply only to the
following vehicles:

(a) Transport units carrying tanks (fixed or demountable) or

batteries of receptacles transporting either liqu:ds having a
flashpoint of 61" C or below, or inflammable substances of
Class 2 as defined in marginal 22Q0 (3). Transport units
carrying tanks (fixed or demountable) transporting diesel
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10 251 fuel, gas-oil or heating oil light, with the identification
(cont'd) number 1202, registered before I July 1995 and not conforming

to this marginal, may, however, be used;

(b) Transport units intended for the carriage of explosives and
having to comply with the requirements set out in
marginal 11 204 (3) for transport units of type III."

10 261 Add a new marginal 10 261 as follows:

"10 261 (1) Motor vehicles (tractors and rigid vehicles) with
a maximum mass exceeding 12 tonnes that will be
registered for the first time after 1 July 1995, shall
be equipped with a speed limitation device in accordance
with marginal 220 540 of Appendix B.2.

(2) The requirements of paragraph (1) above are also
applicable to vehicles with the same characteristics
registered between 1 January 1988 and 1 July 1995, as
from 1 July 1996."

10 281 Add a new paragraph 10 281 under the title "Approval of vehicles"
as follows:

"At the request of the manufacturer or his duly accredited
representative, base vehicles of new motor vehicles and their
trailers which are subject to approval according to
marginals 10 282 and 10 283, may be type approved by a competent
authority in accordance with Appendix B.2. This type-approval
shall be accepted as ensuring the conformity of the base vehicle
when the approval of the complete vehicle is obtained, provided
that no modificatiorrof the base vehicle alters its validity."

10 282 (2) Delete the last sentence.

10 315 Delete the second and third sentences of paragraph (3).

Paragraph (3) would then read:

(3) By means of appropriate endorsements on his certificate made
every five years by the competent authority or by any organization
recognized by that authority, a vehicle driver shall be able to
show that he has, in the year before the date of expiry of his
certificate, completed a refresher training course and has passed a
test approved by that authority."

Vol. 1845, A-8940
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10 315 Insert the following new paragraph (6):

"(6) The certificate shall be prepared in the language or one of
the languages of the country of the competent authority which
issued the certificate or recognized the issuing organization and,

if this language is not English, French or German, also in English,
French or German, except where otherwise provided by agreements

concluded between the countries concerned with the transport

operation."

Existing paragraphs (6) and (7) to be renumbered (7) and (8).

10 321 Replace at the beginning of the text "transport units" with
"vehicles".

10 353 (2) Replace "55 C" with "61 C"

10 374 Delete.

10 381 (2) Delete the new (e) (see TRANS/WP.15/126/Add.12).

10 385 Add:
"(f) The measures to be taken to avoid or minimize damage in

the event of spillage of substances considered to be pollutant to
the aquatic environment in addition to the hazards indicated by the
danger labels."

10 414 (1) Read as follows:

"(1) The various components of a load comprising dangerous
substances shall be properly stowed on the vehicle and secured by
appropriate means to prevent them from being significantly

displaced in relation to each other and to the walls of the
vehicle. The load may be protected, for example, by the use of
side wall fastening straps, sliding slatboards and adjustable
brackets, air bags and anti-slide locking devices. The load is

also sufficiently protected within the meaning of the first
sentence if each layer of the whole loading space is completely
filled with packages."

(2) Delete this paragraph.

Renumber paragraphs (3) to (5) as paragraphs (2) to (4).
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10 416 Insert a new marginal 10 416, as follows:

"Prohibition of smoking

10 416 Smoking shall be prohibited during handling operations

in the vicinity of vehicles and inside the vehicles."

10 417 Replace "55 C" with "61* C".

10 500 (2) Amend the beginning of the sentence to read:

"(2) Tank-vehicles or transport units having one or more tanks
carrying dangerous goods covered by Appendix B5 shall ... "

(remainder unchanged).

(3) Insert a new paragraph (3) as follows:

"(3) Transport units and containers carrying dangerous solid

substances in bulk covered by Appendix B5 shall in addition display
on the sides of each transport unit or container, clearly visible
and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle,
orange-coloured plates identical with those prescribed in
paragraph (1). These orange-coloured plates shall bear the
identification numbers prescribed for each of the substances
carried in bulk in the transport unit or in the container."

Renumber existing paragraphs (3) to (12) as (4) to (13).

(4) Amend as follows:

"(4) For containers carrying dangerous solid substances in bulk

and for tanks containers, the plates prescribed in paragraphs (2)
and (3) may be replaced .... the provisions of last sentence of
paragraph (6) concerning resistance to fire shall not apply."
(remainder unchanged).

(5) Read as follows:

"(5) For transport units carrying only one of the substances

listed in Appendix B5, the orange-coloured plates prescribed in

paragraphs (2) and (3) shall ..." (remainder unchanged).
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10 500 (7) Add at the end of text:
(cont'd)

"and empty bulk vehicles and empty bulk containers, uncleaned".

(8) Add at the end of text:

"If plates are covered, the covering shall be total and remain
effective after 15 minutes' engulfment in fire."

(10) Read as follows:

"(10) Bulk containers, tank-containers and batteries
(remainder unchanged).

(11) Read as follows:

"(11) Bulk vehicles and vehicles with fixed ..." (remainder
unchanged).

(12) Amend as follows:

"(12) The requirements of marginal 10 500 (10) and (11) are also
applicable to empty fixed or demountable tanks, tank-containers and
batteries of receptacles, uncleaned and not degassed and empty bulk
vehicles and empty bulk containers, uncleaned."

10 602 Insert the following text after the first sentence:

"The period of validity of the temporary derogation shall be not
more than five years from the date of its entry into force. The
temporary derogation shall automatically come to an end from the
date of the entry into force of a corresponding amendment to this
annex".
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PART II

SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES OF

CLASSES 1 TO g SUPPLEMENTING OR AMENDING THE REQUIREMENTS OF PART I

Class 1: Exolosive substances and articles

11 204 (2) Amend (b), (c) and (d) as follows:

"(b) Engine and exhaust system

The engine and the exhaust system shall comply with the
requirements of marginals 220 533 and 220 534 of Appendix B.2.

(c) Fuel tanks

The fuel tank shall comply with the requirements of marginal 220

532 of Appendix B.2.

(d) Driver's cab

The material used in the construction of the driver's cab shall
comply with the requirements of marginal 220 531(l) of Appendix B.2
Auxiliary heating appliances shall comply with the requirements of
marginal 220 536 of Appendix B.2."

11 205 Existing paragraph to become paragraph (1).

Delete NOTE and insert:

"(2) For carriage in containers the provisions of
marginals 10 118 (3) and 11 118 shall apply. For free-flowing

powdery substances of 2, 4', 8, 26" and 29, and for fireworks of
9', 21' and 30', the floor. of a container shall have a non-metallic
surface or covering."

11 211 Insert a new marginal as follows:

"For carriage in containers the provisions of marginals 10 118 (3)
and 11 118 shall apply. For free-flowing powdery substances of 2%
4, 8', 26' and 29', and for fireworks of 9', 21" and 3C', the
floor of a container shall have a non-metallic surface or
covering."
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11 311 Add a new paragraph (3) as follows:

"(3) The presence of a driver's assistant on board shall not be

required in the case of articles of 43" identification No. 0336,

carried in a type I transport unit."

11 401 Read:

"11 401 The total net mass in kg of explosive substance (or in

the case of explosive articles, the total net mass of

explosive substance contained in all the articles

combined) which may be carried on one transport unit

shall be limited as indicated in the table below (see

also marginal 11 403 as regards the prohibition of mixed

loading):

auIa. or.l¢Inpbl. Sit h,. Int aof u*.OhmnIl Ifl 21i. I teed

!*-22" 2S-22" 24.3- 3'-4S 06, 21" 1.* 4." * 52"

Tr...wt Wnt

Ty. 10 oc se o* .. I . 1 M0 .11IWI2WI

Ti.e 22 200 3 soc S CCC 2200 U lltted SCS 0 1.1100t0

1,P. I22 2 00i am 00i 2o is WCC li2 t2 15 MO 1111m.t

X M.. 0IM 3.0o0 kg (4.000 kg In . 2rI1,)"

11 402 Amend end of first sentence to read: "(in the order 1.1, 1.5, 1.2,

1.3, 1.6, 1.4)".

11 403 (1) Amend to read: "... Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5 or 1.6 ... ".

Add vertical and horizontal columns "N" and at point of

intersections with "C" add "L/, 2/", with "D" add *Z/, j/", with

"E" add "2/, 1/", with !N" add "?/" and with "S" add "x".

Add two new footnotes as follows:

"2/ Different types of 1.6N articles may be transported together

as 1.6N articles only when it is proven by testing or analogy

that there is no additional risk of sympathetic detonation between

the articles. Otherwise they should be treated as hazard

division 1.1."
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11 403 "2/ When articles of compatibility group N are carried with

(cont'd) substances or articles of compatibility groups C, D or E, the

articles of compatibility group N should be considered as having

the characteristics of compatibility group 0."

11 414 Delete.

Marking and labelling

11 500 (1) Add at the beginning: "In addition of the provisions of

marginal 10 500",

Amend to read: "... Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5 or 1.6 ... "

(2) Amend to read: "... in the order 1.1 (most dangerous), 1.5,
1.2, 1.3, 1.6, 1.4 (least dangerous)."

(4) Amend to read: "... 43' No. 0301 and 0303".

Class 2: Gases: comoressed, liguefied or dissolved under oressure

21 240 Delete.

21 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or

01".

21 407 (1), insert a second sentence to read:

"The permission and the notice provided for in (a) and (b)

above respectively shall not be required if the substances are

contained in cylinders, receptacles, 'assemblies of cylinders' or
receptacles conformfing to marginal 2207 having a capacity not

exceeding 1,000 litres as described in marginal 2212 (1) (a), (b),

(d) or (e)."

Class 3: Flammable liouids

31 321 Read as follows:

"The provisions of marginal 10 321 shall apply to the dangerous

goods listed below in quantities exceeding those specified:

Substances of I' to 5" (a) and (b), 7' (b),

21" to 26" and slightly toxic substances
of 41" to 57": 10 000 kg
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31 321 Substances of 6" and 11" to 19', 27, 28,
(cont'd) and toxic or very toxic substances of

4W to 57": 5 000 kg".

31 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or
01".

31 410 Delete "or 6.IA"

31 414 Delete.

31 415 Replace "6" and 11' to 20"' by "6', 11" to 19, 27", 28, 32" and
the toxic or very toxic substances of 41" to 57"".

31 500 Read as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers

containing or having contained (empty, uncleaned) substances of
this Class shall bear labels conforming to model No. 3.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class
listed in marginal 2312 (3) to (5) shall also bear labels in

accordance with that marginal."

Class 4.1: Flammable solids

41 105 Delete paragraphs (2) and (3), add new paragraphs (2) to (9) to

read as follows:

"(2) Substances of 26" shall be shielded from direct sunlight and

heat during carriage.

(3) Substances of 41" to 50" shall be forwarded so that the
control temperatures 'indicated in marginal 2400 (20), given for
listed substances in marginal 2401 and for non-listed substances* in
the approved conditions of carriage [see marginal 2400 (16)], are

not exceeded.

(4) Maintenance of the prescribed temperature is essential for the
safe carriage of many self-reactive substances. In general, there

shall be:

- thorough inspection of the transport unit prior to loading;
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41 105 instructions to the carrier about the operation of the
(cont'd) refrigeration system, including a list of the suppliers of

coolant available en route;

- procedures to be followed in the event of loss of control;

- regular monitoring of operating temperatures; and

- provision of a back-up refrigeration system or spare parts.

(5) Any control and temperature sensing devices in the
refrigeration system shall be readily accessible and all electrical
connections weather-proof. The temperature of the air space within
the transport unit shall be measured by two independent sensors and
the output shall be so recorded that temperature changes are
readily detectable. The temperature shall be checked every four to
six hours and logged. When substances having a control temperature
of less than +25' C are carried, the transport unit shall be
equipped with visible and audible alarms, powered independently of
the refrigeration system, set to operate at or below the control
temperature.

(6) If the control temperature is exceeded during carriage, an
alert procedure shall be initiated involving any necessary repairs
to the refrigeration equipment or an increase in the cooling
capacity (e.g. by adding liquid or solid coolant). There shall
also be frequent checking of the temperature and preparations for
implementation of the emergency procedures. If the emergency
temperature (see also marginals 2400 (20) and 2401) is reached, the
emergency procedures shall be set in operation.

(7) The suitability of a particular means of temperature control
for carriage depends on a number of factors. Amongst those to be
considered are:

- the control temperature(s) of the substance(s) to be carried;

- the difference between the control temperature and the
anticipated ambient temperature conditions;

- the effectiveness of the thermal insulation;

- the duration of carriage; and
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41 105 - allowance of a safety margin for delays.

(cont'd)

(8) Suitable methods for preventing the control temperature being

exceeded are, in order of increasing capability:

(a) thermal insulation; provided that the initial temperature of
the self-reactive substance(s) is sufficiently below the

control temperature;

(b) thermal insulation and coolant system; provided that:

- an adequate quantity of non-flammable coolant (e.g.
liquid nitrogen or solid carbon dioxide), allowing a
reasonable margin for delay, is carried or the
possibility of replenishment is assured;

- liquid oxygen or air is not used as coolant;

- there is a uniform cooling effect even when most of the

coolant has been consumed; and

- the need to ventilate the transport unit before entering

is clearly indicated by a warning on the door(s);

(c) thermal insulation and single mechanical refrigeration;

provided that flameproof electrical fittings are used within
the coolant compartment to prevent ignition of flamnable
vapours from the self-reactive substances.

(d) thermal insulation and combined mechanical refrigeration

system and coolant system; provided that:

- the two systems are independent of one another; and

- the requirements (b) and (c) are met;

(e) thermal insulation and dual mechanical refrigeration

system provided that:

- apart from the integral power supply unit, the two
systems are independent of one another;

- each system alone is capable of maintaining adequate
temperature control; and
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41 105 - flameproof electrical fittings are used within the
(cont'd) coolant compartment to prevent ignition of inflammable

vapours from the self-reactive substances.

(9) For substances of 41" and 42', one of the following methods of
temperature control described in paragraph (8) shall be used:

- method (c) when the maximum ambient temperature to be
expected during carriage does not exceed the control

temperature by more than 10" C; or

- method (d) or (e).

For substances of 43" to 50, one of the following methods shall be

used:

method (a) when the maximum ambient temperature to bAD

expected during carriage is at least 10" C below the
control temperature;

- method (b) when the maximum ambient temperature to be

expected during carriage does not exceed the control
temperature by more than 30" C; or

- method (c), (d) or (e)."

41 204 Amend to read as follows:

"Substances of 31* to 40' shall be loaded in closed or sheeted
vehicles. Where, under the provisions of 41 105, substances

are required to be carried in insulated, refrigerated or
mechanically-refrigerated vehicles, those vehicles shall satisfy

the provisions of 41 248. -Substances of 41° to 50" contained in
protective packagings filled with a coolant shall be loaded in

closed or sheeted vehicles. If the vehicles used are closed they
shall be adequately ventilated. Sheeted vehicles shall be fitted
with side boards and a tail-board. The sheets of these vehicles

shall be of an impermeable and non-combustible material."
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41 248 Add a new marginal as follows:

*Insulated, refrigerated and mechanically-refrigerated vehicles

41 248 Insulated, refrigerated and mechanically-refrigerated

vehicles used in accordance with the provisions of 41 105 shall

conform to the following conditions:

(a) the vehicle shall be such and so equipped as regards its

insulation and means of refrigeration (see marginal

41 105) that the maximum temperature prescribed in

41 105 is not exceeded. The overall heat transfer

coefficient shall be not more than 0.4 W/m
2 K;

(b) the vehicle shall be so equipped that vapours from the

substances or the coolant carried cannot penetrate into

the driver's cab;

(c) a suitable device shall be provided enabling the

temperature prevailing in the loading space to be

determined at any time from the cab;

(d) the loading space shall be provided with vents or

ventilating valves if there is any risk of a dangerous

excess pressure arising therein. Care shall be taken

where necessary to ensure that refrigeration is not

impaired by the vents or ventilating valves;

(e) the refrigerant shall not be flammable; and

(f) the refrigerating appliance of a mechanically-

refrigerated vehicle shall be capable of operating

independently of the engine used to propel the vehicle."

41 321 Amend to read as follows:

"The provisions of 10 321 shall apply to the dangerous goods listed

below in quantities exceeding those specified:

- substances of 21" to 25': 1,000 kg

- substances of 26": 100 kg

- substances of 31, 32, 43" and 44': 1,000 kg
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41 321 substances of 33, 34', 45" and 46': 2,000 kg
(cont'd)

substances of 35', 36', 47" and 48': 5,000 kg

substances of 41' and 42': 500 kg.

In addition, vehicles carrying more than 500 kg of substances of
41" and 42' shall be subject at all times to supervision to prevent
any malicious act and to alert the driver and competent authorities
in the event of loss or fire."

41 401 Amend to read as follows:

"(I) A transport unit shall carry not more than:

- 5,000 kg of substances of 31" and 32" if its loading space is
ventilated at the top and the transport unit is insulated
with heat-resistant material (see marginal 11 204 (3) (a)) or
1,000 kg of substances of 31" and 32' if the transport unit
does not meet these requirements;

- 10,000 kg of substances of 33" and 34";

- 20,000 kg of substances of 35', 36, 37, 38', 39' and 40';

- 1,000 kg of substances of 41' and 42" or 5,000 kg if
insulated with heat-resistant material;

- 5,000 kg of substances of 43" and 44' or 10,000 kg if
insulated with heat-resistant material; and

- 20,000 kg of substances of 45', 46', 47', 48', 49' and 50'.

(2) When substances of this Class are carried together in one
transport unit, the limits given in paragraph (1) shall not be
exceeded and the total contents shall not exceed 20,000 kg."

41 402 Insert a new marginal 41 402 to read as follows:

"The provisions of marglnals 10 500 and 41 204 shall not apply to
the carriage of substances listed in or covered by 31' to 34" and
41" to 44' provided that the substance is packaged in accordance
with packing method PIA, OPIB, OP2A or OP2B, as required, and the
quantity per transport unit is limited to 10 kg."
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41 403 Read:

"(1) Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 4.1 shall

not be loaded together on one vehicle with packages bearing a label

conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or 01.

(2) Packages bearing labels conforming to models Nos. 4.1 and 01

shall not be loaded together in the same vehicle with packages

bearing a label conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2, 3,

4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 7A, 7B, 7C, 8 or 9."

41 414 Amend to read as follows:

(1) Packages containing substances of 26' shall be stored only in

cool, well-ventilated places away from heat sources.

(2) Packages containing substances of 4W to 50" shall not be

placed on top of other goods; in addition, they shall be so stowed

as to be readily accessible.

(3) For packages containing substances of 41' to 50, the

specified control temperature shall be maintained during the whole

transport operation, including loading and unloading, as well as

any intermediate stops [see marginal 41 105(2)].

(4) Packages shall be loaded so that a free circulation of air

within the loading space provides a uniform temperature of the

load. If the contents of one vehicle or large container exceed

5,000 kg of flammable solids, the load shall be divided into stacks

of not more than 5,000 kg separated by air spaces of at least

0.05 m."

41 500 Amend as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed- or demountable tanks and tank-containers, as

well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous solid

substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,

uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to

model No. 4.1.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class

listed in marginal 2412 (3) shall also bear labels in accordance
with that marginal."
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Class 4.2: Substances liable to soontaneous combustion

42 105 Insert a new marginal 42 105 as follows:

'Method of dispatch and restrictions on forwarding

42 105 Phosphorus of 22* may be carried only in tank-vehicles,
demountable tanks and tank-containers."

42 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6
or 01".

42 414 Delete.

42 500 Amend as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers, as
well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous solid
substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,
uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to
model No. 4.2.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class
listed in marginal 2442 (3) to (5) shall also bear labels in
accordance with that marginal."

Class 4.3: Substances which. in contact with water. emit flammable gases

43 111 (1) Delete "15 (c)"

(3) Insert "ferrosilicon of 15" (c)", after "Aluminium dross of
13" (c)."

43 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5. 1.6 or
01.

43 414 Delete the first and second sentences of the paragraph. The third
sentence becomes the first sentence.

43 500 Amend as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers, as
well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous solid
substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,
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43 500 uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to
(cont'd) model No. 4.3.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this

Classlisted in marginal 2482 (3) to (7) shall also bear labels in

accordance with that marginal."

Class 5.1: Oxidizing substances

51 105 Insert a new marginal 51 105 as follows:

*Method of dispatch and restrictions on forwarding

51 105 Ammonium nitrate of 20" may be carried only in tank-

vehicles, demountable tanks and tank-containers."

51 220 Amend as follows:

"For carriage of liquids of I' (a):

(1) The provisions of marginals 220 531(2), 220 532 and 220 533 of

Appendix B.2 shall apply;

(2) Unchanged.

(3) Text of existing (4). Existing (3) is deleted.

51 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or

01".

51 414 Amend to read: "The use of readily flamable materials for stowing

packages in vehicles is prohibited".

51 500 Amend as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers, as
well as vehicles and containers for'the carriage of dangerous solid

substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,

uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to

model No. 5.1.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class

listed in marginal 2512 (3) shall also bear labels in accordance

with that marginal."
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Class 5.2: Organic oeroxides

52 403 (1) Read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or 01".

52 403 (2) Read: "... 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2, 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1,

7A, 78, 7C, 8 or 9".
(cont'd)

52 414 Delete (1) and (2).

Renumber (3) to (6) as (1) to (4), and amend the former (5), as the
new (3) to read:

"(3) For packages containing substances of 11' to 20, the control

temperature shall be maintained during the whole transport

operation, including loading and unloading, as well as any
intermediate stops [see marginal 52 105(1)]."

52 500 Amend as follows:

"Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers, as

well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of solid dangerous

substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,

uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to

model No. 5.2.

Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class
listed in marginal 2559 (3) to (4) shall also bear labels in
accordance with that marginal.*

Marginals 61 000 to 70 999: Replace by the following revised

sections:

"Class 6.1: Toxic substances

General

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)

61 000-
61 099
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Section 1: Mode of carriage

61 100-
61 110

Carriage in bulk

61 111 (1) Substances of 60° (c) and 3243 solids containing toxic liquid
of 65" (b) may be carried in bulk as a full load.

(2) Substances of 60" (c) and 3243 solids containing toxic liquid
of 65" (b) shall in such case be carried in sheeted, open vehicles.
Vehicles containing 3243 solids containing toxic liquid of 65"
(b) in bulk shall be leakproof or rendered leakproof, for example
by means of a suitable and sufficiently stout inner lining.

(3) Solid wastes containing substances of 60" (c) may be carried
under the same conditions as the substances themselves. Other
solid wastes classified under the letter (c) of the various items
may be carried in bulk only under the conditions of
marginal 61 118.

61 112-
61 117

Carriage in containers

61 118 Containers
classified
containing
sheeted or
Containers
65" (b) in

example by

intended for the carriage in bulk of solid wastes
under (c) of the various items and 3243 solids
toxic liquid of 65' (b) shall have complete walls and be
have a cover.
containing 3243 solids containing toxic liquid of
bulk shall be leakproof or rendered leakproof, for
means of a suitable and sufficiently stout inner lining.

61 119-
61 199

Section 2: Special reouirements to be fulfilled by the means of
transoort and its eouioment

62 200-
61 259
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Special equipment

61 260 Whenever motor fuel anti-knock mixtures of 31° (a) or receptacles
having contained them are carried, the driver shall, when he is
given the transport document, at the same time be given a portable
equipment box fitted with a handle and containing:

Three copies of the written instructions specifying the
action to be taken in the event of an accident or incident
occurring during carriage (see marginal 61 385);

Two pairs of gloves and two pairs of boots made of rubber or
some suitable plastics material;

Two respirators with an activated-charcoal cartridge of 500 cm3

capacity;

A bottle (made of bakelite, for example) containing 2 kg of
potassium permanganate and bearing the inscription "dissolve in
water before use";

Six fibreboard notices bearing the inscription "DANGER - volatile
poison spilled. Do not approach without respirator" in the
language or languages of each of the countries in whose territory
carriage takes place.

This equipment box shall be kept in the driver's cab in a place
where it can easily be found by the decontamination team.

61 261-

61 299

Section 3: General service grovisions

61 300-

61 301

Action to be taken in the event of accident

61 302 (See marginal 61 385)

Precautions with respect to articles of consumption

61 303 (See marginal 61 410)
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61 304-

61 320

Supervision of vehicles

61 321 The provisions of marginal 10 321 shall apply to the dangerous

goods listed below in quantities exceeding those specified:

Substances of 1 to 5" and substances

classified under (a) of all items: 1,000 kg

Substances classified under (b)

of all items: 5,000 kg.

61 322-

61 384

Instructions in writing

61 385 Where motor fuel anti-knock mixtures of 31" (a), or receptacles
which have contained them, are carried, the text of the written

instructions shall specify, inter alia, the following:

(A) Precautions to be observed

The substance being carried is highly toxic. In the event of

leakage from one of the receptacles the following precautions
should be taken:

1. Avoid:

(a) Contact with the skin;

(b) Inhalation of vapours;

(c) Introduction of the liquid into the mouth.

2. When drums which are torn open or damaged or wetted with
liquid are being handled, the use of the following is

compulsory:

(a) Respirators;

(b) Gloves made of rubber or some suitable plastics

material;
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61 385 (c) Boots made of rubber or some suitable plastics material.
(cont'd)

In the event of a serious accident involving obstruction of the
public highway, it is essential that persons arriving to clear the
site should be warned of the danger incurred.

(B) Action to be taken

All practicable steps, including the use of the notices referred to
in marginal 61 260, shall be taken to keep persons at a-distance of
not less than 15 metres from the site of the accident; the notices
contained in the equipment box shall be set up round the enclosure
and onlookers shall be kept away.

The respirators, gloves-and boots will enable one person to
approach the load and verify its condition.

Should any of the drums be torn open, the following should be done:

(a) Additional respirators, gloves and boots with which to
equip the workmen should be procured urgently;

(b) Drums still intact should be set aside;

(c) The liquid spilled on the vehicle or on the ground
should be neutralized by copious swilling with an aqueous solution
of potassium permanganate (a neutralizing agent a bottle of which
is kept in the equipment box); the solution is easily prepared by
stirring 0.5 kg of permanganate with 15 litres of water in a
bucket; swilling should be carried out several times, because it
takes 2 kg of potassium permanganate to neutralize completely I kg
of the substance being carried.

Where practicable, the best way to decontaminate the area is to
pour petrol over the spilled fluid and ignite It.

(C) Important notice

In case of accident, one of the first steps which must be taken is
to notify by telegram or telephone ... (insert here the address and
telephone numbers of the establishments to be notified in each of
the countries in whose territory carriage is to take place).
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61 385 A vehicle which has been contaminated with the substance carried
(cont'd) shall not be put back into service until it has been decontaminated

under the supervision of a competent person. Any wooden parts of
the vehicle which have been attacked by the substance carried shall
be removed and burnt.

61 386-
61 399

Section 4: Special provisions concernino loadino. unloading and

handling

61 400-
61 402

Prohibition of mixed loading on one vehicle

61 403 Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 6.1 shall not be
loaded together on one vehicle with packages bearing a label

conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or 01.

61 404-

61 406

Places of loading and unloading

61 407 (1) The following operations are prohibited:

(a) Loading or unloading substances of 1' to 5" and any
substance classified under (a) of other items in a public place in

a built-up area without special permission from the competent
authorities;

(b) Loading or unloading the said substances in a public
place elsewhere than in a built-up area without prior notice having

been given to the competent authorities, unless the said operations

are justified for serious reasons of safety.

(2) If, for any reason, handling operations have to be carried

out in a public place, then substances and articles of different
kinds shall be separated according to the labels.

61 408-
61 409
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Precautions with respect to articles of consumption

61 410 Substances of Class 6.1 shall be kept apart from foodstuffs, other

articles of consumption and animal feeds in vehicles and at places

of loading, unloading or transloading.

61 411-

61 414

Cleaning after unloading

61 415 (1) A vehicle which has been contaminated with substances

of 31" (a) or with a mixture thereof shall not be put back into
service until it has been decontaminated under the supervision of a

competent person. Any wooden parts of the vehicle which have been
attacked by substances- of 31" (a) shall be removed and burnt.

(2) If substances in this Class have leaked and been spilled in a
vehicle, it may not be reused until after it has been thoroughly

cleaned and, if necessary, decontaminated. All other goods and
articles carried in the same vehicle shall be examined for possible

contamination.

61 416-
61 499

Section 5: Special provisions concerning the operation of

vehicles (tank-vehicles) and containers (tank-containers)

Marking and labelling

Marking

61 500 (1) Whenever substances of 31' (a) are carried, the vehicle shall

display on each side a warning notice to the effect that, if any

liquid escapes, the greatest caution must be exercised and that the

vehicle must not be approached without respirator, gloves and boots

of rubber or some suitable plastics material.

Labelling

(2) Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers,

as well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous

solid substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,
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61 500 uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to
(cont'd) model No. 6.1.

Those containing or having contained (empty, uncleaned) the
substances of this Class listed in marginal 2612 (3) to (10) shall

also bear labels in accordance with that marginal.

61 501-
61 508

Halts of limited duration for service requirements

61 509 Halts for service requirements shall so far as possible not be made
in residential or urban areas. A halt near such a place may not be
prolonged except with the agreement of the competent authorities.

61 510-
61 514

Protection against the action of the sun

61 515 During the period April to October inclusive, when a vehicle
carrying hydrogen cyanide of I' is stationary, the packages shall,
if the legislation of the country in which the vehicle is halted so
requires, be effectively protected against the action of the sun,
e.g. by means of sheets placed not less than 20 cm above the load.

61 516-
61 599

Section 6: Transitional orovisions, derooations, and provisions
peculiar to certain countries

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)

61 600-
61 999

Class 6.2: Infectious substances

General

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)
62 000-
62 099
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Section 1: Mode of carriage

62 100-
62 104

62 105 Packages containing substances of this Class shall be carried in
closed or covered vehicles

62 106-
62 117

Carriage in containers

62 118 (1) Packages containing substances of this Class may be carried
in small containers.

(2) The mixed loading prohibitions of marginal 62 403 shall also
apply to the contents of small containers.

62 119-

62 199

Section 2: Special reouirements to be fulfilled by the means of
transport and its eouipment

62 200-
62 239

Fire-fighting appliances

62 240 The provisions of marginal 10 240 (1) (b), (3) and (4), shall not
apply.

62 241-
62 299

Section 3: General service provisions

62 300-
62 301

Action to be taken in the event of accident

62 302 (See marginal 62 385)
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Precautions with respect to articles of consumption

62 303 (See marginal 62 410)

62 304-
62 320

Supervision of vehicles

62 321 The provisions of marginal 10 321 shall apply to all substances of
1', whatever their mass. They shall also apply to substances of 2'
whose quantity exceeds a mass of 100 kg. However, the provisions
of marginal 10 321 need not be applied where the loaded compartment
is locked and the packages carried are otherwise protected against
any illicit unloading.

62 322-

62 352

62 353 The provisions of marginal 10 353 shall not apply.

62 354-
62 384

Instructions in writing

62 385 The instructions in writing shall also include:

(a) the provision that, in the cases provided for
marginal 10 385 (1) (d) the local health or veterinary authorities

shall be informed;

(b) information as to how the substance(s) are to be
absorbed and contained, and how the dangers of the substance(s) of

Class 6.2 are to be eliminated on the spot, e.g. suitable
disinfectants;

(c) information on suitable protective equipment for the

driver.

62 386-
62 399

Section 4: Special orovisions concernino loading. unloading
and handling
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62 400-
62 402

Prohibition of mixed loading on one vehicle

62 403 (1) Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 6.2 shall
not be loaded together in the same vehicle with foodstuffs, other
articles of consumption and animal feeds.

(2) Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 6.2 shall
not be loaded together in the same vehicle with packages bearing a
label conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or 01.

62 404-

62 409

Precaution with respect to articles of consumption

62 410 Substances of class 6.2 shall not be loaded together in the same
vehicle with foodstuffs, other articles of consumption and animal
feeds (see 62 403(1)). They shall be kept apart from foodstuffs,
other articles of consumption and animal feeds at places of
loading, unloading or transloading.

62 411-

62 412 Substances of item 4 shall be filled in tanks or in specially
equipped vehicles in a manner which avoids risks to humans, animals
and the environment, e.g. by loading in bags or by airtight
connections.

62 413-

Handling and storage

62 414 (1) Packages containing substances of this Class shall be so
stowed that they are readily accessible.

(2) When packages of this Class are to be carried at ambient
temperature of not more than 15" C or refrigerated, the temperature
shall be maintained when unloading or during storage.

(3) Packages of this Class shall be stored only in cool places
away from sources of heat.
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Cleaning after unloading

62 415 If substances of this Class have leaked and been spilled in a
vehicle, it may not be reused until after it has been thoroughly
cleaned and, if necessary, disinfected. All goods and articles
carried in such a vehicle shall be checked for possible
contamination. The wooden parts of the vehicle which have come
into contact with the substances of items I* and 2" shall be
removed and burnt.

62 416-
62 499

Section 5: Soecial orovisions concernina the operation of vehicles

(tank-vehicles) and containers (tank-containers)

Marking and labelling

Labelling

62 500 Vehicles with fixed tanks or demountable tanks; specially equipped
vehicles and tank-containers containing or having contained (empty,

uncleaned) substances of 4', shall bear labels conforming to model

No. 6.2.

62 501-
62 508

Halts of limited duration for service requirements

62 509 Halts of vehicles carrying substances of I" and 2" for service,
requirements shall so far as possible not be made in residential or
urban areas. A halt near such a place may not be prolonged except

with the agreement of the competent authorities.

62 510-
62 599

Section 6: Transitional orovisions. derogations and Provisions

peculiar to certain countries

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)

62 600-

70 999"
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Ciass.Z: Radioactive material

71 315 Delete.

71 321 Amend as follows:

"The provisions of marginal 10 321 shall apply to all material, in

whatever mass. In addition, these goods shall be subject at all

times to supervision to prevent any malicious act and to alert the

driver and the competent authorities in the event of loss or fire.

However, the provisions of marginal 10 321 need not be applied

where:

(a) The loaded compartment is locked and the packages

carried are otherwise protected against illicit unloading; and

(b) The dose rate does not exceed 5 pSv/h (0.5 mrem/h) at

any accessible point on the outer surface of the vehicle."

71 374 Delete.

71 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or

01".
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Karginals 81 000 to 90 999: Replace by the following revised sections:

"Class 8: Corrosive substances

General

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)

81 000-
81 099

Section 1: Mode of carriage

81 100-

81 110

Carriage in bulk

81 111 (1) Lead sulphate of 1 (b), substances of 13" (b) and 3244
solids with corrosive liquid of 65" (b) and solid wastes classified
under the letter (c) of the various items may be carried in bulk as
a full load. The body of the vehicle shall be equipped with a
suitable and sufficiently stout inner lining. If the vehicle is
sheeted the sheet shall be so placed that it cannot touch the
load. Vehicles containing substances of 65' (b) (3244) shall be
leakproof or rendered leakproof, for example by the means of a
suitable and sufficiently stout inner lining.

(2) Solid wastes containing substances of 13" may be carried
under the same conditions as the substances themselves. Other
solid wastes classified under the letter (c) of the various
items may only be carried in bulk under the conditions of
marginal 81 118.

81 112-

81 117

Carriage in containers

81 118 Containers intended for the carriage in bulk of lead sulphate of
1" (b), substances of 13" (b), 3244 solids containing corrosive
liquid of 65' (b) or solid wastes classified under (c) of the
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81 118 various items shall have complete walls and a suitable lining and

(cont'd) be sheeted or have a cover.

Containers containing 3244 solids containing corrosive liquid of
65' (b) in bulk shall be leakproof or rendered leakproof, for
example by the means of a suitable and sufficiently stout inner
lining.

81 119-
81 199

Section 2: Special reouirements to be
transnnrt and its enuinmpnt

fulfilled bv the means of

81 200-
81 299

81 300-
81 320

Sction 3: General service provisions

Supervision of vehicles

81 321 The provisions of marginal 10 321 shall apply to the substances
listed below in quantities exceeding those specified:

81 322-
81 399

Substances classified under (a)
of all items:

Bromine of 14':

10,000 kg

1,000 kg.

Section 4: Soecial-provisions concerning loading, unloading
and handlin

81 400-
81 402

Prohibition of mixed loading on one vehicle

81 403 Packages bearing a label conforming to model No. 8 shall not be
loaded together on the same vehicle with packages bearing a label
conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 or 01.

81 404-
81 409
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Precautions with respect to articles of consumption

81 410 Packages bearing labels conforming to model No. 6.1 shall be kept

apart from foodstuffs, other articles of consumption and animal

feeds in vehicles and at places of loading, unloading or

transloading.

81 411-
81 412

Cleaning before loading

81 413 Vehicles intended to carry packages containing substances of

2" (a)'2., 3" (a), 4, 73' or 74" shall be carefully cleaned and in

particular be free of all combustible waste (straw, hay, paper,

etc.).

Cleaning after unloading

81 415 If substances from packages bearing labels conforming to model

No. 6.1 have leaked and been spilled in a vehicle, it may not be

reused until after it has been thoroughly cleaned and, if

necessary, decontaminated. All other goods and articles carried in

the same vehicle shall be examined for possible contamination.

81 416-
81 499

Section 5: Special orovisions concerning the operation of

vehicles (tank-vehicles) and containers (tank-

containers)

Marking and labelling

Labelling

81 500 Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks or tank-containers, as.
well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous solid

substances in bulk, containing or having contained (empty,

uncleaned) substances of this Class shall bear labels conforming to

model No. 8.

Those containing or having contained (empty, uncleaned) the

substances of this Class listed in marginal 2812 (3) to (10) shall

also bear labels in accordance with that marginal.
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81 501-
81 599

Section 6: Transitional orovisions. derogations and provisions
peculiar to certain countries

(Only the general provisions of Part I apply)

81 600-

90 999"

Class 9: Miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles

91 105 Read:

"Packages containing substances of this Class shall be carried in

closed or covered vehicles."

91 ill Add: "and 12" (c)".

91 118 Add: "and 12' (c)".

91 240 Delete.

91 321 Add:

"Substances classified under (b) of 13': 1,000 kg".

91 385 The current text becomes paragraphe (1).

Add the following paragraph (2):

(2) For substances of 11" and 12", the instructions in writing

shall also include, the measures to be taken to avoid or minimize
damage in the event of spillage of these substances which are
considered to be pollutant to the aquatic environment."

Add a new paragraph (3) as follows:

(3) For substances of 13", the instructions in writing shall also

include:
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91 385 (a) the provision that, in the case of damage to or leakage
from a package containing substances of 13, the local health or
veterinary authorities shall be informed;

(b) information as to how the substance(s) is/are to be

absorbed and contained, and how the dangers of the substance(s) of
13" are to be eliminated on the spot, e.g. suitable disinfectants;

(c) information on suitable protective equipment for the
driver."

91 403 Amend to read: "... conforming to models Nos. 1, 1.4, 1.5. 1.6 or
01".

Handling and storage

91 414 (1) Packages containing substances of 13" shall be so stowed that
(new) they are readily accessible.

(2) When packages containing substances of 13" are to be carried
refrigerated, the functioning of the cooling chain shall be ensured
when unloading or during storage.

(3) Packages containing substances of 13" shall only be stored in
cool places away from sources of heat.

91 415 The current text becomes paragraph (1), with the inclusion of ", 1'
to 12*", after "Class 9".

Add the following new paragraph (2).

"(2) If a substance of 13" has escaped and has contaminated a
vehicle, this vehicle may be reused only after it has been
thoroughly cleaned and, if necessary, disinfected. All goods and
articles carried in such a vehicle shall be checked for possible
contamination. The wooden parts of the vehicle which have come
into contact with the substances of 13" shall be removed and
burnt."

91 500 (2) Amend as follows:

"(2) Vehicles with fixed or demountable tanks and tank-containers,
as well as vehicles and containers for the carriage of dangerous
solid substances in bulk, containing or having contained substances
of this Class, with the exception of substances of 4" (c), shall
bear labels conforming to model No. 9.
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91 500 Those containing or having contained the substances of this Class
(cont'd) listed in marginal 2912 (4) to (6) shall also bear labels in

accordance with that marginal."

Apoendices B.Ia/B.lb

Note: In the following amendments, the letter X in a marginal
number indicates that the amendment applies to both appendices
(e.g. 21X 310 means "211 310 and 212 310").

211 126 Amend this marginal to read:

"211 126 Shells intended for the carriage of liquids having a
flash-point of 61 °C or below or for the carriage of flammable
gases, shall be linked to the chassis by means of at least one good
electrical connection. Any metal contact capable of causing
electrochemical corrosion shall be avoided. Shells shall be
provided with at least one earth fitting clearly marked with the
symbol "..", capable of being electrically connected."

212 126 Replace "55 "C" by "61 *C".

211 174 Insert before the present text the following sentence:

"During loading and unloading of tanks, appropriate measures shall
be taken to prevent the release of dangerous quantities of gases
and vapours."

211 187 Insert the following new marginal 211 187:

"Fixed tanks (tank-vehicles), demountable tanks and batteries of
receptacles constructed before 1 January 1990 shall, if used after
31 December 2004, conform to the provisions of marginal 211 127
(5), applicable as from I January 1990, concerning wall thickness
and protection against daMage."
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21X 310 Amend as follows:

"The following substances of marginal 2301 may be carried in fixed

or demountable tanks/tank-containers:

(a) Propyleneimine, inhibited, of 12%

(b) Substances classified under (a) of 11', 14" to 22, 26" and
27", 41" to 57";

(c) Substances classified under (b) of 11, 14' to 27, 41 to
57", and substances of 32" and 33*;

(d) Substances of 1 to 5", 31, 34° and 61" (c), with the
exception of isopropyl nitrate, n-propyl nitrate and
nitromethane of 3" (b)."

21X 320 Amend as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of inhibited propyleneimine

of 12" shall be designed for a calculation pressure (see
marginal 21X 127 (2)) of not less than 1.5 MPa (15 bar) (gauge
pressure)."

21X 331 (Last sentence)
after "referred to in

21X 332 (First sentence) [marginal 21X 310 (c)", insert
3the words "except those of 33"".

21X 370 (First sentence)

21X 332 Insert a fourth sentence as follows:

"If shells intended for the carriage of substances of 33" are
fitted with safety valves, these shall satisfy the requirements of
marginals 21X 134 and 21X 135."

In the last sentence, replace "55 "C" by "61 "C".
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ZIX 371 Amend as follows:

"Tank-vehicles and demountable tanks/tank-containers approved for
the carriage of substances of 11, 12", 14" to 20", 27, 32" and

41 to 57" shall not be used for the carriage of foodstuffs,

articles of consumption or animal feeds."

211 380 Insert a new marginal 211 380, as follows:

"211 380 Fixed tanks (tank-vehicles) and demountable tanks

intended for the carriage of substances of 32" and 33' of marginal

2301, built according to the requirements of this Appendix
applicable prior to 1 January 1995, but which do not, however,

conform to the requirements applicable as from I January 1995, may

still be used up to 31 December 2000."

212 380 Insert a new marginal 212 380, as follows:

"212 380 Tank-containers intended for the carriage of substances
of 32' and 33" of marginal 2301, built according to the

requirements of this Appendix applicable prior to 1 January 1995,

but which do not, however, conform to the requirements applicable

as from 1 January 1995, may still be used up to 31 December 1999."

21X 471 The beginning should read as follows:

"Shells containing substances of 31' to 33' of marginal 2431 and
substances of 2*(b), 3'(a) and 3"(b) of marginal 2471

(remainder unchanged).

21X 510 (b) Delete "and liquid substances and solutions assimilable under

(a) or (b) of thes~ritems"; delete the words "highly oxidizing or

oxidizing".

21X 510 (d) Delete "and liquid substances and solutions assimilable under

(a) or (b) of these items"; delete the words *slightly oxidizing".

21X 510 (e) Delete "as well as powdery or granular substances assimilable
under (b) or (c) of these items"; delete the words "oxidizing and

slightly oxidizing"..
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Amend the title before marginals 21X 600 to read:

"Class 6.1: Toxic substances

"Class 6.2: Infectious substances".

21X 610 Amend as follows:

"(1) The following substances of marginal 2601 may be carried in
fixed or demountable tanks/tank-containers:

(a) The substances listed by name in 2" to 4';

(b) Highly toxic substances classified under (a) of 6" to 13" -
with the exception of isopropyl chloroformate of 10" -, 15" to 17",
20, 22, 23, 25" to 28', 31' to 36', 41', 44', 51, 52', 55,
61, 65' to 68', 71" to 87" and 90, carried in the liquid state;

(c) Toxic or slightly toxic substances classified under (b) or
(c) of 11', 12, 14' to 28", 32' to 36, 41', 44', 51" to 55, 57"
to 62', 64" to 68', 71' to 87' and 90', carried in the liquid
state;

(d) Toxic or slightly toxic powdery or granular substances
classified under (b) or (c) of 12, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25" to
27', 32' to 35, 41, 44, 51' to 55, 57' to 68, 71' to 87' and
90*.

NOTE: For the carriage in bulk of substances of 60' (c) and

substances of 65' (b) (3243) and solid wastes classified under (c)
of the various items, see marginal 61 111.

(2) Substances of marginal 2651, 3" and 4, may be carried in
fixed or demountable tanks/tank-containers."

21X 620 Amend as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances referred to in
marginal 21X 610(])(a) listed by name under 2* to 4 of marginal
2601 shall be designed for a calculation pressure (see marginal 21X
127 (2)) of not less than 1.5 MPa (15 bar) (gauge pressure)."

21X 621 Replace "21X 610 (b)" by "21X 610 (1) (b)".
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21X 622 Replace "21X 610 (c)" by "21X 610 (1) (c) and 21X 610 (2)".

Add the following sentence:

"Shells intended for the carriage of chloroacetic acid of 24" (b)

of marginal 2601 shall be provided with an enamel or equivalent

protective lining if the material of the shell is attacked by

chloroacetic acid."

21X 623 Replace "21X 610 (d)" by "21X 610 (1) (d)".

21X 630 Replace "21X 610 (a) and (b)" by "21X 610 (1) (a) and
(b)".

21X 631 Replace "21X 610 (c) and (d)" by "21X 610 (1) (c) and (d) and (2)".

21X 6$0 In the first sentence, replace "21X 610 (a), (b) and (c)" by

"21X 610 (1) (a), (b) and (c) and (2)".

211 650 In the second sentence, after "31" (a)", add "of marginal 2601".

21X 651 Replace "21X 610 (d)" by "21X 610 (1) (d)".

21X 670 After "3"", add "of marginal 2601".

21X 671 Replace "21X 610 (a) and (b)" by "21X 610 (1) (a) and (b)".

21X 760 Replace "the trefoil symbol, as shown on labels Nos. 7A to 7D" by

"the trefoil symbol described in marginal 2705(5)."

21X 810 Amend as follows:

The following substances of marginal 2801 may be carried in fixed

or demountable tanks/tank-containers;

(a) Substances listed by name in 6" and 14";

(b) Substances classified under (a) of 1', 2, 3, 7, 8, 12",

17", 32", 33", 39, 40, 46', 47, 52" to 56", 64" to 68" and

70", 72" to 76, carried in the liquid state;

(c) Phosphorus oxybromide of 15" and substances classified under

(b) or (c) of I' to 5', 7, 8", 10', 12", 17", 31" to 40",

42" to 47", 51" to 56", 61" to 76", carried in the liquid

state;
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21X 810 (d) Powdery or granular corrosive or slightly corrosive
(suite) substances classified under (b) or (c) of 9, 11, 13', 16', 31',

34', 35', 39', 41, 45', 46, 52, 55, 62', 65, 67, 69, 71,
73" and 75'.

NOTE: For the carriage in bulk of lead sulphate of I' (b), of
substances of 13" (b), and solid wastes and solids containing a
corrosive liquid of 65' (b) of identification No. 3244 classified
under (c) of the various items, see marginal 81 111.

21X 820 Amend the text to read:

Shells intended for the carriage of substances listed by name in 6"
and 14' shall be designed for a calculation pressure (see marginal
21X 127 (2)) of not less than 2.1 MPa (21 bar) (gauge pressure).

Shells intended for the carriage of substances of 14o shall be

provided with a lead lining not less than 5 mm thick or an
equivalent lining. The requirement of Appendix B.Id shall apply to

the materials and construction of welded shells, intended for the

carriage of substances of 6".

21X 822 Second sentence, delete.

21X 830 Replace "24"' by "14".

2IX 850 Replace "anhydrous hydrofluoric acid or aqueous solutions of
hydrofluoric acid" by "substances". Delete the second

subparagraph.

21X 851 Replace "bromine of 24'" by "substances of 14"".

21X 860 Insert the following new 21X860 as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances of 6' and 14'

shall bear, in addition to the particulars referred to in
marginal 21X 160, the date (month, year) of the most recent
inspection of the internal condition."

2IX 861 Existing 2IX 860 is renumbered 21X 861 and is amended as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of inhibited sulphur trioxide
of I* (a) and substances of 6' and 14' shall bear in addition, on
the plate referred to in marginal 21X 160, the maximum permissible

load mass in kg of the shell."
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21X 870 Amend as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of inhibited sulphur trioxide

of I* (a) shall not be filled to more than 88% of their capacity;

those intended for the carriage of substances of 14" shall be

filled to not less than 88% and not more than 92% of their capacity
or to 2.86 kg per litre of capacity.

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances of 6" shall not be

filled to more than 0.84 kg per litre of capacity."

21X 871 Amend as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances of 6, 7" and 14"

shall be hermetically-closed (see marginal ZiX 127 (2)) during

carriage and the closures shall be protected with lockable caps."

21X 910 Amend to read:

"Substances of 1', 2, 4" (c), II* and 12" of marginal 2901 may be

carried in fixed or demountable tanks and in tank-containers."

In the NOTE, add "and 12"".

21X 920 Amend to read:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances of 1, 4, 11" and

12' shall be designed in accordance with the requirements of Part I

of this Appendix."

21X 951 Amend to read:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances of I", 4"% 11 and

12" shall be subject to the initial and periodic hydraulic pressure
tests at the calculation pressure used in their design as defined
in marginal 21X 123."

Appendix B.1c

213 010 (e) To read:

"Substances of 1" (b) and (c), 2" (b), 5", 8" (b) and (c), 17" (c),

42", 43" (c) and 61" of Class 8."
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REPLACE APPENDIX B.2 by the following:

"APPENDIX B.2

UNIFORM PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE CONSTRUCTION OF VEHICLES
INTENDED FOR THE CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS INCLUDING PROVISIONS

FOR THEIR TYPE APPROVAL WHERE APPROPRIATE

220 000-
220 099

Section 1: Scope

220 100 (1) The provisions of this Appendix apply to the construction of

base
vehicles of motor vehicles and their trailers intended for the

carriage of dangerous goods, which are subject to approval

according to marginals 10 282, 11 282, 10 283, and to "type II"
transport units according to marginal 11 204(2), and to their type
approval.

(2) For the type-approval of a vehicle type in accordance with
marginal 10 281, all sections of this Appendix shall apply.

(3) In the case of single vehicles which have not been subject to

the type-approval procedure in accordance with marginal 10 281,

only the provisions of section 5 of this Appendix apply.

220 101-

220 199

Section 2: Definitions

220 200 For the purpose of this Appendix:

(1) "Vehicle" means a chassis-cab vehicle, a tractor for semi-trailer

or a trailer-chassis or a trailer with a self-supporting body intended
for the transport of dangerous goods;

(2) "Vehicle type" means vehicles which do not differ essentially with
regard to the constructional features specified in this Appendix.
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Section 3: Application for type-approval

220 300 The application for type-approval of a vehicle type with regard to its
specific constructional features shall be submitted by the vehicle
manufacturer or by his duly accredited representative.

220 301 The application for type-approval shall be accompanied by the under-
mentioned documents in triplicate and by the following particulars

(1) a detailed description of the vehicle type with respect to its
relevant structure, engine (compression-ignition, positive-ignition),
dimensions, configuration and constituent materials;

(2) The type of vehicle according to the dangerous goods which the
vehicle is intended to transport, i.e.:

Type EX/JI for vehicles intended for the carriage of explosives as
type II transport units (see marginal 11 204);

Type EX/Ill for vehicles intended for the carriage of explosives
as type III transport units (see marginal 11 204);

Type FL for vehicles intended for the carriage of liquids with a
flashpoint of not more than 61 "C or flammable gases, in
fixed tanks, demountable tanks or batteries of receptacles;

Type OX for vehicles intended for the carriage of substances of
class 5.1, marginal 2501, item 1"(a), in fixed tanks,
demountable tanks or batteries of receptacles;

Type AT for vehicles intended for the carriage of dangerous goods
in tank-containers with a capacity of more than 3 000
litres, or vehicles other than those of types EX/I, EX/III,
FL or OX intended for the carriage of dangerous goods in
fixed tanks, demountable tanks or batteries of receptacles

(3) drawings of the vehicle; and

(4) particulars of :

(a) the technical maximum mass (kg)

(b) the type(s) of endurance braking system(s)

220 302 A vehicle representative of the type to be approved shall be submitted
to the technical service responsible for conducting the approval
tests.
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220 303 The competent authority shall verify the existence of satisfactory
arrangements for ensuring effective control of the conformity of
production before type approval is granted.

220 304-
220 399

Section 4: Tvoe-aooroval

220 400 If the vehicle submitted for approval pursuant to this Appendix meets
the provisions of section 5 below, approval of that vehicle type shall
be granted.

220 401 An approval number shall be assigned to each type approved. Its first
two digits (oo for the Appendix in its present form) shall indicate
the series of amendments incorporating the most recent major technical
amendments made to the provisions at the time of issue of the
approval. The same Contracting Party may not assign the same number to
another vehicle type within the meaning of marginal 220 200 (2) above.

220 402 Notice of approval or of extension of approval of a vehicle type
pursuant to this Appendix shall be communicated to the Contracting
Parties by means of a form conforming to the model reproduced in
marginal 221 000.

220 403 There shall be affixed, conspicuously and in a readily accessible
place specified on the approval form, to every vehicle conforming to a
vehicle type approved under this Appendix an international approval
mark consisting of:

(1) a circle surrounding the letters "ADR" followed by the
distinguishing number of the country which has granted
approval /;

!/ I for Germany, 2 for France, 3 for Italy, 4 for the Netherlands, 5
for Sweden, 6 for Belgium, 7 for Hungary, 8 for the Czech Republic, 9 for
Spain, 10 for Yugoslavia, 11 for the United Kingdom, 12 for Austria, 13 for
Luxembourg, 14 for Switzerland, 15 (reserved), 16 for Norway, 17 for Finland,
18 for Denmark, 20 for Poland, 21 for Portugal, 22 (reserved), 23 for Greece,
24 (reserved), 25 for Croatia, 26 for Slovenia, 27 for Slovakia, 28 for
Belarus, 29 and 30 (reserved), 31 for Bosnia Herzegovina. Subsequent numbers
shall be assigned by the Secretary General of the United Nations to other
countries which become Contracting Parties to the ADR.
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220 403 (2) the approval number to the right of the circle prescribed in
(cont'd) paragraph (I); and

(3) an additional symbol separated from the approval number and
consisting of the symbol identifying the vehicle type approved in
accordance with marginal 220 301(2).

220 404 The approval mark shall be clearly legible and be indelible.

220 405 The approval mark shall be placed close to or on the vehicle data
plate affixed by the manufacturer.

220 406-
220 499

Section 5: Technical orovisions

220 500 Motor vehicles and trailers intended for use as transport units for
dangerous goods shall, depending on their category and type, comply
with the following provisions according to the table below.
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220 501-
220 509

Electrical eouipment

General provisions

220 510 The electrical installation as a whole shall meet the provisions of
marginal 220 511 to 220 515 in accordance with the table of marginal
220 500.

WirCing

220 511 (1) The size of conductors shall be large enough to avoid overheating.
Conductors shall be adequately insulated. All circuits shall be
protected by fuses or automatic circuit breakers, except for the
following :

- from the battery to cold start and stopping systems of the engine
- from the battery to the alternator
- from the alternator to the fuse or circuit breaker box
- from the battery to the starter motor
- from the battery to the power control housing of the endurance

braking system (see marginal 220 522 below), if this system is
electrical or electromagnetic.

The above unprotected circuits shall be as short as possible.

(2) Cables shall be securely fastened and positioned in such a way
that the conductors are adequately protected against mechanical and
thermal stresses.

Battery master switch

220 512 (1) A switch for breaking the electrical circuits shall be placed as
close to the battery as possible.

(2) Direct or indirect control devices shall be installed, one in the
driver's cab and a second on the outside of the vehicle. They shall be
readily accessible and distinctively marked. The control device
located in the driver's cab shall be within immediate reach of the
driver seated in the driver's seat. It shall be protected against
inadvertent operation by either adding a protective cover, or by using
a dual movement control device or by other suitable means.
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220 512 (3) It shall be possible to open the switch while the engine is
(cont'd) running, without causing any dangerous excess voltage. Operation

of the switch shall not constitute a fire hazard in an explosive

atmosphere ; this can be ensured by using a switch having a casing
with protection degree IP65 in accordance with IEC Standard 529.

(4) The cable connections on the battery master switch shall have a

protection degree IP54. However this does not apply if these connections

are contained in a housing which may be the battery box. In this case it
is sufficient to insulate the connections against short circuits, for
example with a rubber cap.

Batteries

220 513 The battery terminals shall be electrically insulated or covered by

the insulating battery box cover. If the batteries are not located
under the engine bonnet, they shall be fitted in a vented box.

Tachographs

220 514 The electrical supply to the tachograph shall be provided via a safety
barrier connected directly to the battery. The electrical supply leads
to and from the tachograph, which remain energized when the battery

master-switch is open, shall be intrinsically safe according to the
requirements of European Standard EN 50 020. The tachograph and the

safety barrier shall meet the requirements for associated electrical
equipment according to European Standard EN 50 020.

Permanently energized installations

220 515 Those parts of the. electrical installation, other than the tachograph,
which remain energized when the battery master-switch is open, shall

be suitable for use in a hazardous area and shall meet the appropriate
requirements of European .Atandard EN 50 014 and one of European
Standards EN 50 015 to 50 020 or EN 50 028. The requirements for the
relevant gas group according to the product being carried shall be
met.
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Provisions concerning that part of the electrical installation
situated to the rear of the driver's cab

220 516 The whole installation shall be so designed, constructed and protected
such that it cannot provoke any ignition or short-circuit under normal
conditions of use of vehicles and that these risks can be minimized in
the event of an impact or deformation. In particular

(1) Wiring

The wiring located behind the driver's cab shall be protected against
impact, abrasion and chafing during normal vehicle operation. Examples
of appropriate protection are given in the figures 1, 2, 3 and 4
below. However, the sensor cables of anti-lock braking devices do not
need additional protection.

Corugated polyamide conduit

Sinqsulat wires

Fieure N" I

j Corrugated polyarmide conduit

P Insulating sheath

-- --UU -~h~z
-F - - arae insulated wires
Pigure N'.2
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Polyurethane sheath

--- With ine: sheath

Separate insulated wires
Figure N" 3.

Outer la Metal-threaded protection

Separate insulated
vilres

Figure No. 
4

ir layer(2) Lgtn

Lamp bulbs with a screw cap shall not be used.

Electrical lifting mechanits

210 517 The electrical equipment of the mechanism for lifting a bogie axle
shall be installed outside the chassis frame in a sealed housing.

220 518-
220 519

Brakina eouioment

General orovisions

220 520 In addition to the following technical provisions, to be applied in
accordance with the table of marginal 220 500, motor vehicles and
trailers intended for use as transport units for dangerous goods shall
fulfil all relevant technical requirements of the ECE Regulation N" 13
or the Directive 71/320/EEC !/ In their latest amended form applicable
at the time of vehicle approval.

!/ Originally published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities No. L 202 of 6.9.1971.
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Anti-lock Braking System

220 521 (1) Motor vehicles having a maximum mass exceeding 16 tonnes, or
authorized to tow a trailer with a maximum mass exceeding 10 tonnes,
shall be equipped with an anti-lock braking system of category I
according to ECE Regulation N" 13, Annex 13, or to Directive
71/320/EEC !/.

(2) Trailers having a maximum mass exceeding 10 tonnes shall be
equipped with an anti-lock braking system of category A according to
ECE Regulation No. 13, Annex 13, or to Directive 71/320/EEC !_/.

(3) Electrical connections between drawing vehicles and the trailers
for the anti-lock system in the trailer shall be made by means of a
connector conforming to ISO 7638:1985.

Endurance braking system

220 522 (1) Endurance braking system means a system intended to stabilize
vehicle speed on a long descent, without the use of the service,
secondary or parking braking systems.

(2) Motor vehicles having a maximum mass exceeding 16 tonnes or

authorized to tow a trailer with a maximum mass exceeding 10 tonnes
shall be fitted with an endurance braking system which complies with

the following requirements:

(a) The endurance braking system may be a single device or a

combination of several devices. Each device may have its own
control.

(b) All three endurance braking control options provided for in
ECE Regulation N' 13, paragraph 2.14 or in Directive
71/320/EEC !/ shaTl be permitted, but, in the case of a
failure of the anti-lock system, integrated or combined
retarders shall be switched off automatically.

_/ Originally published in the Official Journal of the European

Communities N. L 202 of 6.9.1971.
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220 522 (c) The effectiveness of the endurance braking system shall be
(cont'd) controlled by the anti-lock braking system such that the

axle(s) braked by the endurance braking system cannot be
locked by the endurance braking system at speeds above
15 km/h. However, this provision shall not apply to that
part of the braking system constituted by natural engine
braking.

(d) The endurance braking system shall comprise several stages
of effectiveness, including a low stage appropriate for the
unladen condition. Where the endurance braking system of a
motor vehicle is constituted by its engine, the different
gear ratios shall be considered to provide the different
stages of effectiveness.

(e) The performance of the endurance braking system must be such
that it fulfils the requirements of ECE Regulation N* 13,
Annex 5 (Type II A test), or of the corresponding EEC
Directive .2/, with a laden vehicle mass comprising the
laden mass of the motor vehicle and its authorized maximum
towed mass but not exceeding a total of 44 tonnes.

(f) If the motor vehicle does not fulfil the performance
requirements for the endurance braking system as defined in
paragraph (2) (e) above, it shall at least fulfil the
requirements of ECE Regulation N" 13, Annex 5, or the
corresponding EEC Directive 2*/, and shall be restricted to
be coupled only to a trailer fitted with an endurance
braking system. Such a motor vehicle must be fitted with a
control device for the endurance braking system on the
trailer.

(3) If a trailer is equipped with an endurance braking system it shall
fulfil the requirements of ECE Regulation N' 13, Annex 5, or the
corresponding EEC Directive 2*/, and the provisions of paragraphs (2)
(a) to (2) (d) above.

2/ Exact reference to be included.
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220 523-
220 529

Prevention of fire risks

General Drovisions

220 530 The following technical provisions shall apply in accordance with
the table of marginal 220 500.

Vehicle cab

220 531 (1) Only material not readily flammable shall be used in the
construction of the driver's cab. This provision will be deemed to be
met if, in accordance with the procedure specified in ISO standard
3795:1989, samples of the following cab components have a burn rate
not exceeding 100 mm/min : seat cushions, seat backs, safety belts,
head lining, opening roofs, arm rests, all trim panels including door,
front, rear, and side panels, compartment shelves, head restraints,
floor coverings, sun visors, curtains, shades, wheel housing covers,
engine compartment covers, mattress covers and any other interior
materials, including padding and crash-deployed elements, that are
designed to absorb energy on contact by occupants in the event of a
crash.

(2) Unless the driver's cab is made of not readily flammable
materials, a shield made of metal or other suitable material of
the same width as the tank shall be fitted at the back of the cab. Any
windows in the back of the cab or in the shield shall be hermetically
closed and made of fire resistant safety glass with fire resistant
frames. Furthermore, there shall be a clear space of not less than
15 cm between the tank-and the cab or the shield.

Fuel tanks

220 532 The fuel tanks for supplying the engine of the vehicle shall meet the
following requirements:

(1) The fuel tanks shall be so placed as to be protected as far as
possible against any collision.

(2) In the event of any leakage, the fuel shall drain to the ground
without coming into contact with hot parts of the vehicle or the load.
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220 532 (3) Fuel tanks containing petrol shall be equipped with an effective
(cont'd) flame trap at the filler opening or with a closure with which the

opening can be kept hermetically sealed.

220 533 The engine propelling the vehicle shall be so equipped and situated to
avoid any danger to the load through heating or ignition. In the case
of transport of explosive substances or articles (vehicle types EX/II
and EX/III) the engine shall be placed forward of the front wall of
the body: it may nevertheless be placed under the body, provided this
is done in such a way as to avoid any heating, even localized, of the
load.

Exhaust system

220 534 The exhaust system as well as the exhaust pipes shall be so directed
or protected to avoid any danger to the load through heating or
ignition. Parts of the exhaust system situated directly below the fuel
tank (diesel) shall have a clearance of at least 100 mm or be
protected by a thermal shield. In the case of transport of explosive
substances or articles (vehicle types EX/II and EX/I11) the exhaust
system shall be placed forward of the front wall of the body or
separated from the load-carrying part of the vehicle by a fire-
resistant and heat-insulating screen. In this case the exhaust pipe
outlet shall be directed outwards from the vehicle.

Vehicle endurance brakino

220 535 Vehicles equipped with endurance braking systems emitting high
temperatures placed behind the rear wall of the driver's cab shall be
equipped with a thermal shield securely fixed and located between this
system and the tank or load so as to avoid any heating, even local, of
the tank shell or the load.

In addition, the thermal shield shall protect the braking system
against any outflow or leakage, even accidental, of the load. For
instance, a protection including a twin-shell shield shall be
considered satisfactory.
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Auxiliary heating device

220 536 Auxiliary heating for the cab shall be sufficiently secure from the
standpoint of fire prevention and shall be placed forward of the
protective wall (rear wall of the cab). The heating appliance shall be
placed as far forward and as high as possible (at least 80 cm above
floor level) and shall be fitted with devices preventing any object
from being brought into contact with the hot surfaces of the appliance
or its exhaust pipe. Only appliances with a means of rapidly
restarting the combustion air ventilator (max. 20 s) may be used.

220 537-
220 539

Speed limitation device

220 540 Motor vehicles (rigid vehicles and tractors for semi-trailers) with a
maximum mass exceeding 12 tonnes, shall be equipped in accordance with
marginal 10 261 with a speed limitation device according to the
provisions of ECE Regulation N" 89 or of Directives 92/6/EEC and
92/24/EEC. The set speed V as defined in paragraph 2.1.2 of ECE
Regulation No. 89 shall not exceed 85 km/h.

220 541-
220 599

Section 6: Modification of the vehicle tVe and extension of aooroval

220 600 Every modification of the vehicle type shall be notified to the
administrative department which approved the vehicle type. The
department may then either:

(1) Consider that the modifications made are unlikely to have an
appreciable adverse effect and that in any case the vehicle still
complies with the requirements, or

(2) Require a further test report from the technical service
responsible for conducting the tests.

220 601 Confirmation or refusal of approval, specifying the alteration, shall
be communicated by the procedure specified in marginal 22C. 402 to the
Contracting Parties.
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220 602 The competent authority issuing an extension of approval shall assign

a series number to each communication form drawn up for such an

extension and inform thereof the other Parties by means of a
communication form conforming to the model in marginal 221 000.

220 603-
220 699

Section 7: Conformity of oroduction

Initial assessment

220 700 The approval authority of a Contracting Party shall verify - before

granting type approval - the existence of satisfactory arrangements
and procedures for ensuring effective control so that vehicles when in
production conform to the approved type.

220 701 The requirement in marginal 220 700 shall be verified to the
satisfaction of the authority granting type approval but may also be
verified, on behalf of the authority granting type approval, by the

approval authority of another Contracting Party. In that case, the
latter approval authority prepares a statement of compliance outlining

the areas and production facilities it has covered as relevant to the
vehicle(s) to be type approved.

220 702 The approval authority shall also accept the manufacturer's
registration to harmonized standard ISO 9002 (the scope of

which/covers the vehicle(s) to be approved) or an equivalent

accreditation standard as satisfying the requirements of
marginal 220 700. The manufacturer shall provide details of the
registration and undertake to inform the approval authority of any
revisions to its validity or scope.

220 703 On receiving an application from the authority of another Contracting
Party the approval authority shall send forthwith the statement of

compliance mentioned in the last sentence of marginal 220 701 or

advise that it is not in a position to provide such a statement.

220 704-

220 709
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Conformity of production

220 710 Every vehicle approved under this Appendix shall be so manufactured
as to conform to the type approved by meeting the provisions set out
in section 5 above.

220 711 The approval authority of a Contracting Party granting a type
approval pursuant to this Appendix shall verify the existence of
adequate arrangements and documented control plans, to be agreed with
the manufacturer for each approval, to carry out at specified
intervals those tests or associated checks necessary to verify

continued conformity with the approved type including specifically,
where applicable, tests specified in this Appendix.

220 712 The holder of the approval shall in particular:

(1) Ensure the existence of procedures for effective control of the
conformity of vehicles to the type approval;

(2) Have access to the testing equipment necessary for checking the
conformity to each approved type;

(3) Ensure that test results data are recorded and that annexed
documents remain available for a period to be determined in agreement
with the approval authority. This period shall not exceed 10 years;

(4) Analyse results of each type of test, in order to verify and
ensure the stability of the vehicle characteristics, making allowance
for variation of an industrial production;

(5) Ensure that for each type of vehicle, at least the checks and
tests prescribed in this Appendix are carried out;

(6) Ensure that any set of samples or test pieces giving evidence of
non-conformity in the type of test in question gives rise to a further
sampling and test. All the necessary steps shall be taken to restore
conformity of the corresponding production.
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220 713 The authority which has granted type approval may at any time verify
the conformity control methods applied in each production facility.
The normal frequency of these verifications shall be consistent with
the arrangements (if any) accepted under marginals 220 701 or 220 702
of this Appendix and be such as to ensure that the relevant controls
are reviewed over a period consistent with the climate of trust
established by the approval authority.

(1) At every inspection, the test records and production records
shall be available to the visiting inspector.

(2) Where the nature of the test is appropriate, the inspector may
select samples at random to be tested in the manufacturer's laboratory
or by the Technical Service according to section 9 below. The minimum
number of samples may be determined according to the results of the
manufacturer's own verification.

(3) Where the level of control appears unsatisfactory, or when it
seems necessary to verify the validity of the tests carried out in
application of paragraph (2) above, the inspector shall select samples
to be sent to the Technical Service which conducts the type approval
tests.

(4) The approval authority may carry out any check or test prescribed
in this Appendix.

(5) In cases where unsatisfactory results are found during an
inspection, the approval authority shall ensure that all necessary
steps are taken to restore conformity of production as rapidly as
possible."

220 714-
220 719

Penalties for non-conformity of production

220 720 The approval granted in respect of a vehicle type pursuant to this
Appendix may be withdrawn'if the provisions laid down in section 5
above are not complied with.

220 721 If a Contracting Party withdraws an approval it has previously
granted, it shall forthwith so notify the other Contracting Parties by
means of a communication form conforming to the model in
marginal 221 000.
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220 722-

220 799

Section 8: Production definitely discontinued

220 800 If the holder of the approval completely ceases to manufacture a type
of vehicle approved in accordance with this Appendix, he shall so
inform the authority which granted the approval. Upon receiving the
relevant communication, that authority shall inform thereof the other
Parties by means of a communication form conforming to the model in
marginal 221 000.

220 801-
220 899

Section 9: Names and addresses of technical services resoonsible for
conductino anoroval tests and of administrative deoartments

220 900 The Contracting Parties shall communicate to the United Nations
secretariat the names and addresses of the technical services
responsible for conducting approval tests and of the administrative
departments which grant approval and to which forms certifying
approval or extension, or refusal or withdrawal of approval or
production definitely discontinued, issued in other countries, are to
be sent.

220 901-
220 999
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221 000 COMMUNICATION

(Maximum format : A4 (210 x 297 mm))

Cissued by: Name of Administration

........ ,,.............

CONCERNING: Z/ APPROVAL GRANTED
APPROVAL EXTENDED
APPROVAL REFUSED
APPROVAL WITHDRAWN
PRODUCTION DEFINITELY DISCONTINUED OF A VEHICLE
TYPE WITH REGARD TO SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTIONAL
FEATURES FOR THE TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS

Approval N" ...... ................. ..Extension N° . ........

I. Trade name or mark of vehicle ..........................................

2. Vehicle type : Chassis-cab, tractor for semi-trailer, trailer,
semi-trailer, trailer with a self-supporting bodyZ/ ...................

3. Type of vehicle according to marginal 220 301(2) (EX/II, EX/III, FL,

OX, AT) .................................................................

4. Manufacturer's name and address ........................................

5. If applicable, name and address of manufacturer's representative .......

6. Mass of vehicle :

6.1 Technical maximum mass of complete vehicle .............................

.1 Distinguishing number of the country which has granted
/extended/refused/withdrawn approval (see footnote J/ to marginal 220 403

()).

Z/ Strike out what does not apply.
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7. Specific equipment of the vehicle:

7.1 The vehicle is/is not equipped with specific electrical devices.

Summary description: ..............................................

7.2 The vehicle is/is not equipped with a brake anti-lock device.

Approval number: ..................................................
Category of device: ...............................................

7.3 The vehicle is/is not equipped with an endurance braking system ...

Approval number: ..................................................

Technical maximum mass of the vehicule corresponding to the performance

of the endurance braking system .......................................

Summary description ................................................

7.4 The vehicle is/is not equipped with devices for the prevention of fire

risks.

Summary description: .................................................

7.5 In the case of a motor vehicle .......................................

7.5.1 Type of engine: positive-ignition; compression ignition

7.5.2 The vehicle is/is not equipped with a device to limit the speed by
construction adjusted to a speed of ... km/h.

Approval number: ....................................................

8. Vehicle submitted for approval on ...................................

9. Technical service responsible for carrying out approval inspections ..

...............................aet se ......... . ......... ...........

10. Date of report issued by that service ...............................

11. Number of report issued by that service .............................
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12. Approval granted / refused / extended / withdrawn Z/ .................

13. Position of approval mark on the vehicle ............................

14. Place ...............................................................

15. Date ................................................................

16. Signature ...........................................................

21 Strike out what does not apply.

221 001-
229 999"

Appendix 8.5 marginal 250 000 should be replaced by the new marginal
below:
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"250 000 List of substances and identification numbers

(1) The hazard identification number consists of two or three
figures. In general, the figures indicate the following hazards:

2 Emission of gas due to pressure or to chemical reaction
3 Flammability of liquids (vapours) and gases or self-

heating liquid
4 Flammability of solids or self-heating solid
5 Oxidizing (fire-intensifying) effect
6 Toxicity or risk of infection
7 Radioactivity
8 Corrosivity
9 Risk of spontaneous violent reaction

Note: The risk of spontaneous violent reaction within the meaning of
figure 9 include the possibility following from the nature of a
substance of a risk of explosion, disintegration and
polymerization reaction following the release of considerable
heat or flammable and/or toxic gases.

Doubling of a figure indicates an intensification of that
particular hazard.

Where the hazard associated with a substance can be adequately
indicated by a single figure, this is followed by zero.

The following combinations of figures, however, have a special
meaning: 22, 323, 333, 362, 382, 423, 44, 446, 462, 482, 539, 606,
623, 642, 823, 842 and 90, see (2) below.

If a hazard identification number Is prefixed by the letter "X", this
indicates that the substance will react dangerously with water. For
such substances, water may only be used by approval of experts.

(2) The hazard identification numbers listed in paragraph (3) have
the following meanings:

20 inert gas
22 refrigerated gas
223 refrigerated flammable gas
225 refrigerated oxidizing (fire-intensifying) gas
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250 000 23 flammable gas
(cont'd) 236 flammable gas, toxic

239 flammable gas, which can spontaneously lead to violent
reaction

25 oxidizing (fire-intensifying) gas
26 toxic gas
265 toxic gas, oxidizing (fire-intensifying)
266 highly toxic gas
268 toxic gas, corrosive
286 corrosive gas, toxic

30 flammable liquid (flash-point between 23 *C and 61 *C,
inclusive) or flammable liquid or solid in the molten
state with a flash-point above 61 *C, heated to a
temperature equal to or above its flash-point, or self-
heating liquid

323 flammable liquid which reacts with water, emitting
flammable gases

X323 flammable liquid which reacts dangerously with water,
emitting flammable gases:/

33 highly flammable liquid (flash-point below 23C)
333 pyrophoric liquid

X333 pyrophoric liquid which reacts dangerously with water!/
336 highly flammable liquid, toxic
338 highly flammable liquid, corrosive

X338 highly flammable liquid, corrosive, which reacts
dangerously with water:/

339 highly flammable liquid which can spontaneously lead to
violent reaction

36 flammable liquid (flash-point between 23 *C and 61 'C
inclusive), slightly toxic, or self-heating liquid, toxic

362 flammable liquid, toxic, which reacts with water,
emitting flammable gases

X362 flammable liquid toxic, which reacts dangerously with
water, emitting flammable gases:/

38 flammable liquid (flash-point between 23 'C and 61 *C,
inclusive), corrosive

/ Water not to be used except by approval of experts.
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250 000 382 flammable liquid, corrosive, which reacts with water,
(cont'd) emitting flammable gases

X382 flammable liquid, corrosive, which reacts dangerously
with water, emitting flammable gases:/

39 flammable liquid, which can spontaneously lead to violent
reaction

40 flammable or self-heating solid
423 solid which reacts with water, emitting flammable gases
X423 flammable solid which reacts dangerously with water,

emitting flammable gases:/
44 flammable solid, in the molten state at an elevated

temperature
446 flammable solid, toxic, in the molten state, at an

elevated temperature
46 flammable or self-heating solid, toxic
462 toxic solid which reacts with water, emitting flammable

gases
48 flammable or self-heating solid, corrosive

482 corrosive solid which reacts with water, emitting
flammable gases

50 oxidizing (fire-intensifying) substance
539 flammable organic peroxide
55 strongly oxidizing (fire-intensifying) substance

556 strongly oxidizing (fire-intensifying) substance, toxic
558 strongly oxidizing (fire-intensifying) substance,

corrosive
559 strongly oxidizing (fire-intensifying) substance, which

can spontaneously lead to violent reaction
56 oxidizing substance (fire-intensifying), toxic

568 oxidizing substance (fire-intensifying), toxic, corrosive
58 oxidizing substance (fire-intensifying), corrosive
59 oxidizing substance (fire-intensifying) which can

spontaneously lead to violent reaction

60 toxic or slightly toxic substance
606 infectious substance

623 toxic liquid, which reacts with water, emitting flammable
gases

63 toxic substance, flammable (flash-point between-23C and
61C inclusive)

638 toxic substance, flammable (flash-point between 23"C and
61C inclusive), corrosive

./ Water not to be used except by approval of experts.
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250 000 639 toxic substance, flammable (flash-point between 23"C and

(cont'd) 61C inclusive) which can spontaneously lead to violent

reaction
64 toxic solid, flammable or self-heating

642 toxic solid, which reacts with water, emitting flammable

gases
65 toxic substance, oxidizing (fire-intensifying)
66 highly toxic substance
663 highly toxic substance, flammable (flash-point not above

61C)
664 highly toxic solid, flammable or self-heating

665 highly toxic substance, oxidizing (fire-intensifying)
668- highly toxic substance, corrosive
669 highly toxic substance which can spontaneously lead to

violent reaction
68 toxic substance, corrosive

69 toxic substance, which can spontaneously lead to violent

reaction

70 radioactive material
72 radioactive gas
723 radioactive gas, flammable

73 radioactive liquid, flammable (flash-point not above

61C)
74 radioactive solid, flammable

75 radioactive material, oxidizing (fire-intensifying)
76 radioactive material, toxic
78 radioactive material, corrosive

80 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance
X80 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, which reacts

dangerously-with water:/
823 corrosive liquid which reacts with water, emitting

flammable gases
83 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, flammable

(flash-point between 23C and 61C inclusive)
X83 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, flammable,

(flash-point between 23"C and 61C inclusive), which
reacts dangerously with water:/

836 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, flammable

(flash-point between 23C and 61"C), toxic
839 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, flammable

(flash-point between 23"C and 61"C inclusive) which can

spontaneously lead to violent reaction

_ Water not to be used except by approval of experts
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250 000 X839 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, flammable
(cont'd) (flash-point between 23"C and 61C inclusive), which can

spontaneously lead to violent reaction and which reacts
dangerously with water:/

84 corrosive solid, flammable or self-heating
842 corrosive solid which reacts with water, emitting

flammable gases
85 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, oxidizing

(fire-intensifying)
856 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, oxidizing

(fire-intensifying) and toxic
86 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, toxic
88 highly corrosive substance
X88 highly corrosive substance, which reacts dangerously with

water:/
883 highly corrosive substance, flammable (flash-point

between 23C and 61C inclusive)
884 highly corrosive solid, flammable or self-heating
885 highly corrosive substance, oxidizing (fire-intensifying)
886 highly corrosive substance, toxic
X886 highly corrosive substance, toxic, which reacts

dangerously with water:/
89 corrosive or slightly corrosive substance, which can

spontaneously lead to violent reaction

90 environmentally hazardous substance; miscellaneous
dangerous substances

(3) The identification numbers referred to in marginal 10 500 are
listed in Tables I, II and III below.

Note 1: The identification numbers to be shown on the orange
plates should be looked for first in Table I. If in the
case of substances of classes 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2,
6.1, 6.2, 7, i and 9 the name of the substance to be
carried or the collective heading which covers it is not
listed in Table I, the identification numbers are to be
taken from Table II.

Note 2: Table III contains all the entries in Tables I and II in
substance identification number order.

./ Water not to be used except by approval of experts
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Table I

List of substances described under their chemical names or under collective headings which are
given a specific "substance identification number" [column (b)]. [For solutions and mixtures of
substances (such as preparations and wastes), see also marginal 2002 (8) and (9)].

This table also includes substances not shown in the class lists of substances, but which
nevertheless fall within the classes and item numbers shown in column (e).

NOTE: For substances of Classes 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 6.2, 7, 8 and 9 not mentioned in this
table, see Table II. Substances are listed in alphabetical order.

Name of substance Substance HA, rd Label Clas and item
IdentLication Identafication number

No. No.
(Louer pa) (Upper patA)

(a) (b) () (d) e)

Acetal 1088 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Acetaldehyde 1089 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

Acetaldehyde oxime 2332 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Acetic acid, glacial 2789 83 8+3 8, 32'(b)2.

Acetic acid, solution 2789 83 8+3 8, 32°(b)2.

Acetic acid, solution 2790 80 8 8, 32*(b)l.,(c)

Acetic anhydride 1715 83 8+3 8, 32'(b)2.

Acetone 1090 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Acetone cyanohydrin, stabilized 1541 66 6.1 6.1, 12°(a)

Acetone oils 1091 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Acetonitrile (methyl cyanide) 1648 33 3 3. 3°(b)

Acetyl bromide 1716 s0 8 8, 35°(b)l.

Acetyl chloride 1717 X338 3+8 3, 25°(b)

Acetyl iodide 1898 80 8 8. 35°*(b)1.

Acetyl methyl carbinol 2621 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Acridine 2713 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Acrolein, dimer, stabilized 2607 39 3 3, 31°(c)

Acrolein, inhibited 1092 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8°(a)

Acrylamide 2074 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Acrylic acid, inhibited 2218 839 8+3 8, 32°(b)2.
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Name of substmnce Subetarcc Hazad LAbc Ck.i and item
Identiicalton Idcntiication number

No. No
(Lo.wcr part) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (a)

AcrylonitrUe, inhibited 1093 336 3+6.1 3, 11*(a)

Adhesives 1133 33 3 3, 5(a),(b),(c)

Adhesives 1133 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Adiponitrile 2205 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

Air, compressed 1002 20 2 2, 2°(a)

Air, deeply-refrigerated 1003 225 2+05 2, 8°(a)

Alcoholic beverages 3065 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Alcoholic beverages 3065 33 3 3, 3(b)

Aldol 2839 60 6.1 6.1, 14*(b)

Alkali metal amalgam 1389 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Alkali metal amides 1390 423 4.3 4.3, 19(b)

Alkali metal dispersion 1391 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Alkaline earth metal amalgam 1392 X423 4.3 4.3, 11*(a)

Alkaline earth metal dispersion 1391 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 '(a)

Alkylsulphonic acids, liquid 2584 80 8 8, 1°'(b)

Alkylsulphonic acids, liquid 2586 80 8 8, 340(c)

Alkylsulphonic acids, solid 2583 80 8 8, 1°'(b)

Alkylsulphonic acids, solid 2585 80 8 8, 34(c)

Alkylsulphuric acids 2571 80 8 8, 34°(b)

AII)l acetate 2333 336 3+6.1 3, 17- (b)

Allyl alcohol 1098. 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8*(a)

Allyl bromide 1099 336 3+6.1 3, 16'(a)

Allyl chloride 1100 336 3+6.1 3, 16'(a)

Allyl chloroformate 1722 638 6.1+8+3 6.1, 28-(a)

Allyl ethyl ether 2335 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(b)

Allyl formate 2336 336 3+6.1 3. 7 *(a)

Allyl glycidyl ether 2219 30 3 3, 31*(c)

Allyl iodide 1723 338 3+8 3, 25°(b)

Allyl isothiocyanate, inhibited 1545 639 6.1+3 6.1, 20°(b)

Allylamine 2334 663 6.1+3 6.1, 70(a)2.
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Name of substance Substance Hazar LAbel Clas and item
Identificaiion Identification number

No. No.
(Lower par) (Upper pt)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (ci

Allyltrichlorosilane, stabilised 1724 X839 8+3 8, 37'(b)

Aluminium alkyl halides 3052 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32-(a)

Aluminium alkyl hydrides 3076 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2. 32°(a)

Aluminium alkyls 3051 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31*(a)

Aluminium borohydride 2870 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 17°(a)

Aluminium borohydride in devices 2870 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 17°(a)

Aluminium bromide solution 2580 80 8 8, 5*(c)

Aluminium bromide, anhydrous 1725 80 8 8, 11 -(b)

Aluminium carbide 1394 423 4.3 4.3, 17°(b)

Aluminium chloride solution 2581 80 8 8. S"(c)

Aluminium chloride, anhydrous 1726 80 8 8, 11 °(b)

Aluminium dross 3170 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(b),(c)

Aluminium ferrosilicon powder 1395 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 15°(b)

Aluminium nitrate 1438 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Aluminium powder, coated 1309 40 4.1 4.1, 13(b),(c)

Aluminium powder, uncoated 1396 423 4.3 4.3, 13'(b)

Aluminium resinate 2715 40 4.1 4.1, 12 (c)

Aluminium silicon powder, uncoated 1398 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(c)

2-Amino-4-chlorophenol 2673 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

2-Amino-5-diethylaminopentane 2946 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2-(2-Aminoethoxy) ethanol 3055 80 8 8, 53°(c)

N-Aminoethylpiperazine 2815 80 8 8, S3(c)

Aminophenols (o-, mn-, p-) 2512 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Aminopyridines (o-, m-, p-) 2671 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(b)

Ammonia 1005 268 6.1 2, 3°(at)

Ammonia dissolved in water with 2073 268 6.1 2, 9 -'at)
more than 35% but not more than
40% ammonia

Ammonia dissolved in water with 2073 268 6.1 2, 9°(at)
more than 40% but not more than
50% ammonia
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Name of oubsanuce Substice HuAzrd Label Class ard item
Identification Identifcaion number

No No.
(Lowcr pLn) (Upp, p .r)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Ammonia solution containing between 2672 80 8 8, 43°(c)
10 and 35% ammonia I

Ammonium arsenate 1546 60 6.1 6.1. 51 "(b)

Ammonium dichromate 1439 50 5.1 5.1. 27-(b)

Ammonium dinitro-o-cresolate 1843 60 6.1 6.1. 12°(b)

Ammonium fluoride 2505 60 6.1 6.1, 63"(c)

Ammonium fluorosilicate 2854 60 6.1 6.1, 64*(c)

Ammonium hydrogendifluoride, solid 1727 80 8 8, 9°(b)

Ammonium hydrogendifluoride 2817 86 8+6.1 8, 7*(b),(c)
solution

Ammonium hydrogen sulphate 2506 80 8 8, 13°(b)

Ammonium metavanadate 2859 60 6.1 6.1, 58-(b)

Ammonium nitrate 1942 50 5.1 5.1, 21"(c)

Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, type Al1 2067 50 5.1 5.1, 21°(c)

Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, type A2 2068 50 5.1 5.1, 21*(c)

Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, type A3 2069 50 5.1 5.1, 21 *(c)

Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, type A4 2070 50 5.1 5.1, 21 °(c)

Ammonium nitrate, liquid, (hot 2426 59 5.1 5.1, 20*
concentrated solution)

Ammonium persulphate 1444 50 5.1 5.1, 18°(c)

Ammonium polysulphide solution 2818 86 8+6.1 8, 45°(c)

Ammonium polysulphide solution 2818 86 8+6.1 8, 45°(b)1.

Ammonium polyvanadate 2861 60 6.1 6.1, 58'(b)

Ammonium sulphide, solution 2683 86 8+6.1+3 8, 45-(b)2.

Arnyl acetates 1104 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Amyl acid phosphate 2819 80 8 8, 38°(c)

Amyl alcohols 1105 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Amyl alcohols 1105 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Amyl butyrates 2620 30 3 3. 31 (c)

Amyl chloride 1107 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Amyl formates 1109 30 3 3, 31°(c)
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Nan of wubsa.rce Substance Hazard Label Clas and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower Wa) (Upper pa t)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (C)

Amyll mercaptan 1111 33 3 3, 3*(b)

n-Amyl methyl ketone 1110 30 3 3. 31 *(c)

Amyl nitrate 1112 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Amyl nitrite 1113 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Amylamines (n-amylimine, ten- 1106 338 3+8 3, 22"(b)
amylamine)

Amylamine (sec-amylamine) 1106 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

Amyltrichlorosilane 1728 X80 8 8, 36°(b)

Aniline 1547 60 6.1 6.1. 120(b)

Aniline hydrochloride 1548 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Anisidines 2431 60 6.1 6.1, 12(c)

Anisole (phenyl methyl ether) 2222 30 3 3, 31 "(c)

Anisoyl chloride 1729 80 8 8, 35°(b)1.

Antimony lactate 1550 60 6.1 6.1, 59 ° (c)

Antimony pentachloride solution 1731 80 8 8, 12°(b),(c)

Antimony pentachloride, liquid 1730 80 8 8, 12°(b)

Antimony pentafluoride 1732 86 8+6.1 8, 10°(b)

Antimony potassium tartrate 1551 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)

Antimony powder 2871 60 6.1 6.1, 590(c)

Antimony trichloride 1733 80 8 8, 11 °(b)

Argon, compressed 1006 20 2 2. 1'(a)

Argon, deeply-refrigerated 1951 22 2 2, 7*(a)

Arsenic 1558 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

Arsenic acid, liquid 1553 66 6.1 6.1, 51'(a)

Arsenic acid, solid 1554 60 6.1 6.1, 51"(b)

Arsenic bromide 1555 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

Arsenic pentoxide 1559 60 6.1 6.1, 51 "(b)

Arsenic trichloride 1560 66 6.1 6.1, 51 *(a)

Arsenic trioxide 1561 60 6.1 6.1, 51"(b)

Arsenical dust 1562 60 6.1 6.1, 51"(b)
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Nae of substajce Subsriaee HZArd LAbW| Class and item
Idcntification ldcntricaion number

No. No.
(Lower PIK) (Upper Pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Arylsulphonic acids, liquid 2584 80 8 8. I °(b)

Arylsulphonic acids, liquid 2586 80 8 8, 34°(c)

Arylsulphonic acids, solid 2583 80 8 8, 1 °(b)

Arylsulphonic acids, solid 2585 80 8 8, 34"(c)

Barium 1400 423 4.3 4.3, 11 -(b)

Barium bromate 2719 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29(b)

Barium chlorate 1445 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29-(b)

Barium hypochlorite 2741 56 5.1+6.1 5.1. 29 0(b)

Barium nitrate 1446 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29*(b)

Barium oxide 1884 60 6.1 6.1, 60'(c)

Barium perchlorate 1447 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29 0(b)

Barium permanganate 1448 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29 0(b)

Barium peroxide 1449 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29'(b)

Battery fluid, alkali 2797 80 8 8, 42*(b)

Battery fluid, acid 2796 80 8 8, 1-(b)

Benzene 1114 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Benzenesulphonyl chloride 2225 80 8 8, 35"(c)

Benzidine 1885 60 6.1 6.1, 120b)

Benzonitrile 2224 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(b)

Benzoquinone 2587 60 6.1 6.1, 14'(b)

Benzotrichloride 2226 80 8 8, 66°(b)

Benzotrifluoride 2338 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Benzoyl chloride 1736 80 8 8, 35"(b)1.

Benzyl bromide 1737 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)

Benzyl chloride 1738 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)

Benzyl chloroformate 1739 88 8 8, 64"(a)

Benzyl iodide 2653 60 6.1 6.1, 15(b)

Benzyldimethylamine 2619 83 8+3 8, 54*(b)

Benzylidene chloride 1886 60 6.1 6.1, 15(b)

Beryllium nitrate 2464 56 5.1 +6.1 5.1, 29°(b)
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Name of substaicc Subsawe Hazard LAbel Clu ad item
Ideniifica ion Identirication number

No. No.
(Lower paW) (Upper Part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Beryllium powder 1567 64 6:1+4.1 6.1. 54"(b)1.

Bisulpbates, aqueous solution 2837 80 8 8, 1 "(b).(c)

Blue asbestos (Crocidolite) 2212 90 9 9, 1(b)

Borneol 1312 40 4.1 4.1, 6(c)

Boron tribromide (boron bromide) 2692 X88 8 8, 12'(a)

Boron trifluoride 1008 26 6.1 2, 1 (at)

Boron trifluoride acetic acid complex 1742 80 8 8, 33"(b)

Boron trifluoride diethyl etherate 2604 883 8+3 8, 33*(a)

Boron trifluoride dihydrate 2851 80 8 8, 10*(b)

Boron trifluoride dimithyl etherate 2965 382 4.3+3+8 4.3, 2*(a)

Boron trifluoride propionic acid 1743 80 8 8, 33°(b)
complex

Bromine or bromine solution 1744 886 8+6.1 8, 14°

Bromine pentafluoride 1745 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1, 5°

Bromine trifluoride 1746 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1. 5

2-Bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3-diol 3241 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

I-Bromo-3-chloropropane 2688 60 6.1 6.1, 15'(c)

I-Bromo-3-methylbutane 2341 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Bromoacetic acid 1938 80 8 8, 31 -(b)

Bromoacetone 1569 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

Bromoacetyl bromide 2513 X80 8 8, 35"(b)1.

Bromobenzene 2514 30 3 3, 31'(c)

Bromobenzyl cyanides 1694 66 6.1 6.1, 17"(a)

l-Bromobutane 1126 33 3 3, 3°(bY

2-Bromobutane 2339 33 3 3, 30(b)

Bromochlorodifluoromethane (R 12BI) 1974 20 2 2. 3*(a)

Bromochloromethane 1887 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2-Bromoethyl ethyl ether 2340 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Bromoform 2515 60 6.1 6.1, 150(c)

Bromomethylpropanes 2342 33 3 3, 3"(b)
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Name of substance Subsace HUArd LAWeI Cl-sa and item
Identification Identifica ion number

No. No.
(Lower pt) (Upper pst)

(a) (b) (€) (d) (e)

2-Bromopentane 2343 33 3 3, 30(b)

Bromopropanes 2344 33 3 3. 3(b)

3-Bromopropyne 2345 33 3 3, 30(b)

Bromotrifluoromethane (R 13 BI) 1009 20 2 2, 5°(a)

Brown asbestos (Amosite or Mysorite) 2212 90 9 9. 1°(b)

Brucine 1570 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)

1,3-Butadiene 1010 239 3 2, 3°(c)

1,2-Butadiene 1010 239 3 2, 3°(c)

Butane, technically-pure 1011 23 3 2, 3°(b)

Butanedione (diacetyl) 2346 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Butanols 1120 33 3 3, 30(b)

Butanols 1120 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Butoxyl 2708 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Butyl acetates 1123 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Butyl acetates 1123 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Butyl acid phosphate 1718 80 8 8, 38°(c)

Butyl acrylate, inhibited 2348 39 3 3, 31 °(c)

n-Butyl bromide 1126 33 3 3, 3°(b)

n-Butyl chloroformate 2743 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28°(b)

n-Butyl formate 1128 33 3 3, 3°(b)

tert-Butyl isocyanate 24.4. 663 6.1 + 3 6.1, 6°(a)

n-Butyl isocyanate 2485 663 6.1+3 6.1, 6°(a)

Butyl mercaptan 2347 33 3 3, 3'(b)

n-Butyl methacrylate, inhibited 2227 39 3 3, 31°(c)

Butyl methyl ether 2350 33 3 3. 3°(b)

Butyl nitrites 2351 33 3 3; 3*(b)

Butyl nitrites 2351 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Butyl propionate 1914 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Butyl vinyl ether, inhibited 2352 339 3 3, 3°(b)

n-Butylamine 1125 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)
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Name of subsumce Subtamce Hazard Label Class and item
Identfication identdfcation number

No. No.
(Lower pLt) (Upper put)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (a)

N-Butylaniline 2738 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

Butylbemzenes 2709 30 3 3. 31 ° (c)

tert-Butylcyclohexyl chloroformate 2747 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(c)

1-Butylene (1-Butene) 1012 23 3 2, 3°03)

cis-2-Butylene (cis-2-Butene) 1012 23 3 2. 3°(b)

trans-2:Butylene (trans-2-Butene) 1012 23 3 2, 3°(b)

1,2-Butylene oxide, stabilized 3022 339 3 3, 3(b)

N,n-Butylimidazole 2690 60 6.1 6.1, 120b)

Butyltoluenes 2667 60 6.1 6.1, 25*(c)

Butyltrichlorosilane 1747 X83 8+3 8, 37-(b)

1,4-Butynediol 2716 60 6.1 6.1, 14*(c)

Butyraldehyde 1129 33 3 3, 3(b)

Butyraldoxime 2840 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Butyric acid 2820 80 8 8, 32°(c)

Butyric anhydride 2739 80 8 8, 32°(c)

Butyronitrile 2411 336 3+6.1 3, 11'(b)

Butyryl chloride 2353 338 3+8 3, 25- b)

Cacodylic acid 1572 60 6.1 6.1, 510(b)

Cadmium compound 2570 66 6.1 6.1, 61 *(a)

Cadmium compound 2570 60 6.1 6.1, 61 (b),(c)

Caesium 1407 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 -(a)

Caesium hydroxide 2682 80 8 8, 41-(b)

Caesium hydroxide, solution 2681 80 8 8, 420(b),(c)

Caesium nitrate 1451 50 5.1 5.1, 22'(c)

Calcium 1401 423 4.3 4.3, 11-(b)

Calcium arsenate 1573 60 6.1 6.1..51(b)

Calcium arsenate and calcium arsenite 1574 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)
mixture, solid

Calcium carbide 1402 423 4.3 4.3. 17'(b)

Calcium chlorate 1452 50 5.1 5.1, 11(b)
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Name of rubsunce Subsume HAzAM Label Cass and item
Identiiction identificaion number

No. No.
(Lower paLr) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Calcium chlorate, aqueous solution 2429 50 5.1 5.1, 11°b)

Calcium chlorite 1453 50 5.1 5.1, 14°(b)

Calcium cyanamide 1403 423 4.3 4.3, 19-(c)

Calcium dithionite 1923 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)

Calcium hypochlorite mixture, dry 2208 50 5.1 5.1, 15N(c)

Calcium hypochlorite, dry 1748 50 5.1 5.1, 15(b)

Calcium hypochlorite, hydrated 2880 50 5.1 5.1, 15(b)

Calcium hypochlorite, hydrated 2880 50 5.1 5.1, 150(b)
mixture

Calcium hypochlorite, mixture, dry 1748 50 5.1 5.1, 15°(b)

Calcium manganese silicon 2844 423 4.3 4.3, 12°(c)

Calcium nitrate 1454 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Calcium perchlorate 1455 50 5.1 5.1, 13 0(b)

Calcium permanganate 1456 50 5.1 5.1, 17'(b)

Calcium peroxide 1457 50 5.1 5.1, 25'(b)

Calcium resinate 1313 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(c)

Calcium resinate, fused 1314 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(c)

Calcium silicide 1405 423 4.3 4.3, 12*(b).(c)

Camphor oil 1130 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Camphor, synthetic 2717 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

Caproic acid 2829 80 8 8, 32°(c)

Carbon 1"361 40 4.2 4.2, 1(b),(c)

Carbon black 1361 40 4.2 4.2, 1(b),(c)

Carbon dioxide 1013 20 2 2, 5-(a)

Carbon dioxide containing not more 1041 239 3 2, 6°(c)
than 35% ethylene oxide by mass

Carbon dioxide containing not less 1014 20 2 2, 6-(a)
than 1% and not more than 10%
oxygen by mass

Carbon dioxide containing not more 1952 239 3 2, 6°(c)
than 35% ethylene oxide by mass I _ _

Carbon dioxide, deeply-refrigerated '.187 122 12 12, 7(a)
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Name of substuce Substance H.a&Z Label Clu and item
Identification dentificaion number

No. No.
(Lower pai) (Upper pu)

(a) (b) We) (d) (e)

Carbon disulphide 1131 336 3+6.1 3, 18*(a)

Carbon monoxide 1016 236 6.1+3 2, 1 bt)

Carbon tetrabromide 2516 60 6.1 6.1, 15-(c)

Carbon tetrachloride 1846 60 6.1 6.1, 15-(b)

Carbon sulphide 1131 336 3+6.1 3. 18°(a)

Carbon, activated 1362 40 4.2 4.2, 1°(c)

Cerium 3078 423 4.3 4.3, 13-(b)

Chloral, anhydrous, inhibited 2075 60 6.1 6.1. 17 0(b)

Chlorate lnd borate mixture 1458 50 5.1 5.1, 11 -(b)

Chlorate and magnesium chloride 1459 50 5.1 5.1, 110 (b)
mixture

Chloric acid, aqueous solution 2626 50 5.1 5.1, 4 0(b)

Chlorine 1017 266 6.1+8 2, 30(at)

Chlorite solution with not less than 1908 80 8 8, 61 (b),(c)
16% available chlorine

1-Chloro-1,1-difluoroethane (R 142b) 2517 23 3 2, 3-(b)

l-Chloro-1,2,2,2-tetrafluoroethane 1021 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 124)

1-Chloro-2,2,2-trifluoroethane 1983 20 2 2, 3(a)
(R 133a)

3-Chloro-4-methylphenyl isocyanate 2236 60 6.1 6.1, 19'(b)

4-Chloro-o-toluidine hydrochloride 1579 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(c)

Chloroacetaldehyde 2232 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

Chloroacetic acid solution 1750 68 6.1+8 6.1,,27°(b)

Chloroacetic acid, molten 3250 68 6.1+8 6.1, 24-(b)

Chloroacetic acid, solid 1751 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

Chloroacetone, stabilized 1695 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(b)

Chloroacetonitrile 2668 63 6.1+3 6.1, 11-(b)

Chloroacetophenone 1697 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(b)

Chloroacetyl chloride 1752 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)

Chloroanilines, liquid 2019 60 6.1 6.1, 12(b)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard Label Class and item
Idenification Idcetuication nmmber

No. No.
(Lower piM) (Upper pau)

(a)() (c) (d) (e)

Chloroanilines, solid 2018 60 6.1 6.1, 12*(b)

Chloroanisidines 2233 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(c)

Chlorobenzene 1134 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

Chlorobenzotrifluorides (o-, m-, p-) 2234 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Chlorobenzyl chlorides 2235 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(c)

Chlorobutanes 1127 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Chlorocresols 2669 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

Chlorodifluoromethane (R 22) 1018 20 2 2, 3*(a)

Chlorodinitrobenzenes 1577 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

Chloroform 1888 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

Chloromethyl chloroformate 2745 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

Chloromethyl ethyl ether 2354 336 3+6.1 3, 16*(b)

Chloronitroanilines 2237 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

Chloronitrobenzenes 1578 60 6.1 6.1, 12*(b)

Chloronitrotoluenes 2433 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

Chloropentafluoroethane (R 115) 1020 20 2 2, 3°(a)

Chlorophenolates. liquid 2904 80 8 8, 62°(c)

Chlorophenolates, solid 2905 80 8 8, 62°(c)

Chlorophenols, liquid 2021 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

Chlorophenols, solid 2020 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(c)

Chlorophenyltrichlorosilane 1753 XS0 8 8, 36°(b)

Chloropicrin 1580 66 6.1 6.1, 17-(a)

Chloroplatinic acid, solid 2507 80 8 8, 16'(c)

Chloroprene, inhibited 1991 336 3+6.1 3, 16°(a)

2-Chloropropane 2356 33 3 3, 2°(a)

I-Chloropropane (Propyl chloride) 1278 33 3 3, 20(b)

3-Chloropropanol-I 2849 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2-Chloropropene 2456 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

2-Chloropropionic acid 2511 80 8 8, 32°(c)

2-Chloropyridine 2822 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)
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Name of subutance Substanc HUAzM LAl ClSS and item
ldcntiicasion Identificaion number

No. No.
(Lower p) (Upper Pt)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

Chlorosulphonic acid 1754 88 8 8. 12°(a)

Chlorotoluenes (o-, m-, p-) 2238 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Cblorotoluidines 2239 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

Chiorotrifluoromethane (R 13) 1022 20 2 2. 50(a)

Chromic acid, solution 1755 80 8 8, 17*(b),(c)

Chromic fluoride, solid 1756 80 8 8, 9"(b)

Chromic fluoride, solution 1757 80 8 8, 8°(b).(c)

Chromijim nitrate 2720 50 5.1 5.1. 22 °(c)

Chromium oxychloride 1758 88 8 8, 12*(a)

Chromium trioxide, anhydrous 1463 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31°(b)

Chromosulphuric acid 2240 88 8 8. 1 (a)

Coal tar distillates 1136 33 3 3. 3°(b)

Coal tar distillates 1136 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Coating solution 1139 33 3 3. 5°(a).(b),(c)

Coating solution 1139 30 3 3, 310(c)

Cobalt naphthenates, powder 2001 40 4.1 4.1, 12"(c)

Cobalt resinate, precipitated 1318 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(c)

Copper acetoarsenite 1585 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °b)

Copper arsenite 1586 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

Copper chlorate 2721 50 5.1 5.1, 11(b)

Copper chloride 2802 80 8 8, I 1 (c)

Copper cyanide 1587 60 6.1 6.1. 41°(b)

Copra 1363 40 4.2 4 .2, 2"(c)

Cotton waste, oily 1364 40 4.2 4.2, 3"(c)

Cotton, wet 1365 40 4.2 4.2, 3*(c)

Cresols (o-,m-,p-) 2076 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27 -(b)

Cresylic acid 2022 68 6.1+8 6.1, 279(b)

Crotonaldehyde, stabilized 1143 663 6.1+3 6.1. 8°(a)

Crotonic acid 2823 80 8 8. 31(c)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard Label Class arn item
ldentification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Crotonylene (2-Butyne) 1144 339 3 3, 1 '(a)

Cupriethylenediaxnine, solution 1761 86 8+6.1 8,53°(b)(c)

Cyanogen bromide 1889 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)

Cyanuric chloride 2670 80 8 8,39°(b)

Cyclobutyl chloroformate 2744 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28°(b)

1,5.9-Cyclododecatriene 2518 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(c)

Cycloheptane 2241 33 3 3, 3°b)

Cycloheptatriene 2603 336 3+6.1 3, 19 0(b)

Cycloheptene 2242 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Cyclohexane 1145 33 3 3, 3b)

Cycloheptene 2242 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Cyclohexanone 1915 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Cyclohexene 2256 33 3 3, 3 0(b)

Cyclohexenyltrichlorosilane 1762 X80 8 8, 36*(b)

Cyclohexyl acetate 2243 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Cyclohexyl isocyanate 2488 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18°(b)

Cyclohexyl mercaptan 3054 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

Cyclohexylamine 2357 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

Cyclohexyltrichlorosilane 1763 X80 8 8, 36°(b)

Cyclooctadienes 2520 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Cyclooctatetraene 2358 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Cyclopentane 1146 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Cyclopentanol 2244 30 3 3, 31-(c)

Cyclopentanone 2245 30 3 3, 31-(c)

Cyclopentene 2246 33 3 3, 2'(b)

Cyclopropane 1027 23 3 2. 3(b)

Cymenes (o-, m-. p-) (Methyl 2046 30 3 3, 31°(c)
isopropyl benzenes)

Decaborane 1868 46 4.1+6.1 4.1, 16°(b)

Decahydronaphthalene 1147 30 3 3, 31 (c)
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Name of substance Subm Haz LAbel Clm and item
Identiicaion Idcntifiwation number

No. No.
(Lowr p&A) (Upper p )

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

n-Decane 2247 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Deuterium 1957 23 3 2, 1 °(b)

1,2-Di-(dimethylamino) ethane 2372 33 3 3. 3°(b)

Di-n-amylamine 2841 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Di-n-butylamine 2248 83 8+3 8, 54*(b)

Di-n-propyl ether 2384 33 3 3. 3°(b)

Diacetone alcohol, chemically pure 1148 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Diacetone alcohol, technically-pure 1148 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Diallyl ether 2360 336 3+6.1 3, 17-(b)

Diallylamine 2359 338 3+8+6.1 3, 27°(b)

4,4'-Diaminodiphenylmethane 2651 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Dibenzyldichlorosilane 2434 X80 8 8, 36-(b)

Dibromobenzene 2711 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1,2-Dibromobutan-3-one 2648 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(b)

Dibromochloropropanes 2872 60 6.1 6.1, 150(c)

Dibromomethane 2664 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

Dibutyl ethers 1149 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Dibutylaminoethanol 2873 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

1,2-Dichloro-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane 1958 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 114)

1,1-Dichloro-l-nitroethane 2650 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(b)

Dichloroacetic acid 1764 80 8 8, 32-(b)1.

1,3-Dichloroacetone 2649 60 6.1 6.1,17-(b)

Dichloroacetyl chloride 1765 X80 8 8, 35-(b)1.

Dichloroanilines 1590 60 6.1 6.1, 12'(b)

o-Dichlorobenzene 1591 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2,2'-Dichlorodiethyl ether 1916 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

Dichlorodifluoromethane (R 12) 1028 20 2 2, 3°(a)

Dichlorodifluoromethane and ethylene 3070 26 6.1 2, 4°(at)
oxide mixture with not more than
12% ethylene oxide by mass
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Name of substance Substance Huard Label Class and item
ldentLfication ldentification number

No. No
(Loer pan) (Upper part)

(M) (b) (() (d) Ce)

1,2-Dichloroethane (Ethylene 1184 336 3+6.1 3, 16°(b)
dichloride)

1,1-Dichloroethane (Ethylidene 2362 33 3 3, 3°(b)
chloride)

1,2-Dichloroethylene 1150 33 3 3, 3(b)

Dichlorofluoromethane (R 21) 1029 20 2 2, 3(a)

Dichloroisocyanuric acid salts 2465 50 5.1 5.1. 26°(b)

Dichloroisocyanuric acid, dry 2465 50 5.1 5.1, 260(b)

Dichloroisopropyl ether 2490 60 6.1 6.1, 17"b)

Dichloromethane 1593 60 6.1 6.1, 15'(c)

Dichloropentanes 1152 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Dichlorophenyl isocyanates 2250 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(b)

Dichlorophenyltrichlorosilane 1766 X80 8 8, 36(b)

1,2-Dichloropropane 1279 33 3 3, 3*(b)

1,3-Dichloropropanol-2 2750 60 6.1 6.1, 170 (b)

Dichloropropenes 2047 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Dichloropropenes 2047 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dicyclohexylamine 2565 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Dicyclohexylammonium nitrite 2687 40 4.1 4.1, 11°(c)

Dicyclopentadiene 2048 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Didymium nitrate 1465 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(c)

Diesel fuel 1202 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Diethoxymethane 2373 33 3 3, 3-(b)

3,3-Diethoxypropene 2374 33 3 3, 3(b)

Diethyl carbonate (Ethyl carbonate) 2366 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

Diethyl ether (ethyl ether) 1155 33 3 3, 2°(a)

Diethyl ketone 1156 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Diethyl sulphate 1594 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

Diethyl sulphide 2375 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Diethylanine 1154 338 3+8 3, 22"0()

Diethylaminoethanol 2686 30 3 3, 31 °(c)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard Label Clts and item
Identificafion Identification number

No. No,

(Lower paft) (Upper pas)

(a) (b) (C) (d) Ce)

Diethylaminopropylamine 2684 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

N,N-Diethylaniline 2432 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Diethylbenzenes (o-, rn-, p-) 2049 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Diethyldichlorosilane 1767 X83 8+3 8,37°(b)

Diethylenetriamine 2079 80 8 8, 53(b)

N,N-Diethylethylenediamine 2685 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

Diethylthiophosphoryl chloride 2751 80 8 8, 35°(b)1.

Diethylzinc 1366 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

i,1-Diflueroethane (R 152a) 1030 23 3 2, 3°(b)

,1-Difluoroethylene (Vinylidene 1959 239 3 2, 50(c)
fluoride)

Difluorophosphoric acid, anhydrous 1768 80 8 8, 8°(b)

2,3-Dihydropyran 2376 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Diisobutyl ketone 1157 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Diisobutylaznine 2361 38 3+8 3, 33*(c)

Diisobutylene, isomeric compounds 2050 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Diisooctyl acid phosphate 1902 80 8 8, 380(c)

Diisopropyl ether 1159 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Diisopropylamine 1158 338 3+8 3, 22 °(b)

Diketene, inhibited 2521 663 6.1+3 6.1, 13°(a)

1.2-Dimethoxyethane 2252 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1,1-Dimethoxyethane 2377 33 3 3. 30(b)

Dimethyl carbonate 1161 33 3 3, 3(b)

Dimethyl disulphide 2381 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dimethyl ether 1033 23 3 2, 3'(b)

Dimethyl sulphate 1595 668 6.1+8 6.1, 270(a)

Dimethyl sulphide 1164 33 3 3, 2°(b)

Dimethyl thiophosphoryl chloride 2267 68 6.1+8 6.1, 270(b)

Dimethylamine, anhydrous 1032 236 3+6.1 2, 3(t)

Dimethylamine aqueous solution 1 160 338 3+8 3, 220(b)
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Name of ubtance Substance HAMM LAbcl Cluas and item
Idcnzi1ficaion Identification nmber

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper p-t)

(a) (b) (€) (d) (e)

2-Dimethylaminoacetonitrile 2378 336 3+6.1 3, 11 ON)

2-Dimethylaminoethanol 2051 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

Dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate 2522 69 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

N,N-Dimethylaniline 2253 60 6.1 6.1, 12N(b)

2,3-Dimethylbutane 2457 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1,3-Dimethylbutylamine 2379 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

Dimethylcarbamoyl chloride 2262 80 8 8, 35(b)1.

Dimethylcyclohexanes 2263 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Dimethylcyclohexylamine 2264 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

Dimethyldichlorosilane 1162 X338 3+8 3, 21 °(b)

Dimethyldiethoxysilane 2380 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dimethyldioxanes 2707 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dimethyidioxanes 2707 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

N,N-Dimethylformamide 2265 30 3 3, 3 ! (c)

Dimethylhydrazine, symmetrical 2382 663 6.1+3 6.1, 7°(a)2.

Dimethylhydrazine, unsymmetrical 1163 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 7°(a)l.

Dimethyl-N-propylamine 2266 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

Dimethylzinc 1370 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

Dinitro-o-cresol 1598 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

Dinitroanilines 1596 60 6.1 6.1, 12'(b)

Dinitrobenzenes 1597 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Dinitrophenol solutions 1599 60 6.1 6.1, 120(b),(c)

Dinitrotoluenes 2038 60 6.1 6.1. 12-(b)

Dinitrotoluenes, molten 1600 60 6.1 6.1, 24(Nb)1.

Dioxane 1165 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dioxolane 1166 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Dipentene 2052 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Diphenylamnine chloroarsine 1698 66 6.1 6.1. 34°(a)

Diphenylchloroarsine 1699 66 6.1 6.1, 34°(a)

Diphenyldichlorosilane 1769 X80 8 8, 36-(b)
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Name of aubsacnce Subsace Hawd Label Clas and item
Identification ldcntification number

No. No.
(Lower part) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Diphenylmethane-4,4'-diisocyanate 2489 60 6.1 6.1, 19'(c)

Diphenylmethyl bromide 1770 80 8 8, 65(b)

Dipropyl ketone 2710 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Dipropylamine 2383 338 3+8 3, 22-(b)

Disodium trioxosilicate pentahydrate 3253 80 8 8, 41 °(c)

Divinyl ether inhibited 1167 339 3 3, 2°(a)

Dodecyltrichlorosilane 1771 X80 8 8, 36-(b)

Epibromohydrin 2558 663 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(a)

Epichlorohydrin 2023 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

1,2-Epoxy-3-ethoxypropane 2752 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Ethane 1035 23 3 2, 5'(b)

Ethane, deeply-refrigerated 1961 223 3 2, 7-(b)

Ethanol (Ethyl alcohol) or ethanol 1170 33 3 3, 3 0(b)
(Ethyl alcohol) solution
containing more than 70 vol.-%
alcohol

Ethanolamine or ethanolamine solution 2491 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Ethanol solution (Ethyl alcohol 1170 30 3 3, 31 °(c)
solution) containing more than
24 vol.-% and not more than 70
vol.-% alcohol

Ethyl acetate 1173 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Ethyl acrylate, inhibited 1917 339 3 3, 3 (b)

Ethyl amyl ketones 2271 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Ethyl borate 1176 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Ethyl bromide 1891 60 6.1 6.1, 15-(b)

Ethyl bromoacetate 1603 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

Ethyl butyl ether 1179 33 3 3, 30(b)

Ethyl butyrate 1180 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Ethyl chloride 1037 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

Ethyl chloroacetate 1181 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

Ethyl chloroformate 1182 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 10°(a)
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Namen of gubstance Subsance Hazard Label Clas and item
Identification lde*ificaion number

No. No.
(Lower p n) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (C) (d) te)

Ethyl chlorothiofornate 2826 80 8 8, 64 (b)

Ethyl crotonate 1862 33 3 3. 3°b)

Ethyl cyanoacetate 2666 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Ethyl formate 1190 33 3 3, 3°0b)

Ethyl isobutyrate 2385 33 3 3, 3*b)

Ethyl lactate 1192 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Ethyl mercaptan 2363 33 3+6.1 3, 2°(a)

Ethyl methacrylate 2277 339 3 3, 3*Nb)

Ethyl methyl ketone (methyl ethyl 1193 33 3 3, 3*(')
ketone)

Ethyl nitrite solution 1194 336 3+6.1 3, 15*(a)

Ethyl orthoformate 2524 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Ethyl oxalate 2525 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)

Ethyl propionate 1195 33 3 3, 3°b)

Ethyl propyl ether 2615 33 3 3, 3* b)

Ethyl 2-chloropropionate 2935 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

N-Ethyl-N-benzylaniline 2274 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Ethylamine. anhydrous 1036 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

Ethylamine, aqueous solution 2270 338 3+8 3, 22Nb)

N-Ethylaniline 2272 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

2-Ethylaniline 2273 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Ethylbenzene 1175 33 3 3, 3°b)

N-Ethylbenzyltoluidines 2753 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2-Ethylbutanol 2275 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Ethylbutyl acetate 1177 30 3 3, 31 (c)

2-Ethylbutyraldehyde 1178 33 3 3, 3.'(b)

Ethyldichloroarsine 1892 66 6.1 6.1, 34°(a)

Ethyldichlorosilane 1183 X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1 *(a)

Ethylene 1962 23 3 2, 5°b)

Ethylene chlorohydrin 1135 663 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(a)
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Naje of subst-.cc SubtaeAc Hazrd LAbel Class and item
IdentificaLion Idenification number

No. No.
(Lowe, pan) (Upper p,)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Ethylene dibromide 1605 66 6.1 6.1, 15-(a)

Ethylene glycol diethyl ether 1153 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 2369 60 6.1 6.1, 140 (c)

Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether 1171 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether 1172 30 3 3, 31 *(c)
acetate

Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 1188 30 3 3, 310(c)

Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 1189 30 3 3, 31 (c)
acetate

Ethylene oxide and propylene oxide 2983 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a)
mixture

Ethylene oxide containing more than 1041 236 3+6.1 2, 6°(ct)
10% but not more than 50% carbon
dioxide

Ethylene oxide containing not more 1041 236 3+6.1 2, 4°(ct)

than 10% carbon dioxide by mass

Ethylene oxide with nitrogen 1040 236 3+6.1 2, 4"(ct)

Ethylene, acetylene and propylene in 3138 223 3 2, 8°(b)
mixture, refrigerated liquid

Ethylene, deeply-refrigerated 1038 223 3 2, 7'(b)

Ethylenediamine 1604 83 8+3 8, 54'(b)

Ethyleneimine, inhibited 1185 663 6.1+3 6.1. 4
°

2-Ethylhexyl chloroformate 2748 68 6.1+8 6.1, 270(b)

2-Ethylhexylamine 2276 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

Ethylphenyldichlorosilane 2435 X80 8 8, 36°(b)

1-Ethylpiperidine 2386 338 3+8 3, 23°(b)

N-Ethyltoluidines 2754 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

Ethyltrichlorosilane 1196 X338 3+8 3, 21 -(b)

Extracts, aromatic, liquid 1169 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Extracts, aromatic, liquid 1169 33 3 3, 5"(a),(b),(c)

Extracts, flavouring, liquid 1197 33 3 3, 5*(a),(b),(c)

Extracts, flavouring, liquid 1197 30 3 3, 31 *(c)
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Name of substance Subce Hu~azd LAbWl Clas ad item

Idenfiicaion IdcnLfc.aion number
No. No.

(Lower par) (Upper pal)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (')

Ferric arsenate 1606 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

Ferric arsenite 1607 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

Ferric chloride, anhydrous 1773 80 8 8, 11 "(c)

Ferric chloride solution 2582 80 8 8, 5 -(c)

Ferric nitrate 1466 50 5.1 5.1. 22°(c)

Ferrocerium 1323 40 4.1 4.1, 13'(b)

Ferrosilicon 1408 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 15*(c)

Ferrous arsenate 1608 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °(b)

Ferrous metal borings, shavings, 2793 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(c)
turnings or cuttings

Fluoroboric acid 1775 80 8 8, 8*(b)

Fluoroacetic acid 2642 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

Fluoroanilines 2941 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Fluorobenzene 2387 33 3 3, 3(b)

Fluorophosphoric acid, anhydrous 1776 80 8 8, 8°(b)

Fluorosilicic acid 1778 80 8 8, 8'(b)

Fluorosulphonic acid 1777 88 8 8, 8'(a)

Fluorotoluenes 2388 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Formaldehyde solution 2209 80 8 8, 63*(c)

Formaldehyde solution, flammable 1198 38 3+8 3, 33-(c)

Formic acid 1779 80 8 8, 32°(b)l.

Fuel, aviation, turbine engine 1863 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
2"(a),(b), 3*(b)

Fuel, aviation, turbine engine 1863 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Fumaryl chloride 1780 80 8 8, 35-(b)1.

Furan 2389 33 3 3, 1 *a)

Furfural (furfuraldehyde) 1199 30 3 3, 31-(c)

Furfuryl alcohol 2874 60 6.1 6.1, 14°c)

Furfurylarine 2526 38 3+8 3, 330(c)

Fusel oil 1201 33 3 3, 30(b)

Fusel oil 1201 30 3 3, 31(c)
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Nam of gubstance Substance HazArd Label CluS WWd itcm
Identification Idenlification number

No. No.
(Lower pLu) (Upper pC")

(a) (b) (C) (d) (Ce)

Gallium 2803 80 8 8, 65 -(c)

Gas mixture R 500 2602 20 2 2, 4°(a)

Gas mixture R 502 1973 20 2 2, 40(a)

Gas mixture R 503 2599 20 2 2, 6°(a)

Gas oil 1202 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Glycerol alpha-monochlorohydrin 2689 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

Glycidaldehyde 2622 336 3+6.1 3, 17-(b)

Guanidine nitrate 1467 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Hafnium powder, dry 2545 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

Hafnium powder, wetted 1326 40 4.1 4.1, 13'(b)

Heating oil (ight) 1202 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Helium, compressed 1046 20 2 2, 1(a)

Helium, deeply-refrigerated 1963 22 2 2, 7"(a)

n-Heptaldehyde 3056 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

Heptanes 1206 33 3 3, 3(b)

n-Heptene 2278 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Hexachloroacetone 2661 60 6.1 6.1, 170(c)

Hexachlorobenzene 2729 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

Hexachlorobutadiene 2279 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

Hex achlorocyclopentadiene 2646 66 6.1 6.1, 15°(a)

Hexachlorophene 2875 60 6.1 6.1, 170 (c)

Hexadecyltrichlorosilane i781 X80 8 8, 36°(b)

Hexadiene 2458 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Hexaethyl tetraphosphate 1611 60 6.1 6.1, 230(b)

Hexafluoroacetone hydrate 2552 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(b)

Hexafluoroethane (R 116) 2193 20 2 2, 5.(a)

Hexafluorophosphoric acid 1782 80 8 8, 8°(b)

Hexafluoropropylene (R 1216) 1858 26 6.1 2, 3'(at)

Hexaldhyde 1207 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Hexamethylene diisocyanate 2281 60 6.1 6.1, 19*(b)
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Name of subsunce Substance Hazard Iabel Clus and item
Identification Identificauon numtber

No. No
(Lower part) (Upper pWu)

(a) (b) (C) (d) Ce)

Hexamethylenediamine, solid 2280 80 8 8, 52°(c)

Hexamethylenediamine, solution 1783 80 8 8, 53°(b), (c)

Hexamethyleneimine 2493 338 3+8 3, 23'(b)

Hexamethylenetetramine 1328 40 4.1 4.1, 6"(c)

Hexanes 1208 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Hexanols 2282 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

l-Hexene 2370 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Hexyltrichlorosilane 1784 X80 8 8, 36*(b)

Hydrazine, *aqueous solution 2030 86 8+6.1 8, 44°(b)

Hydrazine hydrate 2030 86 8+6.1 8, 44°(b)

Hydrazine. aqueous solution 3293 60 6.1 6.1, 65°(c)

Hydriodic acid, solution 1787 80 8 8, 5°(b),(c)

Hydrobromic acid, solution 1788 80 8 8, 5*(b),(c)

Hydrochloric acid, solution 1789 80 8 8. 5°(b),(c)

Hydrofluoric acid and sulphuric acid 1786 886 8+6.1 8, 7°(a)
mixture

Hydrofluoric acid solution containing 1790 886 8+6.1 8, 7°(a)
between 60 and 85% hydrogen
fluoride

Hydrofluoric acid solution containing 1790 86 8+6.1 8, 70(b)
less than 60% hydrogen fluoride I

Hydrofluoric acid solution containing 1790 886 8+6.1 8, 60
more than 85% hydrogen fluoride

Hydrogen bromide 1048 286 8+6.1 2, 3°(at)

Hydrogen chloride 1050 286 8+6.1 2, 5"(at)

Hydrogen cyanide, aqueous solution 1613 663 6.1+3 6.1, 2
(Hydrocyanic acid)

Hydrogen cyanide, solution in alcohol 3294 663 6.1+3 6.1, 2

Hydrogen fluoide, anhydrous 1052 886 8+6.1 8, 6

Hydrogen peroxide and peroxyacetic 3149 58 5.1+8 5.1, l(b)
acid mixture, stabilized

Hydrogen peroxide, aqueous solution 2014 58 5.1+8 5.1, 1 (b)
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Name of substance Substance HAzard Label Class and item
Identification Idcntification number

No. No.
(Lower p#A) (Upper pmA)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (C)

Hydeogen peroxide. aqueous solution 2984 50 5.1 5.1, 1-(c)

Hydrogen peroxide, aqueous solution, 2015 559 5.1+8 5.1, 1°(a)
stabilized

Hydrogen peroxide, stabilized 2015 559 5.1+8 .5.1, 1°(a)

Hydrogen sulphide 1053 236 3+6.1 2, 3"(bt)

Hydrogen, compressed 1049 23 3 2, 1 o(b)

Hydrogen, deeply-refrigerated 1966 223 3 2, 7'(b)

Hydroquinone 2662 60 6. 1 6.1, 14*(c)

Hydroxylamnine sulphate 2865 80 8 8, 16°(c)

Hypochlorite solution with between 1791 80 8 8, 61°(b),(c)
5 and 16% active chlbrine

3,3'-Iminodipropylamine 2269 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Iodine monochloride 1792 80 8 8, 12°(b)

Iodine pentafluoride 2495 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1, 50

2-1odobutane 2390 33 3 3, 35 (b)

Iodomethylpropanes 2391 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Iodopropanes 2392 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Iron oxide, spent 1376 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(c)

Iron pentacarbonyl 1994 663 6.1+3 6.1, 3

Iron sponge, spent 1376 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(c)

Isobutane 1969 23 3 2, 3*(b)

Isobutanol 1212 30 3 3, 31 "(c)

Isobutyl acetate 1213 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Isobutyl acrylate, inhibited 2527 39 3 3, 31 °(c)

Isobutyl formate 2393 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Isobutyl isobutyrate 2528 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Isobutyl isocyanate 2486 336 3+6.1 3, 14°(b)

Isobutyl methacrylate, inhibited 2283 39 3 3, 31 (c)

Isobutyl propionate 2394 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Isobutylamine 1214 338 3+8 3, 22'(b)

Isobutylene 1055 23 3 2, 3(b)
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Name of substnce Subswace Haad Label Class and trm
Identification Identsication number

No. No.
(Lower p&) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d)e)

Isobutyraldehyde 2045 33 3 3, 3(b)

Isobutyric acid 2529 38 3+8 3, 33-(c)

Isobutyric anhydride 2530 38 3+8 3, 33*(c)

Isobutyronitrile 2284 336 3+6.1 3, 11 °(b)

Isobutyryl chloride 2395 338 3+8 3. 250(b)

Isocyanatobenzotrifluorides 2285 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18"(b)

Isoheptene 2287 33 3 3, 3-(b)

Isohexene 2288 33 3 3. 3*(b)

Isooctenes 1216 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Isopentenes 2371 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

Isophorone diisocyanate 2290 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(c)

Isophoronediarnine 2289 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Isoprene, inhibited 1218 339 3 3, 2°(a)

Isopropanol (Isopropyl alcohol) 1219 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Isopropenyl acetate 2403 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Isopropenylbenzene 2303 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

Isopropyl 2-chloropropionate 2934 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Isopropyl acetate 1220 33 3 3, 30(b)

Isopropyl acid phosphate 1793 80 8 8, 38*(c)

Isopropyl butyrate 2405 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Isopropyl chloroacetate 2947 30 3 3, 31 '(c)

Isopropyl isobutyrate 2406 33 3 3, 3-(b)

Isopropyl isocyanate 2483 336 3+6.1 3, 14°(a)

Isopropyl propionate 2409 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Isopropylamine 1221 338 3+8 3, 22'(a)

Isopropylbenzene (Cumene) 1918 30 3 3, .3i°(c)

Kerosene 1223 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Krypton, compressed 1056 20 2 2. l'(a)

Krypton, deeply-refrigerated 1970 22 2 2, 7*(a)

Lead acetate 1616 60 6.1 6.1. 62"(c)
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Name of substajcc Substuce HAd Labl Clss and item
Idetifiaion Ide ificalion number

No. No.

(Lowr pL, ) (Upper pW)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Lead arsenates 1617 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

Lead arsenites 1618 60 6.1 6.1, 51 (b)

Lead cyanide 1620 60 6.1 6.1, 41(b)

Lead dioxide 1872 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(c)

Lead nitrate 1469 56 5.1+6.1 5.1. 29°(c)

Lead perchlorate 1470 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29(b)

Lead phosphite, dibasic 2989 40 4.1 4.1, 110(b),(c)

Lead sulphate 1794 80 8 8, 1 b)

Lithium 1415 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Lithium alkyls 2445 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31*(a)

Lithium ferrosilicon 2830 423 4.3 4.3, 12-(b)

Lithium hydride, fused solid 2805 423 4.3 4.3, 16-(b)

Lithium hydroxide, monohydrate 2680 80 8 8, 41°(b)

Lithium hydroxide, solution 2679 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

Lithium hypochlorite, mixture or dry 1471 50 5.1 5.1, 15°(b)

Lithium nitrate 2722 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Lithium peroxide 1472 50 5.1 5.1, 25-(b)

Lithium silicon 1417 423 4.3 4.3, 12'(b)

London purple 1621 60 6.1 6.1, 51 -b)

Magnesium 1869 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

Magnesium alkyls 3053 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31'(a)

Magnesium alloys 1869 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

Magnesium arsenate 1622 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

Magnesium bromate 1473 50 5.1 5.1, 16-(b)

Magnesium chlorate 2723 50 5.1 5.1, 11-(b)

Magnesium diamide 2004 40 4.2 4.2, 16-(b)

Magnesium diphenyl 2005 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

Magnesium fluorosilicate 2853 60 6.1 6.1, 64-(c)

Magnesium granules, coated 2950 423 4.3 4.3, 11 °(c)

Magnesium nitrate 1474 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(c)
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Name of substance Subtance Hazard Label Clus and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower par) (Upper pWr)

(a) (b) (C) cd) (€)

Magnesium perchlorate 1475 50 5.1 5.1, 13-()

Magnesium peroxide 1476 50 5.1 5.1, 25-(b)

Magnesium powder 1418 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b)

Magnesium silicide 2624 423 4.3 4.3, 12°(b)

Maleic anhydride 2215 80 8 8, 31°(c)

Malononitrile 2647 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(b)

Maneb 2210 40 4.2+4.3 4.2, 160(c)

Maneb preparation 2210 40 4.2+4.3 4.2, 160(c)

Maneb preparation, stabilized 2968 423 4.3 4.3, 200(c)

Maneb, stabilized 2968 423 4.3 4.3, 20°(c)

Manganese nitrate 2724 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Manganese resinate 1330 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(c)

Mercuric arsenate 1623 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

Mercuric chloride 1624 60 6.1 6.1, 52*(b)

Mercuric nitrate 1625 60 6.1 6.1, 52*(b)

Mercurous nitrate 1627 60 6.1 6.1, 52*(b)

Mercury 2809 80 8 8, 660(c)

Mercury acetate 1629 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

Mercury ammonium chloride 1630 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)

Mercury benzoate 1631 60 6.1 6.1, 520(b)

Mercury bromides 1634 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

Mercury cyanide 1636 60 6.1 6.1, 41°(b)

Mercury gluconate 1637 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)

Mercury iodide 1638 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

Mercury nucleate 1639 60 6.1 6., 52"(b)

Mercury oleate 1640 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

Mercury oxide 1641 60 6.1 6.1. 52*(b)

Mercury oxycyanide, desensitized 1642 60 6.1 6.1, 41 °(b)

Mercury potassium iodide 1643 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

Mercury salicylate 1644 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)
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Name of xubstanece Substance Hazard LAbel CLus and item
Identiication Identirication number

No. No.

(Lower pail) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) ()

Mercury sulphate 1645 60 6.1 6.1, 52*(b)

Mercury thiocyanate 1646 60 6.1 6.1, 52 0(b)

Mesityl oxide 1229 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Metal catalyst, dry 2881 40 4.2 4.2, 1200b),(c)

Metal catalyst, wetted 1378 40 4.2 4.2, 12"b)

Metaldehyde 1332 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

Methacrylaldehyde, inhibited 2396 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(b)

Methacrylic acid, inhibited 2531 89 8 8, 32°(c)

Methacrylonitrile, inhibited 3079 336 3+6.1 3, 11°(a)

Methallyl alcohol 2614 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Methane, compressed 1971 23 3 2, 1°(b)

Methane, deeply-refrigerated 1972 223 3 2, 7°(b)

Methanesulphonyl chloride 3246 668 6.1+ 8 6.1, 27°(a)

Methanol 1230 336 3+6.1 3, 17-(b)

1-Methoxy-2-propanol 3092 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

4-Mehoxy-4-methylpentan-2-one 2293 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Methoxymethyl isocyanate 2605 336 3+6.1 3, 14°(a)

Methyl acetate 1231 33 3 3, 3-b)

Methyl acrylate, inhibited 1919 339 3 3, 3°(b)

Methyl benzoate 2938 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)

Methyl bromide 1062 26 6.1 2, 30(at)

Methyl bromide and ethylene 1647 66 6.1 6.1, 15°(a)
dibromide mixture, liquid

Methyl bromoacetate 2643 60 6.1 6.1, 17"b)

Methyl butyrate 1237 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Methyl chloride 1063 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

Methyl chloroacetate 2295 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16*0b)

Methyl chloroformate 1238 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, lO°(a)

Methyl chloromethyl ether 1239 663 6.1+3 6.1, 9°(a)

Methyl dichloroacetate 2299 60 6.1 6.1, 170(c)
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Name of substance Substncc HaZld LAbel Cliss and item
Identification Identificution number

No. No.
(Lower ptt) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Methyl formate 1243 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

Methyl iodide 2644 60 6.1 6.1, 15*(b)

Methyl isobutyl carbinol 2053 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Methyl isobutyl ketone 1245 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Methyl isopropenyl ketone, inhibited 1246 339 3 3, 3*(b)

Methyl isothiocyanate 2477 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20-(b)

Methyl isovalerate 2400 33 3 3, 30(b)

Methyl magnesium bromide in ethyl 1928 X323 4.3+3 4.3, 30(a)
ether,

Methyl mercaptan 1064 236 3+6.1 2, 3(bt)

Methyl methacrylate monomer, 1247 339 3 3, 3-(b)
inhibited

Methyl orthosilicate 2606 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8°(a)

(Tetramethoxysilane)

Methyl propionate 1248 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Methyl propyl ether 2612 33 3 3, 2-(b)

Methyl propyl ketone 1249 33 3 3, 3 (b)

Methyl ten-butyl ether 2398 33 3 3, 3-(b)

Methyl trichloroacetate 2533 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(c)

Methyl vinyl ether 1087 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(ct)

Methyl vinyl ketone 1251 339 3 3, 3°(b)

2-Methyl-l-butene 2459 33 3 3, 1*(a)

3-Methyl-l-butene (Isopropylethylene) 2561 33 3 3, 1*(a)

2-Methyl-2-butene 2460 33 3 3. 2'(b)

Methyl 2-chloropropionate 2933 30 3 3, 31 (c)

2-Methyl-5-ethylpyridine 2300 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Methylal 1234 33 3 3, 2-(b)

Methylallyl chloride 2554 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Methylamine. anhydrous 1061 236 3+6.1 2, 3(bt)

Methylamine, aqueous solution 1235 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

Methylamyl acetate 1233 30 3 3, 31°(c)
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Name of substance Substance HZAd Label CLas and item
Idcrnificazion Idcritrwaion number

No. No.
(Lower pu,) (Upper WaL )

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

N-Methylaniline 2294 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

alpha-Methylbeozyl alcohol 2937 60 6.1 6.1, 14*(c)

3-Methylbutan-2-one 2397 33 3 3. 30(b)

N-Methylbutylamine 2945 338 3+8 3, 22(b)

Methylcyclohexane 2296 33 3 3, 30(b)

Methylcyclohexanols 2617 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

Methylcyclohexanones 2297 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Methylcyclopentane 2298 33 3 3, 30(b)

Methyldichlorosilane 1242 X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1*(a)

2-Methylfuran 2301 33 3 3, 3°(b)

5-Methylhexan-2-one 2302 30 3 3. 31 (c)

Methylhydrazine 1244 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 7°(a)l.

Methylmorpholine 2535 338 3+8 3, 23°(b)

Methylpentadiene 2461 33 3 3. 3°(o)

2-Methylpentan-2-ol 2560 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Methylphenyldichlorosilane 2437 X80 8 8, 36-(b)

1-Methylpiperidine 2399 338 3+8 3, 23-(b)

Methyltetrahydrofuran 2536 33 3 3, 3'(b)

Methyltrichlorosilane 1250 X338 3+8 3, 21 *(a)

alpha-Methylvaleraldehyde 2367 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Mixtures Fl, F2 and F3 1078 20 2 2, 40(a)

Mixtures of 1,3-butadiene and 1010 239 3 2, 4"(c)
hydrocarbons

Mixtures of hydrocarbons (liquefied 1965 23 3 2, 4-(b)
gases)(Mixtures A, AO, Al, B and
C)

Mixtures of methyl bromide and 1581 26 6.1 2, 4"(ai)
chloropicrin (liquefied gas)

Mixtures of methyl bromide and 1647 236 3+6.1 2.4°(bt)
ethylene bromide

Mixtures of methyl chloride and 1582 236 3+6.1 2.4°(bt)
chloropicrin (liquefied gas)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard Label Clas and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pWA) (Upper put)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Mixtures of methyl chloride and 1912 236 3+6.1 2, 4(bt)
methylene chloride (liquefied gas) I

Mixtures of methylacetylene and 1060 239 3 2, 4°(c)
propadiene with hydrocarbons '1

Molybdenum pentachloride 2508 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

Morpholine 2054 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

Motor fuel anti-knock mixture 1649 66 6.1 6.1, 31 *(a)

Motor spirit 1203 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Naphthalene, crude or refined 1334 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

Naphthalene, molten 2304 44 4.1 4.1, 5O

beta-Naphthylamine 1650 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

alpha-Naphthylamine 2077 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

Naphthylthiourea 1651 60 6.1 6.1, 21-(b)

Naphhylurea 1652 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Natural gas, compressed 1971 23 3 2, 2°(b)

Natural gas, deeply-refrigerated 1972 223 3 2, 8*(b)

Neon, compressed 1065 20 2 2, 1 *(a)

Neon, deeply-refrigerated 1913 22 2 2, 7°(a)

Nickel carbonyl 1259 663 6.1+3 6.1, 3*

Nickel cyanide 1653 60 6.1 6.1, 41-(b)

Nickel nitrate 2725 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Nickel nitrite 2726 50 5.1 5.1, 23o(c)

Nicotine 1654 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)

Nicotine hydrochloride or nicotine 1656 60 6.1 6.1, 90(b)
hydrochloride solution I

Nicotine salicylate 1657 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)

Nicotine sulphate, solid 1658 60 6.1 6.1: 900b)

Nicotine sulphate, solution 1658 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)

Nicotine tartrate 1659 60 6.1 6.1, 90 0(b)

Nitrating acid mixture, spent, 1826 80 8 8, 3(b)
containing less than 50% nitric acid I I
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Name of substance Substance HazArd Label Cus and item
Identficafion Identificstion number

No. No.
(Lower part) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (€) (d) (c)

Nitrating acid mixture, spent, 1826 885 8+05 8, 3°(a)
containing more than 50% nitric acid

Nitrating acid, mixture containing less 1796 80 8 8, 3°(b)
than 50% nitric acid

Nitrating acid, mixture containing 1796 885 8+05 8, 3(a)
more than 50% nitric acid

Nitric acid containing less than 70% 2031 80 8 8, 2°(b)
pure acid

Nitric acid containing more than 70% 2031 885 8 8, 2°(a)l.
pure acid

Nitric acia, red fuming 2032 856 8+05+6.1 8, 2°(a)2.

3-Nitro-4-chlorobenzotrifluoride 2307 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Nitroanilines (o-, m-, p-) 1661 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Nitroanisole 2730 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Nitrobenzene 1662 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Nitrobenzenesulphonic acid 2305 80 8 8, 34°(b)

Nitrobenzotrifluorides 2306 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Nitrobromobenzene 2732 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Nitrocellulose solution, flammable 2059 33 3 3, 4(a),(b)

Nitrocellulose solution, flammable 2059 30 3 3, 34°(c)

Nitrocresols (o-, m-, p-) 2446 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Nitroethane 2842 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2) 1067 265 6.1+05 2, 3°(at)

Nitrogen, compressed 1066 20 2 2, 1 *(a)

Nitrogen, deeply-refrigerated 1977 22 2 2, 7°(a)

Nitronaphthalene 2538 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

Nitrophenols 1663 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Nitropropanes 2608 30 3 3, 31 "(c)

p-Nitrosodimethylaniline 1369 40 4.2 4.2, 50(b)

Nitrosylsulphuric acid 2308 80 8 8, 1 °(b)

Nitrotoluenes (o-, m-, p-) 1664 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Nitrotoluidines (rn.ono) 2660 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)
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NLme of substance Subsunce HWArd Label Class and stem
ldcntificaion Identificaion number

No. No.

(Lower paen) (Upper paLe)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Nitrous oxide (N20) 1070 25 2+05 2, 5*(a)

Nitrous oxide, deeply-refrigerated 2201 225 2+05 2, 7*(a)

Nitroxylenes (o-, m-, p-) 1665 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(b)

Nonanes 1920 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Nonyltrichlorosilane 1799 X80 8 8, 36*(b)

2,5-Norbornadiene 2251 339 3 3, 3(b)
(Dicycloheptadiene), inhibited

Octadecyltrichlorosilane 1800 X80 8 8, 36*(b)

Octadiene. 2309 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Octafluorocyclobutane (RC 318) 1976 20 2 2, 3*(a)

Octanes 1262 33 3 3, 30(b)

Octyl aldehydes (ethyl hexaldehydes) 1191 30 3 3, 31°(c)

tert-Octyl mercaptan 3023 63 6.1+3 6.1, 200(b)

Octyltrichlorosilane 1801 X80 8 8, 36'(b)

Oxygen, compressed 1072 20 2+05 2, 1 *(a)

Oxygen, deeply-refrigerated 1073 225 2+05 2, 7*(a)

Paint 1263 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Paint 1263 33 3 3, 5"(a),(b),(c)

Paint or paint related material 3066 80 8 8, 66(b),(c)

Paint related material 1263 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Paint related material 1263 33 3 3, 5"(a),(b),(c)

Paper, unsaturated oil treated 1379 40 4.2 4.2, 3"(c)

Paraformaldehyde 2213 40 4.1 4.1, 6"(c)

Paraldehyde 1264 30 3 3, 31*(c)

Pentaborane 1380 333 4.2+6.1 4.2, 19*(a)

Pentachloroethane 1669 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(b)

Pentachlorophenol 3155 60 6.1 6.1, 17"(b)

Pentafluoroethane (R 125) 3220 20 2 2, 5*(a)

Pentamethylheptane (Isododecane) 2286 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Pentan-2,4-dione 2310 30 3 3, 31"(c)
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Name of substace Substance Hazard LAbe Class and item
Identification IdentifLcaion number

No. No.
(Lower pLil) (Upper Part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Pentanes, liquid 1265 33 3 3, 1*(a)

Pentanes, liquid 1265 33 3 3, 2-(b)

l-Pentene (n-Amylene) 1108 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

I-Pentol 2705 80 8 8, 66°(b)

Perchloric acid 1802 85 8 8, 4-(b)

Perchloric acid, with more than 1873 558 5.1+8 5.1, 3°(a)
50% but not more than 72% acid,
by mass

Perchloromethyl mercaptan 1670 66 6.1 6.1, 17'(a)

Perfumery products 1266 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

Perfumery products 1266 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Petroleum crude oil 1267 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
2 * (a),(b), 3°(b)

Petroleum crude oil 1267 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Phenacyl bromide 2645 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(b)

Phenetidines 2311 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Phenol solution 2821 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b),(c)

Phenol, molten 2312 60 6.1 6.1, 24°(b)

Phenol, solid 1671 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

Phenolates, liquid 2904 80 8 8. 620(c)

Phenolates, solid 2905 80 8 8, 620(c)

Phenolsulphonic acid, liquid 1803 80 8 8, 34°(b)

Phenyl chloroformate 2746 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27-(b)

Phenyl isocyanate 2487 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18°(b)

Phenyl mercaptan 2337 663 6.1+3 6.1, 200(a)

Phenylacetonitrile, liquid 2470 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Phenylacetyl chloride 2577 80 8 8, 35°(b)1.

Phenylcarbylamine chloride 1672 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

Phenylenediamines (o-, m-, p-) 1673 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Phenylhydrazine 2572 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

Phenylmercuric acetate 1674 60 6.1 6.1, 33-(b)
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Name of substance Substance HId LAbe Claus an item
Idnwfication Idenification number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper PWn)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Phenylmercuric hydroxide 1894 60 6.1 6.1, 33 '(b)

Phenylmercuric nitrate 1895 60 6.1 6.1, 33°(b)

Phenylphosphorus dichloride 2798 80 8 8, 35°0b)1.

Phenylphosphorus thiodichloride 2799 80 8 8, 35"(b)1.

Phenyltrichlorosilane 1804 X80 8 8, 360(N)

Phosgene 1076 266 6.1+8 2, 3*(at)

9-Phosphabicyclononanes 2940 40 4.2 4.2, 5"(b)
(cyclooctadiene phosphines)

Phosphbric acid 1805 80 8 8, 17"(c)

Phosphorous acid 2834 80 8 8, 16°(c)

Phosphorus oxychloride 1810 80 8 8, 12*(b)

Phosphorus, white or yellow, dry 1381 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, 11*(a)

Phosphorus heptasulphide 1339 40 4.1 4.1, I1 -b)

Phosphorus oxybromide 1939 80 8 8, 11 °(b)

Phosphorus oxybromide, molten 2576 80 8 8, 15-

Phosphorus pentabromide 2691 80 8 8, 11 °b)

Phosphorus pentachloride 1806 80 8 8, 11 °b)

Phosphorus pentasulphide 1340 423 4.3 4.3, 20(b)

Phosphorus pentoxide 1807 80 8 8, 16N(b)

Phosphorus sesquisulphide 1341 40 4.1 4.1, 11b)

Phosphorus tribromide 1808 80 8 8, 12-(b)

Phosphorus trichloride 1809 886 8+6.1 8, 12*(a)

Phosphorus trioxide 2578 80 8 8, 16@(c)

Phosphorus trisulphide 1343 40 4.1 4.1, 11-(b)

Phosphorus, amorphous 1338 40 4.1 4.1, ll(c)

Phosphorus, white or yellow, molten 2447 446 4.2+6.1 4.2, 22*

Phthalic anhydride 2214 80 S 8, 31°(c)

Picolines 2313 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Pine oil 1272 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

alpha-Pinene 2368 30 3 3, 31 *(c)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard Label Clas and item

ldenxification IdeAitfrwation number
No. No

('Lowrpan) (upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Piperazine 2579 80 8 8, 52°(c)

Piperidine 2401 338 3+8 3, 23*(b)

Polycdorinated biphenyls 2315 90 9 9. 2*(b)

Polyhalogenated biphenyls, liquid 3151 90 9 9. 2°(b)

Polyhalogenated biphenyls, solid 3152 90 9 9. 2'(b)

Polyhalogenated terphenyls, liquid 3151 90 9 9, 20(b)

Polyhalogenated terphenyls, solid 3152 90 9 9, 20(b)

Polymeric beads, expandable 2211 90 9 9, 4°(c)

Potassium 2257 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Potassium arsenate 1677 60 6.1 6.1, 51 e(b)

Potassium arsenite 1678 60 6.1 6.1, 510(b)

Potassium bromate 1484 50 5.1 5.1, 16*(b)

Potassium chlorate 1485 50 5.1 5.1, 110(b)

Potassium chlorate aqueous solution 2427 50 5.1 5.1, 11-(b)

Potassium cuprocyanide 1679 60 6.1 6.1, 41-(b)

Potassium dithionite 1929 40 4.2 4.2, 13-(b)

Potassium fluoride 1812 60 6.1 6.1. 630(c)

Potassium fluoroacetate 2628 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

Potassium fluorosilicate 2655 60 6.1 6.1, 64(c)

Potassium hydrogen sulphate 2509 80 8 8, 13'(b)

Potassium hydrogendifluoride 1811 86 8+6.1 8, 9"(b)

Potassium hydroxide solution 1814 80 8 8, 42e(b),(c)

Potassium hydroxide, solid 1813 80 8 8, 41 '(b)

Potassium metal alloys 1420 X423 4.3 4.3, 11-(a)

Potassium metavanadate 2864 60 6.1 6.1, 58*(b)

Potassium monoxide 2033 80 8 8, 41'(b)

Potassium nitrate 1486 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Potassium nitrate and sodium nitrite 1487 50 5.1 5.1, 24°(b)
mixtures

Potassium nitrite 1488 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(b)
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Name of substAnce Substance Hazard Label Chls and item

Identificaion ldentification number
No. No.

(Lower par,) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) () (d) ()

Potassium perchlorate 1489 50 5.1 5.1, 13°b)

Potassium permanganate 1490 50 5.1 5.1, 17°b)

Potassium persulphate 1492 50 5.1 5.1, 18-(c)

Potassium sodium alloys 1422 X423 4.3 4.3, 1l°(a)

Potassium sulphide, anhydrous 1382 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)

Potassium sulphide, hydrated 1847 80 8 8, 45(b)1.

Potassium sulphide, with tess than 1382 40 4.2 4.2, 13-(b)
30% water of crystallisation

Printing ink 1210 33 3 3,5°(a),(b),(c)

Printing ink 1210 30 3 3,31 °(c)

Propane, technically-pure 1978 23 3 2, 3(b)

Propanethiols (propyl mercaptans) 2402 33 3 3, 3°(b)

n-Propanol 1274 33 3 3. 3(b)

n-Propanol 1274 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Propionadehyde 1275 33 3 3, 3°b)

Propionic acid 1848 80 8 8, 32°(c)

Propionic anhydride 2496 BC 8 8, 32°(c)

Propionitrile 2404 336 3+6.1 3, 11(b)

Propionyl chloride 1815 338 3+8 3, 25'(b)

n-Propyl acetate 1276 33 3 3, 3*(b)

n-Propyl chloroformate 2740 668 6.1+8+3 6.1, 28°(a)

Propyl formates 1281 33 3 3, 3(b)

n-Propyl isocyanate 2482 663 6.1+3 6.1, 6°(a)

Propylamine 1277 338 3+8 3, 22'(b)

n-Propylbenzene 2364 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Propylene 1077 23 3 2, 3°b)

Propylene chlorohydrin 2611 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16'(b)

Propylene oxide, inhibited 1280 339 3 3, 2°(a)

Propylene tetramer 2850 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1,2-Propylenediamine 2258 83 8+3 8, 54*(b)
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Name of aubswce Substance Ha.rd LAbWl Cluas and stem

Identifie aion Idenhs'scion number
No. No.

(Lower Wan) (Upper paW)
(a) (b) (e) (d) (C)

Propyleneimine, inhibited 1921 336 3+6.1 3, 12*

Propyhtrichlorosilane 1816 X83 8+3 8, 37"(b)

Pyridine 1282 33 3 3, 3"(b)

Pyrosulphuryl chloride 1817 80 8 8. 120(b)

Pyrrolidine 1922 338 3+8 3, 23"(b)

Quinoline 2656 60 6.1 6.1, 12*(c)

Resin solution, flammable. 1866 33 3 3, 5(a),(b),(c)

Resin solution, flammable 1866 30 3 3, 31*(c)

Resorcinol 2876 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)

Rosin oil 1286 30 3 3, 310(c)

Rosin oil 1286 33 3 3, 5"(a),(0),(c)

Rubber scrap or shoddy 1345 40 4.1 4.1, 1(b)

Rubber solution 1287 33 3 3, 5"(a),(b),(c)

Rubber solution 1287 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Rubidium 1423 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Rubidium hydroxide 2678 80 8 8, 41 '(b)

Rubidium hydroxide solution 2677 80 8 8, 42(b),(c)

Seed cake 1386 40 4.2 4.2, 2°(c)

Seed cake 2217 40 4.2 4.2, 2°(c)

Selenium disulphide 2657 60 6.1 6.1, 550(b)

Selenium oxychloride 2879 886 3+6.1 8, 12"(a)

Selenium powder 2658 60 6.1 6.1, 55°(c)

Shale oil 1288 30 3 3, 31"(c)

Shale oil 1288 33 3 3, 3-03)

Silicon powder, amorphous 1346 40 4.1 4.1, 13"(c)

Silicon tetrachloride 1818 80 8 8, -12!(b)

Silver arsenite 1683 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

Silver cyanide 1684 60 6.1 6.1, 41-(b)

Silver nitrate 1493 50 5.1 5.1, 22'(b)

Sludge acid 1906 80 8 8, 1(b)
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Name of subsance Substance Hazard Label Class and Item
Identification Identification number

No No

(LowCr Part) (Upper PLr)

(*) b) (C) (d) (C)

Soda lime 1907 80 8 8, 41 °(c)

Sodium 1428 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Sodium aluminate, solution 1819 80 8 8, 42°0),(c)

Sodium aluminium hydride 2835 423 4.3 4.3. 160(b)

Sodium ammonium vanadate 2863 60 6.1 6.1, 58°(b)

Sodium arsanilate 2473 60 6.1 6.1, 34°(c)

Sodium arsenate 1685 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °(b)

Sodium arsenite, aqueous solution 1686 60 6.1 6.1. 51 *(b),(c)

Sodium.arsenite, solid 2027 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

Sodium bromate 1494 50 5.1 5.1, 16 (b)

Sodium cacodylate 1688 60 6.1 6.1, 51 (b)

Sodium chlorate 1495 50 5.1 5.1, 11 °(b)

Sodium chlorate, aqueous solution 2428 50 5.1 5.1, 115 (b)

Sodium chlorite 1496 50 5.1 5.1, 14°(b)

Sodium chloroacetate 2659 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(c)

Sodium cuprocyanide solution 2317 66 6.1 6.1, 41*(a)

Sodium dithionite (Sodium 1384 40 4.2 4.2, 130(b
hydrosulphite)

Sodium fluoride 1690 60 6.1 6.1, 63°(c)

Sodium fluoroacetate 2629 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

Sodium fluorosilicate 2674 60 6.1 6.1, 64*(c)

Sodium hydrogendifluoride 2439 80 8 8, 9-(b)

Sodium hydrosulphide hydrated 2318 40 4.2 4.2, 13°(b)

Sodium hydrosulphide 2949 80 8 8, 45°(b)l.

Sodium hydroxide solution 1824 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

Sodium hydroxide, solid 1823 80 8 8, 410(b)

Sodium methylate 1431 48 4.2+8 4.2, 15-(b)

Sodium methylate solution 1289 338 3+8 3, 24°(b)

Sodium methylate solution 1289 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

Sodium monoxide 1825 80 8 8, 41 °(b)
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Name of substance Substance Hazed lAbel Clas and item
Identification Identification mumber

No. No.
(Lower pat) (Upper paLr)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Sodium nitrate 1498 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate 1499 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)
mixture

Sodium nitrite 1500 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(c)

Sodium pentachlorophenate 2567 60 6.1 6.1, 170b)

Sodium percarbonates 2467 50 5.1 5.1, 19*(c)

Sodium perchlorate 1502 50 5.1 5.1, 13(b)

Sodium permanganate 1503 50 5.1 5.1, 17°b)

Sodium plroxoborate, anhydrous 3247 50 5.1 5.1, 27(b)

Sodium persulphate 1505 50 5.1 5.1, 18°(c)

Sodium sulphide, anhydrous 1385 40 4.2 4.2, 13°(b)

Sodium sulphide, hydrated 1849 80 8 8, 45 0(b)1.

Sodium sulphide, with less than 1385 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)
30% water of crystallisation

Stannic chloride pentahydrate 2440 80 8 8, 11 -(C)

Stannic chloride, anhydrous 1827 80 8 8, 12'(b)

Strontium arsenite 1691 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

Strontium chlorate 1506 50 5.1 5.1, 11'(b)

Strontium nitrate 1507 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

Strontium perchlorate 1508 50 5.1 5.1, 13°(b)

Strontium peroxide 1509 50 5.1 5.1, 25°b)

Strychnine or strychnine, salts 1692 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)

Styrene monomer, inhibited 2055 39 3 3, 31 °(c)
(Vinylbenzene)

Sulphamic acid 2967 80 8 8, 16-(c)

Sulphur 1350 40 4.1 4.1, 11(c)

Sulphur chlorides 1828 X88 8 8, 12-(a)

Sulphur dioxide 1079 26 6.1 2, 3*(at)

Sulphur hexafluoride 1080 20 2 2, 5 -(a)

Sulphur trioxide, inhibited 1829 X88 8 8, 1 *(a)

Sulphur, molten 2448 44 4.1 4.1, 15-
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Name of substncc Substance Hazard label Clus and item

Identirseaion Identification number
No. No.

(Lower pan) (Upper Part)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

Sulphuric acid, containing more than 1830 80 8 8, 1 °(b)
51% acid

Sulphuric acid, fuming 1831 X886 8+6.1 8, 1*(a)

Sulphuric acid, spent 1832 80 8 8. 1 '(b)

Sulphuric acid. with more than 2796 80 8 8, 1 '(b)
51% acid

Sulphurous acid 1833 80 8 8, 1 °(b)

Sulphuryl chloride 1834 X88 8 8, 12°(a)

Synthesis gas 2600 236 3+6.1 2, 2°(bt)

Tars, liquid 1999 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Tars, liquid 1999 33 3 3. 5(b),(c)

Terpinolene 2541 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Tetrabromoethane 2504 60 6.1 6.1, 15° (c)

1, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 1702 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(b)

Tetrachloroethylene 1897 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

Tetraethyl dithiopyrophosphate 1704 60 6.1 6.1, 23*(b)

Tetraethyl silicate 1292 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Tetraethylenepentamine 2320 80 8 8, 530(c)

1,1,1,2-Tetrafluorethane 3159 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 134a)

Tetrafluoromethane (R 14) 1982 20 2 2, 1 (a)

1,2,3,6-Tetrahydrobenzaldehyde 2498 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Tetrahydrofuran 2056 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Tetrahydrofurfurylamine 2943 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Tetrahydrophthalic anhydrides 2698 80 8 8, 31°(c)

1,2,3,6-Tetrahydropyridine 2410 33 3 3, 3°0)

Tetrahydrothiophene (thiolanne) 2412 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Tetramethylammonium hydroxide 1835 80 8 8, 51°(Nb)

Tetramethylsilane 2749 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

Tetranitromethane 1510 559 5.1+6.1 5.1, 2°(a)

Tetrapropyl orthotitanate 2413 30 3 3. 31 (c)
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Name of substance Substance Hazard LAbel Cla" and item
Identification ldentification number

No. No.
(Lower Pan) (upper Pl")

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Thallium chlorate 2573 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29(b)

Thallium nitrate 2727 65 6.1+05 6.1, 68°(b)

Thioacetic acid 2436 33 3 3, 3*(b)

Thioglycol 2966 60 6.1 6.1. 21*(b)

Thioglycolic acid 1940 80 8 8, 32*(b)l.

Thiolactic acid 2936 60 6.1 6.1, 21°(b)

Thionyl chloride 1836 X88 8 8, 120(a)

4-Thiapentanal 2785 60 6.1 6.1, 21 °(c)

Thiophene 2414 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Thiophosgene 2474 60 6.1 6.1, 21 ° (b)

Thiophosphoryl chloride 1837 80 8 8, 12°(b)

Tinctures, medicinal 1293 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Tinctures, medicinal 1293 33 3 3, 3*()

Titanium disulphide 3174 40 4.2 4.2, 13°(c)

Titanium hydride 1871 40 4.1 4.1, 140(b)

Titanium powder, dry 2546 40 4.2 4.2, 120(b),(c)

Titanium powder, wetted 1352 40 4.1 4.1, 13-(b)

Titanium sponge, powder or granules 2878 40 4.1 4.1, 13-(c)

Titanium tetrachloride 1838 80 8 8, 12°(b)

Titanium trichlorde mixture 2869 80 8 8, 11 (b),(c)

Toluene 1294 33 3 3, 30(b)

Toluene diisocyanate 2078 60 6.1 6.1, 19'(b)

Toluidines 1708 60 6.1 6.1, 12'(b)

2,4-Toluylenediamine 1709 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

Town gas 2600 236 3+6.1 2, 2(bt)

Triallyl borate 2609 60 6.1 6.1, "14-(c)

Triallylamine 2610 38 3+8 3, 33°(c).

Tributylamine 2542 80 8 8, 530(c)

Trichloroacetic acid 1839 80 8 8, 310(b)

Trichloroacetic acid solution 2564 80 8 8, 32-(c)
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Naime of aubsncc Subuajce HzArd Label Clus am item
Identificaion IdfnmicaZuon numlbr

No. No.
(Lowcr pas) (Uppcr p )

(a) (b) (C) (d) ()

Trichloroacetic acid solution 2564 80 8 8, 32°(b)l.

Trichloroacetyl chloride 2442 X80 8 8, 35°(b)!.

Trichaorobenzents, liquid 2321 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(c)

Trichlorobutene 2322 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(b)

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 2831 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(c)

Trichloroethylene 1710 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(c)

Trichloroisocyanuric acid, dry 2468 50 5.1 5.1, 26*(b)

Trichlorosilane 1295 X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1*(a)

Tricresyl phosphate 2574 60 6.1 6.1, 23"(b)

Triethyl phosphite 2323 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Triethylamine 1296 338 3+8 3, 22*(b)

Triethylenetetramine 2259 80 8 8, 53"(b)

Trifluoroacetic acid 2699 88 8 8, 32"(a)

Trifluorochloroethylene (R 1113) 1082 236 3+6.1 2, 3*(ct)

1,1,1-Trifluoroethane 2035 23 3 2, 30 (b)

Trifluoromethane (R 23) 1984 20 2 2, 5a(a)

2-Trifluoromethylaniline 2942 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(c)

3-Trifluoromethylaniline 2948 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(b)

Tris-(1-aziridinyl) phosphine oxide 2501 60 6.1 6.1, 23"(b),(c)
solution

Triisobutylene (Isobutylene trimer) 2324 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Triisocyanatoisocyanurate of 2906 30 3 3, 31 (c)
isophoronediisocyanate, solution

Triisopropyl borate 2616 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Triisopropyl borate 2616 33 3 3, 3-(b)

Trimethyl borate 2416 33 3 3, 3-(b)

Trimethyl phosphite 2329 30 3 3, 31 (c)

Trimethylacetyl chloride 2438 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 10*(a)

Trimethylamine, anhydrous 1083 236 3+6.1 2, 30(bt)

Trimethylamine, aqueous solution 1297 338 3+8 3, 220(a),(b)

Trimethylamine. aqueous solution 12'7 38 3+8 3, 33"(c)
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Name of substance Substance Haard Label Clus and item
Identifieaion Identiflation number

No. No.
(Lower part) (Upper pat)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 2325 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Trimethylchlorosilane 1298 X338 3+8 3, 21(b)

Trimethylcyclohexylamine 2326 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Trimethylhexamethylene diisocyanate 2328 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(c)

Trimethylhexamethylenediamine 2327 80 8 8, 53°(c)

Tripropyamine 2260 38 3+8 3, 330(c)

Tripropylene 2057 33 3 3, 30(b)

Tripropylene 2057 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Turpentine 1299 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Turpentine substitute 1300 33 3 3, 3"b)

Turpentine substitute 1300 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Undecane 2330 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Uranyl nitrate hexahydrate solution 2980 78 7A,7B or 7, Sch 5,6 or 13
7C+8

Urea hydrogen peroxide 1511 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31 °(c)

Valeraldehyde 2058 33 3 3, 3(b)

Valeryl chloride 2502 83 8+3 8, 35°(b)2.

Vanadium oxytrichloride 2443 80 8 8, 12'(b)

Vanadium pentoxide 2862 60 6.1 6.1, 58°(b)

Vanadium tetrachloride 2444 88 8 8, 12°(a)

Vanadium trichloride 2475 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

Vanadyl sulphate 2931 60 6.1 6.1, 58-(b)

Vinyl acetate, inhibited 1301 339 3 3, 3(b)

Vinyl bromide 1085 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(ct)

Vinyl butyrate, inhibited 2838 339 3 3, 30(b)

Vinyl chloride 1086 239 3 2, 3*..:)

Vinyl chloroacetate 2589 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

Vinyl ethyl ether, inhibited 1302 339 3 3, 2°(a)

Vinyl fluoride 1860 239 3 2, 5°(c)

Vinyl isobutyl ether, inhibited 1304 339 3 3, 3(b)
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Name of substante SubstLnce Hazard Label Class and item
Identif/eation Identiracion number

No. No.
(L.r pa) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (Ce)

Vinylidene chloride, inhibited 1303 339 3 3, 1 *(a)

Vinyltoluene, inhibited (o-,m-,p-) 2618 39 3 3, 31°(c)

Vinylpyridines, inhibited 3073 639 6.1+3 6.1, 11 0(b)

Vinyltrichlorosilane, inhibited 1305 X338 3+8 3, 21 *(a)

Water gas 2600 236 3+6.1 2, 2°(bt)

White asbestos (Actinolite,. 2590 90 9 9, 1 °(c)
Anthophyllite, Chrysotile or
Tremolite)

Wood preservatives, liquid 1306 33 3 3, 5*(b),(c)

Wood preservatives, liquid 1306 30 3 3, 31 5 (c)

Xenon 2036 20 2 2, 5°(a)

Xenon, deeply-refrigerated 2591 22 2 2, 7°(a)

Xylenes 1307 30 3 3, 31 O(c)

Xylenes 1307 33 3 3, 3°(b)

Xylenols 2261 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

Xylidines 1711 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

Xylyl bromide 1701 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(b)

Zinc ammonium nitrite 1512 50 5.1 5.1, 23(b)

Zinc arsenate 1712 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

Zinc arsenate and zinc arsenite 1712 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)
mixture

Zinc arsenite 1712 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

Zinc ashes 1435 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(c)

Zinc bromate 2469 50 5.1 5.1, 16°(c)

Zinc chlorate 1513 50 5.1 5.1, 11(b)

Zinc chloride solution 1840 so 8 8, 5(c)

Zinc chloride, anhydrous 2331 80 8 8, 11 (c)

Zinc cyanide 1713 66 6.1 6.1, 41°(a)

Zinc dust 1436 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b),(c)

Zinc fluorosilicate 2855 60 6.1 6.1, 64°(c)

Zinc nitrate 1514 50 5.1 5.1, 22*Nb)
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Name of ubsance Subaamce HAZAM LAbel ClaS and item
Identi€fiaion Idecific*ion number

No. No.
(L*. A) (Upper p-)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Zinc permanganate 1515 50 5.1 5.1, 17°(b)

Zinc peroxide 1516 50 5.1 5.1, 250(b)

Zinc powder 1436 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b),(c)

Zinc resinate 2714 40 4.1 4.1, 12*(c)

Zirconium bydride 1437 40 4.1 4.1, 14°(b)

Zirconium nitrate 2728 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(c)

Zirconium powder, dry 2008 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

Zirconium powder, wetted 1358 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(b)

Zirconium scrap 1932 40 4.2 4.2, 120(c)

Zirconium suspended in a flammable 1308 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
liquid 2°(a),(b), 30(b)

Zirconium suspended in a flammable 1308 30 3 3, 31-(c)
liquid

Zirconium tetrachloride 2503 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

Zirconium, dry 2858 40 4.1 4.1, 13"(c)
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Table 2

List of collective headings or n.o.s. entries which are not listed by name, or which do not fall
under a collective heading in Table 1.

This table includes two types of collective headings or n.o.s. entries:

- specific collective headings or n.o.s. entries applicable to groups of chemical compounds of
the same type;

- general collective headings or n.o.s. entries applicable to groups of substances which present
similar primary and secondary hazards.

Substances may only be classified under a general collective heading or n.o.s. entry if they
cannot be classified under a specific collective heading or n.o.s. entry.

NOTE: This table applies only to substances not included in Table 1.

Group of substances Substance Hazard Label Class and item
Identlfication Identificaton number

No No.
(Lower par) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Class 3: Flammable liquids

Specific n.o.s. entries or
specific collective headings

Petroleum distillates, n.o.s. 1268 33 3 3, 1 *(a)
1268 33 3 3, 2°(a)
1268 33 3 3, 2-(b)
1268 33 3 3, 30(b)
1268 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Petroleum products, n.o.s. 1268 33 3 3, 1 *(a)
1268 33 3 3, 2°(a)
1268 33 3 3, 2-(b)
1268 33 3 3, 3-(b)
1268 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s. 3295 33 3 3, 1 '(a)
3295 33 3 3, 2-(a)
3295 33 3 3, 2-(b)
3295 33 3 3, 3'(b)
3295 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

Aldehydes, flammable, n.o.s. 1989 33 3 3, 2'kb)
1989 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1 1989 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Alcohols, flammable, n.o.s. 1987 33 3 3, 2*(b)
1987 33 3 3. 3°(b)
1987 30 3 3, 31 *(c)
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Group of substances Substance HaZMd Label Class and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(LOWer Pa) (Upper p-)

(a) (b) (c) (d) Ce)

Ketones, n.o.s. 1224 33 3 3, 2°b)
1224 33 3 3, 30(b)
1224 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

Ethers, n.o.s. 3271 33 3 3, 3°(b)
3271 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Esters, n.o.s. 3272 33 3 3, 3-(b)
3272 30 3 3, 31°(c)

Nitriles, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 3273 336 3+6.1 3, 11 *(a),(b)

Isocyanates or isocyanate solution, 2478 336 3+6.1 3, 14-(b)
flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 2478 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Alcohols, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 1986 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a),(b)
1986 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Aldehydes, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 1988 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a),(b)
1988 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Mercaptans or mercaptan mixture, 1228 336 3+6.1 3, 18°(b)
liquid, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 1228 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Medicine, liquid, flammable, toxic, 3248 336 3+6.1 3, 19-(b)
n.o.s. 3248 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Chlorosilanes, flammable, corrosive, 2985 338 3+8 3, 21°(b)
n.o.s.

Amines or polyamines, flammable, 2733 338 3+8 3, 22°(a),(b)

corrosive, n.o.s. 2733 38 3+8 3, 330(c)

Alcoholates solution, n.o.s. 3274 338 3+8 3, 24'(b)

Terpene hydrocarbons, n.o.s. 2319 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

Pesticides

Organophosphorous pesticide, liquid, 2784 336 3+6.1 3, 41 *(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 2762 336 3+6.1 3, 420(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, flammable, 2766 336 3+6.1 3, 43°(a),(b)
toxic

Carbamate pesticide, liquid, flammable, 2758 336 3+6.1 3, 44(a),(b)
toxic

Mercury based pesticide, liquid, 2778 336 3+6.1 3, 45°(a).(b)
flammable, toxic
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Group of substances Substance Hazard Label Class sd stem
Identdkcaion Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pal) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Organotin pesticide, liquid, flammable, 2787 336 3+6.1 3, 46°(a),(b)
toxic

Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 3024 336 3+6.1 3, 47°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, 2782 336 3+6.1 3, 48°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Arsenical pesticide, liquid, flammable, 2760 336 3+6.1 3, 49°(a),(b)
toxic

Copper based pesticide, liquid, 2776 336 3+6.1 3, 50°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 2780 336 3+6.1 3, 51 *(a),(b)
liquid, flammable, toxic

Triazine pesticide, liquid, flammable, 2764 336 3+6.1 3, 52°(a),(b)
toxic

Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 2770 336 3+6.1 3, 53°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 2774 336 3+6.1 3, 54°(a),(b)
liquid, flammable, toxic

Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, 2768 336 3+6.1 3, 550(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 2772 336 3+6.1 3, 56°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

Pesticide, liquid, flammable, toxic, 3021 336 3+6.1 3, 570(a),(b)
n.o.s.

General n.o.s. entries

Flammable liquid, n.o.s. 1993 33 3 3, 1 *(a)
1993 33 3 3, 2°(a)
1993 33 3 3, 2 0 (b)
1993 33 3 3, 3°(b)
1993 33 3 3, 50(c)
1993 30 3 3, 31P(c)

Flammable liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 1992 336 3+6.1 3, 19'(a),(b)
1992 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

Flammable liquid, corrosive, n.o.s. 2924 338 3+8 3, 26°(a),(b)
2924 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

Flammable liquid, toxic, corrosive, 3286 368 3+6.1+8 3, 27°(a),(b)
n.o.s.
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Group of aubtanccs substancc HL"aml Label Class and item
Identificasion Idntifdtaion number

No. No.
(Lower pain) (Upper pLs)

(a) (b) (C) (d) Ce)

Elevated temperature liquid, 3256 30 3 3, 61 °(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

Class 4.1: Flammable solids

Speciic n.o.s, entries

Metal hydrides, flammable, n.o.s. 3182 40 4.1 4.1, 14°(b),(c)

General no.s, entries

Solids containing flammable liquid, 3175 40 4.1 4.1, 4-(c)
n.o.s.

Flammable solid, organic, molten, 3176 44 4.1 4.1, 5
i..s. 1325 40 4.1_41, ________

Flammable solid, organic , n.o.s. 1325 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(b),(c)

Flammable solid, toxic, organic, nos. 2926 46 4.1+6.1 4.1, 7°(),(c)

Flammable solid, corrosive, organic, 2925 48 4.1+8 4.1, 8(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Flammable solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3178 40 4.1 4.1, 11 °(b),(c)

Metal salts of organic compounds, 3181 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(b),(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

Metal powder, flammable, n.o.s. 3089 40 4.1 4.1, 130(b),(c)

Flammable solid, toxic, inorganic, 3179 46 4.1+6.1 4.1, 16°(b),(c)

Flammable solid, corrosive, inorganic, 3180 48 4.1+8 4.1, 17*(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Class 4.2: Substances liable to

spontaneous combustion

Specific n.o.s. entries

Fibres, animal, vegetable or synthetic 1373 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)
n.o.s.

Alkaline earth metal alcoholates, n.o.s. 3205 40 4.2 4.2, 14°(b),(c)

Alkali metal alcoholates, n.o.s. 3206 48 4.2+8 4.2, 15°(b),(c)
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Group of subsumces Subsnce Hazard lAbel Class sod item

Identificaion Identiication number

No. No.
(Lower pat) (Upper p-t)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Metal alkyls, n.o.s. or metal aryls, 2003 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31*(a)
D.O.S.

Metal alkyl halides, n.o.s. or metal 3049 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32°(a)
aryl halides, n.o.s.

Metal alkyl hydrides, n.o.s. or metal 3050 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32°(a)
aryl hydrides, n.o.s.

General n.o.s. entries

Self-heating solid, organic, n.o.s. 3088 40 4.2 4.2, 5°(b),(c)

Pyrophoric liquid, organic, n.o.s. 2845 333 4.2 4.2, 6°(a)

Self-hiating liquid, organic, n.o.s. 3183 30 4.2 4.2, 6 0 (b),(c)

Self-heating solid, toxic, organic, 3128 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, 7°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Self-heating liquid, toxic, organic, 3184 36 4.2+6.1 4.2, 8°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Self-heating solid, corrosive, organic, 3126 48 4.2+8 4.2, 9°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Self-heating liquid, corrosive, organic, 3185 38 4.2+8 4.2, 10*(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Self-heating metal powder, n.o.s. 3189 40 4.2 4.2, 12*(b),(c)

Self-heating solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3190 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(b),(c)

Pyrophoric liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3194 333 4.2 4.2, 17T(a)

Self-heating liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3186 30 4.2 4.2, 17°(b),(c)

Self-heating solid, toxic, inorganic, 3191 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, 18°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Self-heating liquid, toxic, inorganic. 3187 36 4.2+6.1 4.2, 19°(b),(c)
D.O.S.

Self-heating solid, corrosive, inorganic, 3192 48 4.2+8 4.2, 20*(b),(c)
D.O.S.

Self-heating liquid, corrosive, 3188 38 4.2+8 4.2, 21"(b),(c)
inorganic, n.o.s.

Pyrophoric organometallic compound, 3203 X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 33°(a)
n.o.s.
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Group of substunces Substane Hazard Label Cias and item
Identificsaton Identification number

No No.
(Lower pit) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Class 4.3: Substances, which, in
contact with water, emit flammable
gases

Specific n.o.s. entries

Cborosilanes, water-reactive, 2988 X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1 '(a)
flammable, corrosive, n.o.s.

Alkali metal alloy, liquid, i:o.s. 1421 X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

Alkaline earth metal alloy, n.o.s. 1393 423 4.3 4.3, 11 °(b)

Metal hydrides, water-reactive, n.o.s. 1409 423 4.3 4.3, 16°(b)

General n.o.s. entries

Organometalic compound or solution 3207 X323 4.3+3 4.3, 3°(a)
or dispersion, water-reactive, 3207 323 4.3+3 4.3, 3°(b),(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

Metallic substance, water-reactive, 3208 423 4.3 4.3, 13*(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Metallic substance, water-reactive, 3209 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b),(c)

self-heating, n.o.s.

Water-reactive solid, n.o.s. 2813 423 4.3 4.3, 20°(b),(c)

Water reactive liquid, n.o.s. 3148 X323 4.3 4.3, 21°(a)
3148 323 4.3 4.3, 21°(b),(c)

Water-reactive solid, toxic, n.o.s. 3134 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 22*(b),(c)

Water-reactive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 3130 X362 4.3+6.1 4.3, 23°(a)
3130 362 4.3+6.1 4.3, 23°(b),(c)

Water-reactive solid, corrosive, n.o.s. 3131 482 4.3+8 4.3, 24°(b),(c)

Water-reactive liquid, corrosive, n.o.s. 3129 X382 4.3+8 4.3, 25°(a)
3129 382 4.3+8 4.3, 25°(b),(c)

Class 5.1: Oxidizing substances

Specific n.o.s. entries

Chlorates, inorganic, n.o.s. 1461 50 5.1 5.1, lie(b)

Chlorates, inorganic, aqueous solution 3210 50 5.1 5.1, 11 '(b)
n.o.s.

Perchlorates, inorganic, n.o.s. 1481 50 5.1 5.1, 13°(b)
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Oroup of substances SubstLncc HzuAd LAbel Clas and item
Idcntificuion Identification numbet

No. No.
(Lower p a) (Upper p-)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Perchlorates, inorganic, aqueous 3211 50 5.1 5.1, 13(b)

solution, n.o.s. _

Chlorites, inorganic, n.o.s. 1462 50 5.1 5.1, 14*(b)

Hypochlorites, inorganic, n.o.s. 3212 50 5.1 5.1, 15°(b)

Bromates, inorganic, n.o.s. 1450 50 5.1 5.1, 160(b)

Bromates, inorganic, aqueous solution 3213 50 5.1 5.1, 16°(b).(c)
D.O.S.

Permanganates, inorganic, n.o.s. 1482 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

Permanganates, inorganic, aqueous 3214 50 5.1 5.1, 17°(b)
solution, n.o.s.

Persulphates, inorganic, n.o.s. 3215 50 5.1 5.1, 18°(c)

Persulphates, inorganic, aqueous 3216 50 5.1 5.1, 18'(c)
solution, n.o.s.

Percarbonates, inorganic, n.o.s. 3217 50 5.1 5.1, 19°(c)

Nitrates, inorganic, n.o.s. 1477 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(b),(c)

Nitrates, inorganic, aqueous solution, 3218 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(b),(c)
11.0.5. 1

Nitrites, inorganic, o.o.s. 2627 50 5.1 5.1, 23-(b)

Nitrites, inorganic, aqueous solution, 3219 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

Peroxides, inorganic, n.o.s. 1483 50 5.1 5.1, 25-(b)

General n.o.s. entries

Oxidizing solid, n.o.s. 1479 50 5.1 5.1, 27*(b),(c)

Oxidizing solid, toxic, n.o.s. 3087 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29*(b),(c)

Oxidizing solid, corrosive, n.o.s. 3085 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31°(b),(c)

Class 5.2: Organic peroxides

Specific collective headings

Organic peroxide, type F, liquid 3109 539 5.2+(8) 5.2, 9'(b)

Organic peroxide, type F, liquid, 3119 539 5.2 5.2, 19°(b)
temperature controlled
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Goup of subsunce Subsmnce Hazrd Label CL-a. and item

Idcrnitirieion Identi calion number
No. No.

(Lower pWi) (Upper pa"l)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Organic peroxide, type F, solid 3110 539 5.2 5.2, 10°(b)

Organic peroxide, type F, solid, 3120 539 5.2 5.2, 20°(b)

temperature controlled

Class 6.1: Toxic substances

Specific n.o.s. entries or
Specific collective headings

Organic substances

Nitriles, toxic, flammable, n.o.s. 3275 663 6.1+3 6.1, 1l=(a)
3275 63 6.1+3 6.1, 11 °(b)

Nitriles, toxic, n.o.s. 3276 66 6.1 6.1, 12*(a)
3276 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b),(c)

Chloropicrin mixture, n.o.s. 1583 66 6.1 6.1, 17(a)
1583 60 6.1 6.1, 17=(b),(c)

Halogenated irritating liquid, n.o.s. 1610 66 6.1 6.1, 170 (a)
1610 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(b),(c)

Chloroformates, toxic, corrosive, 3277 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)
n.o.s.

Chloroformates, toxic, corrosive, 2742 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28°(b)

flammable, n.o.s.

Isocyanates, toxic, flammable, n.o.s. 3080 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18*(b)

Isocyanate solution, toxic, flammable, 3080 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18°(b)
n.o.s.

Isocyanates. toxic, n.o.s. 2206 60 6.1 6.1, 19"(b),(c)

Isocyanate solution, toxic, n.o.s. 2206 60 6.1 6.1, 19*(b),(c)

Mercaptans, liquid, toxic, 3071 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20°(o)
flammable, n.o.s.

Mercaptans mixture, liquid, toxic, 3071 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20-(b)
flammable, n.o.s.

Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 3279 663 6.1+3 6.1. 22 *(a)
flammable, n.o.s. 3279 663 6.1+3 6.1, 22-(b)

Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 3278 66 6.1 6.1, 23°(a)

n.o.s. 3278 60 6.1 6.1, 23°(b),(c)

Disinfectant, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 3142 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

3142 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)
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Goup of substances Substance HAzad Label Clas an item
Identification |denticahion number

No. No.
(Lower pajr) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (c)

Disinfectant, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 1601 66 6.1 6.1, 25*(a)
1601 60 6.1 6.1, 25*b),(c)

Dye, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 1602 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)
1602 60 6.1 6.1, 25"(b),(c)

Dye, intermediate, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 1602 66 6.1 6.1, 250(a)
1602 60 6.1 6.1, 25 0(b),(c)

Dye, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 3143 66 6.1 6.1, 25"(a)
3143 60 6.1 6.1, 250(b),(c)

Dye intermediate, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 3143 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)
3143 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

Tear gas substance, liquid or solid, 1693 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)
n.o.s. 1693 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b)

Organometallic substances

Organotin compound, liquid, n.o.s. 2788 66 6.1 6.1, 320(a)
2788 60 6.1 6.1, 32°(b),(c)

Organotin compound, solid, n.o.s. 3146 66 6.1 6.1, 32°(a)
3146 60 6.1 6.1, 32°(b),(c)

Phenylmercuric compound, n.o.s. 2026 66 6.1 6.1, 33°(a)
2026 60 6.1 6.1, 33°(b),(c)

Organoarsenic compound, n.o.s. 3280 66 6.1 6.1, 340(a)
3280 60 6.1 6.1, 340(b),(c)

Metal carbonyls, n.o.s. 3281 66 6.1 6.1, 36(a)

3281 60 6.1 6.1, 360(b),(c)

Inorganic substances

Cyanides, inorganic, solid, n.o.s. L.583 66 6.1 6.1, 41°(a)
1588 60 6.1 6.1, 41 "(b),(c)

Cyanide solution, n.o.s. 1935 66 6.1 6.1, 41 *(a)
1935 60 6.1 6.1, 41 -(b),(c)

Arsenic compound, liquid, n.o.s. 1556 66 6.1 6.1, 51*(a)
(arsenates, arsenites and arsenic 1556 60 6.1 6.1, 51 (b),(c)
sulphides)

Arsenic compound, solid, n.o.s. 1557 66 6.1 6.1, 51°(a)
(arsenates, arsenites and arsenic 1557 60 6.1 6.1, 51'(b),(c)
sulphides) I II

Mercury compound, liquid, n.o.s. 2024 66 6.1 6.1, 52*(a)
2024 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b),(c)
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Group of uibstances Substance Hazrd Label Clas and item
Idenlifiewaion Identiication number

No. No.

(Lo-er part) (Upper parW)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Mercury compound, solid, n.o.s. 2025 66 6.1 6.1, 52°(a)
1 2025 60 6.1 6.1, 52"(b),(c)

Thallium compound, n.o.s. 1707 60 6.1 6.1, 53°(b)2.

Beryllium compound, n.o.s. 1566 60 6.1 6.1, 54°(b)2.,(c)

Selenium compound, n.o.s. 3283 66 6.1 6.1, 55°(a)
3283 60 6.1 6.1, 55°(b),(c)

Tellurium compound, n.o.s. 3284 60 6.1 6.1, 57°(b),(c)

Vanadium compound, n.o.s. 3285 60 6.1 6.1, 58°(b),(c)

Antimony compound, inorganic, liquid, 3141 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)
n.o.s.

Antimony compound, inorganic, solid, 1549 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)
n.o.s.

Barium compound, n.o.s. 1564 60 6.1 6.1, 60°(b),(c)

Lead compound, soluble, n.o.s. 2291 60 6.1 6.1, 62*(c)

Fluorosilicates, n.o.s. 2856 60 6.1 6.1, 640(c)

Cadmium compound 2570 66 6.1 6.1, 61 *(a)
2570 60 6. j 6.1, 61 °(b),(c)

Pesticides

Organophosphorus pesticide, solid, 2783 66 6.1 6.1, 71 *(a)
toxic 2783 60 6.1 6.1, 71 *(b),(c)

Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 3017 663 6.1+3 6.1, 71(a)
toxic, flammable 3017 63 6.1+3 6.1, 71 *(b),(c)

Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 3018 66 6.1 6.1, 71*(a)
toxic 3019 60 6.1 6.1, 71 °(b),(c)

Organochlorine pesticide, solid, toxic 2761 66 6.1 6.1, 720(a)
2761 60 6.1 6.1, 72°(b),(c)

Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, toxic, 2995 663 6.1+3 6.1, 720(a)
flammable 2995 63 6.1+3 6.1, 72°(b),(c)

Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, toxic 2996 66 6.1 6.1. 720(a)
2996 60 6.1 6.1, 72°(b),(c)

Phenoxy pesticide, solid, toxic 2765 66 6.1 6.1, 730(a)
2765 60 6.1 6.1, 73"(b),(c)

Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic, 2999 63 6.1+3 6.1. 73°(a)
flammable 2999 63 6.1+3 6.1, 730(b),(c)
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Group of substances Substance HwArd LAbel Clai and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lowcr pan) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic 3000 66 6.1 6.1, 73°(a)
3000 60 6.1 6.1, 73°(b).(c)

Carbamate pesticide, solid, toxic 2757 66 6.1 6.1, 74°(a)
2757 60 6.1 6.1, 74"(b),(c)

Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic 2991 663 6.1+3 6.1, 74°(a)
flammable 2991 63 6.1+3 6.1, 74 0 (b),(c)

Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic 2992 66 6.1 6.1, 74°(a)
2992 60 6.1 6.1, 74°(b),(c)

Mercury based pesticide, solid, toxic 2777 66 6.1 6.1, 75°(a)
2777 60 6.1 6.1, 75°(b),(c)

Mercury based pesticide, liquid, toxic, 3011 663 6.1+3 6.1, 75°(a)
flammable 3011 63 6.1+3 6.1, 75°(b),(c)

Mercury based pesticide, liquid, toxic 3012 66 6.1 6.1, 75°(a)
3012 60 6.1 6.1, 75°(b),(c)

Organotin pesticide, solid, toxic 2786 66 6.1 6.1, 76°(a)
2786 60 6.1 6.1, 76°(b),(c)

Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic, 3019 663 6.1+3 6.1, 76°(a)
flammable 3019 63 6.1+3 6.1, 76°(b),(c)

Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic 3020 66 6.1 6.1, 76°(a)
3020 60 6.1 6.1, 76°(b),(c)

Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 3025 663 6.1+3 6.1, 77°(a)
toxic, flammable 3025 63 6.1+3 6.1, 77°(b),(c)

Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 3026 66 6.1 6.1, 77°(a)
toxic 3026 60 6.1 6.1, 77°(b),(c)

Coumarin derivative pesticide, solid, 3027 66 6.1 6.1, 77*(a)
toxic 3027 60 6.1 6.1, 77°(b),(c)

Bipyridilium pesticide, solid, toxic 2781 66 6.1 6.1, 78(a)
2781 60 6.1 6.1, 78°(b),(c)

Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, toxic, 3015 663 6.1+3 6.1, 78°(a)
flammable 3015 63 6.1+3 6.1, 78°(b),(c)

Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, toxic 3016 66 6.1 6.1, 78°(a)
3016 60 6.1 6.1, 78*(b),(c)

Arsenical pesticide, solid, toxic 2759 66 6.1 6.1, 79°(a)
2759 60 6.1 6.1, 79°(b),(c)

Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic, 2993 663 6.1+3 6.1, 79°(a)
flammable 2993 63 6.1+3 6.1, 79°(b),(c)
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Group of substances Substance Hazard Label Class and item
Identification ldentifcaion number

No. No.
(Lower pas) (Upper Past)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic 2994 66 6.1 6.1, 79°(a)
2994 60 6.1 6.1, 79°(b),(c)

Copper based pesticide, solid, toxic 2775 66 6.1 6.1, 80*(a)
2775 60 6.1 6.1, 80°(b),(c)

Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic, 3009 663 6.1+3 6.1, 80°(a)
flammable 3009 63 6.1+3 6.1, 80°(b),(c)

Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic 3010 66 6.1 6.1, 800(a)
3010 60 6.1 6.1, 80+(b),(c)

Substituted nitrophenol pesticide. 2779 66 6.1 6.1, 81 *(a)
solid, tdxic 2779 60 6.1 6.1, 81 °(b),(c)

Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 3013 663 6.1+3 6.1, 81"(a)
liquid, toxic, flammable 3013 63 6.1+3 6.1, 81"(b),(c)

Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 3014 66 6.1 6.1, 81 °(a)
liquid, toxic 3014 60 6.1 6.1, 81°(b),(c)

Triazine pesticide, solid, toxic 2763 66 6.1 6.1, 82°(a)
2763 60 6.1 6.1, 82=(b),(c)

Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic, 2997 663 6.1+3 6.1, 82°(a)
flammable 2997 63 6.1+3 6.1, 82N(b),(c)

Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic 2998 66 6.1 6.1, 82°(a)
2998 60 6.1 6.1, 82°(b),(c)

Benzoic derivative pesticide, solid, 2769 66 6.1 6.1, 83°(a)
toxic 2769 60 6.1 6.1, 83°(b).(c)

Benzoic derivative pesticide, 3003 663 6.1+3 6.1, 83°(a)
liquid, toxic, flammable 3003 63 6.1+3 6.1,83°(b),(c)

Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid 3004 66 6.1 6.1,83°(a)
toxic 3004 60 6.1 6.1, 83°(b),(c)

Phthalimide derivative pesticide, liquid, 2773 66 6.1 6.1. 84°(a)
toxic 2773 60 6.1 6.1, 84°(b),(c)

Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 3007 663 6.1+3 6.1, 84-(a)
liquid, toxic, flammable 3007 63 6.1+3 6.1, 84(b),(c)

Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 3008 66 6.1 6.1. 84°(a)
liquid, toxic 3008 60 6.1 6.1, 84°(b),(c)

Phenyl urea pesticide, solid, toxic 2767 66 6.1 6.1, 85°(a)
2767 60 6.1 6.1, 85*(b),(c)

Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic, 3001 663 6.1+3 6.1, 85-(a)
flammable 3001 63 6.1+3 6.1, 85°(b),(c)
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oroup of substances Subslance Hazd LAbel Clais and iem
Identificazion Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pa-) (Upper pil)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic 3002 66 6.1 6.1, 85°(a)

3002 60 6.1 6.1, 85°(b),(c)

Dithiocarbamate pesticide, solid, toxic 2771 66 6.1 6.1, 86*(a)
2771 60 6.1 6.1, 86(b),(c)

Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 3005 663 6.1+3 6.1, 86°(a)
toxic, flammable 3005 63 6.1+3 6.1, S6°(b),(c)

Dithiocarbamate pesticide,'liquid, toxic 3006 66 6.1 6.1, 86*(a)
3006 60 6.1 6.1, 86°(b),(c)

Pesticide solid, toxic, n.o.s. 2588 66 6.1 6.1, 87°(a)
2588 60 6.1 6.1, 87°(b),(c)

Pesticide liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 2902 66 6.1 6.1, 87°(a)
2902 60 6.1 6.1, 87°(b),(c)

Pesticide liquid, toxic, flammable, 2903 663 6.1+3 6.1, 87°(a)
n.o.s. 2903 63 6.1+3 6.1, 87°(b),(c)

Actives substances

Alkaloids or Alkaloid salts, liquid, 3140 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
n.o.s. 3140 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)

Alkaloids or Alkaloid salts, solid, 1544 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
n.o.s. 1544 60 6.1 6.1, 90*(b),(c)

Nicotine compound or nicotine 3144 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
preparation, liquid, n.o.s. 3144 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)

Nicotine compound or nicotine 1655 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
preparation, solid, n.o.s. 1655 60 6.1 6.1,90'(b),(c)

Toxins, extracted from living sources, 3172 66 6.1 6.1, 90"(a)

n.o.s. 3172 60 6.1 6.1, 90*(b),(c)

Medicine, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 1851 60 6.1 6.1, 90*(b),(c)

Medicine, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 3249 60 6.1 6.1, 90"(b),(c)

General n.o.s. entries

Organic substances

Toxic liquid, organic, n.o.s. 2810 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)
2810 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

Toxic solid, organic, n.o.s. 2811 66 6.1 6.1, 25S(a)
2811 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

Toxic liquid, flammable, organic, 2929 663 6.1+3 6.1, 26*(a)1.
n.o.s. 2929 63 6.1+3 6.1, 260(b).
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Group of substanccs Subtance Hazard Label Clas and item

ldcriific ion ldutiicatLion number
No. No.

(Lower part) (Upper pw)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Toxic solid, flammable, organic, 2930 664 6.1+4.1 6.1, 26°(a)2.
n.o.s. 2930 64 6.1+4.1 6.1, 26"(b)2.

Toxic liquid, corrosive, organic, n.o.s. 2927 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)
2927 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

Toxic solid, corrosive, organic, n.o.s. 2928 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)
2928 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

Organometallic substances I

Organometallic compound toxic, n.o.s. 3282 66 6.1 6.1, 35°(a)
3282 60 6.1 6.1. 35°(b),(c)

Inorganic substances

Toxic liquid, water-reaetiy°, n.o.s. 3123 623 6.1 +4.3 6.1, 44"(),(c)
Toxic solid, water-reactive, n.o.s. 3125 642 6.1+4.3 6.1, 44°(b),(c)

Solids containing toxic liquid, n.o.s. 3243 60 6.1 6.1, 65°(b)

Toxic liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3287 66 6.1 6.1, 650(a)
3287 60 6.1 6.1. 650(b),(c)

Toxic solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 3288 66 6.1 6.1, 65°(a)
3288 60 6.1 16.1, 65 °(),(c)

Toxic solid, self-heating, n.o.s. 3124 664 6.1+4.2 6.1, 660(a)
3124 64 6.1+4.2 6.1, 66'(b)

Toxic liquid, corrosive, inorganic, 3289 668 6.1+8 6.1, 67°(a)
n.o.s. 3289 68 6.1+8 6.1, 67°()

Toxic solid, corrosive, inorganic. 3290 668 6.1+8 6.1, 67°(a)
n.o.s. 3290 68 6.1+8 6.1, 67°(b)

Toxic liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 3122 665 6.1+05 6.1, 68°(a)
3122 65 6.1+05 6.1, 68'(1b)

Toxic solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 3086 665 6.1+05 6.1, 68°(a)

3086 65 6.1+05 6.1. 68'(b)

Class 6.2: Infectious substances

Specific collective headings

Infectious substance, affecting humans 2814 606 6.2 6.2, 3(0)

Infectious substance, affecting animals 2900 606 6.2 6.2, 3(b)

only

General n.o.s. entries

Clinical wzste, unspecified, n.o.s. 3291 606 6.2 6.2, 4"(b)
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Group of substances Substance Haza Label Class and item
Identification Identification number

No. No
(Lower part) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

Class 7: Radioactive material
Specific n.o.s. entries

Radioactive material, low specific 2912 70 7A,7B or 7, Sch 5,6 or 13
activity (ISA), n.o.s. 7C

gas 72 7A,7B or
7C

gas, flammable 723 7A,7B, or
7C+3

liquid, flammable with flash-point 73 7A,7B or
not above 61 °C 7C+3

solid, flammable 74 7A,7B or
7C+4.1

oxidizing 75 7A,7B or
7C+05

toxic 76 7A,7B or
7C+6.1

corrosive 78 7A,7B or
7C+8

General n.o.s. entries

Radioactive material, n.o.s. 2982 70 7A,7B or 7, Sch 9,10,11
7C or 13

gas 72 7A,7B or
7C

gas, flammable 723 7A,7B or
7C+3

liquid, flammable with flash-point 73 7A,7B or
not above 61 °C 7C+3

solid, flammable 74 7A,7B or
7C+4.1

oxidizing 75 7A,7B or
7C+05

toxic 76 7A,7B or
7C+6.1

corrosive 78 7A,7B or
7C+8

Class 8: Corrosive substances

Specific n.o.s. entries

Inorganic substances

Hydrogendifluorides, n.o.s. 1740 80 8 8, 9°(b),(c)
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Group of subsunces Sub tame HazAid Label Cluj and item
Identification Identiriction number

No. No.
(Lower put) (Upper put)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (C)

Bisulphites, aqueous solution, n.o.s. 2693 80 8 8, 17*(c)

Organic substances

Chlorosilanes, corrosive, n.o.s. 2987 80 8 8, 36*(b)

Chlorosilanes, corrosive, flammable, 2986 X83 8+3 8, 37°(b)
.O.S.

Alkylphenols, solid, n.o.s. 2430 88 8 8, 39°(a)
2430 80 8 8, 39°(b),(c)

Alkylphenols, liquid, n.o.s. 3145 88 8 8, 40'(a)
3145 80 8 8, 40°(b),(c)

Amines or polyamines, solid, 3259 88 8 8, 52*(a)
corrosive, n.o.s. 3259 80 8 8, 52°(b),(c)

Amines or polyamines, liquid, 2735 88 8 8, 53°(a)
corrosive, n.o.s. 2735 80 8 8, 53-(b),(c)

Amines or polyamines, liquid, 2734 883 8+3 8, 54°(a)
corrosive, flammable, n.o.s. 2734 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

Dye or dye intermediate, solid, 3147 80 8 8, 65*(b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

Dye or dye intermediate, liquid, 2801 80 8 8, 660 (b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

Disinfectant, liquid, corrosive,.n.o.s. 1903 88 8 8, 66°(a)
1903 80 8 8, 66°(b),(c)

General n.o.s. entries

Acid substances

Corrosive solid, acidic, inorganic, 3260 88 8 8, 16°(a)
n.o.s. 3260 80 8 8,16°(b),(c)

Corrosive liquid, acidic, inorganic, 3264 88 8 8, 17°(a)

n.o.s. 3264 80 8 8, 17°(b),(c)

Organic substances

Corrosive solid, acidic, organic, n.o.s. 3261 88 8 8, 39°(a)
3261 80 8 8, 39°(b),(c)

Corrosive liquid, acidic, organic, n.o.s. 3265 88 8 8, 40°(a)
3265 80 8 8, 40*(b),(c)
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Group of substances Substace Hazard Label Class and item
Idenification idenccrtiraion number

No. No.

(Lower pa-) (Upper par)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (€)

Basic substances

Inorganic substances

Caustic alkali liquid, n.o.s. 1719 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

Corrosive solid, basic, inorganic, 3262 88 8 8, 46°(a)
n.o.s. 3262 80 8 8, 46°(b),(c)

Corrosive liquid, basic, inorganic, 3266 88 8 8, 47°(a)
n.o.s. 3266 80 8 8, 47°(b),(c)

Organic substances

Corro~iv solid, basic, organic, n.o.s. 3263 88 8 8, 55°(a)
3263 80 8 8, 55a(b),(c)

Corrosive liquid, basic, organic, n.o.s. 3267 88 8 8, 56°(a)
3267 80 8 8, 560(b),(c)

Other corrosive substances

Solids containing corrosive liquid, 3244 80 8 8, 65°(b)
n.o.s.

Corrosive solid, n.o.s. 1759 88 8 8, 65°(a)
1759 80 8 8, 65°(b),(c)

Corrosive liquid, n.o.s. 1760 88 8 8, 66°(a)
1760 80 8 8, 66°(b),(c)

Corrosive solid, flammable, n.o.s. 2921 884 8+4.1 8, 67°(a)
2921 84 8+4.1 8, 670(b)

Corrosive liquid, flammable, n.o.s. 2920 883 8+3 8, 68°(a)
2920 83 8+3 8, 68-(b)

Corrosive solid, self-heating, n.o.s. 3095 84 8+4.2 8, 69°(b)

Corrosive liquid, self-heating. n.o.s. 3301 884 8+4.2 8, 70°(a)
3301 84 8+4.2 8, 70-(b)

Corrosive solid, water-reactive, n.o.s. 3096 842 8+4.3 8, 71 -(b)

Corrosive liquid, water-reactive, n.o.s. 3094 823 8+4.3 8, 72°(a),(b)

Corrosive solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 3084 885 8+05 8, 73a(a)
3084 85 8405 8, 73°(b)

Corrosive liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 3093 885 8+05 8, 74°(a)
3093 85 8+05 8, 74°(b)

Corrosive solid, toxic, n.o.s. 2923 886 8+6.1 8, 75°(a)
2923 86 8+6.1 8, 75°(b),(c)
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Group of subsLtances Substnce Haurd Label Clas and item
Identification Idenification number

No. No.
(Lower pat) (Upper part)

(a) (b) () (d) (W)

Corrosive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 2922 886 8+6.1 8, 76°(a)
2922 86 8+6.1 8, 76°(b),(c)

Class 9: Miscellaneous dangerous
substances and articles

Enviromentally hazardous
substances

Environmentally hazardous -substance, 3082 90 9 9, 11 °(c)
liquid, n.o.s.

Environmentally hazardous substance, 3077 90 9 9, 12'(c)
solid, n.o.s.
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Table 3

Numerical list - this table contains all the entries of tables I and 2 in substance identification number order

Substance Name of substance HaZARd Label Class and item
Identification Identification number

No No.
(Lower part) (Upper pail)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (c)

1002 Air, compressed 20 2 2, 2°(a)

1003 Air, deeply-refrigerated 225 2+05 2, 8°(a)

1005 Ammonia 268 6.1 2, 3°(at)

1006 Argon, compressed 20 2 2, 1°(a)

1008 Boron trifluoride 26 6.1 2, 1 *(at)

1009 Bromotrifluoromethane (R 13 BI) 20 2 2, 5°(a)

1010 1,3-Butadiene 239 3 2, 3°(c)

1010 Mixtures of 1,3-butadiene and 239 3 2, 4°(c)
hydrocarbons

1010 1,2-Butadiene 239 3 2, 3°(c)

1011 Butane, technically-pure 23 3 2, 3 0(b)

1012 1-Butylene (1-Butene) 23 3 2, 3-(b)

1012 cis-2-Butylene (cis-2-Butene) 23 3 2, 3-(b)

1012 trans-2-Butylene (trans-2-Butene) 23 3 2, 3 0(b)

1013 Carbon dioxide 20 2 2, 5°(a)

1014 Carbon dioxide containing not less 20 2 2, 6°(a)
than 1% and not more than 10%
oxygen by mass

1016 Carbon monoxide 236 6.1+3 2, 10(bt)

1017 Chlorine 266 6.1+8 2, 3°(at)

1018 Chlorodifluoromethane (R 22) 20 2 2, 3°(a)

1020 Chloropentafluoroethane (R 115) 20 2 2, 3°(a)

1021 1-Chloro-1,2,2,2-tetrafluoroethane 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 124)

1022 Chlorotrifluoromethane (R 13) 20 2 2, 5°(a)

1027 Cyclopropane 23 3 2, 3-(b)

1028 Dichlorodifluoromethane (R 12) 20 2 2, 3°(a)

1029 Dichlorofluoromethane (R 21) 20 2 2, 3°(a)
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Identification Identificaion numbert
No. No.

(Lower part) (Upper pan)
(a) (b) (() d) (e)

1030 1,1-Difluoroethane (R 152a) 23 3 2, 3*(b)

1032 Dimethylamine, anhydrous 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

1033 Dimethyl ether 23 3 2, 3"(b)

1035 Ethane 23 3 2, 5*(b)

1036 Ethylamine, anhydrous 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

1037 Ethyl chloride 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

1038 Ethylene, deeply-refrigerated 223 3 2, 7°(b)

1040 Ethylene oxide with nitrogen 236 3+6.1 2, 4"(ct)

1041 Ethylene oxide containing not more 236 3+6.1 2, 4°(ct)
than 10% carbon dioxide by mass

1041 Ethylene oxide containing more 236 3+6.1 2, 6 0 (ct)
than 10% but not more than 50%
carbon dioxide

1041 Carbon dioxide containing not more 239 3 2, 6 0 (c)

than 35% ethylene oxide by mass

1046 Helium, compressed 20 2 2, 1 °(a)

1048 Hydrogen bromide 286 8+6.1 2, 3°(at)

1049 Hydrogen, compressed 23 3 2, I (b)

1050 Hydrogen chloride 286 8+6.1 2, 5°(at)

1052 Hydrogen fluoride, anhydrous 886 8+6.1 8, 6

1053 Hydrogen sulphide 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

1055 Isobutylene 23 3 2, 3'(b)

1056 Krypton, compressed 20 2 2, 1 *(a)

1060 Mixtures of methylacetylene and 239 3 2, 4°(c)
propadiene with hydrocarbons

1061 Methylamine, anhydrous 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(bt)

1062 Methyl bromide 26 6.1 2, 3°(at)

1063 Methyl chloride 236 3+6.1 2, 3°bt)

1064 Methyl mercaptan 236 3+6.1 2, 3-(bt)

1065 Neon, compressed 20 2 2, 1 '(a)

1066 Nitrogen, compressed 20 2 2, 1°(a)
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Identifiaition Identification number
No. No.

(Lower pan) (Upper pl)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

1067 Nitrogen dioxide (NO) 265 6.1 +05 2, 30(at)

1070 Nitrous oxide (N20) 25 2+05 2, 5(a)

1072 Oxygen, compressed 20 2+05 2, I (a)

1073 Oxygen, deeply-refrigerated 225 2+05 2, 7(a)

1076 Phosgene 266 6.1+8 2, 3*(at)

1077 Propylene 23 3 2, 30(b)

1078 Mixtures F I, F2 and F3 20 2 2, 4(a)

1079 Sulphur dioxide 26 6.1 2, 3*(at)

1080 Sulphur hexafluoride 20 2 2, 5(a)

1082 Trifluorochloroethylene (R 1113) 236 3+6.1 2, 3(ct)

1083 Trimethylamine, anhydrous 236 3+6.1 2, 3(bt)

1085 Vinyl bromide 236 3+6.1 2, 3(ct)

1086 Vinyl chloride 239 3 2, 3*(c)

1087 Methyl vinyl ether 236 3+6.1 2, 3°(ct)

1088 Acetal 33 3 3, 3(b)

1089 Acetaldehyde 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

1090 Acetone 33 3 3, 3(b)

1091 Acetone oils 33 3 3, 3(b)

1092 Acrolein, inhibited 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8(a)

1093 Acrylonitrile, inhibited 336 3+6.1 3, 11*(a)

1098 Allyl alcohol 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8(a)

1099 Allyl bromide 336 3+6.1 3, 16(a)

1100 Allyl chloride 336 3+6.1 3, 16(a)

1104 Amyl acetates 30 3 3, 31(c)

1105 Amyl alcohols 30 3 3. 3!(c)

1105 Amyl alcohols 33 3 3, 3-(b)

1106 Amylarnine (n-amylamine, 338 3+8 3, 22(b)
tei-amylamine)

1106 Amylarnine (sec-amylamnine) 38 3+8 3. 33(c)

1107 Amyl chloride 33 3 1 3(b)
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Substance Name of subs=ac HazAud Label Class Mnd item
Idestiicaiion Identification number

No. No.
(Lower panl) (Upper pat)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

1108 -Pentene (n-Amylene) 33 3 3, 1 '(a)

1109 Amyl formates 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1110 n-Arnyl methyl ketone 30 3 3, 31(c)

1111 Amyl mercaptan 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1112 Amy] nitrate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1113 Amyl nitrite 33 3 3. 3°(b)

1114 Benzene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1120 Butanols 33 3 3, 3°b)

1120 Butanols 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1123 Butyl aceetates 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1123 Butyl acetates 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1125 n-Butylamine 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

1126 I-Bromobutane (n-Butyl bromide) 33 3 3, 3*Nb)

1127 Chlorobutaies 33 3 3, 3°b)

1128 n-Butyl formate 33 3 3, 3°b)

1129 Butyraldehyde 33 3 3, 3(b)

1130 Camphor oil 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1131 Carbon disulphide (Carbon sulphide) 336 3+6.1 3, 18°(a)

1133 Adhesives 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1133 Adhesives 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1134 Chlorobenzene 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

1135 Ethylene chlorohydrin 663 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(a)

1136 Coal tar distillates 33 3 3, 3-(b)

1136 Coal tar distillates 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1139 Coating solution 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1139 Coating solution 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2143 Crotonaldehyde, stabilized 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8°(a)

1144 Crotonylene (2-Butyne) 339 3 3, 1 *(a)

1145 Cyclohexane 33 3 3, 3°(b)
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Substance Name of substance Hazatd label Class and item
Identiication Identification number

No No.
(Lower pitt) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

1146 Cyclopentane 33 3 3, 3(b)

1147 Decahydronaphthalene 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

1148 Diacetone alcohol, technical 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1148 Diacetone alcohol, chemically pure 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1149 Dibutyl ethers 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1150 1,2-Dichloroethylene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1152 Dichloropentanes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1153 Ethylene glycol diethyl ether 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1154 Diethylamine 338 3+8 3, 22(b)

1155 Diethyl ether (ethyl ether) 33 3 3, 2°(a)

1156 Diethyl ketone 33 3 3. 3 0(b)

1157 Diisobutyl ketone 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1158 Diisopropylamine 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

1159 Diisopropyl ether 33 3 3, 3°b)

1160 Dimethylamine aqueous solution 338 3+8 3, 22°(b)

1161 Dimethyl carbonate 33 3 3, 3 0(b)

1162 Dimethyldichlorosilane X338 3+8 3, 21 0(b)

1163 Dimethylhydrazine, unsymmetrical 663 6.1+3+8 k. 1, 7°(a)1.

1164 Dimethyl sulphide 33 3 3, 2'(b)

1165 Dioxane 33 3 3, 3 0(b)

1166 Dioxolane 33 3 3, 3'(b)

1167 Divinyl ether inhibited 339 3 3, 2°(a)

1169 Extracts, aromatic, liquid 33 3 3. 50 (a) (b), (c)

1169 Extracts, aromatic, liquid 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1170 Ethanol or ethanol solution 33 3 3, 3(b)
containing more than
70 vol.-% alcohol

1170 Ethanol solution containing more than 30 3 3, 31 °(c)
24 vol.-% and not more 70 vol.-%
alcohol

1171 Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 30 3 3, 31°(c)
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Substance Name of iubstuncc Hazard LAbel CILa and item

ldcntification Identification number
No No.

(Lower past) (Upper past)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (a)

1172 Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

acetate

1173 Ethyl acetate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1175 Ethylbenzene 33 3 3, 3(b)

1176 Ethyl borate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1177 Ethylbutyl acetate 30 3 3. 31 -(c)

1178 2-Ethylbutyraldehyde 33 3 3, 30(b)

1179 Ethyl butyl ether 33 3 3. 3°(b)

1180 Ethyl butyrate 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1181 Ethyl chloroacetate 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

1182 Ethyl chloroformate 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 10°(a)

1183 Ethyldichlorosilane X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, °(a)

1184 1,2-Dichloroethane (Ethylene 336 3+6.1 3, 16°(b)
dichloride)

1185 Ethyleneimine, inhibited 663 6.1+3 6.1, 4

1188 Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

1189 Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 30 3 3, 31°(c)
acetate

1190 Ethyl formate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1191 Octyl aldehydes (Ethyl hexaldehydes) 30 3 3, 31 ° (c)

1192 Ethyl lactate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1193 Ethyl methyl ketone (methyl 33 3 3, 3°(b)
ethyl ketone)

1194 Ethyl nitrite solution 336 3+6.1 3, 15'(a)

1195 Ethyl propionate 33 3 3, 3-(b)

1196 Ethyltrichlorosilane X338 3+8 3, 21°(b)

1197 Extracts, flavouring, liquid 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1197 Extracts, flavouring, liquid 30 3 3, 31(c)

1198 Formaldehyde solution, flammable 38 3+8 3, 33*(c)

1199 Furfura] (furfuraldehyde) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

120' Fusel oil 33 3 3, 3°(b)
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(a) (b) (e) (d) (e)

1201 Fusel oil 30 3 3, 31 '(c)

1202 Gasoil 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1202 Diesel fuel 30 3 3, 31 -(c)

1202 Heating oil (light) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1203 Motor spirit 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1206 Heptanes 33 3 3, 3(b)

1207 Hexaldehyde 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1208 Hexanes 33 3 3, 30(b)

1210 Printing ink 33 3 3, 50(a),(b),(c)

1210 Printing ink 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1212 Isobutanol 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1213 Isobutyl acetate 33 3 3, 3*(b)

1214 Isobutylamine 338 3+8 3, 22'(b)

1216 Isoctenes 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1218 Isoprene, inhibited 339 3 3, 2*(a)

1219 Isopropanol (Isopropyl alcohol) 33 3 3, 3*(b)

1220 Isopropyl acetate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1221 Isopropylamine 338 3+8 3, 22°(a)

1223 Kerosene 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

1224 Ketones, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 2*(b), 3°(b)

1224 Ketones, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1228 Mercaptans or mercaptan mixture, 336 3+6.1 3, 18-(b)
liquid, flammable, toxic n.o.s.

1228 Mercaptans or mercaptans mixture, 36 3+6.1 3, 32*(c)
liquid, flammable, toxic, n.o.s.

1229 Mesityl oxide 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1230 Methanol 336 3+6.1 3, 17'(b)

1231 Methyl acetate 33 3 3, 3(b)

1233 Methylamyl acetate 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1234 Methylal 33 3 3, 2°(b)
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Subst ce Name of gubstance Hazud Label ClUS and item
Identification Identiiction number

No. No.
(Lower pt) (Upper pt)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

1235 Methylamine, aqueous solution 338 3+8 3, 22*(b)

1237 Methyl butyrate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1238 Methyl chloroformate 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 10°(a)

1239 Methyl chloromethyl ether 663 6.1+3 6.1, 9°(a)

1242 Methyldichlorosilane X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1*(a)

1243 Methyl formate 33 3 3, 1*(a)

1244 Methylhydrazine t 6.1+3+8 6.1, 7°(a)l.

1245 Methyl isobutyl ketone 33 3 3, 3-(b)

1246 Methyl isopropenyl ketone, inhibited 339 3 3, 3-(b)

1247 Methyl methacrylate monomer, 339 3 3, 3(b)
inhibited

1248 Methyl propionate 33 3 3, 3(b)

1249 Methyl propyl ketone 33 3 3, 3(b)

1250 Methyltrichlorosilane X338 3+8 3, 21 *(a)

1251 Methyl vinyl ketone 339 3 3, 3*(b)

1259 Nickel carbonyl 663 6.1+3 6.1, 3o

1262 Octanes 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1263 Paint 33 3 3, 5°(a)(b),(c)

1263 Paint 30 3 13, 31 °(c)

1263 Paint related material 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1263 Paint related material 30 3 3, 31'(c)

1264 Paraldehyde 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1265 Pentanes, liquid 33 3 3, 1*(a), 2"(b)

1266 Perfumery products 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1266 Perfumery products 30 3 3,31*(c)

1267 Petroleum crude oil 33 3 3, 1 '(a),
2°(a),(b), 3(c)

1267 Petroleum crude oil 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1268 Petroleum distillates, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
1___ _2*(a),(b), 3°(c)
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(a) (b) (C) (d) (C)

1268 Petroleum distillates, n.o.s. 30 13 3, 31°(c)

1268 Petroleum products, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
2 (a),(b), 3 (c)

1268 Petroleum products, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 310(c)

1272 Pine oil 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1274 n-Propanol 33 3 3, 3*(b)

1274 n-Propanol 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1275 Propionaldehyde 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1276 n-Propyl acetate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1277 Propylamine 338 3+8 3, 22*(b)

1278 -Chloropropane (Propyl chloride) 33 3 3, 2°(b)

1279 1,2-Dichloropropane 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1280 Propylene oxide, inhibited 339 3 3, 2°(a)

1281 Propyl formates 33 3 3, 3(b)

1282 Pyridine 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1286 Rosin oil 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1286 Rosin oil 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1287 Rubber solution 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b).(c)

1287 Rubber solution 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1288 Shale oil 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1288 Shale oil 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1289 Sodium methylate solution 338 3+8 3, 24°(b)

1289 Sodium methylate solution 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

1292 Tetraethyl silicate 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1293 Tinctures, medicinal 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1293 Tinctures, medicinal 30 3 ^.- - °(c)

1294 Toluene 33 3 3, 3'(b)

1295 Trichlorosilane X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1*(a)

1296 Triethylamine 338 3+8 3, 22-(b)

1297 Trimethylamine. aqueols solution 338 3+8 3, 22°(a),(b)
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Subance NTme of substancc Hazard Label Clus and item
Identification Idenaiicatlion number

No No.
(Lower pai) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

1297 Trimethylamine, aqueous solution 38 3+8 3. 33(c)

1298 Trimethylchlorosilane X338 3+8 3, 21 (b)

1299 Turpentine 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1300 Turpentine substitute 33 3 3, 3°(b)

1300 Turpentine substitute 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

1301 Vinyl acetate, inhibited 339 3 3, 3°(b)

1302 Vinyl ethyl ether inhibited 339 3 3, 2°(a)

1303 Vinylidene chloride, inhibited 339 3 3, 1 *(a)

1304 Vinyl isobutyl ether, inhibited 339 3 3, 3°(b)

1305 Vinyltrichlorosilane, inhibited X338 3+8 3, 21 '(a)

1306 Wood preservatives, liquid 33 3 3, 5°(b),(c)

1306 Wood preservatives, liquid 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1307 Xylenes 33 3 3, 30(b)

1307 Xylenes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1308 Zirconium suspended in a flammable 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
liquid 2 * (a),(b), 3°(b)

1308 Zirconium suspended in a flammable 30 3 3, 310(c)
liquid

1309 Aluminium powder, coated 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(b),(c)

1312 Borneol 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

1313 Calcium resinate 40 4.1 4.1, 120(c)

1314 Calcium resinate, fused 40 4.1 4.1, 120(c)

1318 Cobalt resinate, precipitated 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(c)

1323 Ferrocerium 40 4.1 4.1, 13"(b)

1325 Flammable solid, organic, n.o.s. 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(b),(c)

1326 Hafnium powder, wetted 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(b)

1328 Hexamethylenetetramine 40 4.1 4.1, 60 (c)

1330 Manganese resinate 40 4.1 4.1, 12"(c)

1332 Metaldehyde 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

1334 Naphthalene, crude or refined 40 4.1 4.1, 60(c)
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No. No
(Lower pan) (Upper par)

(a) (b) () (d) ()

1338 Phosphorus, amorphous 40 4.1 4.1, 1 l1(c)

1339 Phosphorus heptasulphide 40 4.1 4.1, 11 °(b)

1340 Phosphorus pentasulphide 423 4.3 4.3, 20°(b)

1341 Phosphorus sesquisulphide 40 4.1 4.1, 11-(b)

1343 Phosphorus trisulphide 40 4.1 4.1, 11 -(b)

1345 Rubber scrap or shoddy 40 4.1 4.1, 1 -(b)

1346 Silicon powder, amorphous 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

1350 Sulphur 40 4.1 4.1, 11 °(c)

1352 Titanium powder, wetted 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(b)

1358 Zirconium powder, wetted 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(b)

1361 Carbon 40 4.2 4.2, 1 *(b),(c)

1361 Carbon black 40 4.2 4.2, 1 °(b),(c)

1362 Carbon, activated 40 4.2 4.2, 1 °(c)

1363 Copra 40 4.2 4.2, 20 (c)

1364 Cotton waste, oily 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)

1365 Cotton, wet 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)

1366 Diethylzinc X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

1369 p-Nitrosodimethylaniline 40 4.2 4.2, 5°(b)

1370 Dimethylzinc X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 °(a)

1373 Fibres, animal, vegetable or 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)
synthetic, n.o.s.

1373 Fabrics, animal, vegetable or 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)
synthetic, n.os.

1376 Iron oxide, spent 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(c)

1376 Iron sponge, spent 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(c)

1378 Metal catalyst, wetted 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b)

1379 Paper, unsaturated oil treated 40 4.2 4.2, 3°(c)

1380 Pentaborane 333 4.2+6.1 4.2, 19*(a)

1381 Phosphorus, white or yellow, dry 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, 11 °(a)

1382 Potassium sulphide, anhydrous 40 4.2 14.2, 13*(b)
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No. No.
(Lower pat) (Upper p )

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

1382 Potassium sulphide, with less 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)
than 30% water of crystallisation

1384 Sodium dithionite (Sodium 40 4.2 4.2, 13"(b)
hydrosulphite)

1385 Sodium sulphide, anhydrous 40 4.2 4.2, 13°(b)

1385 Sodium sulphide, with less than 40 4.2 4.2, 13"(b)
30% water of crystallisation

1386 Seed cake 40 4.2 4.2, 2°(c)

1389 Alkali metal amalgam X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1390 Alkali metal amides 423 4.3 4.3, 19-(b)

1391 Alkali metal dispersion X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1391 Alkaline-earth metal dispersion X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1392 Alkaline-earth metal amalgam X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1393 Alkaline-earth metal alloy, n.o.s. 423 4.3 4.3, 11°(b)

1394 Aluminium carbide 423 4.3 4.3,17-(b)

1395 Aluminium ferrosilicon powder 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 15(b)

1396 Aluminium powder, uncoated 423 4.3 4.3, 13"(b)

1398 Aluminium silicon powder, uncoated 423 4.3 4.3, 13"(c)

1400 Barium 423 4.3 4.3, 11 (b)

1401 Calcium 423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(b)

1402 Calcium carbide 423 4.3 4.3, 17'(b)

1403 Calcium cyanamide 423 4.3 4.3, 190(c)

1405 Calcium silicide 423 4.3 4.3, 12"(b),(c)

1407 Caesium X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1408 Ferrosilicon 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 15*(c)

1409 Metal hydrides, water-reactive, n.o.s. 423 4.3 4.3, 16"(b)

1415 Lithium X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1417 Lithium silicon 423 4.3 4.3, 12"(b)

1418 Magnesium powder 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14"(b)

1418 Magnesium alloy powder 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 4"(b)
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No. No.
(Lower paW) (Upper pa-)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (c)

1420 Potassium metal alloys X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1421 Alkali metal alloy, liquid, n.o.s. X423 4.3 4.3, ll(a)

1422 Potassium sodium alloys X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1423 Rubidium X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1428 Sodium X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

1431 Sodium methylate 48 4.2+8 4.2, 15-b)

1435 Zinc ashes 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(c)

1436 Zinc powder 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b),(c)

1436 Zinc dust 423 4.3+4.2 4.3, 14°(b),(c)

1437 Zirconium hydride 40 4.1 4.1, 14'b)

1438 Aluminium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22 5 (c)

1439 Ammonium dichromate 50 5.1 5.1, 27-(b)

1444 Ammonium persulphate 50 5.1 5.1, 18(c)

1445 Barium chlorate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29'(b)

1446 Barium nitrate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(b)

1447 Barium perchlorate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(b)

1448 Barium permanganate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 290(b)

1449 Barium peroxide 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(b)

1450 Bromates, inorganic, n.o.s. so 5.1 5.1, 16-(b)

1451 Caesium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

1452 Calcium chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 11'(b)

1453 Calcium chlorite 50 5.1 5.1, 14 0(b)

1454 Calcium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

1455 Calcium perchlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 13-(b)

1456 Calcium permanganate 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

1457 Calcium peroxide 50 5.1 5.1, 25°(b)

1458 Chlorate and borate mixture 50 5.1 5.1, 110(b)

1459 Chlorate and magnesium chloride 50 5.1 5.1, 11'(b)
mixture

1461 Chlorates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 113) I
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1462 Chlorites, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 15.1. 14'(b)

1463 Chromium trioxide, anhydrous 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31 (b)

1465 Didymium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

1466 Ferric nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22'(c)

1467 Guanidine nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(c)

1469 Lead nitrate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29'(b)

1470 Lead perchlorate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29'(b)

1471 Lithium hypochlorite, mixture or dry 50 5.1 5.1, 15-(b)

1472 Lithium peroxide 50 5.1 5.1, 25°(b)

1473 Magnesium bromate 50 5.1 5.1, 16-(b)

1474 Magnesium-nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22"(c)

1475 Magnesium perchlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 13(b)

1476 Magnesium peroxide 50 5.1 5.1, 25-(b)

1477 Nitrates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(b),(c)

1479 Oxidizing solid, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 27°(b),(c)

1481 Perchlorates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 13°b)

1482 Permanganates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

1483 Peroxides, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 25-(b)

1484 Potassium bromate 50 5.1 5.1, 16-(b)

1485 Potassium chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 110(b)

1486 Potassium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1. 22-(c)

1487 Potassium nitrate and sodium 50 5.1 5.1, 24-(b)
nitrite mixture

1488 Potassium nitrite 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(b)

1489 Potassium perchlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 13'(b)

1490 Potassium permanganate 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

1492 Potassium persulphate 50 5.1 5.1, 19"(c)

1493 Silver nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22-(b)

1494 Sodium bromate 50 5.1 5.1, 16°(b)

1495 Sodium chlorate 150 5.1 5.1, 11nt)
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1496 Sodium chlorite 50 5.1 5.1, 14°b)

1498 Sodium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

1499 Sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(c)
mixture

1500 Sodium nitrite 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(c)

1502 Sodium perchlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 13°(b)

1503 Sodium permanganate 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

1505 Sodium persulphate 50 5.1 5.1, 18°(c)

1506 Strontium chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 11 °(b)

1507 Strontium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

1508 Strontium perchlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 13° (b)

1509 Strontium peroxide 50 5.1 5.1, 25°(b)

1510 Tetranitromethane 559 5.1+6.1 5.1, 2°(a)

1511 Urea hydrogen peroxide 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31 °(c)

1512 Zinc ammonium nitrite 50 5.1 5.1, 23 0(b)

1513 Zinc chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 11-(b)

1514 Zinc nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22(b)

1515 Zinc permanganate 50 5.1 5.1, 17oNb)

1516 Zinc peroxide 50 5.1 5.1, 25(b)

1541 Acetone cyanohydrin, stablized 66 6.1 6.1, 12*(a)

1544 Alkaloids or acaloid salts, solid, 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
n.o.s.

1544 Alkaloids or alcaloid salts, solid, 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

1545 Allyl isothiocyanate, inhibited 639 6.1+3 6.1, 20'(b)

1546 Ammonium arsenate 60 6.1 6.1. 51-(b)

1547 Aniline 60 6.1 6.'1, 12*(b)

1548 Aniline hydrochloride 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

1549 Antimony compound, inorganic, 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)
solid, n.o.s. _

1550 Antimony lactate 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)
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(a) (b) c) (d) (e)

1551 Antimony potassium tartrate 60 6.1 6.1, 59'(c)

1553 Arsenic acid, liquid 66 6.1 16.1, 51 *(a)

1554 Arsenic acid, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

1555 Arsenic bromide 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

1556 Arsenic compound, liquid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 51*(a)

1556 Arsenic compound, liquid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b),(c)

1557 Arsenic compound, solid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 51°(a)

1557 Arsenic compound, solid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 510 (b),(c)

1558 Arsenic 60 6.1 6.1, 51(0)

1559 Arsenic pentoxide 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

1560 Arsenic trichloride 66 6.1 6.1, 51*(a)

1561 Arsenic trioxide 60 6.1 6.1, 51 -(b)

1562 Arsenical dust 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

1564 Barium compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 60°(b),(c)

1566 Beryllium compound, no.s. 60 6.1 6.1,540(b)2.,(c)

1567 Beryllium powder 64 6.1+4.1 6.1, 54°(b)1.

1569 Bromoacetone 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

1570 Brucine 66 6.1 6.1, 90"(a)

1572 Cacodylic acid 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

1573 Calcium arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51-(b)

1574 Calcium arsenate and calcium 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)
arsenite mixture, solid

1577 Chlorodinitrobenzenes 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1578 Chloronitrobenzenes 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1579 4-Chloro-o-toluidine hydrochloride 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

1580 Chloropicrin 66 6.1 6.1, 17'(a)

1581 Mixtures of methyl bromide and 26 6.1 2, 4°(at)
chloropicrin (liquefied gas)

1582 Mixtures of methyl chloride and 236 3+6.1 2, 4°(bt)
L ___ chloropicrin (liquefied gas) I I
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1583 Chloropicrin mixture, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 17"(a)

1583 Chloropicrin mixure, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 170(b),(c)

1585 Copper acetoarsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 -(b)

1586 Copper arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 -(b)

1587 Copper cyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41-(b)

1588 Cyanides, inorganic, solid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 41*(a)

1588 Cyanides, inorganic, solid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 41(b),(c)

1590 Dichloroanilines 60 16.1 6.1, 12 0(b)

1591 o-Dichlorobenzene 60 6.1 6.1, 15"(c)

1593 Dichloromethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

1594 Diethyl sulphate 60 6.1 6.1, 14-(b)

1595 Dimethyl sulphate 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)

1596 Dinitroanilines 60 6.1 6.1, 12 0(b)

1597 Dinitrobenzenes 60 6.1 6.1, 12 0(b)

1598 Dinitro-o-cresol 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1599 Dinitrophenol solution 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b),(c)

1600 Dinitrotoluenes, molten 60 6.1 6.1, 24 0(b)].

1601 Disinfectant, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 250(a)

1601 Disinfectant, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°0b),(c)

1602 Dye, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25-(a)

1602 Dye, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

1602 Dye intermediate, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

1602 Dye intermediate, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

1603 Ethyl bromoacetate 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

1604 Ethylenediamine 83 8+3 8, 54 0(b)

1605 Ethylene dibromide 66 6.1 6.1, 15°(a)

1606 Ferric arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 510(b)

1607 Ferric arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

1608 Ferrous arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)
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1610 Halogenated irritating liquid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 17"(a)

1610 Halogenated irritating liquid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 17(b),(c)

1611 Hexaethyl tetraphosphate 60 6.1 6.1, 23°(b)

1613 Hydrogen cyanide, aqueous solution 663 6.1+3 6.1, 2 °

(Hydrocyanic acid)

1616 Lead acetate 60 6.1 6.1, 62°(c)

1617 Lead arsenates 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

1618 Lead arsenites 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

1620 Lead cyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41°(b)

1621 London purple 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

1622 Magnesium arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51 (b)

1623 Mercuric arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 510(b)

1624 Mercuric chloride 60 6.1 6.1. 52°(b)

1625 Mercuric nitrate 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

1627 Mercurous nitrate 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)

1629 Mercury acetate 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

1630 Mercury ammonium chloride 60 6.1 6.1, 52*(b)

1631 Mercury benzoate 60 6.1 6.1. 52°b)

1634 Mercury bromides 60 6.1 6.1, 52°b)

1636 Mercuy cyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41 -(b)

1637 Mercury gluconate 60 6.1 6.1, 52"b)

1638 Mercury iodide 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)

1639 Mercury nucleate 60 6.1 6.1, 52 0(b)

1640 Mercury oleate 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)

1641 Mercury oxide 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

1642 Mercury oxycyanide, desensitized 60 6.1 6.1, 41 -(b)

1643 Mercury potassium iodide 60 6.1 6.1, 52'(b)

1644 Mercury salicylate 60 6.1 6.1. 52 (b)

1645 Mercury sulphate 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b)

1646 Mercury thiocyanate 60 6.1 6.1, 52-(b)
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(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

1647 Mixtures of methyl bromide and 236 3+6.1 2, 4(bt)
ethylene bromide

1647 Methyl bromide and ethylene 66 6.1 6.1, 15°(a)
dibromide mixture, liquid

1648 Acetonitrile (methyl cyanide) 33 3 3. 3*(b)

1649 Motor fuel anti-knock mixture 66 6.1 6.1, 31*(a)

1650 beta-Naphthylamine 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1651 Naphthylthiourea 60 6.1 6.1, 21°(b)

1652 Naphthylurea 60 6.1 6.1, 12(b)

1653 Nickel cyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41°(b)

1654 Nicotine 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)

1655 Nicotine compound or nicotine 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
preparation, solid, n.o.s.

1655 Nicotine compound or nicotine 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
preparation, solid, n.o.s.

1656 Nicotine hydrochloride or nicotine 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)
hydrochloride solution

1657 Nicotine sajicylate 60 6.1 6.1, 90'(b)

1658 Nicotine sulphate, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 90*(b)

1658 Nicotine sulphate, solution 60 6.1 6.1, 90-(b)

1659 Nicotine tartrate 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b)

1661 Nitroanilines (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1662 Nitrobenzene 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1663 Nitrophenols (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

1664 Nitrotoluenes (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1665 Nitroxylenes (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(Nb)

1669 Pentachloroethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15-(b)

1670 Perchloromethyl mercaptan 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

1671 Phenol, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

1672 Phenylcarbylamine chloride 66 6.1 6.1, 17'(a)

1673 Phenylenediamines (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1. 12°(c)
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Substance Name or tubstance Hazard Label Class and item
Identificaion Identificaion number

No. No.
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(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

1674 Phenylmercuric acetate 60 6.1 6.1, 33°(b)

1677 Potassium arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51 *(b)

1678 Potassium arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 (b)

1679 Potassium cuprocyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41-(b)

1683 Silver arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °(b)

1684 Silver cyanide 60 6.1 6.1, 41(b)

1685 Sodium arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51"(b)

1686 Sodium arsenite, aqueous solution 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °(b),(c)

1688 Sodium-.cacodylate 60 6.1 6.1, 51*(b)

1690 Sodium fluoride 60 6.1 6.1, 63°(c)

1691 Strontium arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 °(b)

1692 Strychnine or strychnine salts 66 6.1 6.1, 90*(a)

1693 Tear gas substance, liquid or 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)
solid, n.o.s.

1693 Tear gas substance, liquid or 60 6.1 6.1, 25*(b)
solid, n.o.s.

1694 Bromobenzyl cyanides 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

1695 Chloroacetone, stabilized 60 6.1 6.1. 17*(b)

1697 Chloroacetophenone 60 6.1 6.1, 17 0(b)

1698 Diphenylamine chloroarsine 66 6.1 6.1, 340(a)

1699 Diphenylchloroarsine 66 6.1 6.1, 34°(a)

1701 Xylyl bromide 60 6.1 6.1. 15°b)

1702 1, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15-(b)

1704 Tetraethyl dithiopyrophosphate 60 6.1 6.1, 230(b)

1707 Thallium compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 53°(b)

1708 Toluidines 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

1709 2,4-Toluylenediamine 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

1710 Trichloroethylene 60 6.1 6.1, 150(c)

1711 Xylidines 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

1712 Zinc arsenate 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)
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1712 Zinc arsenate and zinc arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51 0(b)
mixture

1712 Zinc arsenite 60 6.1 6.1, 51(b)

1713 Zinc cyanide 66 6.1 6.1, 41 *(a)

1715 Acetic anhydride 83 8+3 8, 32°b)2.

1716 Acetyl bromide 80 8 8, 35°(b)l.

1717 Acetyl chloride X338 3+8 3, 25°(b)

1718 Butyl acid phosphate 80 8 8, 38*(c)

1719 Caustic alkali liquid, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 42 0(b),(c)

1722 Allyl chloroformate 668 6.1+8+3 6.1, 28°(a)

1723 Allyl iodide 338 3+8 3, 25(b)

1724 Allyltrichlorosilane, stabilized X839 8+3 8, 37-(b)

1725 Aluminium bromide, anhydrous 80 8 8, 11 0(b)

1726 Aluminium chloride, anhydrous 80 8 8, 11 0(b)

1727 Ammonium hydrogendifluoride, solid 80 8 8, 9°(b)

1728 Amyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)

1729 Anisoyl chloride 80 8 8, 35°(b)1.

1730 Antimony pentachloride, liquid 80 8 8, 12-(b)

1731 Antimony pentachloride solution 80 8 8, 12°(b),(c)

1732 Antimony pentafluoride 86 8+6.1 8, 10-(b)

1733 Antimony trichloride 80 8 8, 11 0(b)

1736 Benzoyl chloride 80 8 8, 35-(b)1.

1737 Benzyl bromide 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)

1738 Benzyl chloride 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27 0(b)

1739 Benzyl chloroformate 88 8 8, 64°(a)

1740 Hydrogendifluorides, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 9(b),(c)

1742 Boron trifluoride acetic acid complex 80 8 8, 33-(b)

1743 Boron trifluoride propionic acid 80 8 8, 33°(b)
c o m p l e x I_1__ _

1744 Bromine or bromine solution 886 8+6.1 8, 14'
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1745 Bromine pentafluoride 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1, 5*

1746 Bromine trifluoride 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1, 5

1747 Butyltrichlorosilane X83 8+3 8, 37'(b)

1748 Calcium hypochlorite, dry 50 5.1 5.1, 15"(b)

1748 Calcium hypochlorite mixture, dry 50 5.1 5.1, 15(b)

1750 Chloroacetic acid solution 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

1751 Chloroacetic acid, solid 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)

1752 Chloroacetyl chloride 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(a)

1753 Chlorophenyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36-(b)

1754 Chlorosulphonic acid 88 8 8, 12*(a)

1755 Chromic acid solution 80 8 8, 17"(b),(c)

1756 Chromic fluoride, solid 80 8 8, 9'(b)

1757 Chromic fluoride solution 80 8 8, 80(b),(c)

1758 Chromium oxychloride 88 8 8, 12°(a)

1759 Corrosive solid, n.o.s. 88 8 8, 65*(a)

1759 Corrosive solid, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 650(b),(c)

1760 Corrosive liquid, n,o.s. 88 8 8, 66"(a)

1760 Corrosive liquid, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 66"(b),(c)

1761 Cupriethylenediamine solution 86 8+6.1 8, 53"(b),(c)

1762 Cyclohexenyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36-(b)

1763 Cyclohexyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36"(b)

1764 Dichloroacetic acid 80 8 8, 32"(b)l.

1765 Dichloroacetyl chloride X80 8 8, 35"(b)1.

1766 Dichlorophenyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36'(b)

1767 Diethyldichlorosilane X83 8+3 8, 37*(b)

1768 Difluorophosphoric acid, anhydrous 80 8 8, 8*(b)

1769 Diphenyldichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)

1770 Diphenylmethyl bromide 80 8 8, 65'(b)

1771 Dodecyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)
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1773 Ferric chloride, anhydrous 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

1775 Fluoroboric acid 80 8 8, 80)

1776 Fluorophosphoric acid, anhydrous 80 8 8, 8-(b)

1777 Fluorosulphonic acid 88 8 8, 80(a)

1778 Fluorosilicic acid 80 8 8, 8 0(b)

1779 Formic acid 80 8 8, 32°(b)1.

1780 Fumaryl chloride 80 8 8, 35°(b)1.

1781 Hexadecyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36'(b)

1782 Hexafluorophosphoric acid 80 8 8, 8'(b)

1783 Hexamethylenediamine solution 80 8 8, 53°(b),(c)

1784 Hexyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36'(b)

1786 Hydrofluoric acid and sulphuric acid 886 8+6.1 8, 7°(a)
mixture

1787 Hydriodic acid 80 8 8, 5°(b),(c)

1788 Hydrobromic acid 80 8 8, 5°(b),(c)

1789 Hydrochloric acid 80 8 8, 5°(b),(c)

1790 Hydrofluoric acid with more than 85% 886 8+6.1 8, 6'
hydrogen fluoride

1790 Hydrofluoric acid with more than 60% 886 8+6.1 8, 7°(a)
but not more than 85% hydrogen
fluoride

1790 Hydrofluoric acid with not more than 86 8+6.1 8, 7°(b)
60% hydrogen fluoride

1791 Hypochlorite solution with between 80 8 8, 61 -(b)
5 and 16% active chlorine

1791 Hypochlorite solution with more than 80 8 8, 61 (c)
5% but less than 16% available
chlorine

1792 Iodine monochloride 80 8 8, 12'(b)

1793 Isopropyl acid phosphate 80 8 8, 38°(c)

1794 Lead sulphate 80 8 8, 1°(b)

Nitrating acid mixture with more than
50% nitric acid

8+05 8, 3(a)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

1796 Nitrating acid mixture with not more 80 8 8, 3-(b)

than 50% nitric acid

1799 Nonyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36*(b)

1800 Octadecyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36*(b)

1801 Octyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)

1802 Perchloric acid 85 8+05 8, 4-(b)

1803 Phenolsulphonic acid, liquid 80 8 8, 34°(b)

1804 Phenyltrichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36*(b)

1805 Phosphoric acid 80 8 8, 17*(c)

1806 Phosphorus pentachloride 80 8 8, 11 °(b)

1807 Phosphorus pentoxide 80 8 8, 16°(b)

1808 Phosphorus tribromide 80 8 8, 12'(b)

1809 Phosphorus trichloride 886 8+6.1 8, 12°(a)

1810 Phosphorus oxychloride 80 8 8, 12°(b)

1811 Potassium hydrogendifluoride 86 8+6.1 8, 9°(b)

1812 Potassium fluoride 60 6.1 6.1, 63°(c)

1813 Potassium hydroxide, solid 80 8 8, 41 °(b)

1814 Potassium hydroxide solution 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

1815 Propionyl chloride 338 3+8 3, 25'(b)

1816 Propyltrichlorosilane X83 8+3 8, 37-(b)

1817 Pyrosulphuryl chloride 80 8 8, 12'(b)

1818 Silicon tetrachloride 80 8 8, 12°(b)

1819 Sodium aluminate solution 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

1823 Sodium hydroxide, solid 80 8 8, 41-(b)

1824 Sodium hydroxide solution 80 8 8, 420(b),(c)

1825 Sodium monoxide 80 8 8, 41 -(b)

1826 Nitrating acid mixture, spent with not 80 8 8, 3-(b)
more than 50% nitric acid 1

1826 Nitrating acid mixture, spent with 885 8+05 8, 3°(a)
more than 50% nitric acid I
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1827 Stannic chloride, anhydrous 80 8 8, 120(b)

1828 Sulphur chlorides X88 8 8, 12-(a)

1829 Sulphur trioxide, inhibited X88 8 8, 1 (a)

1830 Sulphuric acid, with more than 51% 80 8 8, 10()
acid

1831 Sulphuric acid, fuming X886 8+6.1 8, 1-(a)

1832 Sulphuric acid, spent 80 8 8, 1°(b)

1833 Sulphurous acid 80 8 8. 1 "(b)

1834 Sulphuryl chloride X88 8 8, 120(a)

1835 Tetramethylammonium hydroxide 80 8 8, 51 -(b)

1836 Thionyl chloride X88 8 8, 12°(a)

1837 Thiophosphoryl chloride 80 8 8, 12°(b)

1838 Titanium tetrachloride 80 8 8, 12-(b)

1839 Trichloroacetic acid 80 8 8, 31 0 (b)

1840 Zinc chloride solution 80 8 8, 5°(c)

1843 Ammonium dinitro-o-cresolate 60 6.1 6.1, 12 0(b)

1846 Carbon tetrachloride 60 6.1 6.1, 15'(b)

1847 Potassium sulphide, hydrated 80 8 8, 45°(b)1.

1848 Propionic acid 80 8 8, 32°(c)

1849 Sodium sulphide, hydrated 80 8 8, 45-(b)1.

1851 Medicine, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)

1858 Hexafluoropropylene (R 1216) 26 6.1 2, 3*(at)

1860 Vinyl fluoride 239 3 2, 50(c)

1862 Ethyl crotonate 33 3 3, 3-(b)

1863 Fuel, aviation, turbine engine 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
2°(a),(b), 3*(b)

1863 Fuel, aviation, turbine engine 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1866 Resin solution 33 3 3, 5°(a),(b),(c)

1866 Resin solution 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1868 Decaborane 46 4.1+6.1 4.1. 16'(b)
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1869 Magnesium 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

1869 Magnesium alloys 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

1871 Titanium hydride 40 4.1 4.1, 14(b)

1872 Lead dioxide 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(c)

1873 Perchloric acid, with more than 50% 558 5.1+8 5.1, 3°(a)
but not more than 72% acid, by
mass

1884 Barium oxide 60 6.1 6.1, 60'(c)

1885 Benzidine 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

1886 Benzylidene chloride 60 6.1 6.1, 15'(b)

1887 Bromochloromethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15'(c)

1888 Chloroform 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

1889 Cyanogen bromide 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)

1891 Ethyl bromide 60 6.1 6.1, 150 (b)

1892 Ethyldichloroarsine 66 6.1 6.1, 34"(a)

1894 Phenylmercuric hydroxide 60 6.1 6.1, 33°(b)

1895 Phenylmercuric nitrate 60 6.1 6.1, 33°b)

1897 Tetrachloroethylene 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

1898 Acetyl iodide 80 8 8, 35*(b)1.

1902 Diisooctyl acid phosphate 80 8 8, 38°(c)

1903 Disinfectant, liquid, corrosive, 88 8 8, 66°(a)
n,o.s.

1903 Disinfectant, liquid, corrosive, 80 8 8, 66°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

1906 Sludge acid so 8 8, 1°(b)

1907 Soda lime 80 8 8, 41°(c)

1908 Chlorite solution with not less than s0 8 8, 61"(b),(c)
16% available chlorine

1912 Mixtures of methyl chloride and 236 3+6.1 2, 4°(bt)
methylene chloride (liquefied gas) I 1 _

1913 Neon, deeply-refrigerated 22 22, 7(a)
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Subslance Name of substance Hazard Label Class an item

Identification Identificafion number
No. No.

(Lower pat) (Upper pai)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

1914 Butyl propionate 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1915 Cyclohexanone 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1916 2,2'-Dichlorodiethyl ether 63 6.1+3 6.1, 160(b)

1917 Ethyl acrylate, inhibited 339 3 3, 3(b)

1918 Isopropylbenzene (Cumene) 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1919 Methyl acrylate, inhibited 339 3 3. 3-(b)

1920 Nonanes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1921 Propyleneimine, inhibited 336 3+6.1 3, 120

1922 Pyrrolidine 338 3+8 3, 23°(b)

1923 Calcium dithionite 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)

1928 Methyl magnesium bromide in ethyl X323 4.3+3 4.3, 3°(a)
ether

1929 Potassium dithionite 40 4.2 4.2, 13'(b)

1932 Zirconium scrap 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(c)

1935 Cyanide solution, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 41 *(a)

1935 Cyanide solution, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 41 °(b),(c)

1938 Bromoacetic acid 80 8 8, 31(b)

1939 Phosphorus oxybromide 80 8 8, 11 (b)

1940 Thioglycolic acid 80 8 8, 32°(b)1.

1942 Ammonium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 21 ° (c)

1951 Argon, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2, 7O(a)

1952 Carbon dioxide containing not more 239 3 2, 6°(c)
than 35% ethylene oxide by mass

1957 Deuterium 23 3 2, 1(b)

1958 1,2-Dichloro-1,1,2,2-tetra- 20 2 2, 3°(a)
fluoroethane (RI 14)

1959 1, 1-Difluoroethylene (Vinylidene 239 3 2, 5-(c)
fluoride)

1961 Ethane, deeply-refrigerated 223 3 2, 7-(b)

1962 Ethylene 23 3 2, 5°(b)

1963 Helium, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2,7 0 (a)
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SubvAncc Name of subvAncc Hazad Label Clu and item
Identt*,iion lderificZion number

No. No.
(Lower put) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) () (d) ()

1965 Mixtures of hydrocarbons (liquefied 23 3 2, 4(b)
gases) (Mixtures A. AO, A l, B
and C)

1966 Hydrogen, deeply-refrigerated 223 3 2, 7°(b)

1969 Isobutane 23 3 2, 3°(b)

1970 Krypton, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2, 7(a)

1971 Methane, compressed 23 3 2, 1(b)

1971 Natural gas, compressed 23 3 2, 2°(b)

1972 Natural gas, deeply-refrigerated 223 3 2, 8'(b)

1972 Methane, deeply-refrigerated 223 3 2, 7'(b)

1973 Gas mixture R 502 20 2 2, 4°(a)

1974 Bromochlorodifluoromethane 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 12B1)

1976 Octafluorocyclobutane (RC 318) 20 2 2, 3°(a)

1977 Nitrogen, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2, 7°(a)

1978 Propane, technically-pure 23 3 12, 3'(b)

1982 Tetrafluoromethane (R 14) 20 2 2, 1'(a)

1983 1-Chloro-2,2,2-trifluoroethane 20 2 2, 3°(a)
(R 133a)

1984 Trifluoromethane (R 23) 20 2 2, S°(a)

1986 Alcohols, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a),(b)

1986 Alcohols, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)

1987 Alcohols, flammable, n.o.s. 33 3 3. 2°(b), 3°(b)

1987 Alcohols, flammable, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31°(c)

1988 Aldehydes, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a),(b)

1988 Aldehydes, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 36 3+6.1 3, 320(c)

1989 Aldehydes, flammable, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 2*(b), 3°(b)

1989 Aldehydes, flammable, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1991 Chloroprene. inhibited 336 3+6.1 3, 160 (a)

1992 Flammable liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 336 3+6.1 3. 19°(a),(b)

1992 Flammable liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)
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No. No.
(Lowcr ptn) (Upper p-t)

(a) (b) (€) (d) (C)

1993 Flammable liquid, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 1 (a),
20(a),(b), 30 (b),
50(c)

1993 Flammable liquid. n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

1994 Iron pentacarbonyl 663 6.1+3 6.1, 3°

1999 Tars, liquid 33 3 3, 5°(b),(c)

1999 Tars, liquid 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2001 Cobalt naphthenates, powder 40 4.1 4.1, 12'(c)

2003 Metal alkyls, n.o.s. or metal X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31°(a)
aryls, n.o.s.

2004 Magnesium diamide 40 4.2 4.2, 16(b)

2005 Magnesium diphenyl X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

2008 Zirconium powder, dry 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

2014 Hydrogen peroxide, aqueous solution 58 5.1+8 5.1, 1*(b)

2015 Hydrogen peroxide, stabilized 559 5.1+8 5.1, 1 '(a)

2015 Hydrogen peroxide, aqueous 559 5.1+8 5.1, 1°(a)
solution, stabilized

2018 Chloroanilines, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

2019 Chloroanilines, liquid 60 6.1 6.1, 120(b)

2020 Chlorophenols, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2021 Chlorophenols, liquid 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2022 Cresylic acid 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27-(b)

2023 Epichlorohydrin 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

2024 Mercury compound, liquid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 52°(a)

2024 Mercury compound, liquid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b),(c)

2025 Mercury compound, solid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 520(a)

2025 Mercury compound, solid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 52°(b),(c)

2026 Phenylmercuric compound, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 33°(a)

2026 Phenylmercuric compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 33 0(b),(c)

2027 Sodium arsenite, solid 60 6.1 6.1, 51°(b)

2030 Hydrazine hydrat,- 86 8+6.1 8, 44°(b)
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Subtamce Name of aubuance Haznl Label Clais and item
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No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper pat)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2030 Hydrazine, aqueous solution 86 8+6.1 8, 44(b)

2031 Nitric acid containing less than 80 8 8, 2-(b)
70% pure acid

2031 Nitric acid containing more than 88 8 8, 2*(a)l.

70% pure acid

2032 Nitric acid, red fuming 856 8+05+6.1 8, 2°(a)2.

2033 Potassium monoxide 80 8 8. 41 °(b)

2035 1,1,1-Trifluoroethane 23 3 2, 3°(b)

2036 Xenon 20 2 2, 5°(a)

2038 Dinitrotoluenes 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2045 Isobutyraldehyde 33 3 3, 3-(b)

2046 Cymenes (o-,m-,p-) (Methyl 30 3 3, 31°(c)
isopropyl benzenes)

2047 Dichloropropenes 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2047 Dichloropropenes 30 3 3. 31 (c)

2048 Dicyclopentadiene 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2049 Diethylbenzenes (o-,m-,p-) 30 3 3, 31 a(c)

2050 Diisobutylene, isomeric compounds 33 3 3, 3(b)

2051 2-Dimethylaminoethanol 83 8+3 8, 54-(b)

2052 Dipentene 30 3 3.31 °(c)

2053 Methyl isobutyl carbinol 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2054 Morpholine 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2055 Styrene monomer, inhibited 39 3 3. 31°(c)
(Vinylbenzene)

2056 Tetrahydrofuran 33 3 3. 3°(b)

2057 Tripropylene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2057 Tripropylene 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2058 Valeraldehyde 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2059 Nitrocellulose solution, flammable 33 3 3, 4°(a),(by

2059 Nitrocellulose solution, flammable 30 3 3, 34°(c)
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Subtancc Name of substance Hzard Label Clas and item
Identif ction Identification number

No. No.
(Lowcr pa) (Upper par)

(a) (b) () (d) We)

2067 Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, 50 5.1 5.1, 21 (c)
type Al

2068 Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, 50 5.1 5.1, 21 °(c)
type A2

2069 Ammonium nitrate fertilizers, 50 5.1 5.1, 21 (c)
type A3

2070 Ammoniurfi nitrate fertilizers, 50 5.1 5.1, 21 *(c)
type A4

2073 Ammonia dissolved in water with 268 6.1 2, 9°(at)
more than 35% but not more than
40% ammonia

2073 Ammonia dissolved in water with 268 6.1 2, 90(at)
more than 40% but not more than
50% ammonia

2074 Acrylarnide 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2075 Chloral, anhydrous, inhibited 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(b)

2076 Cresols (o-,m-,p-) 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27*(b)

2077 alpha-Naphthylamine 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2078 Toluene diisocyanate 60 6.1 6.1, 190(b)

2079 Diethylenetriamine 80 8 8, 53'(b)

2187 Carbon dioxide, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2, 7°(a)

2193 Hexafluoroethane (R 116) 20 2 2, 5°(a)

2201 Nitrous oxide, deeply-refrigerated 225 2+05 2, 7-(a)

2205 Adiponitrile 60 6.1 6.1, 12*(c)

2206 Isocyanates, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 19(b),(c)

2206 Isocyanate solution, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(b),(c)

2208 Calcium hypochlorite mixture, dry 50 5.1 5.1, 15°(c)

2209 Formaldehyde solution 80 8 8, 63°(c)

2210 Maneb 40 4.2+4.3 4.2, 16'(c)

2210 Maneb preparation 40 4.2+4.3 4.2, 16°(c)

2211 Polymeric beads, expandable 90 9 9, 4°(c)

2212 Blue asbestos (Crocidolite) 90 9 9, 1 (b)
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Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower Par) (Upper par)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (Ce)

2212 Brown asbestos (Amosite or Mysorite) 90 9 9, 1 *(b)

2213 Paraformaldehyde 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

2214 Phthalic anhydride 80 8 8, 31 '(c)

2215 Maleic anhydride 80 8 8, 31°(c)

2217 Seed cake 40 4.2 4.2, 2°(c)

2218 Acrylic acid, inhibited 839 8+3 8, 32°(b)2.

2219 Allyl glycidyl ether 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2222 Anisole (phenyl methyl ether) 30 3 3, 31*(c)

2224 Benzonitrile 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2225 Benzenesulphonyl chloride 80 8 8, 350(c)

2226 Benzotrichloride 80 8 8, 66°(b)

2227 n-Butyl methacrylate, inhibited 39 3 3, 31 °(c)

2232 Chloroacetaldehyde 66 6.1 6.1, 17 *(a)

2233 Chloroanisidines 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2234 Chlorobenzotrifluorides (o-,m-,p-) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2235 Chlorobenzyl chlorides 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2236 3-Chloro-4-methylphenyl isocyanate 60 6.1 6.1, 190(b)

2237 Chloronitroanilines 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2238 Chlorotoluenes (o-,m-,p-) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2239 Chlorotoluidines 60 6.1 6.1. 170(c)

2240 Chromosulphuric acid 88 8 8, 1 *(a)

2241 Cycloheptane 33 3 3. 30(b)

2242 Cycloheptene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2243 Cyclohexyl acetate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2244 Cyclopentanol 30 3 3, 3 * (c)

2245 Cyclopentanone 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2246 Cyclopentene 33 13 3, 2-(b)

2247 n-Decane 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2248 Di-n-butylamine 83 8+3 8, 54-(b)
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2250 Dichlorophenyl isocyanates 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(b)

2251 2,5-Norbornadiene, inhibited 339 3 3, 3°(b)
(Dicycloheptadiene)

2252 1,2-Dimethoxyethane 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2253 N,N-Dimethylaniline 60 6.1 16.1, 12-(b)

2256 Cyclohexene 33 3 3. 3* b)

2257 Potassium X423 4.3 4.3, 11 *(a)

2258 1,2-Propylenediamine 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

2259 Triethylenetetramine 80 8 8, 53*(b)

2260 Tripropylamine 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2261 Xylenols 60 6.1 6.1, 14 0(b)

2262 Dimethylcarbamoyl chloride 80 8 8, 35-(b)1.

2263 Dimethylcyclohexanes 33 3 3, 3°b)

2264 Dimethylcyclohexylamine 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

2265 N,N-Dimethylformamide 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2266 Dimethyl-N-propylamine 338 3+8 3, 22-b)

2267 Dimethyl thiophosphoryl chloride 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27 0(b)

2269 3,3'-Iminodipropylamine 80 8 8, 53°(c)

2270 Ethylamine, aqueous solution 338 3+8 3, 22 0(b)

2271 Ethyl amyl ketones 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2272 N-Ethylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12'(c)

2273 2-Ethylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2274 N-Ethyl-N-benzylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2275 2-Ethylbutanol 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2276 2-Ethylhexylamine 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2277 Ethyl methacrylate 339 3 3," 3- k(b)

2278 n-Heptene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2279 Hexachlorobutadiene 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2280 Hexamethylenedianine, solid 80 8 8, 52°(c)

2281 Hexamethylene diisocvanate 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(b)
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No. No.
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(a) (b) () (d) (e)

2282 Hexanols 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2283 Isobutyl methacrylate, inhibited 39 3 3, 31°(c)

2284 Isobutyronitrile 336 3+6.1 3, 11 ()

2285 Isocyanatobenzotrifluorides 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18(0)

2286 Pentamethylheptane (sododecane) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2287 Isoheptene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2288 Isohexene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2289 Isophoronediamine 80 8 8, 53"()

2290 Isophorone diisocyanate 60 6.1 6.1, 19°(c)

2291 Lead compound, soluble, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 62 °(c)

2293 4-Methoxy-4-methylpentan-2-one 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2294 N-Methylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2295 Methyl chloroacetate 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

2296 Methylcyclohexane 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2297 Methylcyclohexanones 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

2298 Methylcyclopentane 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2299 Methyl dichloroacetate 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(c)

2300 2-Methyl-5-ethylpyridine 60 6.1 6.1, 12'(c)

2301 2-Methylfuran 33 3 3, 3-(b)

2302 5-Methylhexan-2-one 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2303 Isopropenylbenzene 30 3 3, 31-(c)

2304 Naphthalene, molten 44 4.1 4.1, 5@

2305 Nitrobenzenesulphonic acid 80 8 8, 34°(b)

2306 Nitrobenzotrifluorides 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2307 3-Nitro-4-chlorobenzotrifluoride 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2308 Nitrosylsulphuric acid 80 8 8, 10(b)

2309 Octadiene 33 3 3, 30 (b)

2310 Pentan-2,4-dione 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

2311 Phenetidines 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(c)
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No. No.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2312 Phenol, molten 60 6.1 6.1, 24 0(b)

2313 Picolines 30 3 3, 31 *)

2315 Polychlorinated biphenyls 90 9 9, 20(b)

2317 Sodium cuprocyanide solution 66 6.1 6.1, 41°(a)

2318 Sodium hydrosulphide 40 4.2 4.2, 13-(b)

2319 Terpene hydrocarbons, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2320 Tetraethylenepenramine 80 8 8, 53°(c)

2321 Trichlorobenzenes. liquid 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2322 Trichlorobutene 60 6.1 6.1, 15*(b)

2323 Triethyl phosphite 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2324 Triisobutylene (Isobutylene trimer) 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2325 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2326 Trimethylcyclohexylamine 80 8 8, 530(c)

2327 Trimethylhexamethylenediamines 80 8 8, 530(c)

2328 Trimethylhexamethylene diisocyanate 60 6.1 6.1, 19'()

2329 Trimethyl phosphite 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

2330 Undecane 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2331 Zinc chloride, anhydrous 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

2332 Acetaldehyde oxime 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2333 Allyl acetate 336 3+6.1 3, 17(b)

2334 Allylamine 663 6.1+3 6.1, 7°(a)2.

2335 Allyl ehtyl ether 336 3+6.1 3, 17-(b)

2336 Allylformate 336 3+6.1 3, 170(a)

2337 Phenyl mercaptan 663 6.1+3 6.1, 200(a)

2338 Benzotrifluoride 33 3 3, 305Q, )

2339 2-Bromobutane 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2340 2-Bromoethyl ethyl ether 33 3 3, 3(b)

2341 1-Bromo-3-methylbutane 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2342 Bromomethylpropanes 33 3 3, 3*(b)
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No. No.
(Lower part) (Upper pail)

(a) (b) (c) (d) Wo)

2343 2-Bromopentane 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2344 Brornopropanes 33 3 3, 3-(b)

2345 3-Bromopropyne 33 3 3. 3(b)

2346 Butanedione (diacetyl) 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2347 Butyl mercaptan 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2348 Butyl acrylate, inhibited 39 3 3, 31 (c)

2350 Butyl methyl ether 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2351 Butyl nitrites 33 3 3, 3 0(b)

2351 Butyl nitrites 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2352 Butyl vinyl ether, inhibited 339 3 3, 3°(b)

2353 Butyryl chloride 338 3+8 3, 25'(b)

2354 Chloromethyl ethyl ether 336 3+6.1 3, 16°(b)

2356 2-chloropropane 33 3 3, 2-(a)

2357 Cyclohexylamine 83 8+3 8, 54-(b)

2358 Cyclooctatetraene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2359 Diallylamine 338 3+8+6.1 3, 27-(b)

2360 Diallyl ether 336 3+6.1 3, 17'(b)

2361 Diisobutylamine 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2362 1,1-Dichloroethane (Ethylidene 33 3 3, 3*(b)
chloride)

2363 Ethyl mercaptan 33 3 3, 2°(a)

2364 n-Propylbenzene 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2366 Diethyl carbonate (Ethyl carbonate) 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2367 alpha-Methylvaleraldehyde 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2368 alpha-Pinene 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2369 Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 60 6.1 6.1, 140(c)

2370 I-Hexene 33 3 3, 3(b)

2371 Isopentenes 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

2372 1,2-Di-(dimethylamino) ethane 33 3 3, 30 (b)

2373 Diethoxymethane 33 3 3, 3°(b)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (a)

2374 3,3-Diethoxypropene 33 3 3, 3(b)

2375 Diethyl sulphide 33 3 3, 3°()

2376 2,3-Dihydropyran 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2377 1,i-Dimethoxyethane 33 3 3, 3°b)

2378 2-Dimethylaminoacetonitrile 336 3+6.1 3, 11 -(b)

2379 1,3-Dimethylbutylamine 338 3+8 3. 22-(b)

2380 Dimethyldiethoxysilane 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2381 Dimethyl disulphide 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2382 Dimethylhydrazine, symmetrical 663 6.1+3 6.1, 7°(a)2.

2383 Dipropylarnine 338 3+8 3, 22'(b)

2384 di-n-propyl ether 33 3 3, 3(b)

2385 Ethyl isobutyrate 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2386 I-Ethylpiperidine 338 3+8 3, 23°(b)

2387 Fluorobenzene 33 3 3, 3 °0b)

2388 Fluorotoluenes 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2389 Furan 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

2390 2-lodobutane 33 3 3, 3°Nb)

2391 lodomethylpropanes 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2392 lodopropanes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2393 Isobutyl formate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2394 Isobutyl propionate 33 3 3, 3(b)

2395 Isobuyryl chloride 338 3+8 3, 25°(b)

2396 Methacrylaidehyde, inhibited 336 3+6.1 3, 17-(b)

2397 3-Methylbutan-2-one 33 3 3, 3-(b)

2398 Methyl ten-butyl ether 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2399 i-Methylpiperidine 338 3+8 3, 23-(b)

2400 Methyl isovaerate 33 3 3, 3'(b)

2401 Piperidine 338 3+8 3, 23(b)

2402 Propanethiols (propyl mercaptans) 33 3 3, 3'(b)
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Identification ldentification number

No. No.
(Lower pat) (Upper par)

(a) (b) () (d) (e)

2403 Isopropenyl acetate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2404 Propionitrile 336 3+6.1 3, 11°0)

2405 Isopropyl butyrate 30 3 . 3, 31 °(c)

2406 Isopropyl isobutyrate 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2409 Isopropyl propionate 33 3 3, 3°b)

2410 1,2,3,6-Tetrahydropyridine 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2411 Butyronitrile 336 3+6.1 3, 11(b)

2412 Tetrahydrothiophene (tliolanne) 33 3 3, 30(b)

2413 Tetrapropyl orthotitanate 30 3 3, 31-(c)

2414 Thiophene 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2416 Trimethyl borate 33 3 3, 3*0()

2426 Ammonium nitrate, liquid, (hot 59 5.1 5.1, 20 °

concentrated solution)

2427 Potassium chlorate aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 11-(b)

2428 Sodium chlorate, aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 11 0(b)

2429 Calcium chlorate, aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 110(b)

2430 Alkylphenols, solid, n.o.s. 88 8 8, 39°(a)

2430 Alkylphenols, solid, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 39°(b),(c)

2431 Anisidines 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

2432 NN-Diethylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2433 Chloronitrotoluenes 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2434 Dibenzyldichlorosilane XS0 8 8, 36-(b)

2435 Ethylphenyldichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)

2436 Thioacetic acid 33 3 3, 3°00)

2437 Methylphenyldichlorosilane X80 8 8, 36°(b)

2438 Trimethylacetyl chloride 663 6.1+3+8 6.1, 10°(a)

2439 Sodium hydrogendifluoride 80 8 8. 9'(b)

2440 Stannic chloride pentahydrate 80 8 8, 11 -(c)

2442 Trichloroacetyl chloride X80 8 8, 350(b) 1.

2443 1 Vanadium oxytrichloride 80 8 8, 12°(b)
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No. No.
(LOwer Pai) (upper pai)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (e)

2444 Vanadium tetrachloride 88 18 8, 12°(a)

2445 Lithium alkyls X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31 *(a)

2446 Nitrocresols 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2447 Phosphorus, white, molten 446 4.2+6.1 4.2, 22-

2448 Sulphur, molten 44 4.1 4.1, 15-

2456 2-Chloropropene 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

2457 2,3-Dimethylbutane 33 3 3, 3"(b)

2458 Hexadiene 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2459 2-Methyl-l-butene 33 3 3, 1 *(a)

2460 2-Methyl-2-butene 33 3 3, 2*(b)

2461 Methylpentadiene 33 3 3, 3 0(b)

2464 Beryllium nitrate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(b)

2465 Dichloroisocyanuric acid, dry 50 5.1 5.1, 26*(b)

2465 Dichloroisocyanuric acid salts 50 5.1 5.1. 26°(b)

2467 Sodium percarbonates 50 5.1 5.1, 19°(c)

2468 Trichloroisocyanuric acid, dry 50 5.1 5.1, 26-(b)

2469 Zinc bromate 50 5.1 5.1, 16°(c)

2470 Phenylacetonitrile, liquid 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

2473 Sodium arsanilate 60 6.1 6.1, 34°(c)

2474 Thiophosgene 60 6.1 6.1, 21(b)

2475 Vanadium trichloride 80 8 8, 11 (c)

2477 Methyl isothiocyanate 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20°(b)

2478 Isocyanates or isocyanate solution, 336 3+6.1 3, 14(b)
flammable, toxic, n.o.s.

2478 Isocyanates or isocyanate solution, 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)
flammable, toxic, n.o.s.

2482 n-Propyl isocyanate 663 6.1+3 6.1, 6°(a)

2483 Isopropyl isocyanate 336 3+6.1 3, 14°(a)

2484 tert-Butyl isocyanate 663 6.1+3 6.1, 6°(a)

2485 n-Butyl isocyanate 663 6.1+3 6.1, 6°(a)
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Identification Identification nwmber

No. No.
(Lower pall) (Upper pa )

(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)

2486 Isobutyl isocyanate 336 3+6.1 3, 14(b)

2487 Phenyl isocyanate 63 6.1+3 6.1, IS(b)

2488 Cyclohexyl isocyanate 63 6.1+3 6.1. 18'(b)

2489 Diphenylmethane-4.4'-diisocyanate 60 6.1 6.1. 19°(c)

2490 Dichloroisopropyl ether 60 6.1 6.1. 17°(b)

2491 Ethanolanine or ethanolamine 80 8 8, 53-(c)
solution

2493 Hexamethyleneimine 338 3+8 3, 23-(b)

2495 Iodine pentafluoride 568 5.1+6.1+8 5.1, 5 °

2496 Propionic anhydride 80 8 8, 32-(c)

2498 1,2,3,6-Tetrahydrobenzaldehyde 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2501 Tris-(1-aziridinyl) phosphine oxide 60 6.1 6.1, 23*(b),(c)
solution

2502 Valeryl chloride 83 8+3 8, 35"(b)2.

2503 Zirconium tetrachloride 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

2504 Tetrabromoethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2505 Ammonium fluoride 60 6.1 6.1, 63°(c)

2506 Ammonium hydrogen sulphate 80 8 8, 13°(b)

2507 Chloroplatinic acid, solid 80 8 8, 16°(c)

2508 Molybdenum pentachloride 80 8 8, 11 -(c)

2509 Potassium hydrogen sulphate 80 8 8, 13-(b)

2511 2-Chloropropionic acid 80 8 8, 32-(c)

2512 Aminophenols (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(c)

2513 Bromoacetyl bromide X80 8 8, 35-(b)1.

2514 Bromobenzene 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2515 Bromoform 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2516 Carbon tetrabromide 60 6.1 6.1, 15e(c)

2517 i-Chloro-l,]-difluoroethane (R 142b) 23 3 2, 3°(b)

2518 1,5,9-Cyclododecatriene 60 6.1 6.1, 25-(c)

2520 Cyclooctadienes 30 3 3. 31 °(c)
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Sub tance Nane of substance Haard Label Class and item
Idntfication Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pWi) (Upper pail)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (ce)

2521 Diketene, inhibited 663 6.1+3 6.1, 13°(a)

2522 Dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate 69 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2524 Ethyl orthoformate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2525 Ethyl oxalate 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)

2526 Furfurylamine 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2527 Isobutyl acrylate, inhibited 39 3 3, 31 o(c)

2528 Isobutyl isobutyrate 30 3 3, 31 "(c)

2529 Isobutyric acid 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2530 Isobutyric anhydride 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2531 Methacrylic acid, inhibited 89 8 8, 32°(c)

2533 Methyl trichloroacetate 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2535 Methylmorpholine 338 3+8 3, 23°(b)

2536 Methyltetrahydrofuran 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2538 Nitronaphthalene 40 4.1 4.1, 6"(c)

2541 Terpinolene 30 3 3, 31 '(c)

2542 Tributylamine 80 8 8, 53°(c)

2545 Hafnium powder, dry 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

2546 Titanium powder, dry 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

2552 Hexafluoroacetone hydrate,. 60 6.1 6.1, 17'(b)

2554 Methylallyl chloride 33 3 3, 3°(b)

2558 Epibromohydrin 663 6.1+3 6.1, 16'(a)

2560 2-Methylpentan-2-ol 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

2561 3-Methyl-l-butene 33 3 3. 1 *(a)
(Isopropylethylene)

2564 Trichloroacetic acid solution 80 8 8, 32°(b)I.,(c)

2565 Dicyclohexylamine 80 8 8, 53e(c)

2567 Sodium pentachlorophenate 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(b)

2570 Cadmium compound 66 6.1 6.1, 61 *(a)

2570 Cadmium compound 60 6.1 6.1, 61 °(b),(c)

2571 Alkylsulphuric acids 80 8 8, 34°(b)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2572 Phenylhydrazine 60 6.1 6.1, 120(b)

2573 Thallium chlorate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29°(b)

2574 Tricresyl phosphate 60 6.1 6.1, 23-b)

2576 Phosphorus oxybromide, molten 80 8 8, 15-

2577 Phenylacetyl chloride 80 8 8, 35a(b)l.

2578 Phosphorus trioxide 80 8 8, 16*(c)

2579 Piperazine 80 8 8, 52-(c)

2580 Aluminium bromide solution 80 8 8, 5°(c)

2581 Aluminium chloride solution 80 8 8, 5 0 (c)

2582 Ferric chloride solution 80 8 8, 50(c)

2583 Alkylsulphonic acids, solid 80 8 8, 1 0(b)

2583 Arylsulphonic acids, solid 80 8 8, 1 (b)

2584 Alkylsulphonic acids, liquid 80 8 8, 1-(b)

2584 Arylsulphonic acids, liquid 80 8 8, 1 0(b)

2585 Alkylsulphonic acids, solid 80 8 8, 340(c)

2585 Arylsulphonic acids, solid 80 8 8, 34*(c)

2586 Alkylsulphonic acids, liquid 80 8 8, 34°(c)

2586 Arylsulphonic acids, liquid 80 8 8, 34°(c)

2587 Benzoquinone 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(b)

2588 Pesticide, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 87 0 (a)

2588 Pesticide, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 870(b),(c)

2589 Vinyl chloroacetate 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16-(b)

2590 White asbestos (Actinolite, 90 9 9, 1 °(c)
Anthophyllite, Chrysotile or
Tremol ite)

2591 Xenon, deeply-refrigerated 22 2 2, 7*(a)

2599 Gas mixture R 503 20 2 2, 6°(a)

2600 Town gas 236 3+6.1 2, 2a(bt)

2600 Water gas 236 3+6.1 2, 2°(b)

2600 Synthesis gas 236 3+6.1 2, 2(bt)
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2602 Gas mixture R 500 20 2 2, 4*(a)

2603 Cycloheptatriene 336 3+6.1 3, 190(b)

2604 Boron trifluoride diethyl etherate 883 8+3 8, 330(a)

2605 Methoxymethyl isocyanate 336 3+6.1 3, 14°(a)

2606 Methyl orthosilicate 663 6.1+3 6.1, 8*(a)
(Tetrarnethoxysilane)

2607 Acrolein dimer, stabilized 39 3 3, 31 0(c)

2608 Nitropropanes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2609 Triallyl borate 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)

2610 Triallylamine 38 3+8 3, 33=(c)

2611 Propylene chlorohydrin 63 6.1+3 6.1, 16°(b)

2612 Methyl propyl ether 33 3 3, 2°(b)

2614 Methailyl alcohol 30 3 3, 31 "(c)

2615 Ethyl propyl ether 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2616 Triisopropyl borate 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2616 Triisopropyl borate 30 3 3. 31 °(c)

2617 Methylcyclohexanols 30 3 3. 31'(c)

2618 Vinyltoluene, inhibited (o-,m-,p-) 39 3 3, 31"(c)

2619 Benzyldimethylamine 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

2620 Amyl butyrates 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

2621 Acetyl methyl carbinol 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2622 Glycidaldehyde 336 3+6.1 3, 17'(b)

2624 Magnesium silicide 423 4.3 4.3, 12'(b)

2626 Chloric acid, aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 40(b)

2627 Nitrites, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 23'(b)

2628 Potassium fluoroacetate 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

2629 Sodium fluoroacetate 66 6.1 6.1, 17°(a)

2642 Fluoroacetic acid 66 6.1 6.1, 170(a)

2643 Methyl bromoacetate 60 6.1 6.1, 17-(b)

264.4 Methyl iodide 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(b)
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No. No.
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(a) (b) (€) (d) (e)

2645 Phenacyl bromide 60 6.1 6.1, 170(b)

2646 Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 66 6.1 6.1, 15*(a)

2647 Malononitrile 60 6.1 6.1, 12"(b)

2648 1,2-Dibromobutan-3-one 60 6.1 6.1, 17a(b)

2649 1,3-Dichloroacetone 60 6.1 6.1. 17*(b)

2650 1, I-Dichloro- I-nitroethane 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(b)

2651 4,4'-Dianinodiphenyl methane 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2653 Benzyl iodide 60 6.1 6.1. I15(b)

2655 Potassium fluorosilicate 60 6.1 6.1, 640(c)

2656 Quinoline 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

2657 Selenium disulphide 60 6.1 6.1, 55"(b)

2658 Selenium powder 60 6.1 6.1, 550(c)

2659 Sodium chloroacetate 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2660 Nitrotoluidines (mono) 60 6.1 6.1, 120(c)

2661 Hexachloroacetone 60 6.1 6.1, 17"(c)

2662 Hydroquinone 60 6.1 6.1, 14e(c)

2664 Dibromomethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15e(c)

2666 Ethyl cyanoacetate 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2667 Butyltoluenes 60 6.1 6.1, 25"(c)

2668 Chloroacetonitrile 63 6.1+3 6.1, 11 *(b)

2669 Chlorocresols 60 6.1 6.1, 14(b)

2670 Cyanuric chloride 80 8 8, 39-(b)

2671 Aminopyridines (o-,m-,p-) 60 6.1 6.1, 12*(b)

2672 Ammonia solution containing between 80 8 8, 43-(c)
10 and 35% ammonia 1

2673 2-Amino-4-chlorophenol 60 6.1 6.1, 12-(b)

2674 Sodium fluorosilicate 160 6.1. 6.1, 640(c)

2677 Rubidium hydroxide solution 80 8 8, 420(b),(c)

2678 Rubidium hydroxide 80 8 8, 41 °(b)

2679 Lithium hydroxide solution 80 8 8, 42"(b),(c)
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2680 Lithium hydroxide monohydrate 80 8 8, 41°(b)

2681 Caesium hydroxide solution 80 8 8, 42°(b),(c)

2682 Caesium hydroxide 80 8 8, 41°(b)

2683 Ammonium sulphide solution 86 8+6.1+3 8, 45'(b)2.

2684 Diethylaminopropylamine 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2685 N,N-Diethylethylened iamine 83 8+3 8, 54°(b)

2686 Diethylaminoethanol 30 3 3, 31*(c)

2687 Dicyclohexylammonium nitrite 40 4.1 4.1, 11 (c)

2688 1 -Bromo-3-chloropropane 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2689 Glycerol aipha-monochlorohydrin 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2690 N,n-Butylimidazole 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2691 Phosphorus pentabromide 80 8 8, 11 o(b)

2692 Boron tribromide (boron bromide) X88 8 8, 12°(a)

2693 Bisulphites, aqueous solution, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 17°(c)

2698 Tetrahydrophthalic anhydrides- 80 8 8, 31 °(c)

2699 Trifluoroacetic acid 88 8 8, 32*(a)

2705 l-Pentol 80 8 8, 66°(b)

2707 Dimethyldioxanes 33 3 3, 3*(b)

2707 Dimethyldioxanes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2708 Butoxyl 30 3 3, 31 '(c)

2709 Butylbenzenes 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2710 Dipropyl ketone 30 3 3, 31 (c)

2711 Dibromobenzene 30 3 3, 31 '(c)

2713 Acridine 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2714 Zinc resinate 40 4.1 4.1. 12*(c)

2715 Aluminium resinate 40 4.1 4.1, 12*(c)

2716 1,4-Butynediol 60 6.1 6.1, 14(c)

2717 Camphor, synthetic 40 4.1 4.1, 6°(c)

2719 Barium bromate 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29-(b)
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2720 Chromium nitrate 50 5.1 5. 1, 22 *(c)

2721 Copper chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 11 °(b)

2722 Lithium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

2723 Magnesium chlorate 50 5.1 5.1, 1l °(b)

2724 Manganese nitrate 50 5.1 .5.1, 22°(c)

2725 Nickel nitrate 50 5.1 15.1. 22°(c)

2726 Nickel nitrite 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(c)

2727 Thallium nitrate 65 6.1+05 6.1, 68°(b)

2728 Zirconium nitrate 50 5.1 5.1, 22°(c)

2729 Hexachlorobenzene 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2730 Nitroanisole 60 6.1 16.1, 12°(c)

2732 Nitrobromobenzene 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2733 Amines or polyamines, flammable, 338 3+8 3, 22°(a),(b)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2733 Amines or polyamines, flammable, 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2734 Amines or polyamines, liquid, 883 8+3 8, 54°(a)
corrosive, flammable, n.o.s.

2734 Amines or polyamines, liquid, 83 8+3 8. 54°(b)
corrosive, flammable, n.o.s.

2735 Amines or polyamines, liquid, 88 8 8. 53(a)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2735 Amines or polyamines, liquid, 80 8 8, 53°(b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2738 N-Butylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2739 Butyric anhydride 80 8 8, 32°(c)

2740 n-Propyl chloroformate 668 6.1+8+3 6.1, 28°(a)

2741 Barium hypochlorite 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29-(b)

2742 Chloroformates, toxic, corrosive, 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28°(b)
flammable, n.o.s. _

2743 n-Butyl chloroformate 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28-(b)

2744 Cyclobutyl chloroformate 638 6.1+3+8 6.1, 28-(b)
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(a) (b) (€) (d) (e)

2745 Chloromethyl chloroformate 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27-(b)

2746 Phenyl chloroformate 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)

2747 tert-Butylcyclohexyl chloroformate 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(c)

2748 2-Ethylhexyl chloroformate 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)

2749 Tetramethylsilane 33 3 3, 1 '(a)

2750 1,3-Dichloropropanol-2 60 6.1 6.1, 17 -(b)

2751 Diethylthiophosphoryl chloride 80 8 8, 35(b)1.

2752 1,2-Epoxy-3-ethoxypropane 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2753 N-Ethylbenzyltoluidines 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2754 N-Ethyltoluidines 60 6.1 6.1, 12 °(b)

2757 Carbamate pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 74°(a)

2757 Carbamate pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6. 1 6.1, 740(b).(c)

2758 Carbamate pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 44(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2759 Arsenical pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 790(a)

2759 Arsenical pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 79°(b),(c)

2760 Arsenical pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 490(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2761 Organochlorine pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 72°(a)

2761 Organochlorine pesticide,-solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 72*(b),(c)

2762 Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 42°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2763 Triazine pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 82°(a)

2763 Triazine pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 82(b),(c)

2764 Triazine pesticide, liquid, flammable, 336 3+6.1 3, 520(a),(b)
toxic

2765 Phenoxy pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 73'(a)

2765 Phenoxy pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1. 73°(b),(c)

2766 Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 43*(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2767 Phenyl urea pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 85°(a)
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2767 Phenyl urea pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 85°(b),(c)

2768 Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 55°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2769 Benzoic derivative pesticide, solid, 66 6.1 6.1, 83-(a)
toxic

2769 Benzoic derivative pesticide, solid, 60 6.1 6.1, 83°(b),(c)
toxic

2770 Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 53°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2771 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, solid, 66 6.1 6.1, 86°(a)
toxic

2771 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, solid, 60 6.1 6.1, 860(b),(c)
toxic

2772 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 56°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2773 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 66 6.1 6.1, 84°(a)
solid, toxic

2773 Phthaiimide derivative pesticide, 60 6.1 6.1, 84°(b),(c)
solid, toxic

2774 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 336 3+6.1 3, 54°(a),(b)
liquid, flammable, toxic

2775 Copper based pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 800(a)

2775 Copper based pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 80*(b),(c)

2776 Copper based pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 50°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2777 Mercury based pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 75*(a)

2777 Mercury based pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 75*(b),(c)

2778 Mercury based pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 450(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2779 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 66 6.1 6.1: 81*(a)
solid, toxic

2779 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 60 6.1 6.1, 81 (b),(c)
solid, toxic I

2780 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 336 3+6.1 3, 51 (a),(b)
______ liquid, flammable, toxic I _
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2781 Bipyridilium pesticide. solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 78°(a)

2781 Bipyridilium pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 780 (b),(c)

2782 Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 48°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2783 Organophosphorus pesticide, solid, 66 6.1 6.1, 71 '(a)
toxic

2783 Organophosphorus pesticide, solid, 60 6.1 6.1, 71*(b).(c)
toxic

2784 Organophosphorous pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 41 °(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2785 4-Thiapentanal 60 6.1 6.1, 21 *(c)

2786 Organotin pesticide, solid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 76°(a)

2786 Organotin pesticide, solid, toxic 60 6. ! 6.1, 76*(b),(c)

2787 Organotin pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 46°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

2788 Organotin compound, liquid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 32°(a)

2788 Organotin compound, liquid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 32°(b),(c)

2789 Acetic acid, glacial 83 8+3 8, 32°(b)2.

2789 Acetic acid, solution 83 8+3 8, 32-(b)2.

2790 Acetic acid, solution 80 8 8, 32°(c)

2793 Ferrous metal borings, shavings, 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(c)
turnings or cuttings

2796 Sulphuric acid, with more than 80 8 8, 1 °(b)
51% acid

2796 Battery fluid, acid 80 8 8, 1-(b)

2797 Battery fluid, alkali 80 8 8, 42'(b)

2798 Phenylphosphorus dichloride 80 8 8, 35°(b)l.

2799 Phenylphosphorus thiodichloride 80 8 8. 35°(b).

2801 Dye or dye intermediate, liquid, 80 8 8, 66°(b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2802 Copper chloride 80 8 8, 11 °(c)

2803 Gallium 80 8 8, 650(c)
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Substance Name of substance Hazad Label Clue aCd item

Identificution Identification number
No. No.

(Lower pa t) (Upper Parl)
(a) (b) (C) (d) (a)

2805 Lithium hydride, fused solid 423 4.3 14.3, 16°(b)

2809 Mercury 80 8 8, 66"(c)

2810 Toxic liquid, organic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

2810 Toxic liquid, organic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

2811 Toxic solid, organic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

2811 Toxic solid, organic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25"(b),(c)

2813 Water-reactive solid, no.s. 423 4.3 4.3, 20°(b),(c)

2814 Infectious substance, affecting 606 6.2 6.2, 3°(b)
humans

2815 N-Aminoethylpiperazine 80 8 8, 530(c)

2817 Ammonium hydrogendifluoride 86 8+6.1 8, 7°(b),(c)
solution

2818 Ammonium polysulphide solution 86 8+6.1 8, 45°(c)

2818 Ammonium polysulphide solution 86 8+6.1 8, 45°(b)1.

2819 Amyl acid phosphate 80 8 8, 38°(c)

2820 Butyric acid 80 8 8, 32°(c)

2821 Phenol solution 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(b),(c)

2822 2-Chloropyridine 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b)

2823 Crotonic acid 80 8 8, 31 °(c)

2826 Ethyl chlorothioformate 80 8 8, 64*(b)

2829 Caproic acid 80 8 8, 32°(c)

2830 Lithium ferrosilicon 423 4.3 4.3, 12-(b)

2831 1, 1, 1 -Trichloroethane 60 6.1 6.1, 15°(c)

2834 Phosphorous acid 80 8 8, 16-(c)

2835 Sodium aluminium hydride 423 4.3 4.3, 16°(b)

2837 Bisulphates, aqueous solution 80 8 8, 1 °(b),(c)

2838 Vinyl butyrate, inhibited 339 3 3, 3°(b)

2839 Aldol 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(b)

2840 Butyraldoxime 30 3 3, 31 (c)

2841 Di-n-amylanine 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)
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substance Name of substance Hauzrd Label Cl-ss aMd item
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No. No.
(Lower part) (Upper pas)

(a) (b) () (d) Wc)

2842 Nitroethane 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2844 Calcium manganese silicon 423 4.3 4.3, 12°(c)

2845 Pyrophoric liquid, organic, n.o.s. 333 4.2 4.2, 6*(a)

2849 3-Chloropropanol-1 60 6.1 6.1, 17*(c)

2850 Propylene tetramer 30 3 3, 31 *(c)

2851 Boron trifluoride dihydrate 80 8 8, 10*(b)

2853 Magnesium fluorosilicate 60 6.1 6.1, 64°(c)

2854 Ammonium fluorosilicate 60 6.1 6.1, 64°(c)

2855 Zinc fluorosilicate 60 6.1 6.1, 640(c)

2856 Fluorosilicates, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 64*(c)

2858 Zirconium, dry 40 4.1 4.1, 13°(c)

2859 Ammonium metavanadate 60 6.1 6.1, 58°(b)

2861 Ammonium polyvanadate 60 6.1 6.1, 58'(b)

2862 Vanadium pentoxide 60 6.1 6.1, 58'(b)

2863 Sodium ammonium vanadate 60 6.1 6.1. 58-(b)

2864 Potassium metavanadate 60 6.1 6.1, 58 0(b)

2865 Hydroxylamine sulphate 80 8 8, 16°(c)

2869 Titanium trichloride mixture 80 8 8, 11 (b),(c)

2870 Aluminium borohydride X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 17°(a)

2870 Aluminium borohydride in devices X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 17 (a)

2871 Antimony powder 60 6.1 6.1. 59°(c)

2872 Dibromochloropropanes 60 6.1 6.1, 15 °(c)

2873 Dibutylaminoethanol 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2874 Furfuryl alcohol 60 6.1 6.1, 14(c)

2875 Hexachlorophene 60 6.1 6.1. 17°(c)

2876 Resorcinol 60 6.1 6.1, 140(c)

2878 Titanium sponge, powder or granules 40 4.1 4.1, 130 (c)

2879 Selenium oxychloride 886 8+6.1 8, 12-(a)

2880 Calcium hypochlorite, hydrated 50 5.1 5.1, 15"0b)
mixture
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Substmce Name of substance Hazard LAbel Class and item

Ideruificution Identification number
No. No.

(Lower pai) (Upper part)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2880 Calcium hypochlorite, hydrated 50 15.1 5.1, 15 °(b)

2881 Metal catalyst, dry 40 4.2 4.2, 12"(b),(c)

2900 Infectious substance, affecting 606 6.2 6.2, 3'(b)
animals only

2902 Pesticide, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 87°(a)

2902 Pesticide, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 870(b),(c)

2903 Pesticide, Jiquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 87*(a)
flammable, n.o.s.

2903 Pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 87*(b),(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

2904 Chlorophenolates, liquid 80 8 8, 62°(c)

2904 Phenolates, liquid 80 8 8, 62°(c)

2905 Chlorophenolates, solid 80 8 8, 62*(c)

2905 Phenolates, solid 80 8 8, 62°(c)

2906 Triisocyanatoisocyanurate of 30 3 3, 31 °(c)
isophoronediisocyanate, solution

2912 Radioactive material, low specific 70 7A, 7B or 7, Sch 5,6
activity (LSA), not otherwise 7C or 13
specified in this appendix

gas 72 7A, 7B or
7C

gas, flammable 723 7A, 7B or
7C + 3

liquid, flammable, with a 73 7A, 7B or
flash-point not above 61 "C 7C + 3

solid, flammable 74 7A, 7B or
7C + 4.1

oxidizing 75 7A, 7B or
7C + 05

toxic 76 7A, 7B or
7C + 6.1

corrosive 78 7A, 7B or
7C + 8

2920 Corrosive liquid, flammable, n.o.s. 883 8+3 8, 68°(a)

2920 Corrosive liquid, flammable, n.o.s. 83 8+3 8, 680(b)

2921 Corrosive solid, flammable, n.o.s. 884 8+4.1 8, 67°(a)
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Substance Name of substance HAzard Label Claas and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper part)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2921 Corrosive solid, flammable, n.o.s. 84 8+4.1 8, 67°(b)

2922 Corrosive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 886 8+6.1 8, 76°(a)

2922 Corrosive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 86 8+6.1 8, 760(b),(c)

2923 Corrosive solid, toxic, n.o.s. 886 8+6.1 8, 75°(a)

2923 Corrosive solid, toxic, n.o.s. 86 8+6.1 8, 75*(b),(c)

2924 Flammable liquid, corrosive, n.o.s. 338 3+8 3, 26*(a),(b)

2924 Flammable liquid, corrosive, n.o.s. 38 3+8 3, 33°(c)

2925 Flammable solid, corrosive, organic, 48 4.1+8 4.1, 8°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

2926 Flammable solid, toxic, organic, 46 4.1+6.1 4.1, 7°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

2927 Toxic liquid, corrosive, organic, 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)
n.o.s.

2927 Toxic liquid, corrosive, organic, 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)
n.o.s.

2928 Toxic solid, corrosive, organic, 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(a)
n.o.s.

2928 Toxic solid, corrosive, organic, 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27'(b)
n.o.s.

2929 Toxic liquid, flammable, organic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 26°(a)l.
n.o.s.

2929 Toxic liquid, flammable, organic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 26 5 (b)1.
n.o.s.

2930 Toxic solid, flammable, organic, 664 6.1+4.1 6.1, 26°(a)2.
n.o.s.

2930 Toxic solid, flammable, organic, 64 6.1+4.1 6.1, 26-(b)2.
n.o.s.

2931 Vanadyl sulphate 60 6.1 6.1, 58'(b)

2933 Methyl 2-chloropropionate 30 3 3, 31°(c)

2934 Isopropyl 2-chloropropionate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2935 Ethyl 2-chloropropionate 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2936 Thiolactic acid 60 6.1 6.1, 21 '(b)

2937 apha-Methylbenzyl alcohol 60 6.1 6.1, 14°(c)
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Substance Name of substance Hazard Label Class and iLem
Identification Idcntification number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

2938 Methyl benzoate 60 6.1 6.1, 14*(c)

2940 9-Phosphabicyclononanes 40 4.2 4.2, 5(b)
(cyclooctadiene phosphines)

2941 Fluoroanilines 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2942 2-Trifluoromethylaniline 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(c)

2943 Tetrahydrofurfurylamine 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

2945 N-Methylbutylamine 3i8 3+8 3, 22°b)

2946 2-Amino-5-diethylaminopentane 6U 6.1 6.1, 12'(c)

2947 Isopropyl chloroacetate 30 3 3, 31 (c)

2948 3-Trifluoromethylaniline 60 6.1 6.1. 17°(b)

2949 Sodium hydrosulphide hydrated 80 8 8, 45°0b)1.

2950 Magnesium granules, coated 423 4.3 4.3, 11 (c)

2965 Boron trifluoride dimethyl etherate 382 4.3+3+8 4.3, 2-(a)

2966 Thioglycol 60 6.1 6.1, 21-(b)

2967 Sulphamic acid 80 8 8, 16°(c)

2968 Maneb, stabilized 423 4.3 4.3, 200(c)

2968 Maneb preparation, stabilized 423 4.3 4.3, 20°(c)

2980 Uranyl nitrate hexahydrate solution 78 7A, 7B or 7, Sch 5,6
7C +8 or 13
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Substnce Name of substance Hazard Label Clus and item
Identification Identifitcion number

No. No.
(Lower pt) (Upper put)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

2982 Radioactive material, not otherwise 70 7A, 7B or 7, Sch 9,10,11
specified in this appendix 7C or 13

gas 72 7A, 7B or
7C

gas, flammable 723 7A, 7B or
7C + 3

liquid, flammable, with a 73 7A, 7B or
flash-point not above 61 *C 7C + 3

solid, flammable 74 7A, 7B or
7C + 4.1

oxidizing 75 7A, 7B or
7C + 05

toxic 76 7A, 7B or
7C + 6.1

corrosive 78 7A, 7B or
17C + 8

2983 Ethylene oxide and propylene 336 3+6.1 3, 17°(a)
oxide mixture

2984 Hydrogen peroxide, aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 1°(c)

2985 Chlorosilanes, flammable, 338 3 + 8 3, 21'(b)
corrosive, n.o.s.

2986 Chlorosilanes, corrosive, flammable, X83 8+3 8, 37°(b)
n.o.s.

2987 Chlorosilanes, corrosive, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 36°(b)

2988 Chlorosilanes, water-reactive, X338 4.3+3+8 4.3, 1'(a)
flammable, corrosive, n.o.s.

2989 Lead phosphite, dibasic 40 4.1 4.1, 11(b),(c)

2991 Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 74°(a)
flammable

2991 Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 74°(b),(c)
flammable

2992 Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 74°(a)

2992 Carbamate pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 74°(b),(c)

2993 Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 79°(a)
flammable

2993 Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 79°(b),(c)
flammable
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Substanc Narne of subsicc Hamd Label Class and item
Idertificaton ldentificafion number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (upper p)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

2994 Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 79*(a)

2994 Arsenical pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 790(b),(c)

2995 Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 72 *(a)
toxic, flammable

2995 Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 72*(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

2996 Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 72°(a)
toxic

2996 Organochlorine pesticide, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 72°(b),(c)
toxic

2997 Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 82*(a)
flammable

2997 Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 820(b),(c)
flammable

2998 Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 82'(a)

2998 Triazine pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 82°(b),(c)

2999 Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 73*(a)
flammable

2999 Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 73 0(b),(c)
flammable

3000 Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 73°(a)

3000 Phenoxy pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 73°(b),(c)

3001 Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 85°(a)
flammable

3001 Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 85°(b),(c)
flammable

3002 Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 85-(a)

3002 Phenyl urea pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 85°(b),(c)

3003 Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 83°(a)
toxic, flammable

3003 Bezoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 83°(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

3004 Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 83°(a)
toxic
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Subsgane Name of substance HazAgd LAWel Class and stem
Identificafion Ident icat number

No. No.
(Lower p-A) (Upper par)

(a) (b) () (d) (e)

3004 Benzoic derivative pesticide, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 83*(b),(c)
toxic

3005 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+ 3 6.1, 86°(a)
toxic, flammable

3005 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 86*(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

3006 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 86°(a)
toxic

3006 Dithiocarbamate pesticide, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 86°(b),(c)
toxic

3007 Phtha]4mide derivative pesticide, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 84'(a)
liquid, toxic, flammable

3007 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 84°(b),(c)
liquid, toxic, flammable

3008 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 66 6.1 6.1, 84°(a)
liquid, toxic

3008 Phthalimide derivative pesticide, 60 6.1 6.1, 840(b),(c)
liquid, toxic

3009 Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 80°(a)
flammable

3009 Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 80°(b),(c)
flammable

3010 Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 80°(a)

3010 Copper based pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 80°(b),(c)

3011 Mercury based pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 75°(a)
toxic, flammable

3011 Mercury based pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 75°(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

3012 Mercury based pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 75°(a)

3012 Mercury based pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1. 75°(b),(c)

3013 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 81 *(a)
liquid, toxic, flammable

3013 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 81°(b),(c)
liquid, toxic, flammable I
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Substance Name of substance Hazard Label Class and item
ldent'irion ldent ficafion nmber

No. No.
(Lowcr pan) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) () (d) (e)

3014 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 66 6.1 6.1, 81*(a)
liquid, toxic

3014 Substituted nitrophenol pesticide, 60 6.1 6.1, 81°(b),(c)
liquid, toxic

3015 Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 78°(a)
toxic, flammable

3015 Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 78°(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

3016 Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 78*(a)

3016 Bipyridilium pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 78°(b),(c)

3017 Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 71 *(a)
toxic, flammable

3017 Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 71 °(b),(c)
toxic, flammable

3018 Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 71°(a)
toxic

3018 Organophosphorus pesticide, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 71 °(b),(c)
toxic

3019 Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 76°(a)
flammable

3019 Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 76°(b),(c)
flammable

3020 Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic 66 6.1 6.1, 76°(a)

3020 Organotin pesticide, liquid, toxic 60 6.1 6.1, 76*(b),(c)

3021 Pesticide, liquid, flammable, toxic, 336 3+6.1 3, 57°(a),(b)
n.o.s.

3022 1,2-Butylene oxide, stabilized 339 3 3, 3°(b)

3023 tert-Octyl mercaptan 63 6.1 + 3 6.1, 20-(b)

3024 Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 336 3+6.1 3, 47°(a),(b)
flammable, toxic

3025 Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 77*(a)
toxic, flammable

3025 Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 770(b),(c)
toxic, flammable III_ I
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Substance Name of substance Ha.ard Label Class and item

Idernifiealion Identification number
No. No.

(Lower part) (Upper pan)
(a) (b) () (d) (W)

3026 Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 77°(a)
toxic

3026 Coumarin derivative pesticide, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 77(b),(c)
toxic

3027 Coumarin derivative pesticide, solid, 66 6.1 6.1, 77 *(a)
toxic

3027 Coumarin derivative pesticide, solid, 60 6.1 6.1, 77°(b),(c)
toxic

3049 Metal alkyl halides, n.o.s. or X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32°(a)
metal aryl halides, n.o.s.

3050 Metal alkyl hydrides, n.o.s. or X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32=(a)
metal aryl hydrides, n.o.s.

3051 Aluminium alkyls X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31°(a)

3052 Aluminium alkyl halides X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32*(a)

3053 Magnesium alkyls X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 31*(a)

3054 Cyclohexyl mercaptan 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

3055 2-(2-Aminoethoxy) ethanol 80 8 8, 53*(c)

3056 n-Heptaldehyde 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

3065 Alcoholic beverages 30 3 3. 31 *(c)

3065 Alcoholic beverages 33 3 3, 3°(b)

3066 Paint or paint related material 80 8 8, 66°(b),(c)

3070 Dichlorodifluoromethane and 26 6.1 2, 4°(at)
ethylene oxide mixtures with not
more than 12% ethylene oxide by
mass

3071 Mercaptan mixture, liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20°(b)
flammable, n.o.s.

3071 Mercaptans. liquid, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 20°(b)
flammable, n.o.s.

3073 Vinylpyridines, inhibited 639 6.1+3 6.1, 11 -(b)

3076 Aluminium alkyl hydrides X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 32=(a)

3077 Environmentally hazardous substance, 90 9 9, 12°(c)
solid, n.o.s.

3078 Cerium 423 4.3 4.3, 13'(b)
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Substance Name of sumbce HUAzad Label Clau and item
Idcntifition Idantification number

No. No.
(Lower pan) (Upper palr)

(a) (b) () (d) ()

3079 Methacrylonitrile, inhibited 336 3+6.1 13,11 '(a)

3080 Isocyanates, toxic, flammable, n.o.s. 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18°(b)

3080 Isocyanate solution, toxic, flammable, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 18°(b)
n.O.S.

3084 Corrosive solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 885 8+05 8, 73°(a)

3084 Corrosive solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 85 8+05 8, 73-(b)

3085 Oxidizing solid, corrosive, n.o.s. 58 5.1+8 5.1, 31°(b),(c)

3086 Toxic solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 665 6.1+05 6.1, 68°(a)

3086 Toxic solid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 65 6.1+05 6.1, 68-(b)

3087 Oxidizing solid, toxic, n.o.s. 56 5.1+6.1 5.1, 29 0(b),(c)

3088 Self-heating solid, organic, n.o.s. 40 4.2 4.2, 5°(b),(c)

3089 Metal powder, flammable, n.o.s. 40 4.1 4.1, 13°0b),(c)

3092 l-Methoxy-2-propanol 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

3093 Corrosive liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 885 8+05 8, 74°(a)

3093 Corrosive liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 85 8+05 8, 74-(b)

3094 Corrosive liquid, water-reactive 823 8+4.3 8, 72*(a),(b)
.o.s.

3095 Corrosive solid, self-heating, n.o.s. 84 8+4.2 8, 69-(b)

3096 Corrosive solid, water-reactive, 842 8+4.3 8, 71-(b)
n.o.s.

3109 Organic peroxide, type F, liquid 539 5.2+(8) 5.2, 9-(b)

3110 Organic peroxide, type F, solid 539 5.2 5.2. 10-(b)

3119 Organic peroxide, type F, liquid, 539 5.2 5.2, 19-(b)
temperature controlled

3120 Organic peroxide, type F, solid, 539 5.2 5.2, 20°(b)
temperature controlled

3122 Toxic liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 665 6.1+05 6.1, 68-(a)

3122 Toxic liquid, oxidizing, n.o.s. 65 6.1+05 6.1, 68 0(b)

3123 Toxic liquid, water-reactive, n.o.s. 623 6.1+4.3 6.1, 44°(a),(b)

3124 Toxic solid, self-heating, n.o.s. 664 6.1+4.2 6.1, 66*(a)

3124 Toxic solid, self-heating, n.o.s. 64 6.1 +4.2 6.1, 66'(b)
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Substance Name or rubstance Hazard Label Clas and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.,
(Lower pan) (Upper pan)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (€)

3125 Toxic solid, water-reactive, n.o.s. 642 6.1+4.3 6.1, 44°(b),(c)

3126 Self-heating solid, corrosive, organic, 48 4.2+8 4.2, 9*(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3128 Self-heating solid, toxic, organic, 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, 7°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3129 Water-reactive liquid, corrosive, X382 4.3+8 4.3, 25*(a)
n.o.s,

3129 Water-reactive liquid, corrosive, 382 4.3+8 4.3, 25°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3130 Water-reactive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. X362 4.3+6.1 4.3, 23°(a)

3130 Water-reactive liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 362 4.3+6.1 4.3, 23°(b),(c)

3131 Water-reactive solid, corrosive, n.o.s. 482 4.3+8 4.3, 24°(b),(c)

3134 Water-reactive solid, toxic, n.o.s. 462 4.3+6.1 4.3, 22'(b),(c)

3138 Ethylene, acetylene and propylene 223 3 2, 8 0(b)
in mixture, refrigerated liquid

3140 Alkaloids or alcaloid salts, liquid, 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
n.o.s.

3140 Alkaloids or alcaloid salts, liquid, 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3141 Antimony compound, inorganic, 60 6.1 6.1, 59°(c)
liquid, n.o.s.

3142 Disinfectant, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

3142 Disinfectant, liquid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

3143 Dye, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25-(a)

3143 Dye, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

3143 Dye intermediate, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 25°(a)

3143 Dye intermediate, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 25°(b),(c)

3144 Nicotine compound or nicotine 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
preparation, liquid, n.o.s.

3144 Nicotine compound or nicotine 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
preparation, liquid, n.o.s.

3145 Alkylphenols, liquid, n.o.s. 88 8 8, 40°(a)

3145 Alkylphenols, liquid, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 40(b),(c)
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Substance Name of substance HAzuRd Label Clas and item
Identification Identification number

No. No.
(LOwer part) (Upper Parl)

(A) (b) (C) (d) (e)

3146 Organotin compound, solid, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 32°(a)

3146 Organotin compound, solid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 32°(b),(c)

3147 Dye or dye intermediate, solid, 80 8 8, 650(b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.

3148 Water-reactive liquid, n.o.s. X323 4.3 4.3, 21 *(a)

3148 Water-reactive liquid, n.o.s. 323 4.3 4.3, 21 °(b),(c)

3149 Hydrogen peroxide and peroxyacetic 58 5.1+8 5.1, 1°(b)
acid mixture, stabilized

3151 Polyhalogenated biphenyls, liquid 90 9 9, 2°(b)

3151 Polyhalogenated terphenyls, liquid 90 9 9, 2°(b)

3152 Polyhalogenated biphenyls, solid 90 9 9, 2°(b)

3152 Polyhaogenated terphenyls, solid 90 9 9, 2-(b)

3155 Pentachlorophenol 60 6.1 6.1, 17°(b)

3159 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluorethane (R 134a) 20 2 2, 3*(a)

3170 Aluminium dross 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(b),(c)

3172 Toxins, extracted from living- 66 6.1 6.1, 90°(a)
sources, n.o.s.

3172 Toxins, extracted from living 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)
sources, n.o.s.

3174 Titanium disulphide 40 4.2 4.2, 13°(c)

3175 Solids containing flammable liquid, 40 4.1 4.1, 40(c)
n.o.s.

3176 Flammable solid, organic, molten, 44 4.1 4.1, 5 °

n.o.s.

3178 Flammable solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 40 4.1 4.1, 1ll(b),(c)

3179 Flammable solid, toxic, inorganic, 46 4.1+6.1 4.1, 16°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3180 Flammable solid, corrosive, 48 4.1+8 4.1, 17°(b),(c)
inorganic, n.o.s.

3181 Metal salts of organic compounds, 40 4.1 4.1, 12°(b),(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

3182 Metal hydrides, flammable, n.o.s. 40 4.1 4.1, 140 (b),(c)

Self-heating liquid, organic, n.o.s. 4.2, 6°(b),(c)
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Sbsuance Name of substance Hazard Label Clas and item
Identifcation Identication number

No. No.
(Lowcr Part) (Upper pal)

(a) (b) ) (d) (a)

3184 Self-heating liquid, toxic, organic. 36 4.2+6.1 4.2, 8°(b),(c)
n~o.s.

3185 Self-heating liquid, corrosive, 38 4.2+8 4.2, 10°(b),(c)

organic, n.o.s.

3186 Self-heating liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 30 4.2 4.2. 17°(b),(c)

3187 Self-beating liquid, toxic, inorganic, 36 4.2+6.1 4.2, 190 (b),(c)
n.o.s.

3188 Self-heating liquid, corrosive, 38 4.2+8 4.2. 21 °(b),(c)
inorganic, n.o.s.

3189 Metal powder, self-heating, n.o.s. 40 4.2 4.2, 12°(b),(c)

3190 Self-heating solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 40 4.2 4.2, 16°(b),(c)

3191 Self-heating solid, toxic, inorganic, 46 4.2+6.1 4.2, I8°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3192 Self-heating solid, corrosive, 48 4.2+8 4.2, 20°(b),(c)
inorganic, n.o.s.

3194 Pyrophoric liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 333 4.2 4.2, 17°(a)

3203 Pyrophoric organometallic X333 4.2+4.3 4.2, 33°(a)
compound, n.o.s.

3205 Alkaline-earth metal alcoholates, 40 4.2 4.2, 14°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3206 Alkali metal alcoholates, n.o.s. 48 4.2+8 4.2, 15°(b),(c)

3207 Organometallic compound, or X323 4.3+3 4.3, 3°(a)
solution, or dispersion,
water-reactive, flammable, n.o.s.

3207 Organometallic compound, or 323 4.3+3 4.3, 3°(b),(c)
solution, or dispersion,
water-reactive, flammable, n.o.s.

3208 Metallic substance, water-reactive, 423 4.3 4.3, 13°(b),(c)
D.O.S.

3209 Metallic substance, water-reactive, 423 4.3+4.2 4.3. 14°(b),(c)
self-heating, n.o.s.

3210 Chlorates, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 11°(b)
solution, n.o.s.

3211 Perchlorates, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 13°(b)
solution, n.o.s. _ _ _
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Substance Name of substance Hazard Label Class and item
Identiication Identification number

No. No.
(Lo wr pat) (Upper pat)

(a) (b) (e) (d) (e)

3212 Hypochlorites, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 15-(b)

3213 Bromates, inorganic, aqueous solution 50 5.1 5.1, 16°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3214 Permanganates, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 17-(b)

solution, n.o.s.

3215 Persulphates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 18°(c)

3216 Persulfates, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 18-(c)
solution, n.o.s.

3217 Percarbonates, inorganic, n.o.s. 50 5.1 5.1, 19°(c)

3218 Nitrates, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 22*(b),(c)
solution, n.o.s.

3219 Nitrites, inorganic, aqueous 50 5.1 5.1, 23°(b),(c)

solution, n.o.s.

3220 Pentafluoroethane (R 125) 20 2 2, 5°(a)

3241 2-Bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3-diol 60 6.1 6.1, 170(c)

3243 Solids containing toxic liquid, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 65°(b)

3244 Solids containing corrosive liquid, 80 8 8, 65-(b)
n.o.s.

3246 Methanesulphonyl chloride 668 6.1+8 6.1, 27 *(a)

3247 Sodium peroxoborate, anhydrous 50 5.1 5.1, 27-(b)

3248 Medicine, liquid, flammable, toxic, 336 3+6.1 3, 19°(b)
n.o.s.

3248 Medicine, liquid, flammable, toxic, 36 3+6.1 3, 32°(c)
n.o.s.

3249 Medicine, solid, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 90°(b),(c)

3250 Chloroacetic acid, molten 68 6.1+8 6.1, 24°(b)2.

3253 Disodium trioxosilicate pentahydrate 80 8 8, 41 *(c)

3256 Elevated temperature liquid, 30 3 3, 61 °(c)
flammable, n.o.s.

3259 Amines or polyamines, solid, 88 8 8, 52-(a)
corrosive, n.o.s.

3259 Amines or polyamines, solid, 80 8 8, 52°(b),(c)
corrosive, n.o.s.
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Sub.ncec Name of Bubstncc Huard Labe Chs and item
IdeetlICA i.on ldcniifcallon number

No. No.

(Lower put) (Upper Part)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (C)

3260 Corrosive solid, acidic, inorganic, 88 8 8,160(a)
n.o.s.

3260 Corrosive solid, acidic, inorganic, 80 8 8, 16°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3261 Corrosive solid, acidic, organic, 88 8 8, 390(a)
n.o.s.

3261 Corrosive solid, acidic, organic, 80 8 8, 39°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3262 Corrosive solid, basic, inorganic, 88 8 8, 460(a)
n.o.s.

3262 Corrosive solid, basic, inorganic, 80 8 8, 46°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3263 Corrosive solid, basic, organic, n.o.s. 88 8 8, 55°(a)

3263 Corrosive solid, basic, organic, n.o.s. 80 8 8, 55°(b),(c)

3264 Corrosive liquid, acidic, inorganic, 88 8 8, 170(a)
n.o.s.

3264 Corrosive liquid, acidic, inorganic, 80 8 8, 17°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3265 Corrosive liquid, acidic, organic, 88 8 8, 400(a)
n.o.s.

3265 Corrosive liquid, acidic, organic, 80 8 8, 40°(b),(c)
n.o..

3266 Corrosive liquid, basic, inorganic, 88 8 8. 470(a)
n.O.S.

3266 Corrosive liquid, basic, inorganic, 80 8 8, 470(b).(c)
n.o.s.

3267 Corrosive liquid, basic, organic, 88 8 8, 56°(a)
n.O.S.

3267 Corrosive liquid, basic, organic, 80 8 8, 56°(b),(c)
D.O.S.

3271 Ethers, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 3 ' Cf.)

3271 Ethers, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 310(c)

3272 Esters, n.o.s. 33 3 3. 3*(b)

3272 Esters, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

3273 Nitriles, flammable, toxic, n.o.s. 336 3+6.1 3, 11(a).(b)
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Subsuance Name of gubsance Haza Label Class a item
Identim wation Idergiflieaion number

No. No.
(Lo er psA) (Upper pa)

(a) (b) (C) (d) (9)

3274 Alcoholates solution, n.o.s. 338 3+8 3, 24'(b)

3275 Nitriles, toxic, flammable, n.o.s. 663 6.1+3 6.1, 11*(a)

3275 Nitriles, toxic, flammable, n.o.s. 63 6.1+3 6.1, 1l°(b)

3276 Nitriles, toxic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1. 12°(a)

3276 Nitriles, toxic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 12°(b),(c)

3277 Chloroformates, toxic, corrosive, 68 6.1+8 6.1, 27°(b)
n.o.s.

3278 Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 66 6.1 6.1, 23°(a)
n.o.s.

3278 Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 60 6.1 6.1, 23*(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3279 Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 663 6.1+3 6.1, 22°(a)
flammable, n.o.s.

3279 Organophosphorus compound, toxic, 63 6.1+3 6.1, 22'(b)
flammable, n.o.s.

3280 Organoarsenic compound, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 34o(a)

3280 Organoarsenic compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 340(b),(c)

3281 Metal carbonyls, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 36°(a)

3281 Metal carbonyls, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 36°(b),(c)

3282 Organometallic compound, toxic, 66 6.1 6.1, 35°(a)
n.o.s.

3282 Organometallic compound, toxic, 60 6.1 6.1, 35°(b),(c)
n.o.s.

3283 Selenium compound, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 55°(a)

3283 Selenium compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 55°(b),(c)

3284 Tellurium compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 57°(b),(c)

3285 Vanadium compound, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 58°(b),(c)

3286 Flammable liquid, toxic, corrosive, 368 3+6.1+8 3, 27*(a),(b)
n.o.s.

3287 Toxic liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 65"(a)

3287 Toxic liquid, inorganic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 65*(b),(c)

3288 Toxic solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 66 6.1 6.1, 65°(a)
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Substance Name of substance Hazard label CIA" and item
Identific&tion Identificaion number

No. No.
(Lower p t) (Upper pat)

(a) (b) () (d) ()

3288 Toxic solid, inorganic, n.o.s. 60 6.1 6.1, 65°(b),(c)

3289 Toxic liquid, corrosive, inorganic, 668 6.1+8 6.1, 67°(a)
n.o.s.

3289 Toxic liquid, corrosive, inorganic, 68 6.1 + 8 6.1, 67°(b)
n.o.s.

3290 Toxic solid, corrosive, inorganic, 668 6.1+8 6.1, 67'(a)
n.o.s.

3290 Toxic solid, corrosive, inorganic, 68 6.1+8 6.1, 67-(b)
n.o.s.

3291 Clinical waste, unspecified, n.o.s. 606 6.2 6.2, 4-(b)

3293 Hydrazine, aqueous solution 60 6.1 6.1, 65°(c)

3294 Hydrogen cyanide, solution in alcohol 663 6.1+3 6.1, 2-

3295 Hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s. 33 3 3, 1 *(a),
2°(a),(b), 30(b)

3295 Hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s. 30 3 3, 31 °(c)

3301 Corrosive liquid, self-heating, 884 8+4.2 8, 70°(a)
n.o.s.

3301 Corrosive liquid, self-heating, 84 8+4.2 8, 70°(b)
n.o.s.
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CORRIGENDUM concerning the English text of the amendments proposed by the Govern-
ment of France to annexes A and B, as amended, to the European Agreement of 30 Sep-
tember 1957 concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road
(ADR)'

The text of the corrigendum reads as follows:

g 5 to be replaced by the replacement page at the end of this
corrigendum (No change, but more legible copy).

page : item 14", in the NOTE, replace "above 23" C by "of not less than
23" C".

page72 : marginal 2308 (4): the substance identification number and names
should not be underlined

oaoes 86. 87, 89:

Under items 33" (b), 34" (b), 43o (b) and 44" (b), -in
designations for samples, only the word "smple should be
underlined.

page 99: Marginal 2431: add the following amendment:

"Under items 15" (b) and 15" (c), the name for number 3206 should
read "Alcali metal alcoholates. self-heatina. corrosive. n.o.s."

page.J 10 Add the following amendment at the bottom of the page: "At the
end of the NOTE under I* (b), replace '3104(2)(g)' by
'3106(2)(g)'".

pag.._103: Marginal 2553(4), replace "7"(h)" by "7"(b)".

page160: Marginal 2654 (4) (b); in the eleventh line, replace "would
penetrate" by "could penetrate".

page L5: In the second paragraph of the page, at the first line only,
replace "[see marginal 2002(8)]" by "(see marginal 2000(5)]".

page 174 : Marginal 2800(3) (b) (first sentence) and 2800 (3) (c) (first
sentence):
Replace "(a), (b) or (c)" by "(a), (b) and (c)".

pa.geL2 : Marginal 2800(4) (b), at the end, replace "3537" by "3532".

pbg._ ge : Under "class 6.2" replace "1"-4"" by "3" and 4o".

SUnited Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 619, p. 77; for subsequent actions, see references in Cumulative Indexes Nos. 9
and 11 to 21, as well as annex A in volumes 1259, 1279, 1283, 1297, 1344, 1394, 1395, 1430, 1489, 1505, 1553, 1580, 1663,
1679, 1696,1701, 1719, 1723, 1724,1732, 1775,1777 and 1843.
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oage 259 :Add the following amendment (english only):

"Marginal 3659 (1): For 'For all types of IBCs' read 'For all
types of flexible IBCs'."

page 261: In the table, add another line for class 4.1 to read: "Other

substances", with a cross in the 50 kg column.

Add a new amendment to read as follows:

In NOTE 1 to marginal 10 011, in the table "Examples of these
calculations", replace "31"" by "33"(c)" for the class 3 line.

page271: Marginal 10 221 (2), add the following sentence:

"When the transport unit comprises a motor vehicle and a trailer,
the requirement applies when the motor vehicle is registered
after 30 June 1993."

page-273: Delete the amendment concerning marginal 10 381.

page 277: In the note below the table, replace "UN No." by "Identification
number".

pa.ge278: Add the following amendment: "Marginal 11 500(5):
replace '10 500(8)' by '10 500(9)'".

page285: Add the following amendment:

"41 509: replace 'substances of 34"' by 'substances of 31", 32",
41" and 42"', and add at the end "The same rule shall apply if a
transport unit is loaded with more than 2 000 kg of substances of
33, 34', 43" and 44*".

page 287: Marginal 51 220(2): instead of "unchanged" read: "In the existing
text, replace "prescribed in paragraph (1) above" by "prescribed
in marginal 220531(2)".

page 288: Marginal 52500: delete "as well as vehicles and containers for
the carriage of solid dangerous substances in bulk".

page 289: In the left margin, at the bottom of the page, replace "62 200"
by "61 200".

page 298: marginal 62 412, third line: replace "loading" by "carrying".

page 302: Under Section 2, insert "(Only the general provisions of Part I
apply)".

page 308: Add the following amendment:

"Marginal 21X 434: Instead of 'refered to in 21X 410(b) and (f)'
read 'refered to in 21X 410 (f)'".

page 312: Marginal 21X910, replace "4"(c)" by "4".
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page 313: Add the following amendments:

"Marginal 213 010(c), replace "32" (c)" by "31" (c)".

Appendix B.ld

Marginal 214 250(2): replace "-hydrofluoric acids of marginal
2801, 6"" by "-substances of marginal 2801, 6"".

page 316: Marginal 220 403 and
footnote

page 331: Marginal 220 900 Replace "country" by "State".

page 332: Marginal 221 000, J
footnote *J/

page 338: In the description of the combination "69", insert "or slightly
toxic" after "toxic".
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